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Abstract 
Two obstacles stand in the way of satisfactory synthesis of 
Australian prehistory at more than a very general level. In the first 
place, excavation techniques have grown up 
to come to grips with the difficult 
piecemeal and have 
conditions posed 
failed 
by the 
undifferentiated sandy stratigraphies and low sedimentation rates 
typical of many Australian sites. ln Lhe second place, the piecemeal 
genesis of excavation techniques is reflected in the lack of 
established channels for the exchange of excavation data and in 
incompatibility between the information recorded by different workers. 
The first part of this thesis examines the prehistory of the Blue 
Mountains area, starting with a general review and leading to a more 
detailed study of' the Neola and Capertee 3 sites. 1he study of these 
two sites suggests that the model of a site as a chronologically 
continuous sample may not be applicable even to sites with rich 
assemblages and that horizontal patterning is an important feature 
which must be taken into account when designing site sampling 
strategies. New dating of Capertee Site 3 confirms that backed 
implements appear in the site at about 3DOOBP. 
Following on from the Capertee 3 dating, a critical review of the 
literature relating to the appearance of backed implements and of 
other traits associated with the Australian Small Tool Tradition 
demonstrates that no dates older than about 5000BP have yet been 
substantiated for Small Tool Tradition assemblages, However it has not 
proved possible to tie the dating down accurately owing to the lack of 
data and imprecision of associations between dated samples and 
artefact assemblages. 
The concluding chapters are aimed at resolving some of the 
problems identified in the preceding discussion. Attention is focussed 
on methods of data recording, since standardisation of this aspect of 
excavation not only helps establish a framework for excavation onto 
which individual strategies can be grafted, but represents a firs~ 
step in the direction of greater comparability between data collected 
by different workers. The .iiscussion is completed by the documentation 
of a computerised system for the recording and analysis of excavation 
data. The use of such a system facilitates the analysis of the 
material and also generates a catalogue which can be duplicated for 
storage with the collection. It is suggested that future developments 
should be aimed at standardisation of basic classificatory and 
attribute systems in order to promote comparability between 
collections and thus provide a better information base for the 
synthesis of Australian prehistory. 
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Introduction 
Scope and. direction of the thesis 
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Excavate, v. t ....... ; dig out (soil) leaving a 
unearth, get out, by digging (O.E.D.) hole i 
Ex6avation is a destructive process. As such it must be judged not 
upon gross information yield but upon the efficiency with which we 
exploit the information potential of the deposits. Excavation is 
necessarily a compromise between information retrieval and research 
expediency. 
There are three stages in the exploitation of an archaeological 
site. EXCAVATlON involves the irreversible filtering of the site to 
eliminate informatinn a.nd material considered to be of no 
archaeological importance. ANALYSIS involves the selection of 
information and material for detailed study and description, either as 
a means of searching for interpretable patterning or to test specific 
hypotheses. The selective nature of analysis implies a third stage of 
STORAGE AND DOCUMENTATION, a stage which is all too frequently 
neglected as being unproductive for the individual research worker. 
Only if a collection is thoroughly documented and stored in an 
organised fashion is there chance that subsequent workers will be 
encouraged 
potential. 
to rework the material for any of its unexploited 
The thesis of this work is that insufficient attention has been 
paid to the design and systematisation of excavation techniques or 
recording techniques and to the exchange of data from excavations. The 
methodological section of this thesis is therefore concerned with 
excavation techniques and, more particularly, with the recording and 
storage of data. I have concentrated on these aspects rather than on 
methods of analysis, for the following reasons: 
1. Excavation is irreversible and it is therefore of paramount 
importance that we should excavate as little as possible for our 
research requirements. Improvements in excavation methodology will 
help to consP.rve sites or parts of sites by allowing que3tions to 
be answered from smaller excavations and eliminating some 
questions which should never have been asked. 
2. By setting out an explicit excavation methodology it becomes 
possible to design standardised coding forms and computer 
programs. This reduces the drudgery of recording the data and 
opens the way to use of the computer for data storage and 
analysis. 
2. 
3, Dusty shelves packed with boxes of uncatalogued material are the 
legacy of the past. Even in Australia, with a short history of 
archaeology, the backlog would take years to catalogue and bring 
up to a very basic standard of analysis. By providing a structure 
for data recording which automatically generates a nystematic 
catalogue of the excavated material, I hope to help render the 
museum shelves of the future a little less imponderable. Since the 
data can be stored on magnetic tape it should be possible to 
incorporate it in the future into computerised museum catalogues 
or a centralised archaeological data bank. 
4. Unlike excavatlon, storage and document~tion, the analysis stage 
is difficult to standardise and standardisation could lead to 
stultification. I have therefore limited my consideration of the 
analysis stage to providing a few procedures t.o help calculate 
basic statistics and a framework for adding on problem-oriented 
analyses. 
Development of the thesis 
It is perhaps the nature of theses that they rarely end up 
following the topic that was originally planned. Whilst this is partly 
a function of fools rushing in where wise men fear to tread, it may 
also be an indication that the project has unearthed new avenues of 
investigation, or has found old avenues blocked by unseen debris. 
The final form of this thesis owes much to these several factors. 
In a seminar towards the middle of 1977 I was able to show patterning 
in published tool counts through both time and space. This patterning 
suggested that it might be possible to look at variability within the 
recent Australian industries on the basis of published data and to 
investigate the correlation of this variability with factors such as 
physiographic and environment~! zones, and of course chronology. With 
over 200 excavated and published sites in Australia, the way appeared 
open for an attempt at synthesis of the variability apparent within 
and between these industries, which are generally referred to by the 
collective term Australian Small Tool Tradition (Gould 1969a:235). 
Since over half the excavated sites are situated in the south-east of 
the continent, I intended to concentrate on this area anrl, in 
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particular, to look at the exploitation of the highlands through a 
detailed study of the Blue Mountains, west of Sydney (fig. 1). 
Several obst~cles stood in the way of such a project. First, few 
collections have been comprehensively ~nalysed and documented and a 
number have seen the light of day only once since their creation. 
Secondly, even where material has been thoroughly documented, 
differences in technique at both the excavation and analysis stages 
hinders comparison between sites. Thirdly, the 'cowboy' phase of 
Australian prehistory has encouraged the uncritical use of simple 
'spit' methodologies which, I shall argue later, are unable to cope 
with the difficult stratigraphic conditions encountered in sandstone 
rockshelters. 
By the end of 1977 I had realised that I could not proceed with 
my original project without reanalysing large numbers of collections. 
This thankless task was fortunately well beyond the scope of a three 
year FnD. Far more urgent than any reanalysis or synthesis of extant 
collections was the basic groundwork of systematising and 
standardising excavation recording techniques in such a way that 
computer methods could be used in future to keep track of excavated 
material and data derived from it. I have therefore narrowed the 
strictly archaeological content of this thesis to a detailled 
reassessment of the prehistory of the Blue Mountains area and its 
impact on our concept of the Australian Small Tool Tradition. The 
methodological aspect of my thesis is illustrated in the context of my 
Blue Mount•ins study by the re-excavation of McCarthy's classic 
Capertee Site 3 (McCarthy 1964). I have used this analysis primarily 
as substantive material to demonstrate the need for systematisation 
and tightening of excavation and data recording techniques. In the 
latter part of the thesis I have concentrated my attention on the 
development of a rigorous yet flexible excavation recording 
methodology suited to Australian conditions. This shift in orientation 
of my topic has entailed the omission of much of my initial work some 
of which h:is been, or will be, published in a separate context. 
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Historical background to the problem of the Small Tool Tradition 
In the first decades of this century the study of Australian 
prehistory was the province of the collector of stone artefacts. The 
prevailing view was one of a brief period of Aboriginal occupation and 
homogeneity of Aboriginal culture. Regional variations in stone tools 
were seen merely as adaptations to locally available stone types 
(Mulvaney 1961:59-60). 
The death knell of this view was sounded by Hale and Tindale's 
report ( 1930) on their excaorntions at Devon Downs on the lower Murray. 
They found several metres of stratified deposits in which they 
distinguished three separate 'cultures' which could not be accounted 
for in terms of changing stone types. Hale and Tindale's excavations 
were followed soon after by Towle and McCarthy's 1934 excavations at 
Lapstone Creek (McCarthy 1948, 1978) which also showed marked changes 
in stone tools through time. However 1 it was not until the end of the 
1950's and beginning of the 1960's that Australian prehistory really 
got off the ground with a series of reports on stratified sites and 
publication of numbers of C14 dates (e.g. Mulvaney 1960, 1961a, 
Mulvaney, Lawton and Twidale 1964). By the middle of the decade a 
number of local industrial sequences had been proposed (e.g. Tindale 
1957, McCarthy 1958, 1964, Mulvaney and Joyce 1966) and detailed 
regional studies were underway (e.g. McBryde 1966b, White 1967). 
Mulvaney•s excavations at Kenniff Cave (Mulvaney and Joyce 1966) 
have probably proved the most influential in generating the concept of 
the Smail Tool Tradition. Mulvaney proposed a three phase local 
sequence, the earliest phase being characterised by the observation 
that 'varieties of scraper constitute 100 per cent of all classifiable 
artefacts' (Mulvaney and Joyce 1966:172). This phase was termed the 
1 pre-hafted 1 phase because scr'apers \lere consi.dered as probably 
hand-held r~ther than mounted as composite tools and the similarity 
with the Tasmanian industries was noted (ibid.:207). The latter were 
isolated by rising sea level considerably before the end of the 
'pre-hafted' phase at Kenniff Cave and have to some degree 
1 fossilised 1 the characteristics of this phase (cf. Jones 19'77, 
Bowdler 19"/"I). The succeeding phase was termed the 'microlithic 
hafted' phase, characterised by a proliferation of more specialised 
types, such as geometric microliths, which were interpreted as 
elements of composite tools. At the end of the sequence a 'late hafted 
5. 
phase' is characterised by the disappe!lrance of microlithic backed 
implements and the appearance of a range of large scrapers different 
from those in the underlying levels and of the Juan Knife, a very 
large backed implement quite unlike the small microlithic backed 
implements of the preceding industry (ibid.: 181, 190-192, Tindale 
1957:29). 
Mulvaney (ibid.: 193,209) warns against the danger of strict 
correl~tion between the three phases of his Kenniff Cave sequence and 
the phases or industries of Tindale 's Murray Valley sequence ('findale 
1957) or McCarthy's Eastern Regional Sequence (McCarthy 196>1). However 
he does suggest that, whilst specific 'cultural' or 'industrial 1 
terminology has only regional validity, there may be overlying 
technological stages with widespread validity linking individual local 
sequences. His cautious twofold division i~to pre-hafted and hafted 
phases 1 has become an anchor point for Australian prehistory, 
In the first edition of The Prehist= of ./lli&ralia ( 1969) 
Mulvaney terms these two technological stages the •core and Flake 
Tool' and 'Inventive' phases. To this he added a tentative final 
phase, the 'Adaptive' phase, to cover changes obser~ed in a number of 
southeast Australian sites over the last few centuries or millenia 
before the arrival of the Europeans (e.g. Lampert 1966, Mulvaney and 
Joyce 1966, Meg•w 1968). More or less synonymous phases have been 
referred to by other workers, e.g. P1ases I, II and III by Lampert 
(1971a), but the generally accepted terminology for the pre-hafted 
phsse is now the Australian Core Tool and Scraper Tradition ( Bowler 
et al. 1970:52) and for the hafted phase Australian 5nall Tool 
Tradition (Gould 1969a). The Adaptive phase has not proved to be such 
a ubiquitous feature of local sequences as the other two phases and 
has not become such a widely accepted concept or achieved a consistent 
terminological status. 
The Core Tool and Scraper/Small Tool dichotomy has proved a 
convenient way of characterising archaeological sequences across the 
continent. It has been identified from sites in Western Australia, 
e.g. Miriwun (Dortch 197'7) and Puntutjarpa (Gould 1977), in the 
Northern Territory, e.g. Tyirnede II (White 1967) and Ingaladdi 
(1) The 'late-hafted' phase was absant at the nearby site of The Tombs 
and in any case represented a less fundamental technologic~l change 
than the hafted/nor.-hafted dichotomy. 
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(Sanders 1975), in Queensland, e.g. Kenniff Cave (Mulvaney and Joyce 
1966) and Native Well (Morwood 1979), in New South Wales, e.g. Burrill 
Lake (Lampert 1971a) and Burke's Cave (Allen 1972) and in Victoria, 
e.g. Clogg's Cave (Flood 1974). The dichotomy is not, however, found 
in Tasmania and this is widely attributed to the severance of Tasmania 
by rising sea level (e.g. Jones 1977) well before the period to which 
the chan~es in lithic industry are dated. 
There is, however, a danger in the continent-wide application of 
such a predetermined terminology, that it will be applied across the 
board to situations in which it is not applicable, i.e. the data will 
be stretched to fit the terminology. It has long been apparent that 
there is a considerable degree of regional variation in the 
assemblages attributed to tl1e Small Tool Tradition, ex.pressed notably 
in the restricted distributions of particular artefact types (e.g. 
Mulvaney 1975,1973) and the definition of distinctlve local sequences 
(e.g. Tindale 1957, McCarthy 1964, Mulvaney and Joyce 1966, Lampert 
1972, Dortch 1977). This observation need not be at variance with the 
hypothesis of a continent-wide diffusion of ideas, but on the other 
hand it could indicate independent local inventions at widely 
different times. 
In general the difference between the Core Tool and Scraper and 
Small Tool Tradition industries lies in a reduction of artefact size, 
better controlled flaking involving more careful core preparation (cf. 
Stockton and Holland 1974, Lampert 1971a, Mulvaney 1975) and better 
quality raw materials, in many cases of exotic origin (e.g. Hughes 
et.al. 1973). The most widely used criterion is, however, the 
appearance of new, smaller and more specia1ised tool types such as 
back('d implements, uni facial and bi facial points and worn down adze 
slugs. The latter could only have been produced with the specimen 
hafted and simil:_:1r specimens are still in use today hafted on the end 
of spear throwers or special purpose handles (e.g. Hayden 1976:212). 
Other direct evidence of hafting lies in gum stains observed on the 
blunted margin of backed implements, e.g. McBryde 1978 table 4, 
Mulvaney 1960:80) and in macroscopic gum fragments bearing the imprint 
of a stone artefact or the artefact itself (e.g. McCarthy 1964, 
pl. 24-2). However there are few ethnographic records of microlithic 
backed implements being h~fted and those records of their use may well 
relate to archaeological specimens collected from prehistoric camp 
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sites (see for example McCarthy, Brammell and Noone 1946:42). 
Whilst the ubiquitous presence of somewhat similar changes in 
lithic assemblages throughout the continent argues for the coherence 
of the Small Tool Tradition (without necessarily implying that it is a 
tradition), the changes involved have been dated from over 7000BP to 
less than 3000BP. This spread of dating may be partly attributable to 
errors of association between the dated samples and the assemblages 
that they are supposed to dace, but I do not believe that this is 
sufficient to account for the entire spread of dates. If we could show 
a consistent geographical pattern for the dating of the appearance of 
Small Tool Tradition industries, e.g. a systematic chronological cline 
across the continent or radiating outwards from one point, we would 
not only have strons evidence for the coherence of the Small Tool 
Tradition but might also be a long way towards identifying its origin 
(introduced idea(s), single or multiple indigenous development). 
Unfortunately the imprecision of C14 dates for most assemblages does 
not at present allow much assessment of the relative dating of Small 
Tool Tradition industries in different p~rts of the continent. 
The dangers in attempting such an approach without a sufficiently 
critical base are, I believe, well illustrated by Pearce's (1974) 
attempt to trace the spread of backed implements (compare Pearce's 
results with my discussion in chapter 6). It may be that, in the final 
analysis, we are unable to achieve sufficient precision to resolve 
differential dating between different parts of the continent, i.e. the 
start of the Small Tool Tradition may appear as an archaeologically 
instantaneous occurrence. However, on a more optimistic note, present 
dating does appe~r to resolve a difference in dating of the Small Tool 
Tradition industries between south-eastern New South Wales and 
surrounding areas (chapter 6). 
A second obstacle to establishing the status of the Small Tool 
Tradition lies in lack of comparability between excavations, in terms 
of both collection and analysis techniques. We cannot hope to build up 
a coherent picture of inter- and intra-regional variation until we 
have a body of comparable data, preferably available as raw data 
rather than as published summary statistics. 
8. 
The aim of the methodological section of this thesis is therefore 
to lay the foundations of a more systematic approach to the recording 
of excavation data. It has been suggested to me (Rhys Jones pers. 
comm.) that the methodology I am proposing is a new and more 
sophisticated methodology aimed at a generation of new and more 
sophisticated questions. Whilst I should like to believe that I am 
creating a new and more sophisticated methodology, this is largely 
untrue; I am simply systematising old ideas and replacing paper files 
with magnetic ones. Nor do I accept the proposition that the 
methodology I am proposing is needed simply to answer the more 
sophisticated questions of the 1980 1s. We are still addressing the 
same questions as during the early 1970's; What is the relative dating 
of the different Small Tool Tradition industries? What is their 
geographical extent and degree of internal variation? Do they 
represent external influences or internal development? Are they a 
tradition, related developments or simply unrelated phenomena grouped 
under a convenient label? 
Until these relatively unsophisticated questions are answered we 
cannot properly address ourselves to the more important questions 
concerning the meaning of the changes observed, i.e. what do they 
represent in terms of human adaptation and social syst;ems? To attempt 
to answer the latter questions without defining the basic framework of 
dating and variability is like trying to run before one ~an walk. The 
result is likely to be the generation of attractive theories based on 
shakey data. The danger in this scenario is that these theories will 
lead research in the wrong direction and divert attention from the 
questions which will be important in the long term developement of the 
subject. 
Importance of the Blue Mountains area 
The definition of Core Tool and Scraper and Small Tool traditions 
owes much to the artefactual sequences observed in south east 
Australia. The area loosely known as the Blue Mountains is 
particularly interesting for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is 
roughly in the middle of the intense distributlon of excavated sites 
along the coast and Great Dividing Range of Queensland 1 New South 
Wales and Victoria. Secondly, within an area 50 x 100 km, there are 
eight excavated sites with significant stratigraphies, nine dated 
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9. 
sites (including six of the stratified sites) and a dozen other sites 
which h~ve been reported in the literature. 
More importantly, however, McCarthy's three phase Eastern 
Regional Sequence (1964) was based on the Lapstone Creek and Capertee 
sites within the Blue Mountains area. Both these sites have given rise 
to dating which is somewhat at odds with established thinking. At 
Capertee (Site 3) backed implements were dated to approximately 3000BP 
onwards (McCarthy 1964, Bermingham 1966) whilst backed implements were 
reported as being over 5000 years old in the nearby Noola site 
(Tindale 1961, Bermingham 1966). The latter date seemed more in line 
with other 5-6000BP dates from the Hunter River area (Bobadeen, 
Macdonald River (Moore 1972)), the south coast of New South Wales 
(Burrill Lake (Lampert 1971a)) and New England (Graman Site 1 (McBryde 
1968, 1974)). At Lapstone Creek (McCarthy 1948,1978) microlithic backed 
implements disappeared abruptly from the sequence some time before 
2300BP, a situation not paralleled in neighbouring sites until 1000BP 
or later and never occurring with such abrupt.ness, e.g. at Springwood 
Creek (Stockton and Holland 1974), Curracurrang ICU5/- (Megaw 1968), 
various sites in the Hunter Valley· (Moore 1970, in press) and sites on 
the southern tableland (~load 1973). 
A final factor which makes the Blue Mountains particularly 
interesting lies in the marked physiographio relief of the area. 
Stockton and Holland (1974) propose that Aboriginal occupation of the 
higher parts would have been subject to climatic influence and claim a 
gap separating the Capertian (Core 'fool and Scraper) and Bondaian 
(Small Tool) industries in the area. Stockton interprets this gap in 
terms of a colder and wetter period causing abandonment of the Blue 
Mountains plateau. The presence of such a gap, whether or not the 
proposed interpretation is correct, nould have far reaching 
consequences. On the one hand it could simply affect the dating of 
either the earlier or later industries which might be expected to 
appear, respectively, later and earlier in more favoured e~vironments. 
Equally, marked climatic effects at around the time of the appearance 
of the Small Tool Tradition industries might help, or hinder, the 
spread of new ideas through population pressure or the strengthening 
of physiographic barriers. In the absence of climatic factors, the 
presence of a gap might be symptomatic of a break in Aboriginal 
culture contrasting with the continuity suggested for the lithic 
10. 
industries of Kenniff Cave (Mulvaney and Joyce 1966:178,210), Burrill 
Lake (Lampert 1971a:65) and other sites. 
My fieldwork in the Blue Mountains has therefore been aimed at 
reassessing the published sequences, both from the collections 
excavated by Stockton and by the reexcavation of McCarthy's and 
Tindale's sites in the Capertee area. On the one hand I have been able 
to confirm McCarthy's dating of the appearance of backed implements in 
the Capertee 3 site, and this has lead me to reassess the published 
accounts of the dating of these tools (chapter 6). My discussion 
highlights the need for well controlled excavation techniques and 
leads into the methodological section (chapters 7 and 8). 
My excavation at Capertee 3 has played a crucial role in the 
development of the methodology proposed by serving as a testing ground 
for new ideas. It also contributes to the picture of Blue Mountains 
prehistory which I have attempted to put forward in chapters 2 - 5. My 
intention in these chapters is not so much a problem oriented study of 
soma aspect of the prehistory of the area, but rather a general 
collation of the information available with a view to providing an 
information base available to other workers. Broadly speaking I have 
been able to confirm McCarthy's basic three-phase scheme whilst adding 
detail to the sequence and information on the exploitation of the 
mountain ~rea. On the other hand, 1 have shown that Stockton and 
Holland's ( 19'74) proposal of an hiatus in the occupation of the area 
does not stand up to critical assessment. 
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'At no great elevation an almost level plain extends, which, 
rising imperceptibly to the westw~rd, at last attains a 
height of more than three thousand feet. From so grand a 
title as Blue Mountains, and from their absolute altitude, I 
expected to have seen a bold chain of mountains crossing the 
countryj but instead of this, a sloping plain presents 
merely an inconsiderable front to the low land of the 
coast ... once on the sandstone platform, the scenery becomes 
exceedingly monotonousj each side of the road is bordered by 
scrubby trees of the never-failing Eucalyptus family' ( Darwln 1839). 
11 . 
The Blue Mountains rise from the Cumberland 
km west of Sydney (figs and 2). They 
plain approximately 
were formed by the 
dissection of a sandstone plateau uplifted in the late Tertiary or 
early Pleistocene. From the top of the scarp forming the eastern 
margin one c1n see range upon range of undulating ridges, cqvered for 
the most part with dense scrub and separated by steep gorges, 
stretching as far as the eye can see to both the north and south as 
well as the west. This rugged and inhospit~ble country barred the way 
to the expansion of the newly founded British colony which, for the 
first twenty five years of its life, was restricted to the 50 km wide 
coastal strip. 
It was pressure of population expansion on the availability of 
good grazing land which led Gregory Blaxland, William Wentworth and 
Lieutenant Lawson to organise an expedition to find a way across the 
mountain barrier (Blaxland 1813). Blaxland, Wentworth and Lawson's 
success was based on their use of the ridge that now carries the Great 
Western Highway and the towns of Springwood, Katoomba and Blackheath, 
as opposed to earlier attempts which often made use of valleys ending 
in unsealable cliff-lined cul-de-sacs. Their first crossing in 1813 
took 3 weeks, largely due to the impenetrable vegetation rather than 
time spent searching for a route. They made the SO km return journey 
along the same route in only 4 days (ibid.:2-12). 
Assistant-Surveyor Evans took a similar time (4-5 days) to cross 
the Mountains later in the same year with one of Blaxland's men as 
guide, when he was sent to verify Blaxl9nd's report of rich grazing 
land on the western side (EHns 1814). His report led to the 
construction of a road in 1814 under the direction of William Cox. The 
road was taken as far as the point which was to become the town of 
Bathurst, a distance of some 170 km completed in just over 6 months. 
Five months of this was spent on the 80 km taken to cross the 
mountains (Cox 1815). Twenty yearo later Darwin was able to cross the 
mountains on horseback in just over a day. Today, Bell 1 s Line of Road, 
some 30 km further north, is the only other east/west road between the 
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Hunter Valley, 100 km north and the Hume Highway, 60 km south. 
The accounts of these early crossings of the Blue Mountains all 
remark on the difficulties of finding feed and water for stock 
movements. One or two inns or depots were established where water was 
available, but once the road was in use feed had to be carried. 
Although Blaxland's party was able to kill a couple of kangaroos or 
wallabies at the beginning of their trip, they were obliged to live on 
the salt meat they had carried until they got over the mountains to 
find extensive parkland with rich grazing and an abundance of game 
(QQ.. cit.). Here, apart from l<ang:::i.ro')s or wallabies they saw nume1'ous 
emu tracks 3nd both Evan's and Cox's accounts comment on the abundance 
of kangaroos and e~u, an unbelievable abundance of Murray Cod in the 
rivers and the excellence or the grazing. 
Blaxland (.QQ.cit.:3) m~ntions seeing several 'native huts' at 
different places in the early part of their journey, i.e. east of 
Faulconbridge, and also occasionally hearing Aborigines at various 
times during their crossing (ibid.:4,8), but it is not until they are 
looking down on the Cox's River that they see 'the fires of the 
natives below by the number they computed they amounted to in 
all-about thirty Men Women and children' (ibid.: 8). Once across the 
mountains Evans (QQ..cit.:20-29) records 'We have not seen any Natives 
but hear them shouting around us •.. We have not yet seen any Natives 
but can see their late tracks ... I conceive it strange we have not fell 
in with the Natives; they are near about us as we find late traces of 
them; I think they are watching us, but are afraid and keep at some 
distance ... The Natives seem to be numerous; there are fires in many 
parts not far from us'. Evans also remarks on the abundance of game; 
' ... a Kangaroo can be procured at any time, there are also Emu's 
[sic] ... the soil is exceeding rich and produces the finest grass 
intermixed with variety of herbs; the hills have the look of a park 
and Grounds laid out ... there is Game in abundance; if we want a fish 
it is caught immediately' (ibid. :23-ll) and later 'the Grass is so good 
and intermixed with variety of herbs. Emu's [sic] and Geese are 
numerous., .we counted 41 Emu's [sic] .:.his day' (ibid. :28). Evans found 
that the richest country in terms of grazing and animal life was not 
that bordering the Blue Mountains but further west, towards Bathurst, 
but the bordering zone was otill sufriciently promising for Blaxland 
to state ' ... they saw forest land all around them sufficient to feed 
the Stock of the colony, in their optnions for the next thirty Years' 
' • 
,, 
ii 
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(QJJ..cit.:10). 
When Darwin made an excurs.ion to Bathurst in 1836, only 21 years 
after the completion of the road, he wrote 1 A few years since, this 
country abounded with wild animals; but now the emu is banished to a 
long distance, and the kangaroo is become scarce; to both, the English 
greyhound is utterly destructive' (ibi<J., :234). Darwin's acute 
observation of the country he passed through and the few Aborigines he 
met makes fascinating reading. Of the Aborigines he says 'The number 
of Aborigines is rapidly decreasing ... ihis decrease, no doubt, must be 
partly owing to the introduction 
(even the milder ones of 
destructive), and to the 
of spirits, 
which, as the 
to European diseases 
measles, prove very 
gradual extinction of the wild 
animals ... Wherev-er the European has trod, death seems to pursue the 
aborigina 1' (ibid,: 230). Though Aboriginal/ European relations in the 
area were apparently still good 1 Darwin had no illusions about the 
Europeans 1 dispossession of the Aborigines. 
The overall impression one gains from all these early accounts is 
one of the Blue Mountains as a formidable barrier of exceedingly 
rugged country, poor in food resources (specifically for grazing 
anim'lls 3.nd consequently with few large macropods) and with a 
correspondingly low Aboriginal population. This barrier separated the 
original colony on the coastal plain from the open woodlands running 
along their western margin and extending out to Bathurst. The latter 
area w::is well-watered rich grassland with a corresponding abundance of 
large game animals, emu and various kangaroos, abundant fish and a 
correspondingly high Aboriginal population (even taking account of 
their greater visibility to the eerly travellers in this open 
countryside). Though we cannot rule out the possibility of natural 
fires, Darwin's observation that 'In the whole country I scarcely saw 
a place without the marks of fire i whether these had been more or less 
recent' (ibid.:234) and later • ... we passed through large traots of 
country in flames' (ibid.:236), and Evans' statement that 'The 
Mountains have been fired' (ibid.: 30) suggest the probability of 
Aboriginal flrlng. Barrallier (1802:757) also mentions firing of the 
mountains b~· the Aborigines in the area of the Nattai and Nepean 
rivers. 
Several >uthors (e.g. Flood 1973) have reviewed the ethnography 
of various parts of the Great Dividing Range, but none has treated an 
area approaching the rugged inaccessibility of the Blue Mountains. 
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Poiner (1971) treats the coastal strlp at the foot of the range on ths 
NSW coast, but does not discuss the use (if any) made of the scarp and 
country beyond. Ethnographic information for the Blue Mountains 
plateau is very sparse (Sananikone 1979). Several explorers skirted 
the mountains (e.g. Barrallier, Caley, Macquarie, Phillips, Evans on 
the eastern margin and Oxley, Blaxland, Lawson et.al., Evans, Bennett, 
Henderson, White, Macquarie and Phil lips on the western margin) , but 
few ventured into the upper reaches of rivers such as the Grose or 
onto the plateau (ibid.). Apart from Blaxl•nd, Lawson and Wentworth, 
Barrallier (1802), Caley (Lee 1925) and Phillips (1788) are the main 
sources and none of these explorers saw much trace of Aborigines once 
they ventured into the plateau area. This ls in marked contrast with 
their frequent observations of Aborigines or traces of Aborigines when 
travelling along the margins of the area. Phillips (17BB:29) remarks 
on finding a hut 1 so far inland' when in the 'Carmarthen Hills' north 
of the Grose Valley and remarks on· t.'he scarcity of game; 1 ••• though we 
were in W::int of provisions for the last 2 days .... procured us barely 
sufficient for 2 meals'. All the accounts available for the area refer 
to the period from October to Hay or June, so that we have no 
information whatsoever on tho presence or otherwise of Aborigines in 
the plateau area during the middle winter months. 
The impression of poverty of food resources is confirmed by 
present day observation. On the plateaux (fig. 2), the vegetation is 
largely dry sclerophyll open to closed forest with canopy height up to 
10 metres; this vegetation type grades into open heathland with 
occasional stunted eucalypts nnd banksia on more exposed areas with 
horizontally bedded sandstone giving rise to little more than pockets 
of soil. These communities appear to contain little in the way of food 
resources for human consumption compared with similar communities on 
the coast south of Sydney (Ron Lampert, pers. comm.), and I have not 
seen a great deal in the way of faun-1. in these areas when compared 
with, say, the Capertee valley on the western margin. 
The richest environments in the Blue Mountains are probably the 
swamps to be found at the head of many of the creeks, occasional 
rainforest gulleys and the quite different floral communities to be 
found on the uncommon and restricted outcrops of Tertiary volcanics 
(notably basalt) such as Eurok~ cle~ring near Glenbrook. These have 
quite strikingly different and more productive flora and fauna , 
Eureka nowadays has superb meadows and patches of trees quite in 
15. 
contrast with the surrounding forest. Mt Wilson and Mt Tomah, with the 
addition of an orographic rainfall factor, support an exceptional 
rainforest vegetation and open cultivated meadows of excellent grass. 
However, these resources are sufficiently restricted as to be unlikely 
to support any size of permanent population, but could well have 
served to support moderate sized groups of occasional visitors 
equipped with the knowledge to locate and exploit them. Water, whilst 
not abundant, can be reliably obtained from swamps and creeks, as well 
as from hollows on exposed sandstone areas which retain water for 
remarkably long perjods (these hollows are frequently surrounded by 
axe grinding grooves taking advantage of the combination of a flat 
granular sandstone surface and water). 
West of the plateau region the country is much more open and less 
rugged, although rising higher than the sandstone plateau itself 
before dropping towards Bathurst (fig. 3). Much of this area is now 
used for grazing. Although rainfall is lower than on the plateau 
region (30-40" U5-100cm) compared with up to 55" (140cm)), runoff is 
less rapid and the soils are richer and deeper, so this area would 
always have been a richer resource zone than the plateau area, as 
reflected by the accounts of Blaxland, Evans and Darwin. The Capertee 
valley belongs to this zone and will be described in detail in chapter 
4. 
Physiography 
The Blue Mountains lie approximately 50 km west of Sydney 
(fig. 1). The Cumberland Plain (fig. 2) is bordered to the west by the 
steep eastern margin of the Blue Mountains Plateau and to the north 
and ens~ by the somewhat lower Hornsby Plateau. Both of these plateaux 
were uplifted dur>ing lat.e Tertiary or early Pleistocene timi?s (Bryan, 
Mc8lroy :ir~d Rose 1966) 1 arid are separated along an arbitrary line by 
the gorges of the Capertee 3nd Colo rivers. They are heavily dissected 
sandstone pla~eaux, with gorges 6-700 metres deep forming spectacular 
cliffs and rugged and difficult terrain. Pl. shows a satellite 
photo-montage of the area. The Blue Mount.a ins Plateau rises from the 
Cumberland Plain along the north/south line of the Lapstone Monocline 
( 1) This and the followi.ng •ootion are 
reference and the Bur~au of Mineral 
maps for Sydney and Bathurst. 
based lorgely on the cited 
Resources 1:250,000 Goological 
~ 
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Plate I Satellite photo-montage of Blue Mountains area 
(Compare with map, fig.2.) The dark colour of the forested 
sandstone plate~.u contrasts with the lighter colour of 
pastures a·.;J. crops. Note the huge expanse of the Hornsby 
Plateau compared with the much narrower Blue Mountains 
Plateau. The Colo Wilderness, which forms the heart of the 
Hornsby Plateau and northern part of the Blue Mountains 
Plateau, is the largest remaining wilderness area in New 
South Wales. The Hunter River is visible in the top right-
hand corner. 
Montage from ERTS photographs, Band 7 (Infrared), 
50 km 
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to a height of about 250 metres ASL at Glenbrook and around 700 metres 
ASL further north at Kurrajong Heights. Th0 Cumberland plain is 
substantially below 100 m ASL. To the west, the Blue Mountains Plateau 
rises steadily to a height of some 1300 metres (fig. 3), where it ls 
bounded by steep cliffs falling to the valley of Cox's River. West of 
Cox's River the country rises once again to the continental divide on 
the Central Tablelands, an area which, although generally less rugged 
than the Blue Mountains or Hornsby plateau, is in fact higher and 
particularly cold in winter. From there the land drops gradually 
westwards, with open plains and small ranges of hills. 
Geology 
The strata forming the Blue Mountains and Hornsby Plateaux dip 
towards the east in such a way that progressively older strata are 
exposed as one goes westwards (fig. 3). The surface geology of the 
eastern margin is the Hawkesbury sandstone, with quartz and some 
shale, of the Triassic Wianamatta Group. Along the western margin 
Triassic Narrabeen Group sandstones, shales and tuffs are exposed, 
whilst rivers incised along the western margin expose earlier Permian 
formations, notably the Illawarra Coal Measures (shale 1 sandstone 1 
conglomerate and chert with coal and torbanite seams) and the 
Shoalhaven Group (shale, conglomerate and sandstone). This 'slice of 
cake' stratigraphy is clearly seen in the Capertee and Wolgan Valleys 
(see pl. V), along the western margin of the Blue Mountains Plateau in 
the Cox's River valley and as inliers in the upper reaches of the 
Grose River. Fig. 2 shows the extent of the sandstone plateau which 
correlates closely with the environmental zones of the area (compare 
fig. 2 with the vegetation cover apparent in pl. 1). 
The massive s~ndstones of the plateaux are poor sources of lithic 
raw materials which may partly explain the poverty of the plateau 
sites (see chapter 3) in terms of lithic assemblages. On the other 
hand the Illawarra coal measurP.s in particular are rich in varied 
workable stone and have undoubtedly contributed to the richness of the 
Capertee stone assemblages (chapter 5). 
West of the edge of the Hornsby plateau and for all except the 
southern part of the Blue Mountains plateau, the Illawarra Coal 
Measures, the Shoalhaven Group and the underlying Lower Carboniferous 
granites of the Kanimbla Batholith form an easy corridor of lower 3nd 
Buthurst 
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less rugged country between the plateaux and the Continent~l Divide to 
the west (fig. 2). This corridor is drained by the Cox's River, which 
passes round the south end of the Blue Mountains plateau to join the 
Nepean and Hawkesbury, and by the Capertee/Colo system which cuts its 
W9Y through the mass of the plateau in a deep, narrow and tortuous 
gorge to reach the Hawkesbury just upstream from Wiseman's Ferry. This 
area w>s the open forested area reached by Blaxland in 1813 which, 
though poorer grazing than that beyond the Divide around Bathurst, he 
considered ample reward for his arduous crossing of the mountains. 
West of the corridor, the land rise~ once again to reach the 
Continental Divide at over 1300 metres, formed by the Capertee 
Geanticline (Silurian sedimentary serieS and Ordovician volcanics). 
The geanticline is split into northern and southern halves, separated 
by an intrusion of Carboniferous Bathurst granite, which forms a 
corridor of easier country through which the Fish River flows towards 
Bathurst. Bathurst itself lies in the centre of the granite outcrop, 
surrounded on all sides by hilly and dissected country formed by the 
truncation of, from east to west, the Capertee Geanticline, the Hill 
End Trough and the Molong Geanticline. 
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CHAPTER 3 
A review of excavated sites 
in the Blue Mountains 
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New South Wales National Parks and Wildlife Service have records 
of a couple of hundred Aborlginal sites in the Blue Mountains plateau 
region alone. Wnllst this is partly a function of the numerous 
interested amateurs in the area and the existence of the Blue 
Mountains National Park, it also reflects the enormous archaeological 
potential of the region. This potenti•l is largely a function of the 
surface geology and dissection of the area giving rise to a profusion 
of two distinct types of rockshelter site - weathered cavities in 
cliff lines and overhangs formed by boulders derived from clifflines. 
The latter process is particularly important in areas such as the 
Capertee valley where major clifflines and masslve jointed sandstones 
are underlain by softer bedded material which weathers rapidly to 
undercut huge blocks. 
Though some large shelters are formed at the base of the major 
clifflines, most of the cliffline rockshelters in the area are small 
cavities formed by cavernous weathering where the edge of horizontally 
bedded levels is exposed as a small cliffline a few metres high. Such 
rockshelters often have a sloping rock floor with only a thin scatter 
of roof products but, where the right combination of softer and harder 
levels is present, well protected shelters with comfortable headroom 
3nd some depth of deposits are formed. This sort of rockshelter is 
often situated along small creeks which have incised into the top of 
the plateau and in several areas which come to mind they are 
associated ~ith a seepage from above (e.g. a small swamp) which has 
ro3intained dampness in the shelter and perhaps aided the weathering 
process (cf Hughes 1977). 
My own fieldwork has involved visiting sites previously excav~ted 
and a number of other recorded sites, a certain amount of generalised 
wandering designed to familiarise myself with the countryside and some 
specific site-searches, notably in the Capertee and Wolgan valleys. I 
have derived three major observations from this work: 
1. The archaeological potential of the area is enormous and the 
number of sites recorded gives only the remotest idea of this 
potential. In areas that I have looked at in some detail, I would 
estimate at least one rockshelter with some depth of deposits for 
every km or so of exposed cliffline. In addition some areas have 
considerable open-site potential (see 2 below). 
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2. Site usage •. l intensity are strongly correlated with 
topographical situation. Large rockshelters on or just beneath the 
plateau areas display the most extensive artwork but yield little 
in the wny of lithio material (e.g. Blackfellows' Hands Shelter 
(McCarthy 1939) and Capertee 5 (McCarthy 19611)). Other smaller 
plateau sites have a few engravings or stenciis and generally poor 
stone assemblages, though some show a remarkable concentration of 
backed implements (e.g. Springwood Site G, Stockton 1970). Where 
the sandstone is massive and exposed as horizont~l surfaces, 
hollows in the surface are often surrounded by axe-grinding 
grooves and occasional engravings are to be found. There are also 
a number of stone arrangements of a simple nature, but in 3 rugged 
area such as this where Europeans are likely to indulge in 
cairn-building I am inclined to tr~at most of these with 
suspicion. A well known case is 'Caley's Repulse', supposedly 
built by Lieutenant Caley in 1802, but more recently considered as 
of Aboriginal origin (McCarthy 1960) or altomatively built by 
Henry Hacking in 1794 (Mackaness 1965). 
3. In contrast with the generally poor stone assemblages of the 
pl.ateau region and their associated artwork and axe grinding 
grooves, the richest excavated assemblages and most promising 
surface collections are situated in and around small overhangs 
formed by fallen boulders in proximity to good water supplies and 
with access to less rugged country. For example, Capertee 1 and 3 
(McCarthy 19611) are situated not far from the Capertee river at a 
level where communication up and down the gorge is made easy by a 
broad terrace. Shaw's Creek (Stockton 1973) and Lapstone Creek 
(McCarthy 19118, 1978) are both situated near reliable creeks and 
within easy reach of the Hawkesbury River' and Cumberland Plain. 
Exposures on tracks in the Capertee gorge have indicated that 
the1a is lit.hie m~tcrial scattered liberally on terraces bordering 
T.he river, and trial soundings on a raised flat at a similar level 
to sites 1 and 3 (see report in Appendix I on the excavations at 
Freshwater Creek) indicate that this ar~3 alone could contain 
lit.hie material equivalent to a number of rockshelter sites 
(though distributed far more diffusely). Even the smallest 
rockshelter sites in the area also display rich surface 
collections of flaked stone material, contrasting with the 
appearance of stone in only the more favourable shelters on the 
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plateaux (note that this may be largely a function of i~aw material 
availability). 
The distribution of excavated sites is shown on the overlay to 
flg. 2. Most of the exc.,ations are reported by Stockton (1970, 1973, 
1974), though work in the area w.s pioneered by McCarthy ( 1934, 1939, 
1948, 1964, 1978). Tindale (1961) also excavated a site in the area 
which McCarthy had intended tc excavate (Noola rocksheiter = 
McCarthy's Site 6), an action infvitably engendering heated debate 
(McCarthy 1962a,b, Tindale 1962) and refrigerated relations. 
Unfortun::i.tely the site remains unpublished, :::i.part from a brief 3 pag~ 
note revealing tantalising possibllit.ies, and the material is not 
available for study. On the other hand, McCarthy's material is freely 
accessible in the Australian Museum and I owe a considerable debt to 
him for allowing me to inspect this material and in making available a 
transcript of his excavation notes. The sites and published sources 
are listed in table 1. 
Excavated sites 
In this chapter I shall discuss the lit.hie sequences (bone is 
practically absent) of the excavated sites in the Blue Mountains 
plateau and its eastern margin. These include all of Stockton's sites, 
Lapstone Creek and Blackfellows' Hands Shelter. The Capertee and Noola 
sites will be discussed in the following chapters. My aim in these 
chapters is twofold. On the one hand, to provide an up-to-date 
catalogue of the Blue Mountains material for use by other workers who 
may need information on this m:iterial . On the other hand , I hope to 
show what 03.n be achieved by a detailed reassessment of published 
material with a little extra study of the excavated material. In 
ch1pter 5 I aim, apart from providing new data on Capertee Site 3, to 
derr:onstrat~ a limJ.tect scale application of the sorts of excavation and 
r~cording techniques proposed in chapters 7 and 8, in the hope that 
this will encourage other workers to make use of them. 
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STOCKTON'S EXCAVATIONS 
Our main source of information on the prehistory of the Blue 
Mountains are3 is the series of excavations carried out by Eugene 
Stockton up to 19'13 (Stockton 19'10, 1971, Stockton and Holland 1974). 
The mat~rial from these excavations is lodged in the Australian 
Museum, with a selection of pieces, notably utilised or retouched 
material, temporarily retained by Dr Stockton in his personal 
collection. Dr 3tockton has generously allowed me access to these 
series so that I J1ave been able to reassess and rnalce further analyses 
of this material. 
I should first stress that none of Stockton's excavations is very 
extensive. Only two sites, Shaw's Creek and King 1 s Table, yielded over 
1000 artefacts, both from an cxca~ation of approximately square 
metre. The other published sites yielded between 100 and 1000 
artefacts. During the early stages of his archaeological survey of the 
area, Stockton dug a number of sites in which he found shallow 
deposits and varying amounts of mat.erial. These are scantily published 
in Stockton (1970). His later excavations are published in greater 
detail and further information is avail3ble as typescript reports to 
the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service. 
My own reanalysis of the collections conslsts of an examinat!.on 
of the raw material and size distribution of artefacts held in the 
Australian Museum for the two sites with sufficient sample size 
Shaw's Creek and King's Table. This material comprises the vast 
majority of the artefacts excavated from e~ch site, with the exception 
of backed implements. 
Stockton's m~terial contains a full range of artefact sizes down 
to a size congruent with the use of a 3/15 11 (4.5mm) mesh sieve. Dr 
Stockton is not now sure wh3t mesh W3S used, but considers this to be 
a likely size. The materi.:i.l was dry sieved and the deposits are mostly 
dry and sandy. Bone was entirely absent and no charcoal was retained 
once the sites had been dated. Excavation w3s by spits, generally of 5 
cm thi~kness, with attempts to follow the natural stratigraphy. 
In his major article (Stock\;on and Holland 19711) Stockton 
suggests that several sites show a hiatus ln occupation between the 
'Capertian' and 1 Bondaian' industries. He proposes that this is due to 
climntic vari:i.tion in what he sees a.s a marginal zone, giving rise to 
abandonment of the area during a period of cold and damp spanning the 
l, 
I 
i 
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industrial change. I do not see the necessity of such an hypothesis in 
expl~ining the evidence from Stockton 1 :;; sites, only one of which shows 
anything like a hiatus in an uninterrupted sequence of sedimentation 
and artefact deposition. I shall refer to Stockton's hypothesis where 
appli~able an<l demonstrate that the d3ta does not support it. On a 
more general level, I think it unlikely th~t the small changes in 
clim-3.te occurring in the southeast of Australia during tho Holocene 
would h::ive resulted in the wholesale abandonment 1 at one period, of an 
area whlch w•s used at another when the climate was slightly drier 
and/or w.:irmer. In general terms, what one is dealing with is not a 
continuous occupation dependent on propitious climatic conditions but 
sporadic visits which, although possibly reduced by adverse olimate, 
are unlikely to ha{e undergone order-of-magnitude changes. If 
occupational hiatuses are demonstr3ted for the area, these are more 
likely to be simply gaps between sporadic visits to the site in 
question than occup9.tional hiatuses of the whole area. 
Springwood Creek (Site W) 
Although the assemblage is meagre, this is one of the most 
important of Stockton's sites, with a sequence of six dates from 8730 
± 330 BP (3UA285) at 130-140 cm to 615 ± 80 (SUA2Qll) at 20 cm depth. 
Unfortun•tely the rockshelter has a sloping rock-platform floor, and 
the only deposits have accumulated at the edge of this, more or less 
on the dripline. 
The shelter has a westerly aspect and is situated in a small 
cliffline not far above Springwood Creek, at an altitude of 270 m and 
at the base of a steep hillside with scattered patches of bare rock 
and pockets of gravelly sediments supporting an open scrubby 
vegetation. This hillside must be considered as an important potential 
source of the deposits excavated. 
The stratigraphy of the site is as follows (see fig. 4): 
Sur [ace, 0-5. 6 cm, European debr;L~ above a thin sterile b9.nd 
of clay. 
Phas~~ I-IL 5..t.Q.-5Q_ cm. 1Bondriian' ind us ta. The deposits 
gradually change from ashy grey sand to a finer, clayey 
yellow deposit, phases III and IV having an increasing 
proportion of rocks, classed as a 'major rockfall' in IV. 
Dates of 615 ± 80 BP (SUA204) at 20 cm and 2930 ± 165 BP 
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* 6730 BP 
Flg. 4 Springwood Creek, sketch plan and section 
(SUA17) at 40 cm . 
.Ster:j,_'.e band 5..::1.Q. cm thick. A mass of small stones. 
Pha§.es y_ and Y.L... fil::.l.!!Jl cm, 'Capq,rtlan.~ industry. The 
deposits are described as a tumble of large rocks with much 
charcoal. Dates of 6050 ± 170 BP (SUA18) at 76 cm, 7450 ± 
120 BP (SUA205) at 90-100 cm, 7465 ± 120 BP (SUA206) at 
112-120 cm and 8730 ± 330 BP (SUA2G5) at 130-140 cm. 
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Stockton claims that the sterile layer between phases IV and V 
represents an occupational hiatus between the Capertian and the 
Bondaian. Springwood is the only one of his sites at which the 
'hiatus 1 occurs in an uninterrupted s~diment sequence. &r en at 
Springwood I think the case for a hiatus is weak. The deposits are 1 as 
I have indicated above, open to external sources of sedimentation 
dependent on local and regional environmental conditions. One might 
postulate, for example, that a bush fire on the slope above, followed 
closely by heavy rain, might result in the rapid accumulation of 5 or 
10 cm of deposits. The charcoal which would be expected from the fire 
could be carried on out of the shelter leaving the coarser and heavier 
fractions. It is worth noting that the sterile layer consists of 1a 
mass of small stones', a situation which might well correlate with 
rapid runoff from the slope above and onward transport of the finer 
fraction. The rapid build-up of deposits in the lower rocky part of 
the deposits might also be a function of this sedimentation process; 
the rocks, probably deriving from the dripline of the shelter, would 
serve to trap sediments derived from above and this might also explain 
the presence of large amounts of charcoal, apparently scattered rather 
than concentrated in hearths. 
The sterile layer at Springwood Creek centres on an interpolated 
date of 5000 BP. Three principal objections can however be made to 
accepting this date as applying to the 'Capertian'/'Bondaian' 
transition. 
1. If the sedimentation rate is decidedly non-linear, as discussed 
above, then the true interpretation may lie anywhere between the 
enclosing dates of 2930 BP and 6050 BP. 
2. The stratigraphy is complicated by rockf:J.lls and is not clearly 
differentiated. In the period under consideration (2930-6050 BP), 
the mean sedimentation rate is less than 10 cm/Kyr 1 • Under these 
(1) The term Kyr is used to signify thousands of years in order to 
make the text more readable. 
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sorts of conditions accurate differentiation of successive 
archaeological phases and precise dating of these phases is nearly 
impoesible. 
j. The sterile layer does not necessarily fall between the Capertian 
and the Bondaian, but nay be within one or the other. In the 24 cm 
(phase IV) above the sterile layer there are 121 artefacts, of 
whlch only 5 are secondarily retouched (3 scrapers and 2 backed 
implements), In the 18 cm below the sterile layer (phase V) there 
are 85 artefacts of which only 3 are secondarily retouched 
(scrapers). Given the present state of definition of the 
technological changes distinguishing the Bondaian from the 
Caperti3.n, I do not believe that we can ascribe the sterile layer 
to a g3.p between these industries on the basis of such small 
numbers of artefacts. 
It should be noted, however, that there are definite differences 
between phase IV and phase V (see Table 3 and fig. 5). Phase IV shows 
very similar flal<:e size and raw material types as phase III, with 
chert predominant (90% in IV, 94% in III). Phase Vis more similar to 
phase VI - flakes are broader and thicker by about 25i than in II, III 
and IV (though the sample is small) and quartz, quartzite, basalt etc. 
rise from 6% in III and 10% in IV to 4S% in V and 30% in VI (see 
fig. 5a). Phases V and VI also show greater mean debit age weight than 
the succeeding layers, largely due to the higher proportion of poorer 
qu3lity raw m3.terials which are found as little-reduced pieces rather 
than a mass of debitage. In conclusion, Springwood Creek provides us 
with a terminu~ ante quern of 2930 BP for material with a distinctly 
'Bondai~n' flavour. 
The latter part of the Springwood sequence is of considerable 
interest. There appears to be a peak in artefact concentrations in 
phases II and III (20-36 cm) and therefore lying between dates of 615 
BP and 2930 BP. However, when the artefact concentrations are 
expressed in terms of deposition rates (artofacts/sq.m./Kyr) (fig. 5b) 
there is a steady rise in r~tes throughout the sequence, with the last 
half mlllenn.Lum or so h;:i.ving much the highest rates. This phase (I) 
also has the highest proportion of recognisable tool types (10%) 
including 1 of the 8 'fabricators' (see glossary) in the site. This is 
coupled with a drop in flake sizes (mean L, B, T, and Wt measured by 
Stockton on whole flakes only) and a rise in the proportion of quartz 
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in phases II and I. These trends echo the profound changes in lithic 
industries on the Sydney/South Coast occurring in about the last 
thousand years (cf. Megaw 1974, Lampert 1956,1971a,b) but contrary to 
the coastal situation there is no obvious diminution in backed 
implements 5 of the 10 Bondi points in the site are from phase I 
(approximately 30% of tools), though the samples are too small to be 
taken as significant. The only two eloueras (see glossary) also come 
from this phase. The rise in quartz waste and reduction in waste size 
(fig. 5c) is a common correlate with the presence of fabricators 
(Lampert 1911a:44, Flood 19'13). 
Shaw's Creek 
This site is situated at an altitude of 20 m ASL at the foot of the 
eastern eS"1.rpment of the Blue Mountains ma:::;sif, in a rather similar 
topographical situation to McCarthy's Lapstone Creek shelter, 10 km to 
the south. Shaw's Creek itself is situated approximately 200 m from 
the site down a gentle slope. The site is nearer the level of the 
Nepean river running along the foot of the scarp on the Cumberland 
Plain than is the case for the Lapstone site which is in steep 
dissected and thickly wooded country, though still with moderately 
easy access to the Nepean. The site is a small domed overhang (area 12 
sq.m., max. height 2 m) in the edge of an enormous flat slab which 
projects about 3 m from the surrounding terrain on a slope with 
northeasterly 3spect. On top of the slab there are engravings of 
kangaroos (2) and emu tracks (McCarthy 1948: 28). The site has 
unfortunately not been dated, and Stockton suggests that occupational 
disturbance has played an important role in blurring any changes in 
lithi.c rerr.:1.ins. Hownver the sequence closely parallels that from 
3pringwood Creek. 
The most obvious feature of the lit.hie material is the extreme 
richness of the site. Artefact concentrations are in the range 
5000-20,000 artefacts/cum in the middle layers, compared with a 
maximum of 1300 artefacts per cu m at Springwood Creek and similar 
values at other sites in the area (see Table 2). The tool 
concentrations 3re correspondingly higil from 200-1250 tools/cu m in 
the middle levels, compared with a maximum of 90 tools/cu m at 
Spri"lgwood Creek. 
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The distribution of artefacts 3nd ch:;inges in raw material usage 
are illustrated in figs. 6 and 7. Artef3.ct concentrations fall off at 
the base of the sequence (level 7 - 9,600 artefacts/cum, level 8 
3, 200 artefacts/cu m, level 9 - 2, 100 artefacts/cu m) and this is 
coupled with greater use of quartz, quartzi tes, coarse granular> cherts 
and volc:inic m::i.terial (43-119% quartz and 'other' raw materials in 
levels 7-9, 8-28% in levels 4-6 (finds over gm only)). The 
importance of poor quality materials, which I believe to be of local 
origin, in these basal levels is also reflected in the high mean 
artefact weights ( 11 g in levels 8 and 9 as against 3-4 g in levels 6 
and 7 and <2 g in levels 2-5) which are largely dependent on the 
presence of a feu l.a.rge formless chunks of slightly retouched 
material. Artefacts over 1 gm make up 30-lJ5·X of all artef-lcts in 
levels 7-9, compared with 20-30% ln levels 2-6. The base of the Shaw's 
Creek sequence thus closely parallels the base of the Springwood Creek 
sequence (phases V and VI with 30-50% quartz and 1other 1 raw materiaL, 
a rise in mean artefact weight from <2 g to 2 g and 5 g and a fall off 
in artefact concentrations from 1160/cu m (phase III) and 330/cu m 
(ph33e IV) to 240/cu m {phase V) and 35/cu m (phase VI)). A similar 
tendency to the use of poor quality raw m3terial al~o occurs in the 
lowest phases at Springwood Creek .3nd to some extent in the Capertlan 
industry at Capertee 3 (chapter 5). 
The highest artefact concentrations in the site occur in levels 
4-6 (13,100; 22,500; 12,200 artefacts/cum respectively). These levels 
are characterised by a very high proportion of chert1 (81-97% of 
artefacts over 1 gm) and backed implements (57% of tools level 6, "75% 
level 5, 66~ level 4). 
The upper levels, 2 and 3 1 show a drop in artefact concentrations 
(5000/cu m ln level 3 and 9000/cu min level 2), this drop being 
particularly marked for backed implements which form 50% of tools in 
level 3 and only lH in level 2. The drop is· due to a considerable 
number of fabricators in level 2, representing over 50% of tools. 
Elouera rise in importance relative to other backed implements in 
these levels as compared with levels 6-4. 
( 1) 'Chert 1 refers to all fine-grained isotrop.ic materials and 
includes silcrete. 
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These changes are accompanied by a marked change from chert usage 
to quartz usage - quartz rises from 34% in level 3 to 51 % in level 2 
(artefacts < 1 gm) and from 32% in level 3 to 111% in level 2 
(artefacts > 1 gm). For comparison, quartz represents less than 5% of 
artefacts in level 5 and less than 20% in level 4. The more marked 
rise in quartz artefa:;ts under 1 gm reflects the importance of tiny 
quartz chips which are a common correl;i.te wi. th the presence of 
fabricators (sed earlier). The rise in quartz is also paralleled by a 
rise in 'other' raw material, particularly in the larger size range 
(> 1 gm, 14% in level 3, 25% in level 2). 
Thus the end of the sequence at Shaw's Creek 1 fits well with the 
changes observed at Springwood Creek (rise in fabricators, greater use 
of quartz, persistence or rise in eloueras). There are minor 
differences, in the form of a decrease rather than increase in tool 
concentrations at the end of the sequence and a decrease in the 
numbers of backed implements (which persisted in the Springwood 
sequence), These differences may simply be a function of the slightly 
different dating of the phases in the two sites or thi? effect of small 
sample size, but on the other hand the degree of .;tgreement in sequence 
is remarkable for two sites in such widely different topographic 
situations with such widely disparate artef-3.ct concentrati.ons. One 
would be more inclined to expect siinilarities between Shaw's Creek and 
Lapstone Creek than between Shaw's Creek and Springwood Creek, yet 
this is not the case (see below). 
It will be seen that the changes described for the Shaw's Creek 
sequence are not sharp changes but occur over the space of a couple of 
levels. For example the rise in quartz in the upper phases starts in 
level 4 with 16% quartz, through level 3 (37%) to the 50% of level 2. 
Stockton remarks on this and considers it to be an artefact of 
occupational distu-hance. However, it will be seen from fig. 6 that 
there is a very close correlation betweGn the ~ertical distributions 
of artefacts less than and greater than 1 gm in weight. This implies 
either that there has been little vertical movement or that . the 
size-sorting model proposed by Stockton ( 1973, 1977a, 1979) is not 
applicable to this site. If we opt for limited verti.::!al movement, the 
(1) Phase I is not discussed here as Stockton considers it to be 
effectively disturbed material and the assemblage is small (41 
artefacts). 
r 
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implication is that the change in raw material occurred gradually, but 
chis can only be verified by more intensive excavation including 30 
plotting of finds (cf. Morwood 1979b), extensive analysis of conjoins 
(see glossary) and experimental study of size-sorting effects. 
King's Table 
This is a small rockshelter with easterly aspect just beneath the 
summit of the King's Tableland, an exposed heathland at an elevation 
of 880 metres near Wentworth Falls. It is well protected from the 
prev:;iiling westerlies. Much of the floor arer:i. is ~ raised sloping rock 
platform. The deposit was divided into seven phases during tho 
excavation, phases I to VI being considered as Bondaian and phase VII 
as Capertian. Dates on the Bondaian phases ranged from 9BO ± 70 BP 
(SUA155) at a depth of 23-25 cm in Phase II to 1120 .±BO BP (SUA229) 
and 1075 .± 90 BP (SUA157) in phase VI at depths of 71-76 and 76-84 cm 
respectively. 
The junction of phases VI and VII lies at around 90 cm dapth and 
Stockton claims that this was marked by a 10 cm sterile band. This 
band cannot however be taken as evidence of an occupational hiatus as 
a date at 100-110 cm g:i.ve 14,534 .± 300 BP (SUA191J), which Stockton 
regards as indicating a truncation of the deposits prior to the more 
recent Bondaian accumulation. 
It i.s clear that there have been drastic changes in sedimentation 
and erosion rates at this site, apparently independent of occupation 
by man, which invalidate any attempts to discuss tool deposition 
rates, first occupation or occupational hiatuses and even call into 
doubt the association between the C14 dates and the artefacts 
excavated. This must be borne in mind when assessing the earliest date 
from the site of 22, 240 .± 1000 BP (SUA 158), several thousand years 
earlier than any other date from the area (though even if we accept it 
at face value it only implies the accumulation of some 48 flakes in 
the following 10,000 years). Taking the more recent dates as valid, 
the occurrence of numerous ( 71.t = 311. of tools) backed implements 
scattered throughout phases l to VI corrobor~tes the evidence from 
Lyre Bird Dell that these types persisted until at least 1000 BP in 
the Blue Mountains. Consonant with the fairly late date of phases I to 
VI, fabricators are well represented (12·~ of tools, compared with 11% 
at Lyrebird Lb, dating to a similar period, and 35% in the top spit of 
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Springwood Creek dating to the last 600 years). Eloueras are also 
present C4i of tools, compared with 2 out of 20 tools at Springwood 1 
7% for Shaw• s Creek I-III and 10-20% at Lapstone Creek). 
By comparison with the other sites on the Blue Mountains plateau, 
King's Tab le is a rlch 8·'3SE'!mblage, approaching the artefact 
concentrations of Shaw's Creek (table 2). The proportion of the 
assemblage identified as tools is low (from 1.5-2.5%) particularly 
when compared wi.th the poorer plateau sites (e.g. Wall's Cave 111%, 
Lyre Bird Dell 7%, Horseshoe Falls 8%). This suggests that stone 
working played an important role at King's Table, perhaps in response 
to a locally available source. If we look at tool concentrations alone 
these seem to fall more in the range for the other plateau sites, 
supporting this interpretation. 
The main and unresolved question concerning the King's Table 
assemb 1 3ge is the apparently identical dates throughout the 1 metre of 
Bondaian deposits. Either this represents exceedingly rapid deposition 
over a very short period and none thereafter, or, as Stockton has 
suggested (1977a, 1979) some sort of homogenisation of the deposits by 
occupational disturbance. If deposition of the Bondaian sediments 
occurred in ~ from the products of human activity, this would impl§ 
an unusually intense occupation, all the more surprising in view of 
the cessation of occupation thereafter (the shelter still maintained 
headroom). On the other hand, if homogenisation occurred through 90 cm 
of deposits by occupational disturbance, one would expect to find a 
simil~r situation in other dry sandy sites with very few sites showing 
any increase of 3ge with depth. This we know not to be the case. 
The most likely interpretation of the King's T3ble evidence I 
think lies in redeposition of the material. If we extrapolate the 
sedimentation rate from 22, 21!0-14, 534 !JP up to 1000 BP, we arrive at 
about the level of the base of the Bondaian sequence. Most of the area 
of the shelter is formed by a rock platform, now bare of deposits. A 
change in microtcpography (e.g. collapse of a section of the overhang) 
at about 1000 BP could result in material accumulated on the rock 
platform over a period of several thousand years finding its way into 
the deposits, together with an ample supply of contemporary (i.e. 1000 
BP) charcoal. Thi~ hypothesis is clearly no more than an unsupported 
suggestion anrl requires further work (e.g. microtopographical study, 
sediment particle size analysis and study of the distrlbution of 
archaeological material) to validate it. 
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Wall 1 s Cave 
Wall 1 s C~ve is a huge rockshelter near Blackheath formed at the 
bend of a meander in a deeply incised croeK bed. Access to the shelter 
involves sorambling along a steep cliff and the shelter is damp and 
shaded. The shelter faces east and is largely screened from sunshine 
by its depth and protecting walls to north and south. The deposits 
were divided into three phases, phases 1 and II being attributed to 
the Bondaian and phase III to the Capertlan. Phases II and III are 
separated by half a metre of sterile deposits which are clearly 
waterlaid, with graded bedding of clays and silts and sub-rounded 
roc!{S; these deposits cannot be take:n as any indication of an 
occupation hiatus, other than of the rockshelter itself for very 
obvious reasons. Phases I and II were not dated in the main trench, 
but Stockton considered Phase II to be equivalent with the lower of 
two distinct 8 cm occupation horizons in a trial trench 5 m away which 
was dated to 3360 .± 100 BP (GaK3446). This horizon contained 12 Bondi 
points near a well sealed charcoal cluster' (from which the dated 
sample was derived) and overlay 25 cm of sterile sands above bedrock. 
Phase I and II contained a total of 85 and 53 artefacts, including 6 
and 2 backed implements respectively. Ph,1se Ill yielded a date of 
12,000 .± 350 (GaK3448) and cont~ined a total of 11 artefacts. Phase 
III was underlain by 21~ cm of sterile sands. 
The evidence from Wall's Cave points to very sporadic use by man, 
becoming archaeologically visible at around 12,000 BP. The very small 
numbers of flakes are partly a function of the small size of the 
trench ( 1 sq m) in relation to the size of the rockshelter (estimated 
IJOO sq m of potential deposits). It should also be noted that, 
although the s:lte is near the main broad ridge of the Blue Mountains, 
it is in a narrow incised creek bed, is difficult of access from the 
plateau above and is not particularly inviting owing to its dampness 
and shade. Backed implements appear to d3te to around 3360 BP, 
following a period when the site was uninhabitable, or at least 
uninhabited and the creek deposited alluvial material in the shelter. 
Horseshoe F.qlls 
Horseshoe Falls is a very large shelter besi.je a waterfall in a 
deeoly incised creek bed near the main Blue Mountains ridge. It is 
permanently damp. Stockton considers the excavated assemblage of 3·75 
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pieces of debitage and 32 cores and tools to have been disturbed by 
water action1 and obtained a date on 'diffuse organic material' of 
"1280 .± 230 BP, which he considers as the ct.,te of formation of the 
reworked deposits. The assembl :i.ge con ta ins several specimens 
comparable with McC'=lrthy' s Capertian 'saws', and no backed implements, 
suggesting that the date can be taken as a re~sonable terminus ant~ 
quern for the appearance of the 'saws'. Little more can be said of this 
assemblage. 
Lyre Bird Dell 
There are two rockshelters at Lyre Bird Dell situated at ·an 
altitude of 900 m on the outskirts of Leura. The larger, La, faces 
west and is situated near a waterfall in a similar situation to the 
Horseshoe Falls site, though the valley in which it is located is much 
shallower and more open. The smaller, Lb, is approximately 200 m from 
La and is well above the level of the creek under a small cliff-line. 
It is very exposed to the prevailing westerly winds and affords little 
protection. It has a steeply sloping floor. 
The material from La was reported as entirely Capertian (Le. 
lacking backed implements and with a date of 12,550 BP) and that from 
Lb as entirely Bondaian with a date of 530 .± 80 BP. Stockton 
interprets this situation as being due to a climatic change at the end 
of the Capertian which made the larger shelter too damp for habitation 
(due to its proximity to the the waterfall) and thus transferred 
occupation to the smaller one. This explanation is to my mind 
extremely dubious, as any deterioration in the weather would render 
the smaller site, Lb, even less habitable than before, and would 
certainly not reverse their desirability. A much more likely 
explanation is that the smaller site was first occupied at a fairly 
late date as it offered little protection, whereas the larger shelter 
was occupied from at least 12,550 BP. The lack of layers with backed 
implements is attributable to the recent modification of the shelt~r 
to form a picnic spot, which involved remov.11 of most of the sur~ace 
of the deposits to build a terrace in front of the dripline. Stockton 
found no backed implements in the disturbed material he was able to 
examine, but a recent visitor to the site found three backed 
implements weathering from the dripline (Stockton, pers. comm.). 
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The larger shelter, La, was dated to 12,550 .± 1~5 BP, this date 
being derived from the lower of two occupation levels in a remnant of 
undisturbed deposit. This indicates that, as at Wall's C.3.Ve, 
occupation of the site first became archaeologically visible at around 
12, 000 BP. About 050 artefactn were collected fl'om the disturbed 
surface. 
The smaller shelter, Lb, was dated to 530 .± 80 BP, the dated 
material being derived from the middle of r.hree occupation horizons 1 
the lowest of which is underlain by sterile deposits. The two upper 
horizons contain a total of 11.t backed implements, but no elouera or 
fabricators, in an assemblage of 321 artefacts and thus support the 
continu~nce of backed implements until at least recent pre-contact 
times. The lowest of the three horizons also contains backed 
implements (7), in a slightly smaller assemblage (202 artefacts), The 
surface collection from the site contains a lower proportion of backed 
implements (3 out of 329 artefacts), outnumbered by fabricators (5); 
this could be taken as reflectlng the rise in fabricators in recent 
levels of many sites in the Blue Mountains/ Sydney region or selective 
collection by visitors to the site. 
Stocktonts Minor Sites 
In his 1970 report, Stockton describes material from eight sites, 
including a preliminary excavation at the Springwood Creek site. The 
largest of the excavations is 2.7 cum (Springwood S). I have been 
unable Lo loc::i.te the materio::i.l, some at least of which w::is left at St 
Columb3 1 s College, Springwood, which owns most of the sites. Beyond 
the shallowness of the deposits in most cases and the corresponding 
presence of backed implements and fabricators, these sites can only 
serve co indicate the sort of artefact concentrat.ions in t.he area. 
These appear t.o be lower in the Lawson area (site P,Q,D) than in the 
Springwood 1rea (G,S,W,C and E) as noted by Stockton (1970:299, see 
also t:'3.ble 2). Springwood is at a lower altitude and closer to the 
edge of the plateau than Lawson, but otherwise the two areas are 
topogr::i.phically similar. 
Stockr~n suggests that site C, which is an open site on top of 
cliffs overlooking the Grose River exposed by a bulldozer clearing a 
vehicle turning area, is a knapping site for raw material brought up 
from the Grose before it is transferred to the 'living area' of the 
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broader main Blue Mountains ridge. He supports this suggestion by the 
observation that this assembl3ge cont~ins few and imperfect 'tools' 
and was close to a group of axe grinding grooves. Though the evidence 
is by no means conclusive, the Grose does seem a likely source of the 
pebbles used as a raw material in this site. 
MCCARTHY 18 EXCAVATIONS 
Lapstone Creek 
The Lapstone Creek rockshelter was excavated by C.C. Towle, with 
the assistance of F.D. McCarthy, over nine days in 1935/36. The 
results were published after Towle' s death (McCarthy 1948), based on a 
report written by Towle ::ind on McCarthy 1 s analysis of thE> collection 
housed in the ,\ustralian Museum. A later paper (McCarthy 1978) adds 
new lnformation deriV'?.d from Towle' s excavi:!tion notes which were not 
available at the time of the 1948 publication. 
The shelter is situated about 10m above a creek which is deeply 
incised into the steep eastern margin of the Blue Mountains plateau 
near Emu Plains. It is apprJximately 10 km south of Stockton's Shaw's 
Creek site and situated further from the Nepean, approximately 70 m 
ASL. The Lapstone Creek terrain is rather more rugged than that in the 
vicinity of Shaw's Creek. The shelter faces north (fig. 8) and is 
approximately 10 metres long, 3 metres deep and 1. 4 metres high ( abo11e 
the original surface of the d~posits). In front of the shelter there 
is a platform formed by boulders and deposits built up on a rock base. 
These boul.-ters are particularly concentrated along the dripline of the 
shelter wher·e they have apparently been supplemented by smaller 
fragments to form a 'wall' (see fig. 8). 
The floor of the shelter is a sloping rock platform, the maximum 
depth of deposits of 1.4 metres being situated just behind the •wall' 
tow3rds the centre of the shelter. The western end of the deposits 
were removed shortly before Towle's excavations, so that the total 
area excavated inside the shelter was around 170 sq ft ( 15 sq ml for 
the uppermost levels, reducing sharply for the lower levels due to the 
slope of the shelter floor. As far as I can tell, no deposits within 
the rockshelter were left unexcavated, although parts of the 1 wall 1 
were left int9ct (McCarthy, pers.comm.). 
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The deposits were divided into two industri3.l phases, the lower 
three levels (A,B,C) being termed Bondahn and the upper three (D,E,n 
Eloueran. McCarthy does not give any indication in the 1948 report, 
beyond a generalised section of the site, of the depth ranges 
represented by these levels. In the 1978 report, however, he gives 
spit boundaries for each trench and I have plotted these onto one of 
Towle 1 s unpublished drawings (fig. 9). It ls apparent that there is a 
problem in tying up the six levels (A-E) described in the 1948 report 
and the 4-7 spits which were excavated in different parts of the site. 
In addition McCarthy states 'There ls a slight marginal overlap bet.wen 
the two industries, as excavate(J' (1948:4). 
The sequence of lit.hie industries described by McCarthy has 
puzzled many people as it has not been reproduced in any other sites. 
Towle' s diagram shows Bondi points as appearing only below 30 11 depth 
(75 cm). THe lower 3 spits, A, B, and C, contain an industry with 
numerous backed implements (52l of tools in A, 37% in 8 and 38% in C) 
and a fe:w eloueras and fabricators. The upper spits, O, E, and F, 
yielded no backed implements other than eloueras, which are 1 •. 1".lerous 
forming from 8-19% of tools as compared with 1 % in the lower spits. 
These are accompanied by numerous fabricators (12i in D, 40% in E and 
13% in F) The top spits, E and F, show a reduction in the size of 
these tools (in the form of an increase in the proportion of elouera 
less than 3 cm long) accompanied by a sharp increase in proportion of 
fabricators within this size range. Towle also noted (McCarthy 
1978: 51) that these upper levels contalned a greater abundance of 
quartz than the lower levels. This sequence appears to parallel that 
found in the Sydney region (Megaw ~~ 1974), th~ugh the sharp and 
total disappearance of Bondi points above a particular level has not 
been paralleled elsewhere, nor at such an early date; ANU11 (2300 .± 
100 BP ) at 51 cm below surface is quite well above the upper limit of 
Bondi points. As we hnve already seen, Sh:iw's Creek and other sites 
further into the Blue Mountains show parallel increases in quartz 
wr:i.ste, fabricators and possibly eloueras, but only a decrease rather 
than a disappearan~e of Bondi points and geometric microliths. 
McCarthy ( 1948: 11) comm~nts on the very nearly 1.evel surface of 
the Bondaian deposits in the site, presumably identified on the 
appearance of Bondi points in the deposit rather than on geological 
grounds as the deposits are described as not showing any perceptible 
change. However the second report (1978:51, 53) mentions a band of 
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Emu Plains She Her 
The year befo>"e Towle and McCarthy excavated at Laps tone Creek, 
McCarthy 3.nd Brammell exc:::i.vated what remained of the deposits in a 
small shelter a few kilometres to the North. This she 1 ter had been 
largely dug-out by collectors. They recovered I.jg ~crapers, lJ elouera, 
51 Bondi points, 4 cores and 7 other tools, fragments of a hurn::i.n skull 
and a tooth plus fauna! remains including freshwater mussel shells. 
Though McCarthy says that 'there W>S not a great deal of stone for the 
making of implements, or of implements themselves 1 ( 1934: 241), 1;.hE'' 
size of the collection rec0vered in one day 1 s work suggests th2.t tool 
concentrations must have been of the same order as in the Lap~tone 
Creek excavation. Both sites are, dS far as I can judge fom the 
report, in a similar topographic situation on a creek leading down 
from the eastern margin of the Blue Mountains plateau to the Nepean 
River-. 
Blackfellow' s Bonds Shelter 
This huge rockshelter is situated on the plate~u region just 
south of' the headwaters of the Wolgan Valley at an altitude of 960 
metres and facing north. As its name suggests it contains a panel of 
stencilled hands in various colours, together with two stencilled 
boomerangs, all somewhat faded. McCarthy exc~vated there for one day 
in 1939 (McCarthy 1939), recovering 9 backed implements and 2 
fabricators from ~ trenches scattered around the shelter. The deposit 
was described as sterile for the first 611 (15cm), with Bondaian 
material from 5-18" (15-45cm) underlain by a couple of feet (-5ocm) of 
sterile deposits. In view of the small area excavated and the methods 
used, it is quite possible that this basal 'sterile' layer corresponds 
with the lower artefact densities typical of the earlier levels of 
other sites in the Blue Mount~ins. The Bondaian layer is described as 
rich in ash and charcoal. Estimating the area excavated as 2 square 
metres, the tool concentration is around 15 ~cols per cu m. Taking 
account of the probably low tool recovery and recognition in this 
early excavation, this concentration is of the s~me order ~f magnitude 
as the tool concentrations recorded for the Bondaian levels of the 
minor Capertee sites 2, 4 and 5, for Neola rockshelter and for the 
poorer sites on the Blue Mountains plateau (see table 2). 
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Caves Hotel 
This site, situated near Mt Bell, has been known since the 
construction of Bell's Line of Road, at which time it was used as 
shelter by the convicts working on the road. At a later stage, when 
the road was straightened and sealed, the site was to have been 
destroyed by a cutting bu1-. was saved by a sympathetic road engineer so 
that it is now about 5 metres above the road in the wall of the 
cutting. 
Unlike most Blue Mountains sites, C;;i.ves Hotel really is a cave 
rather than a rockshelter. It is nearly ten metres deep and 1.5-2 
metres high over most of its area. The entrance is about six metres 
wide and developed in a low cliff. The walls are covered with engraved 
animal tracks (mostly of emu with some k3ngaroo tracks), numbering 
about 250, but there is some doubt as to whether all of these are 
Aboriginal rather than being attributable to more recent occupants. 
Caves Hotel has probably been subjected to several amateur 
excavations owing to the fact that it is well known and easily 
accessible. National Parks records indicate that there are four feet 
of deposits. More recently excavations have been carried out by a 
group of amateurs including John Eadie, Department of Genetics, RSBS, 
ANU (Eadie, pers. comm.). The material is in the possession of one of 
this group, but I have been unable to see it. This excavation probably 
warrants following up as flaked material is to be found in the 
dripltne and the excellent protection of the deposits might result in 
better-than-normal preservation of organic materials. 
The main features of the sequences discussed so far are as follows: 
1) The riohness 
artefacts per 
of the lithic assembl3ges (in terms 
cubic metre) is closely related 
or 
to 
numbers of 
topographic 
situ3t.ion. This probably reflects both the sporadic nature of 
occupation on the sandstone plateau and scarcity of stone resources. 
L3rge rockshelters on the margin of the plateau (e.g. Blackfellows' 
Hands Shelter, Capcrtee site 5) have a rich suite (for the area) of 
parietal art and very poor lithic assembl3ges, suggesting their use 
for ritual purposes or brief encampments ra~her than occupation for 
significant periods by family groups. On the other hand, sites with 
'I 
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easy access to the richer environments of the Cumberland plain (e.g. 
Lapstone Creek and Shaw 1 s Creek) have rich artefactual assemblages, 
but art is more limited. A similar situation is found in the more 
accessible Capertee sites which have rich assemblages when compared 
with those further away from sources of water and potential grassland 
areas (see chapters 4 and 5). 
2) The first detectable occupation 
occurred at least 12,000 years 
of the plateau area appears 
ago (Wall's Cave, Lyrebird 
to have 
Dell a, 
King's Table) although a date of around 22,000BP at King's Table has 
been claimed as dating the first occupation of this site. However, the 
assemblage at King 1 s Table is too meagre to be sure of its direct 
association with the dated sample. The early industries in the area 
are represented by poor assembla~es, characterised by the use of a 
fairly high proportion (up to 50%) of poorer quality raw material such 
as quartz, tabular and granular cherts and crystalline pebbles. Mean 
artefact weight is high, of the order of 3-5gm, largely due to the 
influence of a few large chunks of these poorer quality raw materials. 
The early industries have been grouped under the term Capertian 
proposed by McCarthy for the industry in the Capertee sites dating 
from approximately 7-30008?. In view of the rather negative definition 
of the Capertian and the small size of the early Blue Mountains 
assemblages, I think the term Capertian should be restricted to the 
type sites and the other assemblages should be simply referred to as 
early Blue Mountains assemblages or Core Tool and Scraper Tradition 
assemblages. 
3) At some time before 3000BP, backed implements appear in the 
sequence and there is a general reduction in artefact size, 
proliferation of characterisable tools and shift in raw material 
usage. Fine-grained isotropic materials now make up 80-90% of the 
material used and large formless chunks of poorer qualJ.ty materials 
disappear. At the same time there is a peak in artefact concentrations 
(number of artefacts per cubic met.~·e) with concentrations an order of 
magnitude higher than in the underlying industry. This second phase of 
the sequence has been widely termed Bondaian. 
4) Over the last thous:ind years there is a shift in tool types away 
from backed implements of the Bondi Point and geometric form towards 
the elouera form, and a marked rise in the occurrence of fabricators 
(scaled pieces). This shift is accompanied by an increase in the use 
of quartz at the expense of the finer isotropic materials used in the 
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Bondaian, although the latter still remain a more important component 
than in the early Blue Mountains assemblages. At Lapstone Creek the 
transition from the Bondaian to the later industry (termed Eloueran at 
this site) occurs sharply and at an early date (before 2300BP), but 
this early and sharp change has not been paralleled elsewhere and 
remains a puzzling anomaly. At other sites the change appears to be 
more or less gradual, ~!though this may simply be a function of 
excavation techniques and str3tigraphic conditions. Although artefact 
concentrations peak in the middle (Bondaian) phase, at Springwood 
Creek the rate of accumulation of artefacts (artefacts per square 
metre per thousand years) rises progressively throughout the sequence, 
illustrating the danger of assuming that the 'richness' of an 
assemblage is directly correlated with intensity of occupation. 
5) Bearing in mind the dangers of extrapolating from artefact 
concentrations, there does appear to be a progressive increase in 
intensity of use of the plateau area thr0ugh time. There is a 
proliferation of minor sites with rich Bondaian assemblages (perhaps 
masking an underlying less characteristic assemblage), a progressive 
rise in artefact and tool deposition rates at Springwood Creek and 
order of magn.i tude increases in artefact concentrations in other 
sites, as well as at Springwood Creek. The information available is 
insufficient to determine whether the rise in intensity of occupation 
is gradual or occurs in sharp jumps, but the sharp increase in 
artefact deposition rate between phaoe II and phase I of the 
Springwood Creek sequence suggests that use of the plateau area may 
only have reached its contact-period intensity during the recent past. 
5) Contact period accounts of the Blue Mountains and surrounding areas 
point to very low intensity occupation of the plateau area. It is not 
possible to say whether there was a permanent very low density 
population or sporadic visits from surrounding areas, but the latter 
seems the more likely in view of the poverty of food resources in the 
plateau region. References to 'mountain people' by Aborigines living 
on the Cumberland Plain (Barrallier 1802) and references to quite 
large groups of these people by Caley (Lee 1925:138). suggests that 
the plateau area may have been explo.ited by people living along the 
margins and lower slopes of the mountains rather than by people coming 
from further afield. 
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CHAPTER 4 
·~· 
Topography and environment of the Capertee valley 
and' reassessment of Neola rockshelter 
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Introduction 
Archaeological work in the Capertee Valley began in the late 
1950's when F.O. McCarthy began exc~vations on a number of sites in 
the Capertee Gorge approximately 6 km downstream from Glen o~vis 
(fig. 10). These sites are known as Capertee Sites 1-4. Another site 
further upstream is known as Capertee Site 5. In 1961, N.B. Tindale, 
Curator of Anthropology at the South Australian Museum, Adelaide, 
excavated a further site which had been test excavated by McCarthy's 
assistants and is variously referred to as Capertee Site 6 (McCarthy) 
and Neola (Tindale). 1'he results of McCarthy's excav:;i.ti.ons were 
published in 19611 (McCarthy 1964) but the only report on Tindale's 
excavation is a four page preliminary note (Tindale 1961). Because of 
references in the literature I shall refer to this site as Neola 
rather than Capertee Site 6. 
A number of factors led me to carry out detailed fieldwork in the 
Capertee Valley region. In the first place many unanswered questions 
were raised by my preliminary assessment of the published accounts and 
excavated material. Most important of these questions was to establish 
the dating and nature of the transition from the Capertian industry 
(McCarthy 1964), lacking backed implements, to the succeeding Bondaian 
industry with numerous backed implements. At the time I started 
fieldwork McCart11y' s dating of the transition at around 3000BP was 
very much younger than the accepted 5-6000BP dating of the appearanc~ 
of backed implements (e.g. Glover 1967: 425, Pearce 1971 :300, Dortch 
1975:59, McCarthy 1977:255, Mulvaney 1978:6). Equally the selective 
nature of McCarthy's collection (only 'tools' and a small selection of 
1waste' were collected and sieving was carried out dry on a 1/4 11 
(6 mm) mesh) m3de comparison with more recent collections difficult 
and did not permit the definition of differences in artefact size, 
flaKing technique or raw :naterial usai?;e between the two industries. 
Re-cx~avation of ~he Capertee sites was chosen as having several 
adv3ntages over excavation of new sites in the area or elsewhere. 
1. Re-excavation avoided disturbing any new sites which would be 
better left undisturbed for detailed site-specific study (my study 
was necess-1rily 3 small area excavation more concerned with 
strati~raphy than with total asscmbL"!.ges and horizontal layout). 
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'fhe Caper tee sites, notably Site: 3, were Known to cont3.in rich 
assemblages, so that a small area excavated would give a 
sufficient sample for defining the change in lithic industry from 
the Capertian to the Bondaian. Equally the richness of the sites 
would allow the distinction of the Bondaian and Capertian levels 
on archaeological 1 as well as geological grounds, allowing more 
reliable dating of the change. 
Further work on these sites might in fact increase the amount of 
in format lon av-3.ilable fro1n McCarthy's collections by aiding in 
their criti~al reinterpretation. 
q, Re-excavation of a previously disturbed site was preferable to 
commencing excavation of a virgin site when one of the aims of my 
excBvation was to test a new excav3tion methodology. 
Two of McCarthy's sites, Sites 1 and 3, showed a clear transition 
from an earlier industry lacking backed implements to a later one 
charact~rised by numerous backed implements, notably Bondi points. On 
t.he basis of these sites, together with the Laps tone Creek site which 
showed a third industry overlying the upper of the industries found at 
Capertee, 
Sequence' 
McCarthy proposed his three-phase 
(McCarthy 1964:202). The three phases 
'Eastern Regional 
proposed were the 
Capertian, a pre- backed implement industry; the Bondaian, an industry 
characterised by numerous backed 
assymetric specimens known as 
implements and notably elongated 
Bondi points; and the Eloueran, 
characterised by the disappearance of Bondi points and geometric 
microliths and a marked rise in the numbers of elouera and fabricators 
McCarthy's Eastern Regional Sequence appears to be roughly 
applicable to a number of sites in the Blue Mountains area (see 
Chapter 3). Stockton (Stockton and Holl•n; 1974) and Megaw (1965, 
1967, 1963) nave holh ijentified asccmbl>ges as Ce.pcrtian. The dating 
of Stockton's assemblages lndeed suggests that they predate the most 
optimistic estimates for the antiquity of backed implements, but the 
(1) It is frequently stated (e.g. Gould 1969:229) that, in the absence 
of distinct stratigraphy, one's only recourse is to use arbitrary 
excavstion lev~ls. This overlooks the possibility of defining 
stratigraphy on the basis of concentrations of artefactual material at 
particular levels, the so-called 'cultur.al stratigraphy' of Horwood (1919, see also Whlte 1972:89), a technique commonly applied to 
'occupation floors' on open sites, but rarely applied in an explicit 
fashion to the excavation of stratified sites. 
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assembla~es are too small to charact~rise satisfactorily (King's 
T3ble, Wall's C'.3.ve, Springwood Creek). Megaw's site (Curracurrang 
ICU5/-) has unfortunately not been analysed and is situated in a quite 
different topographic and environmental situation from the Capertee 
sites. I think the extension of such specific terms as Capertian 
beyond the type-site is d~ngerous at this stage, not simply for 
reasons of terminological purism but because such pigeon-holing is 
liabla to gloss over differences between sites and stultify 
questioning of those differences. The strength of Australian 
prehistory lies in the ability of ita gJnerally unstandardised 
assembl3ges to tell us about activitie3 and exploitation patterns, 
rather than in the construction of culture-historical frameworks. 
In my discussion of C~pertee Site 3 I shall make use of the terms 
C:;i.perti;in and Bond:iian for the lower and upper industries 
respectively. I am extendini; this terminology no further than to this 
group of immediately adjacent sites. None of the Ci:ipertee sites shows 
a marked change in lithic industry towards the 12:nd of the sequence 
whi:::h mi~ht be equated with McCarthy's Eloueran industry 1 although 
there is a marked fall-off in artefsctual material towards the surface 
of Sites and 3, 
McCarthy's fieldwork at Capertee 1 and 3 is certainly one of the 
most important excavations in southeastern Australia 1 not only from an 
historical perspective in est~blishing the three phase Eastern 
Regional Sequence (in much the same way tnat Lartet and Christy 
establisl1ed the sequence Mousterian Aurignacian Solutrean 
Magdtllenian from the sites of Laugerie-Haute, Le Moustier and La 
Madeleine (Bibby 1969)), but also through the richness of the lithic 
assemblage 3nd its absolute size (partly a function of the volume of 
deposits ex~av3.ted). However j the techniques employed have raised many 
questions, not least of which is the validity of McCarthy's dating of 
the 3ppearance of haokad i~plements to between 3600BP and 2800BP. 
Other problems associated with McCarthy's results concern the 
correspondence between McCarthy's excavated spits and the natural 
stratigraphi~s of the sites and the bi;:is introduced by the use of a 
large sieve size (5 mm) and selection of 'tools' from the sieve and 
discard of the remainder. As a result of these bi:;i.ses, McCarthy's 
collection can give us little or no information on the size 
distribution of debitcii;e, on the proportion of utilised and retouched 
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of utilised 
or on the 
composition of the fauna! assemblage. My aim in re-excavating some of 
the Capertee sites was therefore, on the one hand, to collect data 
which would allow me to reassess McCarthy 1 s results and on the other 
hand to fill in the gaps in McCarthy's data by collecting a sufficient 
sample of the two industries to investigate changes in the debitage 
and propo1~tion of retouched and utilised specimens. My first priority 
was to collect datable material to pin down the appearance of backed 
implements in the site and, by extension, the region. 
Fieldwork 
My major field season took place in J3nuary and February of 1978, 
following a number of trips to t,he area both to visit the sites and 
plan fieldwori{ 1 and also to carry out site and area surveys. In the 
1978 field season I concentrated on cleaning up M~Carthy•s Site 3, his 
richest and only dated site, which in~olved moving several cubic 
metres of excavated spoil and collapsed sections and excavating in 
situ sediments. My aim was to clean back sections for drawing and to 
sample the archaeological material and sect iments. Other work carried 
out at this tjme included a test excavation of ar. open site 
(Freshwater Creek 1 1 reported in appendix: I), sieving of the spoil 
from Site ij with a view to investigating bias in faunal collections 
(project carried out by Ken Aplin, Department of Prehistory and 
Anthropology, ANU) and general cleaning up of the Neola site. A 
further field season in ~~y 1978 was directed towards the excavation 
of small areas in the Neola Rockshelter to try and tie up the 
stratigraphy between the two trenches (the test trench and Tindale's 
trench) and determine whether any deposits remained documenting the 
appearance of backed implements. 
This chapter will be devoted to general considerations on the 
topogr~phy and environment of the c~pertee V~lley and the results of 
the r~-exca~at~on and r~analysis of the Nool3 site and Capertee Site 
11. The following chapter (5) will be '.levoted exclusively to the 
reanalysis of Capertee Site 3. 
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Topography and Environment 
The Capertee River rises in a broad basin of undulating country 
approximately 25 km across in a north-south direction and sloping down 
from the continental divide in the west (fig. 10 a:id pls. II and Ill). 
This headwater area is ringed to the north, south and east by massive 
cliffs of Triassic Narrabeen Group sandstone bordering the Dlue 
Mountains and Hornsby Plateaux at an elevation of around 1000m (see 
pls. lII, IV and V). The headwaters lie at an altitude of between 300 
and 500 metres and are developed in Permian sandstone and conglomerate 
(Shoalhaven Group, Berry Formation). They are at present a mixture of 
open grazing land and closed eucalypt woodland, with occasional swamps 
and creeks with permanent pools. The watershed to the west presents no 
forbidding physical barrier as is the case for the cliffs to the east. 
The Capertee River leaves this open country through a narrow 
gorge (pl. V) incised to a depth of up to 500 metres between the Blue 
Mountains/Hornsby plateaux 1, in which it continues for over 100 km to 
an eventual junccion with the Hawkesbury Hiver east of the plateau. 
The first 15 km of this gorge are fairly wide, wiCh alluvial flats 
along the river and flattened pediment slopes higher up, and it is in 
this area thac McCarthy's Sites 1-4 are situated, approximately 8 km 
from the entrance to the gorge. 
Site 5 is a huge rockshelter just under the main cliffline 
bordering the plateau and looking out over the headwaters area. It is 
difficult of access from the vallBy, extensively decorated (unlike 
other sites in the area) and evidence of occupation is sparse (a 
trench 70 cu.ft. (2cu.m.) in volume yielded only 10 tools). l h?.ve 
suggested in chapter 3 that the combination of extensive artwork and 
very poor assemblages reflects the use of such inaccessible shelters 
for ceremonial rather than occupational purposes. 
Noola (Site 6) is situated in the valley of the Bogee Nile Creek, 
a tributary of the Capertee river. The valley is a broad flat-bottomed 
area (pl. IV) opening out into the rolling countryside of the Capertee 
headwaters ::i.pproximately 1 km from the site. The site is a large 
(1) The Capertee/Colo Gorge is arbitrarily taken as the dividing line 
betwe8n the Blue Mount~ins and Hornsby plateaux~ though the two are 
structurally equivalent (Bryan, M0Elroy and Rose 1~66). 
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Plate II Air photo-montuge of the Capertee Valley area 
(Compare with map, fig.10, which is at approximately half 
the scale.) The area covered extends from the Wolgan 
Volley in the south to the Noola site near the upper left-
hand corner. Note the forested plateau and talus slopes 
and the dissected drainage pattern. 
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Plate III Caoertee Headwaters from the Continental Divide 
See fig.10 :or viewpoint location. View looking northeast 
towards Pantoney's Crown (middle distance) and the Triassic 
sandstone of the Hornsby Plateau (~ackground). The entrance 
to the Capertee Gorge is visible to the right of Pantoney's 
Crown, blocked by a second mesa, Mt Gundangaroo. The 
Capertee River flows to the left of Mt Gundangaroo. On the 
extreme left can be seen the volcanic cone of Tayan Peak 
which overlooks the Neola site (see Plate IV). 
Note particularly the cliffs bordering the plateau, the open 
forested cover on the talus slopes below these cliffs and on 
the ground rising towards the continental divide, and the 
open grazing land in the flatter parts of the headwaters region. 
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Plate IV Bogee Nile Valley from the 11est 
The location of Noola rockshelter is arrowed. See fig.10 for 
viewpoint location. Note the conical volcanic neck, Tayan Peak, 
which also appears on the extreme left of plate III, and the 
level surface of the Hornsby Plateau ln the background. An 
erosion channel formed by the intennittent creek which passes 
the Neola site can be seen joining the main creek. The latter 
is a near-permanent water source. 
l 
Plate V (upper) View southeast down Capertee Gorge 
(lower) View north11est from within Capertee Gorge 
See figure 10 for viewpoint locations. The two views are 
colinear and in opposite directions. 
The location of the Capertee sites (1-3) is indicated by the 
arrows. In the upper photograph the sites are behind the 
ridge in the middle distance and Glen Davis is hidden by the 
bluff in the foreground, Note the level dissected surface of 
the sandstone plateau, the layering of the steep cliffs 
bordering the plateau and the. fot·ested cover on the talus/ 
pediment slopes below the cliffs. In the lower photograph, 
Freshwater Creek lssues from the lefthandmost break in the 
cliffs. Note the short, steep slope on the northeast (right 
hand) side of the gorge, compared with the longer shallower 
slope on the southwest side. 
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ro~kshe:.r.er forme:I by 3. hu~e b0uldt"r' 1rrr0:ci:1L'ltt"•.ty 1,\1~ ab...-1ve the 
V3.lley floor 3.n<l 30m from an intermittent ~re,.,k. Despite tt1e 
apparently f'3vourable 10~3.tion, the 3rtef::i~tu3l mJterial in tt1e 
jeposits is sparse and I thin~ this can b~ attributed part:.y to thP 
lack of ne:::irby stone sources and partly to the sJut11e:-ly aspe,~t , .... f tn(• 
site which m3kes it very col.j 3nd d1.rk 0xceot in miJsummer. 
Environment in the C3.pertee Gorg~ 
The upper part of the C~pertee Gorge is incised approximately 
500m between sheer cliffs up to 200m high formed in the massive 
Narrabeen Group sandstones. The incision of the gorge commenced wi.th 
the late Tertiary uplift of the Blue Maunt•ins/Harnsby phteau. lt Ins 
proceeded by cliff fall induced by faster we•thering of the Illawarro 
Coal Measures (Permian) which underlie the Narrabeeil Group and remov;iJ. 
of weathering products by the river. The area between tne cliffs and 
the river, up to 1 l<rn wide, is m3de up of talus and pedirnant slopet,<; 
(see discussion of sediment transport, chapter 5), with alluvial flats 
in some places near the river. Much of the alluvi3.l deposition .ippears 
to be associated with post-Europeln erosion and flooding due to 
increased runoff in the neadwat:.ers region. The slopes, not.ably the 
pediment sections, are sc.:;i.ttered with huge boulders derived from the 
Narrabeen Group sandstone of the main cliffline, and it. is in these 
boulders that many small overhangs, including McCarthy 1 s Sites 1-li, 
have been developed. 
The present day flora within the Capertee gorge was studied by 
Len Cubis, (Department of Anthropology, Sydney University) during the 
197~ field sc~son. The following section is b3sed on discussion with 
him and with Ken Aplin (Department of Prehistory and Anthropology, 
ANU) and I should like to thank them far their identifications and 
interpret,tians. I rnust howe~er be held rcsponsibt~ for any errors or 
omrnissions. 
In his 195~ report on the C.:ipertee site!i M(!C"1rthy dcsi..!rlbes tho 
C::ipertec '?:Orge environment JS ' ••• op~n w11odland C!ucnlyptun forest, 
with compar::itively dense epiphytic undP.rgrowth. lt could be deqcrlbed 
as an ideal cn1ironment for a hunting Jnd g~thering people of 
scmj-nom.J.dic h.ibit' (19511:198). He goes on to s1y t.trit 'Several 
species of yams, the seeds of kurrajong, Ma~ro~ami1, Acaci)~, Pinu~ 
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Fig. 11 Map of floral communities in the Capertee Gorge 
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and other plants, and various leaves, berries and fruits added the 
vegetable element to a well balanced diet' (ibid.). 
The area studied by Cubis is shown on fig. 11, together with the 
distribution of plant communities observed. The lower northerly aspect 
slopes support Angophora and 8ucalyptus woodland with shrubby 
understorey, the dominant species being the rough-barked apple 
(Angophora floribunrla), the Sydney Blue-Gum ([. soligna) and the 
Narrow-leafed Iron bark (Ji. crebra) witn J;l1suarina cf. stricta 
bordering the rive~. Further away from the river, on the steeper 
slopes l~ading up to the scarp, there is tall open woodland with a 
simil3r range of species. In this steeper area, gullies are bordered 
with rich viney scramblP.r thickets, the dominant species being the 
Lillypilly (Acmena smithii). These thickets contain several edible 
plants, including native 
resources are scattered 
sasparilla, grape and fig, although thesa 
rather than concentrated. The plant 
communities appear to be largely related to local conditions of, 
particularly, soil thickness, aspect and drainage. Along the tributary 
creeks to the main river, there are ferny patches, whilst the flatter 
terraces support patches of tussock grassland with small stands of 
cycads under an open forest cover. 
The northern side of the gorge is characterised by a much steeper 
and shorter slope between the river and the base of the scarp (pl. V) 
and is generally cooler and more humid than the southern side. This 
has lead to an extension of the lower slope communities with thick 
scrub along the river and closer spacing of the trees. The upper parts 
of the slope have thick scrub with extensive viney thickets. The 
species composition on both sides of the gorge is essentially similar. 
The northern side of the gorge shows less signs of fire and there 
is a considerable amount of organic litter. There is a higher 
proportion of tall herbs, notably bracken fern (Pteris escalentu~), 
Macrozamia communis and grasses. Due to the southerly aspect of this 
slope and the generally thicker vegetation this hillside is much 
damper than its opposing slope and this, together with the steep 
rock-covered talus nature of this side of the valley, provides a 
slightly better habitat for plants such as the rock orchid 
(Dendrobrium speciosum). 
I 
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Cubis considers that only three species of plant occurring in the 
Capertee gorge have major potential importance as food plants. These 
are the rock orchid (Dendrobrium speciosum), clematis (Clematis sp.), 
and cycad ( Macrozamia communis). The pseudobulbs of the rock orchid 
and tubers of the ~lematis can be eaten with little preparation, 
whilst cycads requires extensive preparation (cf. Beaton 19'('7). 
Although bracken fern is common Cubis has noted (1977) that there are 
no first hand accounts of this potential food resource being utilised 
by the Aborigines. He considers that the vegetable food resources 
observed occur as a diffuse scatter and, with the exception of the 
cycads, would not be easy to exploit effectively. This he suggests is 
in contrast with the situation in the headwaters region of the 
Capertee valley, where fire pressure might well have maintained an 
open mosaic and swampy areas would have provided a concentrated source 
of vegetable foods. 
It is hard to extrapolate back from the present day flora to that 
which existed before the arrival of Europeans in the area. Mining and 
grazing have extended well down the gorge and this is apparent, for 
example, in the depletion of large trees of usable timber type in the 
areas in which mining has occurred. Cubis noted that none of the cycad 
plants he observed appear to be old plants and suggests that this 
might be a function of plants being destroyed to protect cattle. 
Cycads are now quite abundant in small stands scattered at various 
levels on the valley sides and also occurs associated with a hearth in 
Site 3 (McCarthy 1964:199). Even if cycads were more abundant in the 
past than at present, it seems likely that the headwater area with its 
dee!J-1' soils and swampy areas would have provided a greater abundance 
of vegetable food than the shallow, rocky and porous soils of the 
gorge area. Also, if firing was practised on the headwater area one 
would expect a greater abundance of easily caught game than in the 
gorge area. With pres~nt day patterns of usage, lar•ge kangaroos, 
notably euros (Macropus robustY§_}, are to be seen in the more open 
area of the headwaters and clearings in the upper part of the gorge, 
whilst the population of smaller macropods within the gorge appears to 
be largely depleted by the predation of feral dogs (observations of 
skeletons and faecal pellets by Ken Aplin). Aplin suggests that 
regular firing of the lower slopes along the gorge might result in an 
expansion of the tussock grass component and could provide a habitat 
suitable for red-necked wallabies, which are a significant component 
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of McCarthy's faunal collection from the gorge sites. 
Reptiles are well represented in the modern fauna, the commonest 
being the Lace Monitor, Varanus varius, the Water Skink, Sphenomorphus 
quoyii and the Red-bellied Black Snake, Pseudechis porphyriacus. 
Reptiles also make up an important component of the faunal collections 
derived from the disturbed deposits sieved in 1978 (see below). 
Faun:t 
Significant quantitles of faunal material were recovered from 
McCarthy's excavations in Capertee Sites 3 and 4. At Site 3 McCarthy 
reported a total of 34 identifiable mammal jaws and one Uz;ird jaw 
(1964:241), whilst no quantitative data w:ts reported for 3ite 4. 
McCarthy's collections were reanalysed by Ken Aplin, Department of 
Prehistory and Anthropology, ANU, who found 94 'identifiables' (jaws 
and teeth) in the Site j collection and 19 in the 3ite 4 collection 
(see tables Sa,b). As a control on the bias introduced by the use of a 
1/4" sieve (6 mm) during McCarthy's excavation, Aplin sieved the loose 
fill of McCarthy's Site 4 trench, apparently derived from the material 
excavated as the trench walls and surrounding areas appeared intact. A 
much larger collection of 'identifiables' (120 specimens) was 
recovered. Comparison of the excavated and 'disturbed' collections 
shows that there has been a strong bias against the recovery of the 
less common speci.es and of course against the smaller species such as 
reptiles, rats and smaller marsupials. In the excavated collection 59% 
of specimens arc macropods, compared with 37% from the two 
collections. Reptiles are represented by only one specimen in the 
excanted collection compared with 2'7 overall (5% against 20%). Rats, 
koala and various small marsupials are entirely absent from the 
excav:tted collection whilst forming a significant proportion of the 
total collection. 
Thomas ( 1969) has reported one set of controlled experiments in 
which the collection efficiency of various sieve sizes (1/2" (12 mm), 
1/4 11 (6 mm) and 1/8 11 (3 mm)) is compared with recovery by a 1/16" 
(1.5 mm) sieve for various sizes of mammal. Collection efficiency of 
the 1/4 11 (6 mm) sieve varied from 95% (mammals weighing less than 
100gm) through 80% (100-700gm), 70% (700gm-5 kg), 60~ (5 kg-25 kg) to 
no loss for mammals over 25 kg By way of comparison, a 1 /8 11 ( 3 mm) 
l 
Abbreviations: 
L left 
R right 
m mandible 
max maxilla 
pm ax = premaxilla 
I = incisor 
M~ molar 
PM = premolar 
f = fragment 
Table Sa Capertee Site 3 
organic materials from McCatthy's excavation 
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'Identifiables' 
Kan~nroo - ulna, rib frng'l. 
Pctror,alc sp. - ltmf: L"1f; !Im; Hut: I.in. 
WulLlbLt hicolor - Lmf; RPnr1x; LMi. 
Petaurus australis - Ln. , 
Tricho"1irus vulpeculn - L"1f; Lmf; LMf. 
lsn0don ohP~Ultrn - T.n: tm:n:. 
P:.;1mdochc-ln1:i rwrcgrf1111!l - t.n:; t.m. 
Macropus :;p, Juv. - RMf. 
Macropo<I - LI 1 , 
Emu - ra.11ial frng. 
Sch~> tnobates - RM. 
Canis sp. - Cani11L": ( r.u'!. 
Macropus ruf nr,riseus - Rm. 
Petrogale sp. - l.m: Lma:q Rma:<; RI 1; Rmf, Potorous sp. - Rmf; Lm, 
Schninobat~• volans - Lm. 
Trichosurus v11lpecula - Rmf; Lm; Lmf; RI; Rmf. 
Vomhatus sp, - tooth fraguwnt, 
W<tllabia blcolor - R,.,ax; i.r 1; Rm~; 1.mr, Macropc'd - Mf. 
lsoodon obesulu·;- Lm; Rm. 
P~tror,nle sp. - Rprcma~; RI1; RI1; Lmnx; 1\n, 
Physi~n.1thus sp. - Lm. 
Trichosurus vulpec11ln - l.m; rtmax/prC"m:tx; Lt 1. 
Wallnbfa bicolnr - l.1.1; Rrnax; LI1; Rmax; RI1; P.mf. 
Emu - distal tibiotarsus (cut). 
C.inis sp. - alrmi;t comolete dentition. 
Petroiialc sp. - Rmf; Rrtf; PM3f; Lmr. Phys i P,nJ thus sp. - r.m f. 
Potorous sp. - Lmf. 
Scholm1b.ites vo lans - Lmf. 
, rrichosurus vulpcculn - Lm. 
Wallabla bicolor - Rm: RMax f. 
Marropod - I; l.mf. 
Vombatus sp, - 2"n • 
Isoo,fon oht:!sula - lmf. 
Pctr11~:th' ..;I"• - R1T1<tX f: ~~ntf. 
Sl~ho inobatt's vol.ms - Rrnf; !:1.1 f. 
Tricilosurus vul per. 11l:1 - Ln1x f. 
?facropus rufogri:>t.?u~ - Lr:•f; Lm .. 
?facrornd ln.1~ - RI l; m~X ; R.:• f. 
Wall:th!.a bic·olor - I.;,'!f: L.:;t.:t:-;: I.It; L.pr ... ·m.1'< f; l.:it; 
Lrr.~1xf; l.rif: Lmf: P-~'. 
PL~ t r··w j t ,1 : p. - Lmf. 
:faJLtbl.i bkolor - L.mo~ f; Rmf. 
Mncropus rufor.ri~cus - Rrnf. 
Table Sa Distribution of organic mnterial and species list for 
McCarthy's Capertee site 3 collection 
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Dentaries McCarthyl Disturbed I 
Wal.Zabia bfoolot' 5 (2) 5 (2) 
Fett'og,iZe peniaiZ.Zata 5 (4) 2 ( 1) 
cf. ':'hylow::Ze sp. 3 (2) 
Macropodidae 1 ( 1) 30 (2) 
Potot'ous tridacty7.us 1 (1) 
Triahosu!".<s i•uZpeaufo 2 (2) 8 (2) 
Sahoinobat.~s v0Za11s 1 (1) 1 (1) 
Pse•tdoaheirus perearim1s 1 (1) 2 (1) 
Aarobatea pygmaeua" 1 ( 1) 
Phn.saoZaratos ainereus 1 (1) 
Vombat1<s ursinus 1 (1) 
Sminthopsis/Anteahinus 4 (J) 
Isoodon. obesulus 8 (2) 
Rat;tus cf. ZutreoZua 9 (4) 
Rattus cf. fuscipes 3 (2) 
Pseudominae sp. 6 (4) 
Muridae 8 
MoreZia spilotes 2 (1) 
Elapidae 2 ( 1) 
Scincidae 1 (1) 21 (10) 
Phys-ignathus Zesueurii 1 (1) 
Chelydidae 1 (1) 4 (4) 
Total 19 (15) 120 (4 7) 
All bone recovered 809 '.<;1ll (#) 1968 • Jll gm 
Burnt bone (by weight) 5% 9% 
Unburnt bone (by weight} 95% 91% 
l Minimum number of individuals in brackets. 
All except two of the dcntaries from McCarthy's excavation are 
derived from the 0-18" spit. 
Identifications by Ken Aplin. 
Table Sb Species list for Capertee site 4, McCarthy's 
excavation and disturbed material 
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Bland/Blunden Dentaries trench 1 Disturbedl 
WaZZabia biaoZor 5 (2) 
PetrogaZe peniaiZlata 1 (1) 3 (2) 
Maai'opw'l cf. rufogriseus 1 (1) 
Macropodidae 10 (1) 
Potorous tr>idaatyZus 3 (2) 
ACr'!!r'l'~mn!~iC l 1!l.,,;o/:J:J(!f31'!3 1 (1) 
Triahosurus vuZpeauZa 2 (1) 6 (3) 
Psc:udoaheirus peregrinus 2 (1) 2 (1) 
Petaurus australis 4 (1) 
Aarobates pyamczeus 1 (1) 
Vombatus urcinus 2 (1) 
Smi11thor:sis!Ant.:::ahinus 1 (1) 
Muridae 14 (5) 
Elapidae 1 (1) 
Bird 1 (1) 
Rabbit 2 (1) 
Total 6 (4) 56 (24) 
All bone recovered 119 gm ( #) 1015 • 374 gm 
Burnt bone (by weight) 9% 
Unburnt bone (by weight) 91?. 
1 Minimum number of individuals in brackets. 
Identifications by Ken Aplin. This table represents only part of 
the total disturbed material in the site. 
Table Sc Species list for Noola rockshelter : Bland and 
Blunden's test trench and disturbed material 
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sieve lost no specimens for mammals over 5 kg and 60% for mammals less 
than 100gm. The bias against smaller animals is evident from these 
figures and appears to be of the same order of magnitude as that 
observed for Capertee 4. Tne bias against the less well represented 
species is, of course, a function of sample size (note that the 
identified specimens are not necessarily proportional in size to the 
size of the animal). 
Although the Capertee 4 fauna may be partly the result of natural 
causes this is unlikely for most of the material. The site is not 
suitable as a roost and no bird pellets were found despite the good 
preservation apparent. There is no evidence of carnivore chewing of 
the bones. Marsupial mice and rock wallabies might make use of the 
shelter, but many of the other species are unlikely to have entered it 
of their own accord. Water skinks in part.icular must have been brought 
to the site since the site is on a dry hillside 50-100m above the main 
river and several hundred metres from the nearest tributary creek. 
The fauna appears to indicate a slightly more open forest than 
today. Aplin considers that the present day forest is too closed for 
the red-necked wallaby represented by four specimens in Site 3. As 
noted earlier, he considers that re~ular firing of the gorge might 
have resulted in an extension of the tussock grassland and a more 
suitable habitat for this species. Swamp wallaby form an important 
component of the archaeological material and Aplin observed slceletons 
of this species although no live animals were seen. The presence of 
wombat as a consistent component throughout the history of Site 3 
argues for the existence of some open grassed areas in the past, and 
such a patch still exists about 500m downstre:=1m from the sites. 
The Noola fauna (table 5c) may well have a larger component of 
bone arising from deaths in the shelter or predation by animals using 
it as a lair. The fauna appears to represent a more closed forest 
environment than that reflected by the gorge sites with small glider 
forms such as Acrobates RY&m.~'ll!.§.. On the other hand there is a 
significant component of the fauna which reflects a more open habitat. 
Aepyprvm!lY.§.. rufe~Q§..11§. is a species now restricted to tussock grassland 
under open forest or woodland in northern NSW, and the site also 
contains wombat and red-necked wallaby. fhis dichotomy in the fauna 
can perhaps be explained in terms of a mixture of spe~ies from 
forested slopes surrounding the site and from the probably more open 
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environment of the valley floor a few hundred metres from the site. 
Eastward Access 
Eight kilometres southeast (downstream) of Sites 1-4, the 
Capcrtec Gorge becomes restricted, with a maximum width of the order 
of 500m and very steep slopes between the river and the foot of the 
enclosing cliffs. It is joined by the Wolgan River some 13 km further 
on, from where it continues as the Colo River for at least 50 km in an 
equally narrow and, if anything, steeper-sided meandering gorge 
(fig. 2 and pl. I). The Colo finally joins the Hawkesbury a further 
40 km downstream. McCarthy considers the ·Capertee/Colo river as a 
route to the coast, but he hedges his bets by adding 'Inter-group 
contact probably took place along tt1es~ streams, but to what extent is 
not known' (McCarthy 1964:203). Though travel up and down the ~orge is 
possible, provided the river ls low, it is exceedingly tedious. 
Present-day bushwalkers count 14 days to rea~h the Putty Road, a 
distance of approximately 70 km (Gold and Prineas 1978). Within the 
narrow gorge area food resources would probably have been even more 
restricted than in the area of the Capertee sites owing to the much 
reduced terrace areas and dominance of the steep rocky talus slopes on 
which few potential food plants occur. Game in the narrower parts of 
the gorge would probably be restricted by the absence of grazing. 
I think we can therefore reject the idea of regular movement or 
inter~roup contact along these gorges to the east, though this do~s 
not exclude the possibility of occasional intergroup contact, e.g. for 
ceremonial purposes or when people were exploiting waterholes along 
the river bed in drought periods. McCarthy (ibid.:203) mentions a 
rockshelter with stencils near the junction of the Capertee and Wolgan 
rivers,although access to this point via the Wolgan would have been 
easier than via the Capertee. 
Westward Access 
Eight kilometres west of Sites 1-4 the Capertee Gorge opens out 
into the area which I have termed the Capertee Headwaters. From here 
westwards the ground rises some oOOm over a dist~nce of 25 km to the 
watershed with the Turon River, which drains into the Mac~uarie north 
of Bathurst. The watershed is marked by a line of cliffs, but these 
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are much smaller and more broken than those to the east. Access 
between the Capertee area and further west would therefore have posed 
no physical problems, although the watershed area (altitude - 1000m) 
would have been cold in winter compared with the more protected area 
around the mouth of the Capertee gorge (altitude 300m). Despite this 
apparent ease of contact, there is no sign in the Capertee sites of 
the distinctive and very high quality raw material which is so 
characteristic of the assemblages in the Bathurst area. Our knowledge 
of the Bathurst area is based on the surface collections made by Percy 
Gresser and, as far as I can remember from a brief look at these 
collections, none of them (including those from the Turon) contain any 
of the Capertee type cherts. Without considerable further work, 
particularly in the Turon, we cannot say whether this indicates lack 
of communications to the west due, perh~ps, to tribal boundaries, or 
simply the local availability of suitable stone and lack of exchange 
or transport of raw materials from further afield. 
Access to the North and South 
There is a broad corridor of easy country linking the Capertee 
head\Aters with the Cudgegong river drainage to the north. Some 
collecting has been done in this area by Norman Blunden and some site 
sur~ey by Mike Pearson. I have not seen any collections from this 
area, but I would expect the raw material available to be 
indistinguishable from that in the Capertee area as the geology of the 
two areas is similar. 
To the south of the Capertee headwaters there are several passes 
leading up onto the plateau region and over into the Wolgan Valley. 
Archaeologist bushwalkers in the area have reported the presence of 
commodious rockshelters but, even where water is available in the 
vicinity, surface finds arc meagre (one or two flakes). On the other 
nand a number of these sites contain stencils and drawings. This 
observation tends to confirm the model of sporadic, possibly 
ceremonially-linked use of rockshelters in less accessible or elevated 
positions. 
' ;:~ 
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NOOLA ROCK.3HELTER 
Noola rockshelter is situated in the valley of the Bogee Nile 
Creek, a tributary of the upper reaches of the Capertee River 
(fig. 10). The shelter is formed in a huge boulder, at least 20m long, 
15m wide and 20m high. The roof of the shelter runs along the bedding 
plane of the sandstone at an angle of approximately 20* to the 
horizontal and the surface of the deposits (and underlying 
stratigraphy) follow a similar trend (see fig. 13). This leads me to 
suspect that the deposits may have accumulated on a sloping platform 
formed in the base of the monolith along a bedding plane. However, 
although Tlndale's trench (Tindale 1961) reached a depth of 3,5 metres 
below the surface of the deposits, bedrock is not report@d as having 
been reached • 
A huge sandstone block runs along the front of the shelter 
20-30 cm below the surface of the deposits. This block is visible in 
both major trenches and has been traced between and beyond these 
trenches (see plan, fig. 12). The block slopes steeply down from near 
the dripline towards the inside of the shelter (see sections, figs. 14 
and 17) and the excavated deposits have accumulated between this block 
and the rear wall of the shelter. The visible stratigraphy shows 
clearly the effect of the sloping surface of the block on the 
accumulation of the deposits (fig. 17). The block may well be the 
result of roof fall as one can trace the base of the block, overlying 
deposits, in the outer end of both trenches. In addition a number of 
moderate sized blocks are scattered along the dripline on the surface 
and a 'sealing slab' measuring approximately metre square was 
removed from Tindale's trench at a depth of 45-50 cm below the surface 
(Tindale 1961:193). 
Few sites can have witnessed as varied a set of excavations as 
Noola rockshelter. As far as I have been able to piece together the 
history of the site, the following excavations have occurred: 
1. Towards the end of 1960 parts of the surface material were dug out 
by the then owner, Norman Blundan. His finds were shown to Fred 
McCarthy and later to Norman Tindale. Blunden (in Tindale 
1962:541) mentions finding around 2000 lithic artefacts in a 
trench which I estimate as being between 1 and 2 cubic metres in 
volume. T~ls excavation appears to have been in the area later 
Shallow d b isturb~nce 
y water runnells 
Tindale 's spoil 
5 metres 
Spoil 
Fig. 12 Noola rock h 5 elter. plan 
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excavated by Tindale, as it encountered the 'sealing' slab 
described by Tindale (1951:193). 
2 · In April 1951, John Bland and Norman Blunden excavated a trench 
3'x18' (O 9x5.4m) and between 11 and 6 1 (30-180 cm) deep at the 
instigation of McCarthy. The results of this trench were published 
in McCarthy's Capertee report (1964:231-3). Thirty four tools were 
recovered from th '.s trench, together with a considerable amount of 
F~unal material, for a total volume excavated of 2-3 cubic metres. 
3. In May 1961, Norman Tindale excavated a trench 8 1x4' (2.4x1.2m), 
inithlly about 96" (2.4m) deep, but later extended to 122" 
(3.05m). Norman Blunden may, or may not, have further deepened 
this trench. 
4. Norman Blunden dug out the surface material from the area between 
Tindale's trench and the east end of the rockshelter. He may also 
have been responsible for the 'longitudinal trench' marked on 
fig. 12. 
5. In 19·79 I cleaned up the site as far as possible and excavated a 
50 cm wide band 'H28-H32) connecting the Bland/Blunden trench and 
Tindale's trench, and a 1mx0.5m area (L24, M24) alongside the 
Bland/Blunden trench near the dripline. The location of these 
excavated areas is shown on fig. 12. 
My excavations were a small scale investigation intended to answer 
three specific questions. Firstly, did the site still retain any 
potential for dating the appaarance of backed implements? Secondly, 
what sort of artefact concentrations existed in the site? Thirdly, 
what information on the stratigraphy and dating could be collected 
which might help in the interpretation of the rather sKetchy reports 
a·rnilable? 
The first of these questions was found to have an easy answer; 
most of the surface of the deposits has been removed to a depth of 
approximately 40-50 cm, corresponding roughly with the reported depth 
of the layers containing backed implements (this correspondence is 
probably not fortuitous). Ttle only in sitlJ. deposits relating to the 
appe~rance of backed implem~nts are situated on top of the huge 
boulder which runs along the front of the shelter. These deposits dip 
Plute VI Noola rockshelter 
Tindale's trench can be seen in the foreground behind the 
rock in the bottom right corner. The H26-H32 trench is 
visible running from Tindale's trench along the rear of 
the shelter to the Bland/Blunden trench (largely hidden). 
Beyond the Bland/Blunden trench can be seen the L24/M24 
excavation (beneath ranging poles) and the irregular 
'longnitudinal trench' at the rear of the shelter. The 
original surface of the deposits can be traced along the 
rear wall of the shelter. 
Deposits along the dripline are very shallow, the whole 
area being underlain by a huge boulder, Most of the 
deposits outside the dripline are spoil heaps from previous excavations. 
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sharply into the space between the boulder and tho back of the shelter 
(see stratigraphic section in flg. 17) and the probable thiclmess of 
deposits accumulated in this area since the appearance of backed 
implements appears to be only 20-30 cm. ln addition art~fact 
concentrations are exceedingly low and the area may have suffered 
disturbance from dripline activity and water percolating from the top 
end of the shelter. In all, the shelter therefore has little potential 
left as far as information on the last few thousand years is 
concerned. 
My excavations confirmed the very low artefact concentrations in 
the site, both near the surface in L24 and M24 and stratigraphically 
deeper in the H28-H32 trench. For• example, only nine pieces of flaked 
stone were recovered from the 0.5cu.m. of deposits excaval;ed in H32. 
Unfortunately, since the surface has been stripped from within the 
main body of the shelter, it is impossible to say whether this may 
have contained hi~her artefact concentrations, but Ron Lampert 
(pers.comm.) remembers numerous backed implements coming from the 
upper deposits when he visited the site in the late 60 1 s. However the 
character of the assemblage collected from the disturbed deposits is 
markedly different from that of the Capertee 3 assemblage, with a high 
proportion of retouched and utilised material and little in the way of 
waste products. This would appear to indicate that little stone 
Knarping was carried out in the site and that people were rather 
bringing in and discarding worn out tools or utilised flakes. Visible 
use-rounding of flake scars on worked edges is present on a number of 
specimens. 
The scarcity of lithic material at Noola contrasts with an 
abund'3.nce of faunal material. The H32 exc.avation yielded approximately 
twice as many identifiable bones (jaws, articular ends) as pieces of 
flak2d stone. A similar pattern was found in the excavation of L24 and 
M24 and in the loose spoil which we sie~sd and sorted*. From these 
observations I would estimate that the whole site would contain 
several hundred mandibles and maxillaries and an even larger sample of 
identifiable specimens. Identification of the faunal material has not 
yet been completed but a pro~isional list of identifications ls 
pro~ided in table 5, This list gives data for the excavated material 
( 1) fhe spoil which we identified as coming from Tindal~' s trench 
appeared to have been well sorted, whilst other spoil appeared 
practically unsorted. 
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from the Bland/Blunden trench (now in the Australian Museum), together 
witn dat3. for the loose disturbed material removed from this trench 
during cleaning up of the site. The species present appear to 
represent a forest fauna, rather than the more open woodland fauna of 
the Capertee Gorge sites (see above). Len Cubis is studying the 
distribution of charcoal and other vegetable material from my 
excavation and this project is also, as yet, incomplete. 
fhe major part of my 6Xcavation effort was directed towards 
obtaining information on the stratigraphy of the site and particularly 
on the rel:itionsnlp between the stratigr:iphy visible in the two major 
trenches. The stratigraphy of the Bland/Blunden trench is as follows, 
from the bottom upwards; 
Unit 1: Cemented rocky floor. 
Unit ~: Hard white coarse sandy deposits with clearly marked 
lens8s of reddened sand underlying dark grey or yellowish 
brown ashy lenses with charco:il fragments. These lenses 
.appear to represent simple unprepared hearths. 
Unit J.: A sharp transition to a uniform very hard grey 
(10YR6/1) deposit with scattered charcoal and no visible 
structure. 
Unit 2_: An equally sharp transition to a loose uniform grey 
dusty deposit, largely removed by previous workers. In 
addition, photographs taken during the original excavations 
(see pl. VI) show a very dark layer which is described as 
greasy and rich in charcoal (Bland, field notes and pers. 
comm.). I shall call this layer, now removed from most of 
the shelter, Unit 1. This was in turn overlain by loose grey 
surface material which I shall designate as unit O. 
The lower part of the Bland/Blunden trench (unit ~), from the 
rocky floor up to the transition to homogeneous grey deposits (unit 
3), is characterised by a series of grey ashy lenses, separated from 
one another by 'clean' sand, apparently roof weathering products. Some 
of these grey lenses rest on a reddened zone de~eloped in the 'clean' 
deposits. These lenses are shown in fig. 15 and plate VI. I believe 
that they represent sporadic hearths which have not been destroyed by 
scuffage, owing to the infrequency of occupation of the site and the 
fact that the hearths were simple fires lit on the existing surface 
-
~~JiH~W~~:~ Grey sand rich in charcoal fragments 
Hard, light grey with scattered charcoal 
L Light yellow compacted sand 
Yellow to grey sand with some charcoal fragments 
Reddened compacted sand 
~ Sandstone fragment 
, ..... Charcoal fragment 
(!) Root 
Fig. 15 Noola rockshelter : north section of Bland/Blunden trench 
Field drawing S.Wild, April 1978 
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Plate VII Noola rockshelter - section at end of Bland and 
Blunden's 1961 trench 
This section is situated at the back of the shelter. The 1961 
photograph was taken before the trench was completed and the section 
is therefore further from the rear wall of the shelter than the 1978 
section. Note the thick grey band (unit 2/3) overlying the lensed 
deposits (unit 4) and the thick light coloured band at the top of the 
latter. The base of this band is dated to approximately 8000BP. In 
the 1961 photograph unit 2/3 is overlain by a dark layer rich in 
organic material which has now been stripped from most of the surf ace 
of the site, presumably because of its high implement yield. 
Scale 1 metre in 20cm intervals 
1978 
Photograph courtesy John 
Bland. Tape graduated 
in inches. 
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rather than prepared hearths. This assertion is supported by the fact 
that the bases of the lenses are flat rather than hollowed out and 
follow the general slope of the deposits. The thinness and limited 
area of the lenses also points to short-term, unprepared hearths. 
The most interesting polnt about these hearths is that they do 
not extend into Tindale's trench, a matter of three metres away and 
offering a wider space between the boulder at the front and the rear 
wall of the shelter. One possible explanation is suggested by fig. 13, 
in which the shelter can be seen as a form of sloping chimney. Any 
fire lit near the bottom (east) end of the shelter would tend to fill 
the shelter with smoke, whilst a fire lit towards the middle would 
leave the lower and more spacious end of the shelter relatively 
smoke-free. In Tindale's trench the levels corresponding with the 
hearth lenses are characterised by a complicated set of interlocking 
darker and lighter lenses, some quite hard, some of exceedingly 
friable coarse s~nd. I would suggest that this material represents a 
considerable degree of post-depositional disturban~e, perhaps 
associated with site ma:ntenance activities occurring in the part of 
the shelter actually occupied. Whilst the explanation I am proposing 
may seem to step beyond the bounds of what we can generally extract 
from rockshelter sites, I do not believe it is unduly fanciful in view 
of the undoubted and positive patterning obs:;rved. Furthermore it is 
not unusual to find hearths reused or established repeatedly in a 
p~rticular part of a rockshelter, even when the rockshelter does not 
have such a marked 'chimney' potential or floor-space restriction as 
at Noola (e.g. McCarchy 1948:4, 1964:199). 
r obtained a date of 8050 .± 240BP (ANU2098) from a clearly marked 
charcoal lens approximately 1 cm thick, which overlies a lens of 
reddened sand approximately 10 cm below the top of unit 4 in the 
Bl3.nd/Blunden trench (see figs. 14 and 15 for sample location). This 
date confirms my impression that the clearly marked transition in the 
Bland/Blunden trench corresponds with a more complex feature at a 
lower absolute level in Tindale's trench (fig. 16) lying a little 
below Tindale's date of 5320 .± 90BP (V36). The location of my samples 
and Tind:ilP' s samples, together with my approximate stratigraphic 
correlations, are shown on fig. 14 and tabul3.ted in table 6. 
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Overlying the lensed material (unit 4) in both trenches is a 
hard, homogeneous grey level approximately 40 cm thick (unit 3), 
Though subdivisions of this level can be distinguished locally (see 
fig. 16) they are too faint to be followed over any distance. The 
transition from the white and lensed material (unit 4) to the grey 
level (unit 3) is exceedingly abrupt and the latter can be removed to 
expose the surface of the underlying level. This surface is found to 
slope very steeply towards the back of the shelter, particularly in 
H27, and to be quite even with a few minor 'channels' running along 
the length of the shelter. However the form of the 'channels' and the 
5teep slope across their alignment suggests that these are not erosion 
channels or the like, but were formed by slumping of the deposits (the 
'channels' coincide with changes of slope of the deposits). I think 
this surface may represent compaction of the deposits creating a space 
between the daposits and the shelter wall which has subsequently 
filled with the overlying grey sediments. 
I am unable to advance any firm interpretation of the change from 
clean roof fall and ashy lenses (unit 4) to homogeneous grey deposits 
(unit 3). It would be easy, but I believe facile, to say that this 
change represents a marked increase in occupation intensity of the 
shelter, with a consequent homogenisation of the deposits through 
scuffage. If this were indeed the case, one might expect a diffuse 
boundary and a marked increase in sedimentation rate and/or artefact 
concentrations, yet this does not appear to be the case. One possible 
explanation might lie in a change from roof weathering products to 
humanly-induced sedimentation, owing to the weathering of the roof 
being impeded by a band of hard ferruginous sandstone. At the present 
time, this band forms over 70% of the roof area, being broken only by 
one area of very active cavernous weathering (sectioned in fig. 14 and 
showing up as an irregularity in the otherwise plane roof in fig. 13). 
If this is the case, the surface I have interpreted as ~ compaction 
surface could represent the near cessation of roof weathering, 
followed some ti~ later by increased human occupancy and the 
accumulation of the compact grey level. The time gap between the 
surface of the lower deposits, where accumulation ended a little after 
8000BP, and the accumulation of the hard grey deposits ending towards 
5000BP, is unknown, but a hiatus in sedimentation might help to 
account for the sharp change in sejiment colour by allowing decay of 
comminuted organic matter in the lower daposits before accumulation of 
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the overlying levels. 
My best estimates of relative stratigraphic depths of the three 
upper C14 samples, indicate a reduction in sedimentation rate from 
19 cm/Kir (12,550BP-8050BP-5320BP) to 10 cm/KYr (5320BP-present) 
within Tindal~'s trench. This conclusion cannot be reversed by 
reasonable juggling of the depths, though the change in sedimentation 
rate may not be quite as marked as indicated. I believe this reduction 
in sedimentation rate can be accounted for, not so much by changes in 
sediment supply rates, but by changes in area of the deposits; the 
deposits have a~cumulated in the restricted space between the rear 
wall of the shelter and the inward sloping surface of the huge boulder 
which runs, buried, along the dripline. 
Summarising the evidence from the Neola site, occupation appears 
to have been very sporadic from around 12, OOOBP to the present , but 
particularly before 8000BP. There may h~ve been a period of more 
intense occupation spanning the last few thousand years, but the 
deposits relating to this period have been largely removed. The site 
contains a rich suite of faunal material contrasting with the poor 
stone assemblage and this perhaps represents natural rather than numan 
introduction of much of the fauna. It may proie hard, without 
contextual information for the bulk of tne faunal material, to decide 
what proportion ls the product of human activities. 
From 12, OQQ .. 8QOOBP (unit 4) we can distinguish individual simple 
unprepared hearths whose position within the shelter can be explained 
in terms of a 'chimney' effeut. Some time after 3000BP there is a 
mark~d change in sediment character to hard, compact, uniform grey 
sandy deposits (unit 3) 1 with possible evidence for a halt in sediment 
accumulation and compaction of the underlying deposits of unit 4. Such 
a cess:ition of sedimentation could arise from the presence of .a 
resistant band of ironstone protecting the softer sandstone above from 
weathering. At the present day 70% of the roof of the shelter is 
formed by such an ironstone band, bro~en only in one place, at which 
rapid weathering is occurring. Unit 3 does not appear to be markedly 
richer in artefactual material than unit 4, so the difference in 
colour may simply reflect decay of comminuted charcoal in the lower 
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11 
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Table 6 Neola rockshelter provenance of Cl4 samples 
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unit. 
I have divided the uniform grey level into unit 3 and unit 2 on 
the basis of texture, but this division may well be specious and based 
on loosening of the surface exposed by previous excavation. Overlying 
the grey level in the 1951 excavations there was a band of dark, 
greasy deposits which is clearly visible on the 1961 photograph (plate 
V) but has now been removed throughout ~h~ area at the rear of the 
shelter. This band probably contained most of the lithic material 
recovered from previous excavations and l believe that it is for this 
reason that it has been stripped away so systematically. 
Tindale's date of 5320 ± 80BP (V36) comes from the middle of the 
uniform grey band (unit 3/unit 2). My observations in square H32 
indicate that lithic material is e~ceedingly sparse in this unit, and 
I doubt whether one would be able to attach a cultural label with any 
degree of certainty to the sort of assemblage Tindale might have 
recovered from his fairly small (8 1x4 1 ) trench. Pending publication of 
Tindale's 1961 excavation it remains a distinct possibility that 
Tindale attached the material from unit 2/unit 3 to that found in unit 
1 3.nd called this series microlithic. His 12 11 sterile layer separating 
the microlithic and pre-microlithic phases is almost certainly the 611 
light coloured band immediately underlying the grey unit in the 
Bland/Blunden trench and seen as a thicker and more complex feature in 
the H32 section diagram (pl. VI, figs. 15 and 16). It is obviously 
tempting to see this 'clean', and I presume sterile, band as 
separating the two major industrial phases in the site and thus to 
attribute the grey deposits of unit 2/3 to the upper industry, but it 
is my contention that this feature lies withiQ the older industry, and 
probably dates from about 8-7000BP (on tne basis of ANU2099 and 
extrapolated sedimentation for the deposits of unit 2/3). 
Where does this leave the 5320BP d'lte for backed implements? We 
have the problem that the 1964 preliminary report is rather vague 
about the association between the date and the 'microliths', and the 
added problem that Tindale's definition of a microlith does not 
coincide with ganeral practice (cf. Mul nney 191}0: 76, Stockton 
1977a:51) viz. the use of the term microlith as a synonym for the 
smaller classes of backed implements. In addition I have shown that 
there might have been difficulty in attributing the levels containing 
the 5320BP date to either a pre-microlithic or miarolithic industry, 
,_J 
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and that the sterile layer supposedly separating these two industries 
probably dates to around 7-8000BP. On balance, therefore, I believe 
that Tindale's date has not been satisfactorily shown to be associated 
with backed implements. 
C&per1le.e tit• 3 
Reaul&e of 1918 ~;Lon .Qd reeN~~ 
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Introduction 
McCarthy's Sites 1 and 3, both of which showed a two phase 
sequence of Capertian and Bondaian, are separated by only about 25 
metres. They are small rockshelters developed in the sides of massive 
sandstone boulders (see figs. 18-20) by a combination of the 
inclination of the face of the boulder and cavernous weathering of the 
inclined face. The shelters are situated approximately 25 metres above 
the Capertee river on a sloping pediment zone (see plan in fig. 1g and 
section in figure 19). Site 3 faces directly down the slope of the 
hillside with northerly aspect and presented a large sheltered area 
with level floor prior to excavation. Site 1, on the other hand, is in 
thP. side of a boulder and the deposits slope steeply, merging with the 
deposits on the hillside. The sheltered area in Site 1 is considerably 
smaller than that at Site 3 and has an easterly aspect. Given this 
combination of circumstances it is not surprising that McCarthy found 
a much richer assembl:ige in Site 3 and this, together with the better 
stratigraphic conditions afforded by the level, well protected 
deposits, lead him to make Site 3 his major excavation and the only 
one of his Capertee sites to be dated. Similar reasons, together with 
the orientation of McCarthy's work, led me to concentrate my efforts 
on Site 3. 
Capertee Site 3 
During the January/February 1918 field season I concentrated on 
the cleaning up and re-excavation of McCarthy's Site 3. McCarthy's 
excavation Ind slumped into an irregular hole, surrounded by an arc of 
spoil-heaps. The approximate outline of this hole is shown on the site 
plan (fig. 21 ). Within the hole one could distinguish a step, shown by 
slope marks on fig. 21, separating the deepest part of the excavation, 
at the rear of the shelter, from a shallower area across the front. 
The shallower part of McCarthy's excavation was covered by deposits 
slumped froin the surrounding section. together with roclrn which 
appeared to have been removed from the deeper part of the excavation 
and piled on this area (fig. 22). When these disturbed deposits were 
removed, a firm, fairly level and rock-free surface was exposed at a 
depth of approximately 240 cm below 1973 datum level (Pl.VIII). This 
contrasts not'3.bly with the transition to rubbly and rocky deposits 
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observed in my excavations at around 200 cm below datum in the North 
excavation (Q12, Q13, Q14, R13) ::ind 150 cm below datum in the West 
excavation (K,L,M,N,O 20 and 21) and supports Walker's observation 
(Walker 1964a:248) that the sediments within the rockshelters were 
stone-free and contrasted markedly with those outside the sheltered 
area. McCarthy's excavation extended beyond the dripline, which partly 
accounts for the degradation of the walls of the excavation. 
Two areas were opened up, which I shall refer to subsequently as 
the North excavation (Q12-14) and the West excavation (K,L,M,N,O 20 
and 21). The plan of the site (fig. 21) shows the areas excavated at 
ground level, these areas increasing slightly as the excavation 
progressed due to the sloping edge of the intact deposits. In the 
North excavation the lower levels extended into P12-14, and in the 
West excavation the lower levels were excavated as far as K19 and L19. 
The excavation of this material was carried out as part of the 
cleaning up process, but it is difficult to tie up the stratigraphy 
between these small vestiges of in situ deposits and corresponding 
stratigraphic units in the main body of the excavation. They 
contribute little to the much larger samples from the latter and have 
not been processed. 
The aim of the excavations was primarily to clean back to a 
vertical section which could be drawn and, if necessary, excavated 
back a further 50 or 100 cm to obtain a sufficient sample· of 
artefactual material. In practice the deposits proved to be so rich 
that a satisfactory sample was obtained simply during the initial 
stage of cleaning back to a section and no further excavation was 
carried out . 
Prior to backfilling, samples were collected for sediment and 
other analyses. For the North excavation these took the form of a 
column s~mple 20 x 20 cm in R13, as shown on the plan. This column 
sample was excavated in 5 cm spits or less and recorded in the same 
way as the rest of the excwation. For the West excavation the. 
complicated stratigraphy could not be reconciled with a column sample 
and sn.mples were therefore collected from the section for each 
observabl3 stratigraphic unit or feature. 
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At the end of the season the West excavation was covered with 
a 
black plastic sheet with perforations to permit water transfer. A 
sloping wall of stones was built up against the section and filled 
with sediment from the spoil heap. The backfill was topped with washed 
fertiliser bags full of sediment to protect; the fill from erosion. A 
visit two months later, after exceedingly heavy rainfall, confirmed 
the effectiveness of this protection. The s~ction between the two 
excavated areas was protected with plastic sheeting weighted down with 
sediments. The North excavation was backfilled in the same manner as 
the West excavation in February 1979 - during the intervening year it 
was protected by plastic sheeting and suffered no degradation, The 
eastern section of the site was protected with plastic sheeting. A 
serious collapse occurred during exceptionally heavy rainfall between 
the end of my excavation and my return in April 1979. This section 
poses particular conservation problems as it is beyond the shelter of 
the overhang and stands nearly 2 metres high (including a pile of 
McCarthy's spoil on top). 
Backfilling of the entire excavation is clearly 
view of the scale of the job (estimated volume 
impossible in 
of McCarthy's 
excavation in excess of 30 cubic metres), The state of the sections at 
the start of my work on the site is a sorry reflection on the results 
of not backfilling sites. I concur totally with Jones (1971:124), 
whose experience at Rocky Cape parallels mine at Capertee 3, in 
condemning any excavator who does not thoroughly backfill an excavated 
site if this means transporting extra fill to the site to replace 
material removed, this is merely the price one must pay for the right 
to excavate. 
McCarthy's plan and sections 
McCarthy's published plan of the sit~ is reproduced in fig. 23 
together with contours of the shelter wall at various levels. 
McCarthy's plan cannot be matched precisely to any of the contours but 
appears closest to that at z=200, i.e. tow;irds the bottom of the 
excJvation, and I have used this contour in orienting McCarthy's plan 
relative to my own. Although McCarthy's excavation does not line up 
nicely with the roughly rect.:ingular hol9 visible in 1979, the fit I 
have worked out is b.:ised on several (often conflicting) lines of 
evidence. lf McCarthy 1 s plan is lined up with the 1978 hole one cannot 
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tie it up with some of these observations, notably the transition from 
in situ to disturbed deposits visible in the section for P12/Plj and 
the shape of the shelter wall. 
However there are still some discrepancies. McCarthy's West 
section drawing (McCarthy 1964:fig. 5) shows two large boulders above 
the level of the basal talus and no sign of the huge boulder which 
should appear in any section dr::iwn along the western edge of the 
present hole (see pl. VIII). Equally, his section drawing shows the 
limit of the overhang as being 4 1 ( 120 cm) in from the end of the 
section. Yet the limit of the overhang runs very close to the edge of 
the present-day hole. There is no doubt that the present day hole 
represents the maximum possible extension of McCarthy-' s excavation, as 
the deposits around it are clearly in sit~ and the enlargement of the 
nole by slumping of the excavation walls is evident. The only solution 
I can muster is that an error was made in the drawing up of McCarthy's 
section diagram. 
It can be seen from the plans in figs. 21 and 23 that the step 
obser~ed in the bottom of the modern hole represents the junction 
between McCarthy's sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 12 and sections 5, 5, 7, 8, 
11, the latter having been taken down to a greater depth, presumably 
because of the presence of an ashy 'pit' mentioned in McCarthy's 
report ( 1964: 199) and shaded on fig. 23. 
McCarthy's excavation methods 
The published photographs (Walker 1964 pl.27) show spades in use 
and at least one flake in McCarthy's collection is marked 'spade 
chipped' against a large area of unpatinated flaking. The material is 
labelled by 611 (15 cm) or 12 11 (30 cm) spits, although the excavation 
report says that the spits were 3 - 611 (7 15 cm) thick (McCarthy 
19611: 199). Bro1dly speaking, 6" ( 15 cm) spits were employed for the 
Bondaian levels and 12" (30 cm) spits in the Capertian ones. 
No indications are given as to how spit boundaries were 
determine:!. On the f-:ice of it a simple arbitrary level seems to have 
been employed, probably related to the surface of the deposits rather 
than to :i. fixed d1tum. No attempt appe:irs to have been made to 
separate ass8mblages derived from individual features such as ash 
layers, hearths, etc., or to follow any natural stratigraphy (though, 
Plate VI II Capertee site 3 - view towards West section 
showing 1978 excavation of squares KLMNO 20 & 21 
Note the level fairly rock-free deposits at the base of McCarthy's 
excavation (foreground), the rubbly and rocky deposits at the base 
of the West section and the staining and features exposed in this 
section. The step separating the deeper and shallower parts of 
McCarthy's excavation is visible on the left. The grid system 
for the 1978 excavation is materialised by plumbobs suspended 
from steel wires stretched between the shelter wall and a metal frame. 
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with the exception of the ashy zones, this appears to have been too 
diffuse to be recognisable). 
The sieve illustrated in one of the photographs (McCarthy 1964 
pl.11-6) appears to be a 1/4 11 (6 mm) mesh, and the deposits were 
screened and sorted without washing. 'Waste• flakes were discarded, 
with the axception of a selection of •typical' flakes from Sit~ 3, 
There is an obvious selection in this material against smaller flakes. 
A count w:.i.s made of all flakes from section 9 of Site j, but the 
flakes were not retained. 
Horizontal control was in the form of rectangular areas 
('sections' shown on fig, 23) of varied size and shape ranging from 
approximately 1 to 4 square metres. All artefacts are labelled by site 
number, spit letter and section number (e.g. 305, 3F9, 1A4, 1E7). 
The excavation teams consisted primarily of interested amateurs 
and scouts from Sydney University. At most times there were probably 
two or three people with some knowledge of archaeological material who 
did most of the sorting (McCarthy pers.comm). 
1978 EXCAVATION METHODS 
The rational3 behind the decisions taken in designing the 
Capertee excavation procedure will be discussed in full in chapters 7 
and 8. In this section I simply present the details of the procedure 
as applied to Capertee site 3, 
Coordinate system 
A grid system using 50 cm squares identified by a letter and a 
number was set up to cover all the potential archaeological deposits 
in the site. This grid was materialised in the areas exca~ater by 
horizontal wires with plumbobs hanging at 50 cm intervals (pl. VIli). 
A permanent datum point was created by inserting a masonry expansion 
bolt in the shelter wall. This bolt is situated on the junction of 
squares Kand L, 20 and 21, i.e. at the O,O point of square L21 (see 
fig. 21) and the axes of the grid system run along compass bearings of 
3° and 273°. The establishment of a permanent datum point in this way 
and definition of the grid system in terms of compass bearings or two 
permanent datum points is, I believe, an obligation on the part of 
! ' 
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anyone excavating an archaeolo~ical site. I have worked on several 
sites where considerable time has been W'isted and/or in situ deposits 
have been destroyed in the search for a previous excavator's trenches 
and where it has proved impossible to integrate the results of 
successive excavations. 
The permanent datum point also serves as a depth datum in the 
case of Capertee 3 the expansion bolt is situated at 100 cm above zero 
datum, i.e. z = -100. 
Excavation technique 
Excavation units consisted of approximately one 10 litre bucket of 
spoil removed, except towards the base of the excavation where the 
excavation unit size was doubled. The stratigraphy was followed as far 
as possible, initially by excavating parallel to the ground surface 
and subsequently following any observable changes in sediment texture 
or colour or concentrations of artefactual material. A new excavation 
unit w:is started immediately if a change in sediment or artefactual 
material was observed. Each 10 litre bucket of spoil corresponds with 
approximately 2-3 cm of deposits over a 50 cm square, though this may 
be increased if the square contains a large rock or has been partially 
removed by disturbance. Start and end levels (z values) were recorded 
for five points on the surface of the square each time a new 
exca·1ation unit w::is commenced. In addition three dimensional 
coordinates were recorded for flnds over a specified size or of 
particular interest (e.g. backed implements, utilised flakes etc.). in 
principle the cutoff point for three dimensional recording was 2 cm 
length, but in practice this criterion was poorly adhered to and many 
tiny unutilised flakes were recorded in three dimensions. In addition 
some excavators missed a significant number of artefacts in the 2-3 cm 
range. In future I would be inclined to set a slightly larger cutoff 
value, such as 3 am length, and ensure that it was adhered to, thus 
avoiding time wastage on the recording of unexploitable data. The 
choice of cutoff value must obviously be made in terms of the artefact 
size which people can detect reliably in situ and the number and size 
range of artefacts in the site in question. A mean of about 10 
artefacts per excavation unit is probably sufficient for constructing 
satisfactory backplots 1• 
(1) Backplots are the pr?jection of the three-dimensionally recorded 
artefacts onto a vertical plane, generally a drawn section (see for 
example fii;i:. '.:'5). 
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Processing 
The spoil from each excavation unit was processed separately. Any 
sandstone fragments exceeding 300gm in weight were removed, weighed 
and counted and recorded on the field recording forms (see fig. 58). 
The remaining sediments were weighed, sieved dry on a 3 mm mesh to 
reduce the bulk and b3.gged for return to camp. At camp the residue was 
shaken through a 6 mm and 3 mm mesh sieve pair and t.he residues were 
washed, tipped onto a table for sorting and weighed on kitchen scales. 
The purpose of the coarser sieve is twofold. Firstly, it reduces 
damage to the artefacts and faunal remains by eliminating larger 
sandstone fragments and allowing a preliminary sort with ver~ little 
shaking. Secondly, it is much easier to sort the finer frac~ion 
U-5 m.11) than to sort a 3 mm sieve residue contair.ing pebbles of 1 or 
2 cm diameter. In the case of the Capertee sediments and commonly in 
sandstone shelters in general, very little shaking of the sieves was 
necessary, particularly for the 6 mm Rieve, so that the residue can be 
removed and sorted almost immediately before the artefacts in it are 
damaged. Equally little more than a quick rinse of the residues was 
required, so that we were able to do all our wet sieving with 
household strainers in a few gallons of water oarried up from the 
river. To avoid contamination of charcoal samples this wash-water was 
skimmed frequently with a 1 mm mesh strainer and only pieces of 2-3 mm 
diameter or larger were submitted for dating. Although we changed the 
wash-water frequently this is by no means necess~ry, illustr~ting the 
point that one does not need large quantities of water for wet-sieving 
of sandy deposits. In practice wet-sieving can te carried out quite 
satisfactorily with a very low rate of water consumption by decanting 
off the m~d accumulated or by use of a settling tank. 
The figures obt.;iined for sieve residue weights in my excavations 
can only be considered as approximate owing to the effects of varying 
water content. Equally the process was not sufficiently controlled to 
eliminate the possibility of error on the part of the sorters. This 
problem could be solved easily with little or no extra expenditure of 
effort by placing a responsible person in charge of residue weighing 
and the bagging and inventory of sieve finds. 
1: 
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Tre1tment of finds 
Finds for which three-dimensional coordin3.tes were recorded were 
wrapped in Alfoil labelled with masking tape. The Alfoil serves as 
excellent protection even without padding materials for both lithic 
material and fragile bones. On returning from the field the numbered 
finds were transferred to individual 0.125 micron plastic bags. 
Because of the sandy nature of the deposits finds were not washed 
unless this was necessary for further study. The use of individual 
plastic bags for individualised finds may seem somewhat extravagant 
but the expense is insignificant (approximately $5 per thousand bags) 
and is amply justified by the protection of the artefacts from damage. 
In addition individual bagging avoids the time-consuming business of 
W3.shing artefacts simply so that one can write on them, when this is 
not required for study. The only inconvenience lies in manipulations 
requiring a number of artefacts to be spread out together, e.g. in 
attempting to reconstruct cores. 
Sieve finds were sorted for retouched or utilised specimens or 
specimens exceeding a specified size (2gm weight or 3 cm length for 
Q12-14, 3gm weight for the remainder). The finds removed were added tt 
the individu::i.lly numbered finds with sequence numbers following those 
attributed in the field. The remaining lithic finds were sieved gently 
on a 4 mm granulometric sieve to eliminate very small chips and thus 
purify tne sample. The material passing through the 4 mm sieve was 
weigi13•j and baggt.d separately, whilst that retained in the sieve was 
classified into one of tnree raw material classes ('chert', quartz and 
'other•), oounted, weighed and bagged by raw material category. Bone 
material was sorted out for separate analysis and charcoal was weighed 
and bagged. 
Data coded in the field on the field coding forms (fig. 61) 
included r-esidue weights, coordinat·~ data and preliminary 
classifications of the material. The latter included artefact weight, 
artefact type, presence of cortex and raw material for individualised 
finds, together with counts and weights for a number of raw material 
categories for the unindividualised finds. This data was used to 
establish a basic computer file of excavation data which was gradually 
updated and verified following the procedures laid out in the 
methodological discussion of chapter 8. 
'' l,
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:3torage 
The material from each exca1ration unit is stored in a separate 
small cardboard box (two or more units may be stored in a single box 
if they contain very little material). This again may seem a rather 
extravagant method of storage, but the advantages are enormous when it 
comes to working on the collection. A particular find or finds from a 
particular excavation unit can be located in seconds, w~ich is not 
always the case with collections stored in plastic bags in larger 
boxes. Equally the present syst·~ gives better protection and is more 
economical in space than tray storage, whilst less prone to mixing up 
of material. Labelling follows the system described in chapter 71 
viz.; 
CP3 
CP3 
Q13 
Q13 
b3 
3-15 I Lobject number 
excavation unit ('bucket') number 
excavation square 
Site (Capertee 3) 
REANALY:3IS OF McCARTHY'S INDUSTRIAL SEQUENCE 
McCarthy has fortunately provided a very clear breakdown of the lithic 
industries for each of his Capertee sites. I have attempted to analyse 
this breakdown by grouping together certain implement types, partly as 
a device to ~et sufficient fraquencies for each type, and partly 
because t.he finer divisions of McCarthy's typology are of doubtful 
utility, pending m~re thorough definition and assessment of their 
significance. 
I wish to ask the following questions of McCarthy's typological 
counts: 
1. What tool types best discriminate betwe·~n the Capertian and the 
Bondaian? 
2. Do all spits clearly segregate into one industry or the other? 
3. De all the new types appear at the same time? 
I 
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4. Are there occupation gaps or changes in tool deposition rate with 
the introduction of the Bondaian, or at any other time? 
(1) What types best discriminate? 
It was clear from the raw dat.:i. that there weri~ marked differences in 
the proportions of different types between the Capertian and the 
Bondaian and that these differences were suffici.c.nt to be the prime 
determinants of the correlations between different tool types. I 
therefore carried out an R mode principal components analysis in the 
expectancy that the first factor would be much the most important and 
would grade types from the most typic3.l ly Capert.ian to the most 
typically Bondaian. This was confirmed by the appearance of backed 
implements and related types at the positi~e extreme of the first axis 
which accounted for 71 % of tne variability (2nd factor 29~) 1 • 
Let us first consider the results of this R mode analysis 
(fig. 24). There is a clear segregation into three main groups: 
1. Backed implements (Bondi points and geometric microliths), burins, 
redirecting slivers, elouera and, to a lesser degree, cores with 
two or more platforms. 
2. Side scrapers, end scrapers and single platform cores. To these we 
might be tempted to add mixed scrapers, though they lie almost as 
close to the first group, and notched end scrapers and 
fabricators. 
3. Keeled, general and redirecting blocks, notched and noseJ 
scrapers, coroids and the ubiquitous 'knife' (a flake with an 
acute edge showing use-wear). 
These three groups can I think be interpreted as representing: 
1. Typical Bondaian tools 
(1) SPSS FACTOR procedure, 2 Principal factors ~t~ iteratio~, Varimax 
rotation, based on frequencies for tool types within e~ch spit. 
Component 2 
29'( 
• 6 
• 8 
• 7 
Component 1 71 i, 
• 9 
• 11 
• 12 
• 10 
• M 
.20 
Variables " tool types (see table of typological grour>s for explanauon of code numbers) 
• 13 
• 15 
18 
. -~9.• 
• • 16 17 
Fig. 24 Capertee sites 1 - 5 R mode Principal Components Analysis of 
tool frequencies 
; f 
1 Saw 
2 Concave and nosed scraper 
3 Knife 
4 Block - keeled 
5 - general 
6 - redirecting 
7 Lateral edge notched or lateral concave scraper 
8 Coroid - general 
9 Fabrir~tor - flake and coroid 
10 Butt and distal concave scraper 
11 Butt end or distal end or double end scraper 
12 Single platform core 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
Side scraper 
Side and end, double side and end, double side, semi-discoid 
or discoid scraper 
Core with two or more platforms 
Resharpening sliver 
Bondi point 
18 Burins - coroid, flake and microlithic 
19 Geometric microlith 
20 Elouern 
Types were ordered according to their positio~ on the first 
component of the Principal Components Analysis described in 
the text. 
Table 7 Composite tool types used in the Principal Components 
analysis of McCarthy's typological counts 
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2. Tools which are similarly represented in both industries 
3. Tools which are preferentially represented in the Capertian 
industry. 
It is notable that whereas the types characteristic of the Bondaian 
are very close together (i.e. have very similar distributions between 
spits), those more typical of the C~pertian are far more scattered 
this is because the latter continue on into the Bondaian, whereas the 
former are rare or entirely absent in the Capertian. The placing of 
nosed and notched scrapers in the Capertian group corresponds well 
with observations made by Jones in Tasmania (1970) and Lampert (1971a) 
on the mainland, that conca~e worked edges are proportionately more 
common in older sites. The chunkier and unspecialised forms, such as 
blocks and coroids, also occur in this group. Equally the placing of 
burins and redirecting slivers in the Bondaian group supports 
suggestions that these forms are the result of technological processes 
associated with blade manufacture, (Cundy pers. comm., Luebber: pers. 
0omm.) and the same argument can be extended to cores with two or more 
platforms. Finally the inclusion of fabricators, misce'!..laneous 
scrapers and single platform cores in the middle-of-the-road group, 
reflects their common occurrence in both industries. It is perhaps to 
this last group that we should look for a best estimate of changes in 
occupation intensity, as being those least affected by changes in 
'popularity' (see later). 
2) Do all spits clearly segregate into one industry or another? 
When dealing with industries such as those from Capertee we have 
no ~ priorl scheme for grouping tool types along the axis of a 
histogram or cumulati~e diagram, as we would if we were dealing with a 
Europe:rn ass~mblage. In order to es ta bl i.sh an order for the tool types 
along the axis of (in this case) a tool frequency histogram, 1 have 
used the ordering determined by the first axis of the Principal 
Components analysis. The types thus grade from those most typical of 
the Capertian to those most typical of the Bondaian. This procedure 
should emphasise the difference between the histograms for the two 
industries. r have plotted the histograms in fig. 25 (for the 
Bondaian) and fig. 25 (for the Capertian). 
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l was puzzled by McCarthy's attribution of spit E/F in Site 3 to 
the Bondaian, as the proportion of typically Bondaian tool types is 
very low and could well be merely the result of occupational 
disturbance or the very top of the spit being Bondaian. Figs. 25 and 
26 confirm that the distribution of type frequencies is very similar 
to that of the Capertian layers of Sites 1 and 3, with the exception 
of the under-representation of concave and nosed scrapers and 'knives' 
and quite dissimilar to that of the Bondaian levels. In addition, 
McCarthy's field notes state 'Bondaian finished at 22"(55 c:'m] 1 , 
suggesting that spits E and F, at a depth of 24 11 -35 11 (60-90 cm) in 
fact belong to the Capertian. I have therefore reattributed spit E:/F 
to the Capertlan in subsequent discussion. 
3) Do all new types appear at the same time? 
McCarthy states 'It is important to note that the inhabitants did not 
acquire the various diagnostic specialised types of implements at the 
one time, but as a succession of new ideas' (.Qll.QJJt..:199). He lays out 
the succession in a diagram for each site (1964:tables 1 and 2). 
Whilst not rejecting this hypothesis, there are insufficient specimens 
to say whether one type predates another and the spit excavation 
technique obscures the precise relationship between the occurrences of 
different types. As an example, one cannot judge the significance of 
the observation that elouera are absent below 1811 (45 cm) in Site 1, 
since the site only contains a total of four specimens. Apart from the 
apparently earlier occurrence of 'fabricators', all the typically 
Bondaian elements appear at approximately (or exactly) the same time. 
4) Is there a hiatus between the Capertian and the Bondaian? 
McCarthy noted a relatively sterile layer in Site 1 corresponding with 
spit F (McCarthy 1954, Table 1). The tool concentration in this spit 
drops to less than half that of the preceding Capertian spits, and is 
a small fraction of the concentration in the succeeding Bondaian 
spits. This sterile zone was not apparently observed in Site 3, 
Bondaian peaks in artefact and 
although 
concentration occurred in my own excavations (sae later). It may be 
that more intense occupation of Site 3 has blurred an impoverished 
zone similar to the one that McCarthy recognised in Site 1. 
d0finite Caperthn 
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Both Site 1 and Site 3 show a peak in tool concentrations in the 
middle Bondaian spits - spit C in both sites. 
GEOMORPHOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE CAPERTEE GORGE SITES 
We are fortunate in that the major Capertee sites, 1 and 3, are some 
of the few archaeological sites in Australia to have been studied by a 
geomorphologist (Walker 1964a and b). Walker's articles are a valuable 
source of diagrams and descriptions of the deposits. He carried out a 
detailed analysis of the sediments both in the shelters and on the 
surrounding hillsides, concurrently with McCarthy's exca-.rations. He 
concluded that the shelter sediments were derived from sediment 
transported on the surrounding slopes by surface effects (raindrop 
splash and wind coupled with graiitational effects), together with 
disintegration of the walls and roof of the shelters. This 
interpretation is not at variance with more recent work on 
sedimentation processes in sandstone rockshelters (Hughes 19'77), 
though the second part of Walker's discussion, concerning the 
soil-history of the area, is based on models which are now not widely 
used in the explanation of landscape development. 
Walker makes the point that the presence of stone-free sandy 
deposits within the rockshelters is strongly correlated with the 
presence of Aboriginal artefacts and s~ys •it is probable that the 
differences between soils inside and outside the cave are largely the 
result of human occupation' ( 1964: 252). He distinguishes the following 
'soils' within the shelters; 
PQ - the most recent soil formation on the hillsides of the 
area, overlain by recent (post-European?) soil wash. Walker 
considers this soil layer to represent a period of 
stability. 
R and S - these layers are chiefly characterised by the 
presence of fine clay banding, varying in thickness from 
1/15" (1.5mm) at the top (R) to 1/2" (12 mm) at the bottom 
(S). These soils occur on the hillside in places where the 
soil mantle is w~ll de~eloped and typically continue to a 
depth of around 60" ( 150 cm). They are present from the edge 
of the overhang outwards in Site 1 and stretch further and 
further bacK into the sheltered are~ with increasing depth 
for Site 3 (layer S extends to the back of the shelter). ln 
\. 
!,j 
,j 
Site 1, R and Sare distinct both by the orientation and 
thickness of the clay bands (R steeply sloping, 1/16" 
(1.5mm) thick, S horizontal, 1/2" (14 mm) thick). Walker 
suggests that this represents some sort of hiatus in 
deposition, which is not however represented in the sequence 
from Site 3, where the clay bands are horizontal and simply 
become thicker with increasing depth. 
T this layer is the basal 
characterised by cementing. In 
bouldery talus zone 
Site 1, the upper part of 
this layer is relatively stone-free. L~yer T contains very 
few artefacts and is considered by Walker to reflect a 
period of stability. 
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The stratigraphy found in the 19'78 excavations broadly parallels 
that described by Walker and, owing to the position of tt1e North 
excavation near the dripline, the clay banding is well developed in 
that area. In plan this banding was seen as lumps of clay adhering to 
artefacts and pieces of sandstone, and it was only when seen in 
section that it became apparent that the bands were con ti '4·.rus. These 
bands could probably be followed in any future excavatlon near the 
drip line of' Site 3. They were not, however, visible in the West 
excavation, though traces of clay dld appear. 
McCarthy remarks (1964:199) that 'The change (from PQ) •.. to the 
second soil system R is within 5 in. (15 cm] of the bottom level of 
Bondi points and geometrics, the correl~tion being so close that it 
might be accepted as the Bondaian stratification'. In the North 
excavation the first appearance of clay was just into the Capertian, 
which fits with MuCarthy's general observation. From this point (in 
unit VII) down to unit VIII, the sediments were relatively rock free, 
but from unit IX downwards there was a progressive appearance of large 
sandstone fragments and cementing. The increase in the coarser 
sediment fractions can be clearly seen from fig. 27 which is based on 
weighing of sieve residues in the field. The clay bands persist, 
becoming progressively thicker, right to the bottom of the excavation, 
though they become progressively more -3.nd more difficult to follow as 
the sediments become more rocky. As the very r'.lcky deposits of Unit XI 
3.re practically sterile and yet contain by far the thickest clay 
bands, it seems initially unlikely ~hat the cl~Y bands might have 
formed as depositional features associated with Aboriginal occupation. 
I 
Analy~is Depth 
unit cm 
II 
Ill 
- 20 
IV 
v 
VI 
VII 
60 
80 
VIII 
-100 
IX 
120 
x 
140 
160 
XI 
l10BOBP 
BONOAIAN 
TRANSITIONAL 
CAPERTIAl\I 
14680 BP 
<3mm 
6·3mm 
,. 6mm (excluding fragments over 300gm) 
I 
10 
I 
20 
I 
30 
I 
40 
Percentage <:omposition 
I 
50 
I 
60 
Fig. 27 CapcrtrP site 1 
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Equally, their very regular spacing and progressive decline in 
thickness with decreasing depth seem to argue for a post-depositional 
phenomena, probably not connected with periodic 1ieits by human groups 
(such visits, if as infrequent as the formation of the clay bands, 
would be unlil<ely to occur at regular inter'1::ils). Thin section samples 
of the clay bands were collected with a view to investigating the 
processes involved in their formation, but it was not possible to have 
them processed in time for this thesis. 
The basal rocky talus zone found in both the North and West 
excavations was explored to some depth in K19 and L19, and continued 
unchanged to the lowest.point reached, about 35Q cm below datum. These 
deposits appear to be absolutely sterile, deeply weathered and 
cemented and are, I would suggest, of a considerable age. The arrival 
of the Aborigines in the area has clearly changed the depositional 
environment of the shelter and promoted the rapid and relatively 
ston2-free deposition of the upper metre and a half of deposits (2 
metres at the back of the shelter where the basal talus dips). 
Hillside Morphology and Sediment Transport 
Walker (1964b:328) describes the section of the hillside in the 
vicinity of sites 1 and 3 as consisting of two talus slopes (slope 
20-25°) and two pediments (slope 5 10°), the sites being situ~ted on 
the lower of the~e pediments approximately 25m above the level of the 
Capertee River. rhe lower pediment is develop~d on a strongly 
weathered and bouldery basal deposit with frequent, partially buried 
boulders of up to 1000 cu.m. volume. The sites are formed by the 
overhanging faces of such boulders, further developed by cavernous 
weathering. 
Walker found that the talus 
deposits were very variable in 
particle size distribution wLth 
a high proportion of 
sandstone 
fragments. On the other hand, the 
pediment deposits are relatively 
the pediments and down through the 
uniform throughout, both across 
addition these deposits were found to be closely 
those within the shelter of Sites 1 and 3. Analysis of profiles. In 
comparable to a1equate range of 'an 
the local sandstone showed that it contained 
particl
3 
size to supply all material for the unconsolidated sediment' 
(ibid.:331). 
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Walker interprets the t3.lus deposits as representing initial 
breakdown of the sandstone into fragments and single-grained material, 
with little sedimentary transport. The pediment sediments, on the 
other hand, represent transport of finer m,\terial, with a depletion of 
material >5mm and increase of material <100il. As there is no evidence 
for a 'dump' of coarser material at th~ transition from talus to 
pediment, Walker concludes that the >5mm fraction is relatively 
immobile on the talus slope. He suggests that the slight boost in the 
<100µ fraction on the pediment slopes is due to differential particle 
size transportation on the talus slopes supplying sediments enriched 
in this fraction to the pediment slopes. He suggests that transport on 
the steep (20··25°) talus slopes may be by particle suspension in sheet 
flow, causing preferential transport of the <100µ fraction, whereas 
transport on the pediment slopes (5-1~0) might be due to raindrop 
spl3.sh which is said to transport a wide range of particle s.!.zes with 
little selective effect up to 400µ (Ekern 1950, vide. Walker 1964b) 
(the pediment deposits show no systematic particle size variation 
which mi~ht be interpreted in terms of selective transport). Walker 
considers the change in process to be a function of the change in 
slope and of the high porosity of the pediment deposits which are of a 
much greater depth than those on the talus sections. The latter 
observation alone confirms the greater sediment transport capabilities 
of the talus slopes when compared with the pediment slopes. 
Sedimentation within the Rockshelters 
Thi:i sediments within the shelter of sites 1 and 3 occur as 'islands' 
of rel'ltively stone-free material in the pediment deposits. There is a 
sharp transition to stonier deposits outside the shelter of the 
overhang, particularly in the case of Site 1 where the shelter is in 
the side of the block rather than on the protected downhill side as in 
the case of Site 3, the major site. Sediment transport is evident from 
the way the hillside deposits are piled up on the uphill side of each 
block and •flow' around the sides of the block. The shelter floor 
deposits could reasonably be expected to grow with the hillside 
· t' of w~ter, ani'mal/human scuffage and wind 
deposits by a combi.na ·ion • 
bringing in sediment from the 
sides of the shelter, plus 
roof 
weathering products. These 
processes would accelerate if 
the 
differential in level inside and 
outside the shelter increased, 
thus 
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restoring the balance. In practice, the level within the shelter will 
always be a little lower than that outside, and this is very clearly 
visible at Capertee 3 where the deposits slope quite sharply down into 
the sheltered area. 
If we accept this line of reasoning we must conclude that 
approximately 2 metres of pediment deposits have accumulated in the 
vicinity of the sites since occupation by man became archaeologically 
visible, about 7 8000 years ago (Bermingham 1966). Underlying both the 
archaeological deposits and their counterparts on the hillsides, are 
deeply weathered ~ouldery talus deposits devoid of art~factual 
material (a considerable volume, at least 0.25cu.m., excavated in K19 
and L 19 yielded no artefactual material). Walker malces the same 
obserova t ion and refers the basal deposits both in the shelter and on 
the hillside to his soil layer T. Without wishing to comment on the 
;alidity of the soil layers distinguished by Walker, a field in which 
I am entirely incompetent, the sharp transition observed between the 
basal bouldery talus deposit and the overlying deposits (see 
discussion of stratigraphy of Q12 Q14, also Walker 195'~a:251) 
implies a fairly marked change in sedimentary regime at this time. 
Equally this change appears to coincide closely with the appearance of 
archaeologically visible occupation of Site 3 (a few small artefacts 
were found in interstices at the top of the basal layer but none 
beneath). Finally the sedimentation rate over the last 3000 years 
appears to have been several orders of magnitude faster than the very 
slow processes evidenced by the deep weathering of the surface of the 
basal talus deposits. 
On the basis of these observations, l wish to propose the 
hypothesis that the rapid sedimentation of the past 3000 years and the 
sharp change in character of the deposits at or before this time 
results from human activities. We may in fact be looking at first 
occupation of the gorge, or we may simply be looking at a change from 
very sporadic use to rather more regular use involving modification of 
the vegetation co1er and a change in slope stabilitY. The most likely 
mechanism would be increased firing frequency, and the fauna collected 
provides some evidence that the gorge may haV'- »een fired during the 
period of human occupation (see discussion of faunal material in 
chapter 4). 
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According to my hypothesis of humanly induced sedimentation, the 
basal bouldery and deeply weathered talus deposits which underly the 
sediments of the lower pediment at a depth of around two metres, would 
represent a long term accumulation of rock fragments in an equilibrium 
situation in which sediment transport capability across and off the 
pediment exceeded sediment supply onto the pediment from well 
vegetated slopes above 1• Under this regime the pediment acts as a trap 
for coarser material whilst finer material is eliminated, eventually 
by the river below the pediment. 
Subsequent to increased fire pressure (or climatic change, e.g. 
associated with the Holocene and inducing changes in vegetation and/or 
runoff) pediment transport processes might prove inadequate to 
eliminllte sediment supply, resulting in increased sedimentation rates 
and a change in sediment character with a full range of smaller 
particle sizes capable of being transported by slope wash, i.e. 
pebbles and smaller, and a boost in finer fractions relative to the 
talus slopes above. 
In the formation of the bouldery basal talus zone we are looking 
here at slope stability, limited supply of sediment from the talus 
above and long term equilibrium of r~llsida deposits and deposits 
within the protection of the rockshelter sites. only if the build up 
of the bas~l deposits is exceedingly slow can one account for the 
presence of identical deposits inside and outside the protection of 
these sites rather than a concLntration of finer material within the 
protected area where transport processes are likely to be incapable of 
accumulating coarse material. The coarse material could accumulate 
from roof fall over a very long period (together with occasional 
chance arrivals from outside) , the finer fractions being eliminated by 
equilibrium exchange with the surrounding hillside deposits. This 
hypothesis is further supported by the deeply weathered and 
sub-rounded nature of the sandstone fragments forming the basal talus 
deposits. This weathering extends right to the interface with the 
overlying sediments. 
(1) An alternative hypothesis (Hughes, pers:com:n.) is that th•; ,,basal 
talus deposits have accumulated by a series of mass movemen• ~vents 
followed by subsequent removal of the finer fractions by slope wash. 
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An alternative and inverse hypothesis is suggested by Walker 
(1964a:262), who considers that the soil layers he distinguished 
(layers PQ, R, S and the basal talus T) have been generated by 
periodic landscape events similar in principle to Butler's K-cycles. 
According to this hypothesis, successive soil layers correspond with 
periods of ground surface instability in which nillsides lose some or 
all of their soil mantle, followed by decreasing sediment mobility 
resulting in accumulation and subsequent soil development. Though one 
might see the basal talus as representing a denuded hillslope, 
subsequently buried by one, or as Walker suggests, several phases of 
sediment deposition and soil development, l feel that this hypothesis 
does not satisfactorily explain the basal talus deposits within the 
protection of the rockshelter. If denudation of the hillside was to 
extend to such well protected areas, other than by a long term 
equilibrium situation (see above), we would be dealing with 
exceedingly vigorous transportation/erosion processes and a hillside 
steeper talus sections. In 
of the sediments which are stripped bare of finer sediments on the 
this case, what would be the source 
supposed to demobilise and form the basis for soil development? 
We theref~re have two alternative and inverse hypotheses. The 
first perhaps appears the more attractive because it explains, in 
terms of man-induced sedimentation, the close association between the 
relatively stone-free and rapidly accumulated deposits within the 
shelters and traces of human occupation. These hypotheses could be 
tested by a detailed geomorphological study, concentrating 
particularly on the junction between the sediments of the shelter and 
of the hillside. Sufficient deposits still remain along the edge of 
McCarthy's excavations for this to be carried out. Particular aspects 
of the problem requiring further work are: 
1. More detailed study of the sediment transport mechanisms operating 
on talus, pediment and shelter deposits. 
2. verification of the equi•alence of the change from the basal 
bouldery talus deposits to the overlying sediments inside and 
outside the rockshelters and detailed analysis of the differences 
between the sediments. 
I . 
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3. The dating of the change in deposit character and verification of 
the simultaneity of first detectable human occupation. 
II. Pollen and/or phytolith studies aimed at describing the changes in 
vegetation associated with the depositional phasss. 
5. Detailed study of the str::ttigraphy of the i•ockshelters and 
associated archaeological material (the latter is hindered, as in 
my own study, by the overwhelming proportion of each site which 
has been removed). 
1978 &XCAVATIONS 
Stratigraphy of the North excavation (Q12 1ll,R13) 
'fhe location of my North excavation (Q12-1ll,R13) is shown in 
fig. 21 and the stratigraphy in fig. 2B. The overlay on fig. 28 shows 
the boundaries of what I call Analysis Units. As explained in chapter 
7, these units are formed by grouping together the original Excavation 
Units. The groupings were based on a combination of field observations 
of the stratigraphy and concentration and nature of the artefacts 
recovered, together with laboratory analysis of these aspects. Prior 
to grouping Excavation Units into Analysis Units, the computer was 
used to prepare histograms of artefact concentrations, artefact 
weights, ratios of coarse to fine sediments, etc., and these were used 
in conjunction with the field notes, the drawn stratigraphy, a 
backplot of numbered finds (fig. 33) and a plot of the boundaries of 
the excavation units, in determining the final groupings. lt has thus 
proved possible, even where the trend of the deposits was not 
initially clear, to create reasonably intelligent Analysis Units where 
a oonventional spit methodology would have cut straight across these 
trends. The stratigraphy of the West excavation is very similar to 
that of the North excavation and will not be discussed here as it is 
not requireJ for the following discussions. 
lt should be noted that 
the represent~tion of 
the •synthetic' 
stratigraphy shown in the 
0·1erlay to fig. 28, is 
not a perfect 
each Analysis Unit, as 
it 
represent~tion of the vertical location of 
only shows the approximate intars~ction of the excavated volumes with 
the drawn section. The groupin~s of &xcavation Units (Arabic numerals) 
~~----------------·--
:;.,!~'.{i.~~~c;: Dry compact dusty sand with gravel lenses 
.·v "· .• ' .... ;.,. ,.._\ "'~' :J>.~1:t:..-.·-;;.·~•· (Unit I) - Disturbed 
·::·"·: . .... ·: 
;, : 1.,:. ~ : .• ~:·: 
Dark grey (7.SYRl.7-2/2) humic layer rich 
in charcoal {Unit II) 
Upper part of mottled transitional' zone 
(7.5YR2/l-5/6) (Unit III) 
Lower part of mottled transitional zone 
(primarily 7.SYRS/6) (Unit IV) 
Light brown (7.5YR7/4) compact sand 
(Units V & VI) 
Reddish yellow (7.5YR7/6-6/6) compact sand 
becoming gravelly with depth (Units VII-IX) 
Strong brown (7.SYRS/6) weakly cemented 
gravelly sand with sandstone fragments (Unit X) 
Light brown (7.SYR6/4) cemented gravelly sand 
with numerous sandstone fragments (Unit XI) 
Clay band 
Sandstone fragment 
Fig. 28 Capertee site 3 stratigraphy of the North excavation 
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into Analysis Units (Roman numerals) is detailed in Appendix VI, 
together with approximate depths for the unit midpoints referenced to 
the in situ surface at the centre of Q13. The following Analysis Units 
were distinguished: 
Unit .l Beneath the loose, lensed material of McCarthy's spoil heap one 
encounters a compacted surface of darker deposits. I now consider this 
unit to be disturbed, for a number of reasons which I shall detail 
later. Unit I contains a lot of charcoal and is dry and sandy with 
scattered gravelly patches. 
Unit ll. This unit, is a compact dark grey ( 7. 5 YR 1. 7 /2 to 7. 5 YR2/2) 
humic layer with many roots and much charcoal. It is clearly 
distinguishable from the overlying unit I by its moist, humic and very 
firm texture. lt is surprisingly poor in artefactual material (sec 
later). 
Unit III The junction betw<>en unit II and unit III is less clear than 
that between units I and II because the transition is primarily one of 
a reduction in humic and charcoal content. Unit III is the upper part 
of the transitional layer between the dark material of unit II and the 
'clean' light-coloured sand of unit V and is therefore by nature 
diffuse. Unit III is mottled, 7.5 YR2/1 tending towards 7.5 YR5/6, and 
artefactual material is abundant, though less so than in the 
underlying unit IV. 
Uni~ IV This unit is the lower part of the mottled zone, tending 
towards brown (7.5 YR5/6) in colour and containing the main 
concentration of Bondaian material. lts lower limit is fairly easily 
defined in section, though difficult to define in plan, and appears to 
be marked by the presence of moderate sized rocks in Q12 and Q13. 
Within the limits of the small area excavated there is no way of 
telling whether these rocks formed part of a structure or are purely 
natural. They do not appear to have been burned. 
Unity_ This unit is the upper unit of the 'clean' sandy deposits which 
form the lower part of the Capertee sequences. It is an evenly 
coloured light brown (7.5 YR7/4) smooth-textured compact sand. The 
artefact concentration is considerably lower than in the overlying 
unit IV, rtnd the me~n we!ght of artefacts (0.4gm) is half that in 
units IV and III (Q.8gm). I am tempted to interpret unit V as a zone 
of downward drift of artefacts from the peak concentrations of unit 
Pl ate IX Capertee 3 - North Section 1978 
(Squares Q12-Q14 and R13 column sample) 
The dark organic-rich upper levels of the in situ deposits 
are overlain by lighter coloured spoil from McCarthy's 
excavation. Note the concreted rubbly basal depQsits 
dipping from Ql4 towards Ql2 (left to right of photograph) 
and the otherwise generally undifferentiated stratigraphy. 
The scale is divided in 20cm intervals. -
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IV, an interpretation which I would also apply to unit VI which has an 
even smaller mean artefact weight and which contains one or two tiny 
backed implement fragments. 
Unit_ Yl l have called this unit a 'transitional' unit between the 
upper Bondaian units (I-V) and the lower Capertian units (VII X). It 
is characterise<l by a low mean artefact weight (O.~gm) and low 
~rtefact concentrations. It contains a few very tiny backed and 
redirecting fragments. I see this unit as being a zone of small 
artefacts which have moved up or down from adjacent zones of high 
artefact concentration. It also represent the zone of uncertainty for 
the appearance of the Bondaian industry. 
Unit~ VII-IX These units represent the peak concentrations of 
Capertian material. Their distinction is based primarily on changes in 
artefact concentration (see backPlot in fig. 33 and histogram in 
fig. 35). There is a progressive increase in the proportion of small 
sandstone fragments towards the base of unit VI.U, a trend which 
continues from ~here downwards. Deposits of reddish clay on artefacts 
and sandstone fragments, first appearing towards the base of unit VIl, 
become thicker and more frequent in the units below this. The clay can 
be seen as continuous wavy bands in the section (fig. 28, compare with 
similar banding visible in the stratigraphy for Freshwater Creek l, 
appendix I). These bands become progressively thicker with increasing 
depth. In unit IX both sandstone fragments and artefacts have large 
cemented accretions of clay and carbonate adhering to them. The colour 
of these units is reddish yellow ( 7. 5YR 7 /6 ·6/5). 
Unit_ X Tnis is a zone of decreasing artclfact concentration consisting 
largely of sandstone fragments in a weakly cemented matrix. Most of 
the artefacts and sandstone fragments have clay and concretions 
adhering to them and the clay bands can still be followed in the 
section. The clay b.rnds are roughly horizontal and up to a couple of 
centimetres thick. fhe matrix is a strong brown (7.5YR 5/6). 
Unit_ ll This is the practically sterile cemented and weathered basal 
rubble. The clay bands are still present and approximately horizontal 
in trend (unlike the unit Xl/unit X transition), but cannot be 
followed in the section (nence the dotted continuation of the 
lowermost band into the basal talus zone in fig. 28). This unit slopes 
steeply from Q14 down into Q12. Tnere is a slight change in colour 
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towards light brown (7. 5YR 6/4). A fe1~ very small flakes are found 
the ~ppermost part of this unit. 
Column sample analysis 
84. 
in 
A column of samples, each approximately 20 cm square by up to 5 cm 
thick, w3s rGmoved from the section at the end of excavation. Mean 
sample weight was j. 3 kg, and the samples were returned to the 
laboratory unsieved. The location of the column is shown on fig. 21. 
It will be referred to subsequently by its square identifier, R13. 
Processing of the samples proceeded as follows, illustrated by the 
flow di agraro in fig. 29. 
1. A 20cc sub-sample of the sediment was collected in a plastic vial. 
Care was taken to make these sub-samples as representative as 
possible by spreading the bulk sample on a plastic sheet and 
taking spoonfuls from several parts of the deposit, avoiding large 
pieces of gravel as far as possible. These sub-samples were 
retained for determinations of organic and humidity content, 
chemical analysis, colour comparison or pollen analysis 
required. 
if 
2. The samples were air-dried in shallow cardboard boxes in a drying 
cabinet for one day. As the samples W<ffe already fairly dry and 
sandy in texture this was sufficient for initial sieving to 
eliminate the gravel and coarse sand fraction (1 mm and above). lt 
was not considered worthwhile to systematically determine humidity 
content of the material. However, a number of determinations were 
made on the 20cc sub-samples, the results being shown in table 9. 
3. The s3mples were hand-sieved on a 4 mm mesh granulometric sieve 
and the residue was sorted for artef:icts, faunal material at1d 
charcoal. This step was included for two reasons: 
1. to avoid damage to artefacts etc. Juring the mechanical 
sieving process. Note that the sieve mesh used is the same as 
that on which the artefactual ~aterial from the rest of the 
excavation was sieved before 3.nalysis, so the results from the 
column sample and other squares are comparable . 
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Fig. 29 Capertee site 3 flow diagram of colu~n sample analysis 
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2. the smaller granulometric sieves cannot handle large 
quantities of sediment, nor are large quantities required for 
the analysis. Since at least 80% of each sample falls below 
4 mm diameter, this fraction required splitting before 
analysis. On the other hand, the complete sample was needed 
for the analysis of the fraction above 4 mm, particularly as 
far as the artefactual material is concerned. 
4. The residue in the 4 mm sieve was sh~ken for 5 minutes (graduatlon 
6.5 on Haver and Boecker shaker) on a stack of granulometric 
sieves of 32 mm, 16 mm, 8 mm and It mm mesh diameters (5. 0-2. O 
phi). The residue in each sieve was sorted again for artefacts 
' ..... , and waighed. 
5. Material which passed through the 4 mm sieve in either the hand 
sieving step (3) or mechanical sieving step (4) was co;.bined and 
split into two fractions (75% and 25%) using a two-way sample 
splitter. The 75% fraction was weighed as a check that splitting 
had been carried out correctly (determined by comparison with the 
residue weights for the 25% sample). 
6. The 25% sample of material less than 4 mm was shaken for 5 minutes 
(same set ting as above) on 2 mm and 1 mm sieves. The residues were 
weighed and bagged separately for 
artefactual material. 
subsequent sorting for 
7. The material which passed through the 1 nun sie~e was air-dried for 
a further week, split further as required to avoid overloading or 
clogging of the sieves, and sieved on 0.5, 0.25, 0.125 and 
o.063 mm sieves (10 mins, setting as above). The residues were 
weighed. 
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The sediment size classes thus determined arc as follows: 
Minimum Diameter for Class After Hughes 1977 Table 2.1 
mm phi 
32 
16 
8 
4 
2 
1 
-5 
-4 
-3 
-2 
-1 
0 
Gravel ] 1ooi analyoed 
-J First sub-sample Very coarse sand (25% analysed) 
Coarse sand 
86. 
0.5 
0.25 
o. 125 
o. 063 
2 
3 
4 
Medium sand 
Fine sand 
Second sub-sample analysed 
<0.053 
Very fine sand 
Silt and clay 
All fractions down to 4 mm mimimum diameter were sorted for 
artefactual and faunal remains, whilst artefactual remains in the 2 mm 
sieve residue were counted but were not extracted from the residue. 
The artefactual material collected was divided into two 
fractions, retained respectively in the 4 mm sieve (or above) and the 
2 mm sieve. Observation of what little artefactual material remained 
in the sieves for the mechanical shaking (step 4) did not show 
fractures likely to generate chips in the 2-4 mm range, so the 2-4 mm 
fraction can be considered as uncontaminated by fractures occurring 
during processing. 
Discussion of column sample analysis results 
The results of the grain size analysis of the R13 column s~mple 
are plotted on figs. 30 and 31. The first of these diagrams is a 
conventional percentage representation histogram with the vertical 
scale plotted as the depth below the surface of un~t I and divided 
into excavation (sampling) units and analysis units. The second 
diagram is a three end-member textural triangle for the gravel 
(15-2 mm), sand (2-0.063 mm) and mud (silt and clay) fractions. This 
diagram has been divided up into textural zones according to the 
system proposed for a sand-silt-clay textural diagram by Link (1966). 
Broadly speakin~ units I-VII fall in the 'sand' zone and units VIII-Xl 
in the •gravelly-sand' zone. The modal size of the sand fraction is 
medium sand. I have adopted the present system of terminology because 
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I feel that it gives a better description of the observed textures 
than the four end-member terminology used by Hughes ( 1917). In the 
latter system, all the sediments would be termed silty-clayey or 
clayey-silty gravelly-sand. In addition the present system is 
applicable where gravel is an important component and silt and clay 
have not been separated and is thus more useful in archaeological 
situations where sedimentological analysis has not been a prime 
concern of the project. 
The main feature of the percentage and textural diagrams is the 
almost constant proportion of mud (silt + clay) and the finer sand 
fractions for much uf the sequence. The fall off in the finer 
fractions for units IX and X reflects a rise in the coarse gravel 
fraction rather than a depletion in the finer sand or the clay + silt 
fraction. This constancy of the finer sediment fractions argues 
strongly for a situation of steady aggradation without periods of 
erosion. If erosion had occurred we would expect levels with a 
depletion of the finer sediment fractions. The vertical resolution of 
the individual samples is sufficiently fine that we can reject the 
suggestion that major deflation events exis~ within samples but are 
smoothed out by poor resolution. This is a particularly important 
observation, since some of the clay bands visible in the stratigraphy 
of the North excavation (fig. 28) appear to 
the backplot 
be related 
(fig. 33) 
to 
and concentrations of artefacts visible on 
might otherwise have bee;. in~erpreted as deflation events. The scale 
of the artefact concentration• is certainly sufficient to overlap 
several of the samples. 
I believe, therefore, that we are justified in stating that the 
artefact concentrations observed at different levels in the North 
excavation are not deflation events but represent varying intensity of 
artefact deposition in relation 
clay b:=tnd s are most. ly too thin to 
to sediment deposition. Whilst the 
contribute significantly to the 
granulometrio results for the sample containing them, their apparent 
association with the artefact concentrations suggests that they may 
either be generated as a result of human oocup~tion or represent 
post-depositional soil formation with the separating out of clay at a 
level defined by the compaction of the deposits by human occupation. 
These hypotheses might be tested by thin-section analysis. As 
m~ntioned above, I was un:=tble to get these particular thin-section 
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samples impregnated and sectioned. 
Humidity and organic content 
Table 9 shows the results of determination of the humidity and 
organic content at different levels in the column sample. Humidity 
content w1s determined on 50gm samples from the change in weight when 
air driad for two weeks. Organic content was determined by the loss on 
ignition of 3gm namples heated for 1 hour to 650°c; the samples used 
were in the condition in which they were collected so the loss is made 
up of the orgdnic component plus the humidity component. 
Humidity content was determined for a selection of samples and 
was generally low, the highest value being 1.5% for sample 4 situated 
in unit II. Humidity content decreases progressively with depth, a 
correlation which I believe to be largely a function of water 
retention associated with the higher organic content and finer 
sediment matrix in the upper levels. Unit I is an exception to this 
general trend, having only a third of the humidity content of unit II. 
Whilst this may be partly a function of surface drying, it should be 
noted that the column was protected by McCarthy's spoil layers until 
shortly before its excavation. 
Unit I with 2. 5 .. 3. 5% organic content is also an exception to the 
general trend, which falls from 5.5% in unit II through 3.5% in unit 
lll to approximately 1% in the lower part of unit IV and below. The 
residual 1~ loss on ignition for all samples to the base of the column 
is probably a combination of both leached organic acids and 
dehydration of the clay content of the samples. It can therefore be 
taken as a baseline in determining the primary organic content of the 
upper samples, i.e. the organic component remaining after the 
degradation and leaching of the organic material originally deposited. 
The remaining pri m:iry organic component falls from approximately 4. 5% 
in unit II to near zero by the middle of unit IV. Decay of the 
original organic content in this area (outside the dripline) is 
therefore more or less complete in less than 2000 yrs (see later 
discussion of dating). 
The lower organic and humidity content of unit I as compared with 
unit II confirms my field observations that unit I is less rich in 
finely divided organic matter and much drier than unit lI owing to its 
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Analysis Excavation Loss on ~;~!:~~~~ontent 1 unit unit ignition(;n Humidity Un 
m 
1 3.2 0.5 1. 5 
2 4.1 2.5 
II 3 7.0 4.5 
4 6.9 1.5 4.5 
Ill 5 5.0 3.0 
6 5.2 3.0 
IV 7 3.6 1. s 
8 2.6 0.5 
9 1.9 1.0 
10 1.8 
v 11 1.5 
12 
VI 14 1. 5 
VII 16 0.7 0.2 
18 1.5 
VIII 20 0.9 
22 1.1 
IX 24 0.9 
25 undetectable 
26 0.9 
x 27 1.0 
28 0.8 
Loss on ignition less estimates for humidity content and clay 
dehy<lration + leaching humus o;n 
Table 9 Capertee site 3, Rl3 column sample humidity and organic content 
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looser texture and lower organic content. On the other hand, unit I is 
as rich or richer than unit II in terms of charcoal fragments. This I 
believe fits well with the hypothesis that unit I is spoil derived 
from McCarthy's excavation, since sediment derived from the upper 
levels within the shelter might be expected to be rich in charcoal but 
poor in decaying vegetation (shelter floors in the area generally 
support little or no vegetation but are rich in scattered charcoal 
from bush and camp fires) . 
The progressive decay of organic materials is apparent in the 
fall off in bone recovered (fig. 32). This trend is not paralleled by 
the lithi~ remains, whose peak concentrations occur below the fall off 
point for organic materials in the lignter coloured 'clean' units. 
McCarthy found a similar situation, with a surficial 'dark grey ashy' 
layer ranging up to 24 11 (60 cm) thick, and a 'buff coloured sandy 
soil' below this. In the main body of the shelter deposits, under the 
protection of the overhang, McCarthy found 'hearths' preserved down to 
a depth of 84 11 (210 cm), particularly in a 'large pit of grey ashy 
soil, which lightened in colour towards the bottom, apparently 
constituted a traditional and long used fireplace •.. to a depth of 54 11 
[135 cm]' (McCarthy 1964:199), at the rear of the shelter (see 
fig. 23). In my excavations, charcoal and ashy or humic stains 
persisted to a much greater depth in K - L 20 and 21 than in Q12-14. 
Without direct comparison of the stratigraphy and deposits inside and 
outside the shelter it is impossible to say whether the persistence of 
ashy features to a considerable depth is merely a function of 
preservation. However, the most likely explanation lies in a 
combination of preservation and the situation of hearths within the 
sheltered area rather than in front of it. 
Thin-section samples 
ln order to verify my interpretation of unit l as being disturbed 
material I took block samples from two pl~ces in the sections of the 
North exc lHtion for thin section analysis (cf .Catt and Weir 
19'76: ~7-9). These samples span rcspecti vely the transition from 
obvious spoil layers to unit I and from unit I to unit II. John Magee, 
Biogeo~r 1phy and Geomorphology, ANU, kindly had these samples 
thin-s8 ctioned and provided me with the following information. 
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Unit II contains some reworked cemented a~gregations of quartz 
particles but is certainly 1n. situ. It shows poorly developed bedding 
in the form of concentrations of very fine sand, clay particles and 
organic matter. These concentrations are being actively destroyed by 
rootlets which appear to preferentially follow them. Unit I does not 
have a structure of this sort, organic material and charcoal fragments 
being scattered throughout, together with reworked soil material 
(pedorelics). Though we cannot say on this evidence that unit I is 
disturbed, such an interpretation is entirely compatible with the 
observations. The spoil levels overlying unit I are more closely 
packed than units l and II, despite tho field obstrvation that unit I 
was more compact than the overlying spoil. However unit l appears to 
contain more fine-grained material than the overlying spoil, which may 
well account for the farmer's firmer texture. 
Bone 
Bone is almost equally distributed between the first four spits 
of t-'cCarthy 's excavation, i.e. down to a depth of 24 11 (60 cm) (see 
fig. 32). Similar bone concentrations were found only in unit I which, 
as I nave noted above, is probably a disturbed feature derived from 
the areas excavated by McCarthy. There is a fall off from scattered 
bone in units II and III to almost none in units below this, a much 
more rapid decay of bone than that observed in McCarthy's excavation. 
This conclusion is accentuated if we look at the figures for 
McCarthy's sections 9 1 10 and 12, being those nearest Q12-14, for 
which the peak bone concentrations are in the 18-36" (45-90 cm) depth 
range (Aplin, pers.co1101.) One should of course bear in mind that the 
long-term preservation of bone is probably stressed in McCarthy's 
exca~ation by the collection procedures used; l suspect that if bone 
was rarer in the lower spits, a greater effort would have been made to 
pick out bones from the sieve than in the upper spits. It is very 
difficult to say exactly how the bone was sampled - for example, no 
bone at all is present from some of McCarthy's sections, whereas 
adjacent sections have large amounts of it. 
Only one of the five identifiable bone fr"lgments from Q12-14 
exceeded 0.2g.n. It is probable th::it' even wet sieving, small teeth or 
tooth fragments would have been missed owing to their similarity in 
appearance to rounded quartz fragments. The mean size of the bones 
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collected from McCarthy's excavation is several times that for Q12-14 
(see table below) so we can estimate very roughly that at a maximum 
only about 20% of potentially identifiable bones were collected. My 
feeling is that this is probably a very conservative estimate. 
Number of bone fragments 1 
Wt of bone recovered (gm) 1 
Mean wt of bones (gm) 
Area excavated (sq.m.) 
Bones recovered/sq.m. excavated 
(in gm) 
(1) Figures provided by K. Aplin 
McCarthy 
2106 
1736 
o.a 
17,5 
120 
99 
012-14 
105 
10.9 
0.1 
o. 7 
150 
16 
It can be seen that, although McCarthy's maan bone fragment 
weight is several times that for my excavation, he recovered nearly as 
many bones per square metre excavated. This implies that bones were 
considerably more common in the area excavated by McCarthy as compared 
with the dripline area Q12-14. It should be noted however that this 
conclusion is based on a rather small sample in the present 
excavations (n=105). 
I have noted earlier that the small amount of scattered charcoal 
observed in Q12-14 and the large areas of ashy deposits and hearths 
observed by McCarthy in the shelter probably represent the 
preferential situation of hearths within the shelter rather than a 
simple preservation phenomenon. However, the Capertian levels in 
square Q12-14 contain a higher proportion of fire-crazed specimens 
than any of the KLMNO squares or than McCarthy's collection. The 
latter may be simply a function of selection ( fire-cra?.ed specimens 
tend to be shattered into irregular chunks which would not have been 
collected in McCarthy's excavation). However, if we accept that fires 
were probably situated within the shelter, it becomes a likely 
hypothesis that at least a proportion of the artefacts in Q12·14 were 
derived from within the shelter. 
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ARTEFACTUAL SEQUENCE 
Owing to the exposed nature of most of the deposit.'} excavated, my 
excavations yielded very little bone. I am therefore largely concerned 
with the lithic sequence of the site which McCarthy characterised as 
consisting of two phases, an upper Bondaian phase and a lower 
Capertian phase. My excavations broadly confirmed this sequence. 
For the analysis which follows I have treated the Capertian and 
Bondaian without subdiiision, except when discussiog the vertical 
distribution of material in the North excavation. Equally, the more 
detailed analyses apply only to excavation square Q13. I have chosen 
these restrictions for the following reasons: 
1. My requirements for the present thesis were a methodological 
demonstration of the recording system proposed in ch:i.pters 7 and 8 
and confirmation of McCarthy 1 s basic industrial sequence and 
dating. Both of these aims co•1ld be sati~fied by a relatively low 
level of analysis. 
2. The sequence observed in Q13 broadly duplicates that in the other 
excavated squares and the sample of artefactual material collected 
(approximately 25~ of the total) is sufficien~ to define the 
general characteristics of the artefactual sequences. 
3. Horizontal variation is an important factor in assembl.:ige 
variability, so that any attempt at defining a more detailed 
artefact sequence would require a well planned and extensive 
sample of the site area; this could not be obtained owing to the 
marginal locations of the remaining deposits. 
All data from my analyses have been recorded using the system 
described in chapters 7 and 8 and stored on magnetic tape. Copies of 
this tape will oe louged at the Australian Museum (together with the 
exca1ated material) and at the Department of Prehist~ry, ANU. 
Vertical distribution of lithic artefacts 
In McCarthy's excavations the Bondaian was found to be markedly richer 
than the Capertian, both in tarms of absolute numbers of tools (and 
debitaga where it was counted) and in terms of tool concentration 
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Fig. 33 Capertee site 3 backplot of individualised f .Lnds, Q12 - Q14 
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indices. On average McCarthy found approximately 2. 5 times as many 
tools in the Bondaian levels as in the Capertian levels, representing 
approximately five times as many tools per unit volume. 
My results did not altogether duplicate this situation. Whilst 
the concentration indices were nigher in the Bondaian than in the 
Capertian (see figs. 45,46), the difference was marginal for squares 
Q12-14 whi:lh yielded greater absolute numbers of artefacts in the 
Capertian levels (fig. 44). Qf the squares along the west section 021 
which is situated, like Q12-14, just in front of the dripline showed 
the least disparity in concentration indices between the Capertian and 
the Bondaian. Whilst it would be risky to try and draw any conclusions 
from tnese results they may indicate a shift in the pattern of discard 
of lithic material between the two industries. This might warrant 
following up in other excavations to see whether it is a pattern 
specific to Capertee 3 or a repeated pattern (as I shall argue later 
for the concentration of lithic material in the vicinity of the 
dripline). Mor wood (pers.com~.) has noted a similar shift in 
patterning at his Native Well site. 
Fig. 34 shows the distribution of lithic artefacts by analysis 
unit for squares Q12-Q14 and R1~. The most striking aspects of this 
diagram are the pronounced peaks in the Bondalan and capertian units, 
separated by a unit (unit VI) of low artefact concentration. Unit VI 
has been termed transitional, primarily because the assemblage 
collected from it is too small to be characterised as belonging to one 
or other industry, but also as a buffer zone between the two 
industries. This relatively sterile zone was found throughout my 
excav:i.tions. Whilst ~~ . .~J.S is an advantage in terms of reliably 
separating the Capertian and Bondaian assemblages, the lack of a large 
sample from excavation units in the •transitional' zone renders their 
attribution to one or other industry rather difficult and thus hinders 
precise dating of the transition in my excavation. McCarthy also found 
peaks of artefact concentration in the two industries, but the 
existence of a practically sterile zone is masked by the problem of 
stratigraphic integrity of the excavated spits. Such a zone was 
however observed in McCarthy's excavation of Site 1. 
A more detailed picture of the vertical change in artefact 
concentration is provided by the sequence for square Q13, plotted in 
fig. 35 as lithic artefact concentration (finds per kg of deposits) 
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for each excavation unit. On this diagram the Capertian can be seen as 
consisting of several peaks of artefact concentration. These peaks 
represent concentrations of artefactual material at particular levels 
which can be seen on the backplot for Q12-14 (fig. 33). However these 
concentrations are localised horizontally as well as vertically, so 
that they are not resolved on the diagrdm for the four squares 
Q12-14,R13. My feeling, based on subjective assessment of the 
excavated material, is that these concentrations of artefacts may each 
represent a small number of related events such as successive dumping 
of knapping waste in more or less the same place, together with some 
degree of post-depositional disturbance causing the concentrations to 
spread vertically. 
Can these concentrations of artefacts be interpreted as dripline 
(deflation) features (cf. Stockton 1979) or are they direct artefacts 
of human gcti~ities? I have argued that concentrations of artefacts 
formed oy deflation would be associated with a rise in the proportion 
of the gravel fractions in the sediment matrix. The individual samples 
in the R13 column sample are sufficiently thin (vertically) to resolve 
such a rise, yet the gravel fractions show a steady change without 
fluctuations and converssly there are no samples showing signs of 
depletion of fine sand or silt and clay. The absence of dripline 
deflation is also supported by the absolutely fresh and sharp nature 
of the vast majority of the lithic material. Only one or two pieces in 
these squares show rounding which might be due to erosional activity. 
Flaking technique and raw material usage 
In excavating both the West and North excavations one encountered a 
practically sterile level after going through the peak concentration 
of Bondaian material. Below this sterile zone, artefact concentrations 
rose again and it was apparent that the material was more massive, 
less well flaked and lacking the specialised types of the Bondaian. 
The sharpness of the transition is accentuated by the fact that the 
first Capertian level encountered is characterised by chunkier 
artefacts than the levels below it, particularly in Q12-14,R13. 
The presence of a relatively sterile zone between the last major 
Capertian horizon and the succeeding Bondaian occupation does not 
necessarily imply any out-of the-ordinary abandonment of the area. 
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There are two similar zones within the Capertian sequence and we may 
simply be looking at sporadic usage of the area. In the second place, 
McCarthy's dating suggests that any such abandonment was fairly short 
lived, since the Capertian is dated to 3623BP and the upper part of 
the Bondaian to 2865BP. The concentrations of material at particular 
levels may also reflect shifting patterns of site usage, so that any 
one part of the shelter was only used sporadically as a dumping or 
kraapping zone. By extension of this argument, it is probably not very 
fruitful to looK at changes within eac~ of the two industries unless 
one is dealing with a fairly large excavated area, since any trends 
observed cannot be shown not to be localised and event-specific. In 
particular, there are two or three quite large series of flakes 
occurring together at particular levels in Q12-14 which appear to be 
the products of a single stone-knapping event. The influence of one of 
these alone could seriously skew the sequence observed. I have 
therefore restricted myself in the following discussion to treating 
the two lithic industries as separate units and analysing the 
differences between them. These differences are well above the level 
of variability within each industry, either spatially or through time. 
Apart from the expansion in the production of specialised 
artefacts, the most striking change between the Capertian and the 
Bondaian lies in the general reduction in size of lithic waste, which 
tends to be more elongated and less chunky in the latter. The 
Capertian is characterised by large numbers of small shatter fragments 
which are largely absent from the Bondaian. These fragments are to 
some degree correlated with poorer quality raw materials, notably 
tabular cherts (grouped under gr nular cherts in table 10), which are 
largely absent from the Bondaian, but the difference may also arise 
from flaking techniques. In the Capertian large pieces of high quality 
white chert were worked to produce large well sh3ped flakes which have 
broad plane striking platforms. The unshattered cores indicate a 
similar technique and the production of fairly broad flakes. This sort 
of technique 3pplied to material with incipient flaws would result in 
sh3ttering of the cores. 
ln the Bondaian flaking techniques are more controlled and 
smaller in scale. At their best they result in the long tri3ngular 
section redirecting spalls (fig. 40) so characteristic of this site 
and in well formed blades and blade cores. Flakes in the Bondaian are 
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generally more elongated and thinner relative to their width than in 
the Capertian. Although the makers of the Bondaian industry appear to 
have been more discriminating in their choice than were their 
predecessors, the range of raw materials used is similar in the two 
industries (table 10). 
The change towards more elongated flakes is illustrated in 
fig. 36 which shows the distribution of length/breadth ratios for 
whole flakes in square Q13. The mode of this distribution falls in the 
sidestruck class (see glossary) for the Capertian and few flakes for 
this industry exceed a length/breadth ratio of 2: 1. For the Bondaian 
the mode falls well into the endstruck class and a significant 
proportion of flakes fall into the blade category, with length/breadth 
ratios of up to 5: 1. It should be noted that the distinction between 
the two industries has perhaps been emphasised by my method of 
measuring length and breadth (see appendix II). 
i have included the graphs of distribution of length/breadth 
ratios for an extra reason, over and above the needs of my discussion 
of the Capertee artefactual sequence. It serves to illustrate both an 
exceedingly useful technique for the presentation of data (the use of 
a moving average) and the important role that can be played by the 
computer in allowing more sophisticated presentation of the data. I 
was able to prepare and draw both graphs in 35 minutes starting from a 
table produced by three lines of SPSS instructions. I would have 
required about twice as long to produce a simple histogram in 
intervals of 0.5 using a hand calculator and a reasonably well 
organised file of attribute data, and I might well not have attempted 
to produce a moving average graph without the computer output. For 
comparison I have included histograms for the same data (fig. 37). 
Changes in artefact size 
One possible explanation for the change from the Capertian to the 
Bondaian, with its attendant increase in specialised tool forms (see 
below), might lie in a shift from use of the site as a stone-working 
site to a living site with a broader spectrum of activities. In view 
of the universality of the Core Tool and Scraper/Small Tool transition 
in widely different geographica; and environmental situations, I doubt 
whether many people would subscribe to such an explanation. I have 
Raw material Bondaian Capertian 
z: 
Chert and jasperoid 164 482 
Quartz 4 22 
Quartzite 26 
Other microcrystalline and 7 70 granular cherts 
Ferruginous sandstone 10 
175 610 
Chert and jasperoid 94% 79% 
Quartz 2% 4% 
Quartzite 4% 
Other mi~rucrystalline and 4% 12% granular C"herts 
Ferruginous sandstone 2% 
Table 10 Capertee site 3, Ql3 raw material usage 
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spent many fruitless hours attempting to detect a systematic 
difference between the artefact size distributions of the Capert.ian 
and Bondaian levels, since any such difference might be examined in 
terms of either changes in activity or in knapping technique. The 
distribution of artefact size in the two industries is remarkably 
similar, the only systematic difference lying in the more extended 
tail of the Capertian artefact size distribution (i.e. there are 
relatively more very large artefacts in the Capertian). 
In both industries the smallest size class (artefacts weighing 
less than 1gm) forms the bulk of the artefacts, with up to 90% of the 
total. For the one square (R13) in which I counted artefacts in the 
range 2-4 mm 1 , more artefacts fell in this range than in the range 
4 mm upwards (Total artefacts over 4 mm = 1544, artefacts 2 .. 4 mm = 
2080, the latter figure estimated from samples). It is apparent from 
the distributions shown in fig. 38 and the observation for R13 that 
there is a progressive rise in numbers of lithic artefacts with 
decreasing size, and I would postulate that this is the normal 
situation generated by lithic reduction and the trend would persist 
throughout the macroscopic size range. This points to the extreme 
importance of standardising sieve mesh sizes and sorting procedures if 
we are to make any inter- or intra-site comparison of artefact 
concentrations, 'waste':tool ratios etc. I should particularly like to 
stress the importance of sample purification by sieving the material 
collected, prior to laboratory analysis, through a slightly larger 
mesh than that used in the field (e.g. use of a 1/8th" mesh () mm) in 
the field and purification on a 4 mm mesh granulometric sieve in the 
laboratory) . 
The extended tail of the Capertian size distribution results from 
the presence of large, little-reduced chunks of stone, generally of 
poorer quality raw material. l cannot guess what the makers of the 
Capertian noped to get out of these chunks which have had one or two 
flakes removed before being discarded, apparently without further use. 
The Capertian also contains large fragments and large well-shaped 
flakes of high quality raw material which are absent from the Bondaian 
(1) The size ranges for this analysis are based on sieving through 
granulometric sieves (see sections on excavation procedures and column 
sample analysis). 
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levels where everything seems to have been worked down to smaller 
fragments. These large fragments and flakes occur in groups, obviously 
removed from one or two very similar cores, and I would suggest that 
they represent primary reduction of a large piece of good quality raw 
material. To explain their absence from the Bondaian and/or their 
presence in the Capertian we should perhaps look to the results of 
man--induoed SGdimentation. The jasperoid 'cherts' employed undoubtedly 
come from the Permi.:in levels underlying the cliff-forming sandstones, 
but at the present day they are largely mantled with slope deposits so 
that we had great difficulty in finding any stone suit~ble for 
knapping. What little stone we did find came from the bed of the main 
river or deeply incised tributaries. A similar situation would 
probably have pertained throughout the Bondaian, during which time 
only a matter of half a metre of deposits accumulated. During the 
earlier part of the Capertian, however, much of the soil mantle on the 
lower slopes would have been absent. Raw material sources may well 
have been exposed in situ and in the iricinity of the site. The large, 
unutilised flakes and fragments of high quality raw material occur 
only in the lower Capertian levels, to be replaced in the uppermost 
Capertlan level by a swing to larger chunks of poor quality raw 
material. Without wishing to base too much on the limited data 
available, this may 
available high quality 
be in response to the disappearance of readily 
raw materials. In the succeeding Bondaian 
levels, the disappearance of the poor quality chunks and lack of large 
pieces of high quality material may reflect a change in attitude 
towards lithio reduction, with stone being sought further afield and 
exploited to the full. 
Forme type and cortex 
The differences in flaking and raw material quality are also reflected 
in the proportions of different forme types (table 11). Whole flakes 
form a large proportion (57%) of formes in the Bondaian 1 but only 36% 
in the Capertian, whilst irregular chunks and tabular pieces are more 
common in the latter than in the former ('3% against 11%). On the 
other hand, the proportions of different cortex ratings (table 12) are 
( 1) Finds exce,~ding 2gm weight or 3 cm length 
Forme type Bondaian ( II-V) Capertian (VII-X) 
Whole flake 99 217 
Fl;ikc fragment 40 150 
Core 14 19 
Chunk 17 160 
Tabular piece l 41 
Stick fracture 0 14 
Pebble frag'llent 4 9 
175 610 
Whole flake 57% 36/: 
Flake fragmenL 23% 25% 
Core 8% 3% 
Chunk 10% 26% 
Tabular piece 0.6% 7% 
Stick fr«cture 0% 2°' lo 
Pebble fragment 2% 1. 5% 
Table 11 Capertee site 3, Ql3 forme type 
Cortex Bondaian Capertian 
None 106 372 
Flakes <10% dorsal surface 22 81 
Non-flakes <10% of surface 5 18 
Flakes 10-50% dorsal surf ace 12 48 
Non-flakes 10-30% of surf ace 19 
Flakes 50-90% dorsal surface 9 22 
Non-flakes 30-70% of surf ace 3 4 
Flakes >90% dorsal surface 11 42 
Non -flakes >70% of surf ace 1 
Indeterminable 3 
175 610 
None 61% 61% 
Flakes <107. 13% 13% 
Non-flakes <10% 3% 3% 
Flakes 10-50% 7% 8% 
Non-flakes 10-30% 4"' lo 3% 
Flakes 50-90% 5% 4% 
Non-flakes 30-70% 2% + 
Flakes >90% Ii% 7% 
Non-flakes >70:~ + 
In de terminable + 
Table l/ Capertee site 3, Q13 cortex rating 
~---
99, 
essentially identical, arguing against there being any fundamental 
difference in flaking activities between the two industries. These 
results support the hypothesis that there has been a change in 
emphasis on raw material usage and/or availability but that the 
flaking activities carried out in the site have not undergone a major 
change. 
Vertical distribution of tool types 
I have classified the Capertee 3 material into tool types according to 
the system set out in appendix II. The results of this classification 
are presented in tables 13 and 14 for the Bondaian and Capertian 
layers respectively. These tables also serve to demonstrate the sort 
of output available from the SPSS package used in conjunction with the 
recording system described in chapters 7 and 8 (note that the SPSS 
instructions required to generate these two tables are included at the 
top of table 13). 
It is apparent that there is a much wider range of tool types in 
the Bondaian industry than in the Capertian, although it should be 
borne in mind that this may be partly a function of sample size 
(Bondaian 341 tools, 47 types; Capertian - 39 tools, 24 types). 
However the total artefact samples in the Bondaian and the Capertian 
are practically identical (Bondaian 13,539, Capertian 13,964), so that 
tools in the Bondaian represent a much larger proportion of total 
artefacts than in the Capertian (2.5% as against 0.3%). However, if we 
look at those types present in the Capertian, all of which are also 
present in the Bondaian, we find that they represent a similar 
proportion of total artefacts in both assemblages (0.3%). Within the 
limits of the data, therefore, the specialised tool types of the 
Bondaian appear as an addition on top of a 'background' industry. It 
is perhaps to this 'background' industry that we should look when 
attempting to make statements about changes in the intensity of site 
usage through time, rather than relying on the full range of tools 
(e.g. Hugh€s 1977:68-9), at least some of which may have functional 
equivalents in different industries which are not recognised as tools. 
The specialised types restricted to the Bondaian are backed 
implements (n = 191), redirecting spalls (n:66) and small adze flakes 
or scrapers (n:42). 
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SQUARE 
Count 
K21 : L21 : H20 : H21 : N20 : N21 : 020 : 021 : 012 : 013 : 014 
TOOL T!PE --------: --------: --------: --------: --------: --------: --------: --------: •••••••• : •••••••• : •••••••• : •••••••• 
10. 0 : 5 : 12 : 1 : 8 : 22 : 9 : 8 : 3 : 
-: --------: --------: --------: --------: --------: --------: --------: --------: --------:--------: --------
11. 0 : 2 : 1 : 4 : 9 : 2 : 0 : 2 : 3 : 
-: --------: -·------: ____ ..,.,. ..... : --------: ................. : --·-----: -------·: .................... : ......... ____ : ............... : -............. ... 
12. 0 : 2 : 0 : 6 : 5 : 2 : 1 : 
R13 
0 
0 
-: --------: --------: -·---- ................... : ·-----··: -------- ! --------: --·-----: ------- -: ................................... .. 
13, 0 : 0 : 0 : 3 : 1 : 0 : 0 
- ! -·------: ..................... : --------: --------: ...... _ .. ___ : --------: --------: ................. : ................... : ---·----: - ................................ .. 
14. 0 : 0 : 2 : 3 : 2 : 0 : 1 : 3 : 
-: --·-----; ................. : ................... : ................ : ..... -............ ; ·-------: --------: --------: -----·--: ................... : ................ .. 
15. 0 : 2 : 0 : 3 : 2 : 2 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 
-: ·-------: --------: ..................... : --------: --------: --------: --------: ................... : .................. : ................. :------·- ................ .. 
16. 0 : 0 : 0 : z : 2 : 0 : 2 : 0 : 0 : 0 
- : --------: __ .,. _____ ! --------: --------: -------- :--------: .................... : ...................... : ................. : --------: ---- ---- ............... .. 
0 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 
.. : --------: ··------: ................. : .................. : -------: --------: ---·----: ...................... : --------: .................. : --·---· 
19. 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 
.. : --------: --------: .................... : --------: ................... -: --------: ------- ... : -------- :---·----: ................... : --------
20. 0 : z : 1 : 4 : 2 : 3 : 2 : 7 : 
.. : -------·: --------: --------: ..................... : ................ : --------:--·-----: --------: ................ : ................... : ................. .. 
Zl. 0 : 1 : 2 : 4 : 0 : 2 : 0 : 0 
"': --•••• .. .,. : •••••••- ! ........ ., .... ..,: ••••••••: .... .., .... .., .... : ................ ! .............. .., ! .......... .,. .. .,: ........ ..,., ..... :.,,. • ..,.., ....... : ......... a'"'"'"' 
22. 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 
--------: --------: --------: --------: ---- ----: --------: ------·-: -----·--: --------: -------·: ................. .. 
23. 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 2 : 0 : 0 : 2 : 
- --------: --------: --------: --------: -------·: --------: --------: --------: --------: --------: --------
z•. 0 : 0 : 0 : I : 2 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 
- ----- --- : --------: --------: --------: --------: ------·-: --------: --------: --------: ----- --- : --------
0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : q : 0 : 0 : 0 : 
- ------- -: --------: --------: --------: --------: --------: --------: ·-------: .................... : ------·-: --·-----
27. 0 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 0 : 3 : 
--------: ---·----: --------: -----·--: ---·----: ··------: --------: ................ : --------: -------·! --------
2B. 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 4 : 2 : 2 : 0 : 
- --------: --------: --------: --·-----. --------: --------: ------·-: -------- :-------·: ·-------: -------· 
Z9. 0 : 3 : 0 : 
- ----- --- : ----- --- : ---- ·---: --- -----: --------: --------: -- -- ----: ----·---: ---- ----: ................. : --------
JO. 0 : 0 : 0 : 2 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 
- --------: --------: --------: --------: --------: --------: -------- : ---- ----: --------: -- -·-·--
JI. 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 
-- ---- -- : ------ --: ---- ---- : ------- -: --------: -------·: --------. ----·---: -- -- ----: --------: --------
32. 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 
(continued) 
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Table 14 
SQUARE 
COU'lt 
1.2~ : L21 : M2~ : N21 : 021 : Ql2 : QIJ : Q1' : Rl3 
Row 
Total 
--------: --------: --------: --------: --------:--------: --------: ---·----: --------: ............... : 
19. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
33, 
34. 
48. 
51. 
52. 
53, 
59, 
68. 
69. 
10. 
71. 
72. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
85. 
90. 
91. 
Col u-::n 
Total 
0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 
-: --------: --------: --------: ------·· :--------: --------: ·----·--: -----....... : ----·---: 
0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 
-: --------: --------: ................. : ---·----: ------·-: ----·---: --------: --------: ................. : 
0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 2 : 0 : 0 : 
.... : --------: --------: --------: --------: --------: ................. : ---------: --------·: ................... ... 
0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 3 : I : 0 ' 
.. : ·-------: .................. : -·------ :--------: --------: --------: ---·----: --------: ---- .. -- .. ; 
0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 
-: -------- :--------: ---------: --------: --------: --------: --------: ................ : ................ : 
0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 ' 0 : 0 ' 0 ' 
.. : --------: ................. : ................. : .................. : --------: --------: --------: -------- ................... : 
0 : 0 ' 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 ' 0 ' 
... : -----·--: ................. :-·--·---: --------: ................. : --------: ................. : -·------: ................. ; 
1 
1.4 
1 
1.4 
3 
4.1 
6 
6.2 
2 
2.1 
I 
1.• 
0 ' 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 2 
-: --------: --------: ------·-: --------: ................. : -------·: ................... : .................. : ................. : 
0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 ' 0 ' 
-: ................. : .................. : ------·-: ··------: ................ : --------: ... -.............. : .................. : .................... : 
0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 3 : 2 : 0 : 0 : 
... : --------: ·-------: --------: --------: .................... : ................ : ..................... : --------: ................... : 
0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 3 : 0 : 0 : 
.. : .... ------: --------: --------: --------: ......... ____ :-------·: --------; .................. : .................... : 
0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 2 : 0 : 
-: ---·----: --------: --------: --------: .................. : ................ : ................ : ---·----: ................. : 
0 : 0 : 0 : 2 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 2 ' 0 ' 
.. : ................ : ·-------: --- ........ : --------: --------: --------: --------: ................. : ---··---: 
0 : 0 : 0 ' 2 ' 0 : 0 ' 0 : 
.. : --------: --------: ................ : .................. : ...... _____ : .. -............ : ................... : ................ : --------: 
0 ' 0 : 0 : 0 : . : 0 : 2 : 0 : 
-: .................. : ................. : --------: ---·----: ................... : --------: ................. : -----·--: -------·: 
0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 2 : 0 : 2 : 0 : 
-: ............... _ .. : --------: --------: .................. : -------·: --------: ----·---: ................. : ............... .. 
0 : 0 : 0 : 0 ' 0 ' 0 : 0 : 1 ' 0 : 
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Small adze flakes or scrapers 
Most of these artefacts, in particular the smallest specimens 
showing flat invasive scaling on a low-angled edge (e.g. Q14 8-25, 021 
10-17, N20 10-38 (fig. 39)) must, I believe, have been hafted. It is 
my, admittedly subjective, opinion that this sort of edge modification 
could not have been produced by percussion flaking on an unmounted 
specimen with a hard hammer, since this would crush the edge or 
produce a 'nibbled' retouch such as that on 021 16-21. If the 
modification was intentional retouch with a soft hammer we might 
expect it to be more regular and the same observation would apply to 
pressure flaking. The edge modification observed is similar to that 
observed on many elouera (see for example McCarthy 1943, 1948, 
McCarthy, Brammell and Noone 1946, McCarthy and Setzler 1960:280) and 
often occurs on a low angled margin opposite a natural back, e.g. L21 
6-10. lt has been suggested (e.g. McCarthy and Setzler 1950:280, 
Kamminga 19?7: 21 1 ) that elouera and other flakes showing similar edge 
wear (notably the characteristic polish to be found on many elouera) 
were hafted adzes or scrapers used to work soft wood or bark, and I 
think this interpretation might well be extended to most of the 
specimens whicn I have classed in the small scraper/adze flake group. 
However I do not see specimens such as 021 16-21 or N21 17-59 as 
necessarily reflecting hafting although such specimens may have been 
hafted. The similarity in shape and size between the former and the 
obviously hafted specimens Q14 8-25 and 021 10··17 is perhaps 
suggestive of hafting. However 021 16-21 and N21 17-59 are 
distinguished from the clearly hafted specimens by their much more 
regular, finely nibbled unifacial retouch, contrasting with the 
irregular, bifacidl retouch of the clearly hafted specimens (the 
latter often resulting in a sinuous edge). The larger specimens 
belonging to the sillall scraper/adze flaks category e.g. 021 7-3 and 
Q12 8-10 could well have been produced by retouch and hand-held use or 
they too may have been hafted. 
Backed implements 
Backed implements require little descriptio~ having been defined 
and discussed by many authors, e.g. Mulva~ey 1975; Glover 1969; 
McCarthy, Brammell and Noone 1943. They are one of the few categories 
of artefact which are recognised consistently by most workers, 
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although there is a borderline zone separating backed implements from 
some specimens with fine nibbled retouch (such as that on N20 6-33 
(fig. 43) in which it is not easy to take a positive decision one way 
or the other. N20 6-·33 might be confused with a backed implement on 
the basis of morphology, but it forms one end of a continuum of which 
the other end is characterised by short, very convex steep edges on 
bladelets or flakes of approximately equilateral section which are 
quite unlike a backed implement. I have divided backed implements 
according to their completeness and the state of the chord (the margin 
opposite the bac~ed edge). None of the backed implement fragments 
recovered (n=fO, 36~) had indubitable chord use. A few had one or two 
tiny fractures which could well be the result of post.depositional 
disturbance. Amongst the complete backed implements (n:122, 64%) a 
number showed some chord dam:i.ge, ranging from slight nibbling to the 
extensive damage characteristic of cloueras. My excavation yielded 
three specimens corresponding with the strict definition of an elouera 
(see references in glossary) and similar to those from other Blue 
Mountains sites, notably Lapstone Creek (personal inspection), and a 
further seven specimens with similar edge damage but morphologically 
similar to a Bondi point, i.e. narrow and elongated rather than a wide 
crescentic or oblong shap~. I h:i.ve illuscrated one such specimen in 
fig. 40 (021 15 .. 9). In view of the close similarity in edge 
modification, 1 believe this type was functionally equivalent to the 
elouera and should perhaps be considered as an atypical elouera. 
Amongst the remaining complete backed implements (n=112, 58%), 
twenty five (22%) showed some traces of chord utilisati.on in th~ form 
of slight edge damage or nibbling, e.g. M20 4-47 (fig. 110). This sort 
of edge modification need not indicate any very prolonged or 
spe~ialised use such as I have suggested for the elouera. Grouping 
complete backed implements with and without slight chord modification, 
only 15% are type A backed implements (LIB ratio < 2 1, Glover 1967) 
and 85% are type B (LIB ratio> 2:1). 
Redirecting spalls 
The chird major group of tools restricted to the Bondai:i.n are 
redirecting spalls (n:66). These are bl:i.des or bladclets remov~d along 
the length of a ridge which has been retouched or utilised (fig. 40). 
They are generally thick relative to their width, approaching an 
102. 
equilateral triangle in section, though some are quite thin, e.g. Q13 
10-4, and can easily be confused with a backed implement. 
Redirecting spalls '3.re a very characteristic feature of the 
Caper tee 3 site. In my excavation there was approximately one for 
every three backed implements and in McCarthy's excavation one for 
every four. At their best they show mastery of blade production which 
has prompted me to use the term 'classic' redirecting spalls for one 
subtype. These specimens have well defined regular retouch along the 
dorsal ridge with only slight crushing of the margin. If they were 
attached to a larger piece of stone they would be classic 'scrapers•. 
Initially I considered them to be retouched edges 
resharpened by removal of a blade along the length of 
most of the 'classic' specimens would h~ve left two 
which were 
the edge, but 
obtuse angled 
edges quite unsuitable for a repetition of the sort of function 
represented by the original edge, which is a moderate to steep acute 
angle. Also the edges are not sufficiently damaged to warrant complete 
removal and could easily have been resharpened by a little additional 
retouch. 
Luebbers ( 19·79) has found strikingly similar specimens in his 
sites in South Australia and has been able to reconstruct the cores 
from which they were derived. He interprets them '3.S an initial stage 
in the reduction of a blade core and postulates that they were a 
forerunner of backed implement production in which the backing retouch 
is produced on the core prior to removal ( pers. comm. ) . However, I 
believe th3t redirecting spalls Jnd backed implements represent quite 
disLinct techniques and there is certainly no evidence at Capertee 
that redirecting spalls appeared any earlier than b::icked implements; 
both occur from the earliest Bondaian levels and are absent from the 
Capertian levels. 
Very few redirecting spalls are morphologically anal3gous to a 
backed implement. Backed implements are normally made on thin flakes 
or blades, one margin of which is modified by steep retouch, generally 
from the lentral surface or bidirectionally, i.e. from both the dorsal 
and ~entral surface (note the difference between bidirectional 
retouch, i.e. flakes removed from both of the margins of a surface and 
bifacial retouch, i.e. flakes removed from both of the surfaces which 
interesect to form an edge). Redirecting spalls are never retouched 
from the lentral surface and do not have bidirectional retouch on the 
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retouched surface( s). The dorsal ridge of a redirecting sp"ill may bear 
bifacial retouch whilst backed implements never have bifacial retouch 
on the edges delimiting the 'back'. 
The most obvious characteristics distinguishing redirecting 
spalls and backed implements are secondary morphological observations 
rather than primary technological ones. Redirecting spalls are 
generally mu0h thicker than backed implements, approaching an 
equilateral triangle in section, whilst backed implements are flat 
trapezes or triangles (see figs. 40 and 41). Equally, backed 
implements are generally flat in the plane of their lengt.h and width 
whilst the ventral surface of redirecting spalls often has .:! 
pronounced longnitudinal twist, as illustrated by several of the 
specimens in fig. 40 (notably Q14 10-53, Q13 10-4,Q14 10--61). This is 
a common characteristic in European burin spalls and crested blades 
and arises from the effect of surface irregularities on the 
propagation of shock waves along the length of an acute-angled edge 
(cf. Speth 1972). This problem can of course be avoided in the case of 
banked implements by selection of thin regular flakes, but it is an 
obstacle to the production of a backed implement form using a 
redirecting technique. Thin redirecting spalls such as Q13 10-4 are 
the exception rather than the rule (approximately 10%) and could not, 
I believe, have been produced consistently. 
Not all redirecting spalls are as characteristic as the 'classic' 
specimens. Of the 65 specimens, 28 are counted as 'classic' and a 
further 38 are less typical (types 21-25). These are generally smaller 
and retouch is less well developed, but their shape and technique 
suggest intentional use of the same process of removal as for the 
'classic' specimens. In addition there are a number of very tiny 
bladelets, short flakes and chunky specimens (types 27-9) which are 
technologically equivalent, i.e. they represent the removal of a flake 
along a ridge bearing retouch or use modification. However such 
specimens can arise simply by chance when working a core from more 
than one direction and these specimens occur in both industries. I 
have not included Lhem in the total for redirecting spalls nor on the 
plans 0f 1istribution for redirecting spalls (figs. 50 and 51 ). 
What then are redirecting spalls? I see them as a technological 
step in the conversion of a large scr~per into a quarry for blades or 
flakes. This interpretation fits with the picture of careful 
1QIL 
conser11ation of raw material which I have suggested characterises the 
Bondaian. It also fits with the observation that most of the 'classic' 
redirecting spalls are on very high quality raw material similar to 
that used so profligately in the Capertian, although this may simply 
reflect the better flaking qualities of this material resulting in 
13.rger and more elonr:;ated bhdes. The fact that I ha11e not found any 
artefacts bearing the sort of negative flake sear that these spalls 
would leave, also suggests that they are a stage in a reduction 
sequence, rather than a final stage as in the case of European burins 
where both the spall(s) and the parent piece are often found. 
HORIZONTAL VARlATluN ·• THE PRORLEM OF PATTERNING 
An underlying assumption behind most discussions of stone tool 
assemblages is that they are a sample of some wider population. In 
many studies this population will be viewed as the total material 
culture of an area integrated over a period of time of at least a 
number of generations. Other studies accept that the population 
sampled may only represent one facet of production or use of stone 
artefacts, and thus be strongly biassed to a particular set of 
activities and/or social group. Both th~se assumptions may be 11alid 
when one deals with large assemblages, but many Australian assemblages 
are very small. We must therefore give careful consideration to the 
possibility that they represent a small number of discrete events 
rather than a sample a·'.)cumulated 011er a long period of time and be 
aware of the consequences of such a genesis. 
~vidence of discrete events is apparent in the Capertee 3 site, 
not only in the form of well defined hearths (which may not imply an 
important event in terms of the formation of the lithic assemblage) 
but abo11e all in the co-occurrence of sets of specialised tool forms. 
Dickson (1973) has remarked on the co-occurrence of sets of backed 
implements in open sites on the hUrnell peninsula, and the vast 
majority of backed implements from Capertae were concentrated in a 
restricted 11ertical zone. More striking however was the immediate 
juxtaposition of sets of backed implements, perhaps representing a 
group manufactured together, transported tog~ther or hafted together. 
I ha11e illustrated specimens from one such group (fig. 41, specimens 
N21 17-20,21,22,24,26). 
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Whilst it can be argued that the juxtapositions of backed 
implements are merely a chance occurrence in view 0f their frequency 
within the site and concentration at a particular level, the same 
cannot be sa ld of two other strlking juxtapositions. A ser les (five) 
of very characteristic small single platform cores or steep scrapers 
was recovered from adjacent excavation units in squares 012 - 014, and 
only three other specimens were recovered from the rest of the 
excavation. Four of these specimens are illustrated in fig. 42. 
The group of cores also provides a nice illustration of the 
problems of defining a typology for the Capertee material. At one 
extreme we have specimen 012 39-5 which is confidently classed as a 
scraper by numerous people to whom l have shown it. At the other 
e••fteme, specimen 013 34-6 is confidently described as a aore. The 
r1:: ... 3ining specimens form a graded series between the two, whilst the 
degree of specialisation of form and their restricted distribution 
argues for a common rationale behind their production. The only 
solution is, I believe, to argue a duality of function behind a common 
technology, i.e. the removal of flakes around the perimeter of a flake 
generating a roughly circular form in plan. Should we classify these 
specimens as scrapers or cores? I do not believe that at present we 
know enough about the results produced by various sorts of intentional 
retouch and accidental retouch through use to be able to make a 
distinction. I believe in fact that a proportion of 'scrapers' 
identified in the literature may in fact be cores on which the 
preparation of the platform edge prior to striking has produced edge 
damage mistaken for utilisation traces. It is only in clear cases such 
as specimen 013 31~-6 that we can be positive that we are really 
dealing with a core or with a scraper. 
The second notable juxtaposition is that of a set of 'classic' 
redirecting spalls in the North excavation. These specimens are 
illustrated in fig. 40 (Q13 10- 1~, Q14 10-21,51,54,61,65). Once again 
the similarity and specialisation of technique argues for a close 
relationship between these specimens, perhaps associated with a single 
knapping event. 
If I am correct in assuming that the sets of tools found in 
juxtaposition with one another in fact represent single events, or 
perhaps a repetition of an activ-1.ty over a very short (in 
archaeological terms) space of time, then this has serious 
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implications for the comparison of assemblages. Even in the rich 
assemblage from Capertee 3, these sets of artefacts are of signific~nt 
size with respect to the whole assemblage (e.g. the North excavation 
group of single platform cores/scrapers represents over half the total 
number in the site and the group of 'classic' redirecting spalls 
represent a quarter of the total). In poorer assemblages the presence 
or absence of a particular type, or its percentage importance, may be 
largely a function of particular events occurring or not occurring. If 
occupation of a site is sporadic, the assemblage recovered is likely 
to be largely a product of chance rather than a reflection of the 
range and relative importance of activities normally carried out in 
that sort of site. 
A second problem that arises from internal site patterning is 
associated with the differential distribution of different artefact 
categories. At Capertee 3 most tools appear to be concentrated just 
behind the dripline (fig. 47), whilst the greatest concentration of 
debitage lies in square 012-14 in front of the dripline (table 15, 
figs. 44-46). Squares Q12-14 contain nearly twice as many backed 
implements as redirecting spalls, whilst squares KLMNO 20 and 21 
contain nearly four times as many (figs. 49-51). ~learly any one part 
of the site gives a biassed picture of the whole. 
The obvious solution to this problem is to treat the site as a 
population and sample it. This is the implicit assumption behind 
scattered trenches or trenches crossing the width or length of a site, 
but to the best of my knowledge no-one has made an explicit attempt to 
estimate the total site population from such samples. This would seem 
to me to be the only satisfactory solution to the problem of partially 
excavated sites. However such an approach does require, first a 
carefully designed layout of the excavation and second a fairly large 
proportion of the site to be excavated if we are to satisfactorily 
determine the range and pattern of horizontal variation. 
In the short term it may be more practical to restrict inter-site 
comparison to 
just behind 
assemblages 
the drip line. 
derived from similar areas, e.g. the area 
Where horizontal distribution in 
rockshelters has been noted, a consistent pattern of high artefact 
concentrations in the dripline area has been recorded (e.g. McBryde 
1974, Morwood 1979, Stockton 1970) but no systematic study has been 
made. A pressing need is the open-area or structured-sample 
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of sites to determine whether there is 
patterning between sites. Without this 
essential step we are simply not in a position to make any but the 
grossest statements from inter-site analysis. 
My experience from Capertee suggests that, for defining 
artefactual sequences, excavations near the dripline of sandstone 
rockshelters may be the most fruitful, not only in terms of sheer 
numbers of artefacts recovered for a given size of excavation but also 
in terms of stratigraphic clarity. The concentration of artefacts 
itself contributes to this by allowing more precise definition of 
changes in typology/technology and concentration, but in addition the 
area inside the shelter is likely to be dry, unvegetated and easily 
disturbed whilst vegetation and humus outside the sheltered area 
maintains a firmer base less subject to vertical disturbance. Equally 
the interior of the shelter is probably more suited to looking at the 
horizontal layout of successive occupations; it is perhaps better left 
largely undisturbed for future work when research orientations have 
changed and in-depth studies are possible. However these 
considerations may be partially offset by the need to recover faunal 
material or charcoal from older levels. 
The dripline-bias in the distribution of lithic artefacts can, I 
believe, be explained in terms of a broad activity layout. This layout 
appears to have existed throughout the history of the site, since the 
Capertian and Bondaian levels show similar patterns (see figs. 44-48). 
Several authors (e.g. Yellen 1977:85 et .§ruL.., O'Connell, Meehan, Jones 
pers. comm.) have noted the rejection of debris from a central living 
area onto dumps encircling or along one side of hunter-gatherer camp 
sites. Hale and Tindale (1934) have noted a similar pattern in an 
ethnographically occupied rockshelter in Queensland, where they found 
a cleared space with hearths in the sheltered area and an accumulation 
of midden material along the dripline. A similar pattern was observed 
in the prehistoric camp-sites excavated at Pincevent (Leroi-Gourhan 
and Brazillon 1966, 1972, see also Johnson 1976, in press). I believe 
that the concentration of material along the dripline represents 
rejection of material from within the sheltered area, perhaps 
compounded by activities such as stone knapping being performed just 
within the sheltered area. If this is indeed the case, we might expect 
that the bulK of the faunal and vegetable debris accumulated in the 
Li thi c artefacts 
B # c # 
(112 829 3,550 
013 1,893 4,845 
Ql4 1,645 2,993 
Rl3 634 910 
K21 280 116 
L21 681 133 
M21 l.829 355 
N21 l,464 334 
021 801 459 
L20 0 80 
n2o L, 026 108 
N20 1,406 34 
020 1,051 47 
Total 13. 539 lJ. 964 
I Excluding large rocks 
'BI 
'C' 
Bonda inn 
c.,l>L!rtian 
Lithic artefacts Volume3excav' Artefacts per m
3 Mean artefact wt 
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c Unindividualised artefacts estimated from weight classification data 
* Volumes estimated from ''eight of sediments excavated 
Table 15 Capertee site 3 summary data 
Wt sediment 
B (kg) C 
64 418 
76 396 
57 359 
29 52 
87 312 
124 328 
164 216 
212 ?48 
168 209 
235 
67 123 
144 40 
189 27 
1,380 2,960 
site would also h.3.ve been deposited in the dripline area, as in the 
case of Hale and Tindale's study (cf. above). The interior of a 
rockshelter is therefore likely to give a very impoverished picture of 
the overall fauna! sample. probably biassed by size of the faunal 
material (see references above), :nd I believe one should seriously 
question the utility of obtaining such material before embarking on 
the extension of an excavation to the sheltered area. The sorts of 
questions that we are at present in a position to ask are probably 
best and least destrucively resolved by excavation at or in front of 
cne dripline of smaller rockshelters. lnformation is not at present 
available on the spatial distribution of large rockshelters (e.g. 
Cathedral Ca1e, Blackfellows' Hands Shelter), but we might reasonably 
expect the patterning to occur at a sc:ale smaller than the overall 
floor area, i.e. living and dumping zones may occur at several 
(shifting) points within the shelter. 
DATING THE CAPERTIAN/BONDAIAN TRANSirION 
fable 15 lists the nine ra1iocarbon dates a~ailable from Capertee 
3, six from McCarthy's excavation and three from my own. One of the 
original reasons for re.-exc:avating Caper tee 3 was McCarthy's date of 
3623 ± 59BP (V34) for the Capertian, a supposedly pre-backed-blade 
industry. This date was in direct conflict with fifth millennium BP 
dates cl3imed to be associated with backed blades at other sites in 
.eastern New South Wales (Neola, Bobadeen, MacDonald River, Burrill 
Lake, Grama~ GB1). I will examine these other dates in the following 
chapter. 
Although McCarthy's d:ates cannot be reoonciled with a steady 
build up of deposits (see table 16) they form a consistent series. His 
date for the upper part of the Capertian, 3523 .± 69BP (V34), is 17-·19" 
(43-47 cm) below the transition to the Bondaian, and although it is 
b;ised on a hearth or ashy area which was used repetitively for much of 
the history of the site (McCarthy 19S4: 199) l think we can assume 
th::i t, b3rring gross error, it can be tai<en as a terminus post guem for 
the appear::ince of backed implements in the site. McCarthy's d~te of 
2355 .± 57BP (V33), firmly situ~ted in the Bond;ii~n levels, provides us 
with a ter~inus 3nte quern for the appearance of bacKed implements. If 
tne feature from which V34 was collected was in fact a pit 20" (50 cm) 
or more deep into the Cqperti::in deposits and filled with Bond:aian 
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Fig. 53 Capertee site 3 depth age diagrams 
Depth below l!!. Spit or Square or 
situ surface excavation section 
-(cm) unit 
ANU :136 1080 :!: lOOBP 9-ll, 6 Ql3 
1~'W 2137 2330 :!: 160BP 35-42 11 & 12 Ql3 
SUA 1163 1550 :!: 70BP probably 10-15 A 6 
SUA 1164 2285 :!: 75BP probably 10-15 A 6 
SUA 1165 2040 :!: 70BP probably 10-15 A 6 
v 33 2865 :!: 5 7BP 20-25 B 6 
v 34 3623 :!: 69BP 104-109 G 2 or 6 
ANU 2138 4680 :!: 450BP 80-86 24 & 25 Ql3 
v 18 7360 :!: 125BP 173-193 I/J ? 8 
MW dates based on charcoal fragments collected from wet sieving process (Johnson 1978). 
V dates based on samples of 'aeh layers' or 'hearths' (~cCarthy 1958-61). 
SUA 1163 on charcoal fragments, SUA 1164 on freshwater mussel shell (velesunio), 
St.;A 1165 on charred macrozamia sporophyll fragments (McCarthy 1958-61). 
Table 16 Capertee site 3 radiocarbon dates 
BETWEEN PLOTTED LI NE 90% CONFIDENCE(l) 
Johnson (cm/Kyr) (cm/Kyr) 
0 - 1080 BP 11 8 - 14 
1030 - 2330 BP 22 14 - 32 
2330 - 4680 BP 19 13 - 29 
McCarthy 
0 - 2865 8 7 - 9 
2865 - 3623 100 86 - 143 
3623 - 7360 20 16 - 25 
(1) Including allowance for extreme deviations within vertical span 
of sample. 
Table 17 Capertee site 3 sedimentat·ion rates between dates 
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material, I would have expected McCarthy to recognise this from the 
ubiquitoua presence of backed implements, redirecting spalls and the 
general appearance of the stone industry. 
The dates from my excavation all come from square Q13 and present 
a more coherent picture. On a depth/age diagram all three lie very 
nearly on a straight line (fig. 5-,). We have seen from the 
granulom 0 tric analysis of the R13 column sample that there is no 
evidence for erosional events in the build up of the deposits in this 
area and the linearity of the depth/age curve suggests that there has 
been a uniform rate of deposition, within the limits of experimental 
error, over at least the past four and a half thousand years. The 
backplot of finds (fig. 33) shows that the older date is 'sealed' 
below a well marked concentration of artefactual material which is of 
firmly Capertian character, thus guaranteeing that it is not charcoal 
which has been dug in from a higher level perhaps belonging to the 
Bondaian. This illustrates one important use of backplots; as a means 
of detecting post-depositional disturbance. 
The transitional level between the Capertian and the Bondaian is 
enclosed by the two older datas of 2330 ± 160BP (ANU2137) and 4680 ± 
470BP CANU 2138). On the basis of line3.r interpolation, authorised by 
the discussion above, this level would date to approximately 
2500-3100BP. Combining this with the tarminus post quern of 3623BP and 
termi11us ant~ quern of 2865BP for the Caperti:ln/Bondaian transition in 
McCarthy's exc3.vations, we can state with a fair measure of certainty 
that bac!rnd implements appeared in this site at or just before 3000BP. 
Even if we ignore McCarthy's date of 3623BP for the Capertian, 
interpolation between his dates of 2865BP and 7360BP puts the 
transition at less than 4000BP, supported by the terminus post quern of 
4680BP from well down into the Capertian in my excavations. 
Richard Gillespie, Sydney University Radiocarbon Laboratory, 
kindly offered to date samples collected from a charcoal feature by 
McCarthy, as part of his study of the dating of freshwater shells. The 
feature, which McCarthy refers to as the 'macrozamia hearth', 
contained abundant charcoal, charred macrozamia sporophyll fragments 
and husks and freshwater mussel shell. It is labelled as coming from 
section 5 layer 1 (:A), and the feature 'began at 4 inches [10 cm], 
finished at 12 inches [30 cm]'. I assume therefore that the sample was 
collected from the top of the feature when first exposed, hence the 
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label 'layer 1 ', putting the sample at a depth of 4-6" (10-15 cm). 
This does not of course mean that deposits surrounding the feature at 
the sa:ne le·;el are contempor3.neous as the feature may have formed a 
pile above the surface level when it was formed. Given this proviso, 
however, the dates obtained support McCarthy's younger date (2865 ± 
57BP) and imply a much reduced rate of sediment accumulation over the 
last 1500-3000 years (fig. 5} and table 17). The three dates obtained 
from McCarthy's charcoal feature are on charcoal (1550 ± '70BP 
SUA1153), charred macrozamia sporophyll (2040 ..± 70BP SUA1165) and 
freshwater mussel shell (2285 ..± 75BP SUA1164). The first two results 
are significantly different (z = 4.9). 
Corrections for environmental effects on freshwater shell dates 
have not been established, but if they are of the same order as for 
marine shellfish, i.e. subtraction of 4-500 years from the date, 
.3UA 1164 would fal 1 roughly midway between the charcoal and sporophyl.l 
dates. On the depth/age curve (fig. 53) I have subtracted 450 years 
when plotting this date. 
Conclusion 
My excavation of the Capertee 3 site has served to verify McCarthy's 
definition and dating of the Capertian/Bondaian transition and to 
provide further information on the nature of the artefactual 
sequences. However, 1 see its more important contribution as lying in 
the fiel1 of :nethodology, and it is the methodological implications of 
my results that I wish to stress ln this section. 
As far as the sequence of the Capertee 3 site is concerned, 
occupation appears to have commenced some time before 7000BP and to 
have been accompanied by a marked increase in sedimentation rates. I 
have suggesLed that this increased sedimentation may be due to the 
effect of increas~d fire-pressure, but the verification of this 
hypothesis would require a consiclerable geomorphological and 
archaeological input. At some time shortly before 3000BP there is a 
marked change in lithic industry, characterised by a shift in l''iW 
material usage, more controlled flaking technlques giving rise to 
smaller and more elongated flakes and the proliferation of a range of 
characteristic tools, notably backed implements. Within the limits of 
the data, all these changes oc()urred together. The suite of changes 
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occurring at this time appear to coincide closely with those described 
from many other sites, ~nd hence justify the application of the widely 
used terms Core Tool and Scraper Tradition and Small Tool Tradition to 
the lower and upper industries respectively. The implications of the 
dating of the industrial change at Capertee 3 will be discussed in 
detail in the following chapter. 
The Capertee 3 sequence fits well with the picture derived from 
other sites in the Blue Moun ta ins area. The older ( Capertian) industry 
is characterised by the presence of large little retouched chunks of 
poor quality raw material.Fine grained isotropic material makes up a 
smaller proportion of the assemblage than in the succeeding Bondaian 
industry. A similar trend was apparent at Shaw's Creek and Springwood 
Creek (see chapter 3, figs. 5 and 7). As in those sites, the Bondaian 
levels at Capertee 3 are richer than the Capertian ones, although the 
difference is not as marked for the North excavation (Q12-1ll) as it is 
for the West excavation (K,L,M,N,O 20 and 21). 
At the end of the Ca?ertee sequence there is a marked fall-off in 
artefact concentrations, corresponding roughly with the last 500-1000 
years. This is the period when elouera and fabricators are common in 
the other Blue Mountains sites and these types are uncommon in the 
Capertee sequence (5 bipolar specimens, 3 'classic' eloueras and 
approximately 14 other specimens with similar use-wear). I have 
suggested that the explanation of such an 'abandonment' of the site 
may in fact lie not so much in a shift in Aboriginal exploitation of 
the area but simply in the sporadic occupation of the site, so that 
sterile or largely sterile levels may be the norm rather than the 
exception. 
If this is indeed the case for the very rich assemblage from 
Caper tee 3, then it has far reaching implications for the sparser 
assemblages found in many sites. Sterile zones need no longer be 
hiatuses of occupation (e.g. Stockton and Holland 19'71.1) and dense 
concentrations of artefacts may reflect length of stay and group 
size/composition rather than intensity of occupation of the area as a 
whole. Clearly we should put an effort into clearly defining vertical 
concentrations of material and determining whether these in fact 
represent a single visit to the site, rel:ltively :::ho rt term 
occupations stretching over a few years or decades, or longer periods 
of use and abandonment. Only if we can show that we are dealing with 
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the third situation is it possible to start discussing general trends 
in either intensity of exploitation of an area or changes in patterns 
of artefact manufacture, use or discard. If we are dealing with 
distinct occupations spanning perhaps a lifetime or less, down to a 
single visit of a few days or weeks, then we have to be much more 
cautious in seeing vertical variation as reflectlng general trends 
rather than idiosyncratic productions. My discussion of excavation 
techniques in chapter 7 goes some of the way towards suggesting 
methods which will aid in the separation of material from successive 
occupations or periods of occupation, e.g. tighter horizontal and 
~ertical control with _g_ posteriori grouping of excavation units and 
the use of bacKplots and conjoins. 
rhe Capertee 3 site shows a considerable degree of horizontal 
patterning. Throughout the history of the site the greatest 
concentration of artefacts is to be found around the dripline, with 
characterisable tools concentrating ju5t inside the dripline 
(figs. 47-52). Similar patterning has been observed by a number of 
authors (cf. above). At a smaller scale, however, horizontal 
patterning may also be event-specific, as in the case of tne 
co-occurrence of groups of similar tools (e.g. fig. 40) or the limited 
spatial distribution of artefact concentrations such as those 
appearing on the North excavation backplot (fig. 33). Such patterning 
has important implications for comparison between sites which have not 
been sampled systematically, as is generally the case. Ideally 
excavations should be set up as an explicit areal sampling procedure 
aimed at reconstructing the site population (of artefacts), but this 
will generally require extensive excavations which are at present 
difficult to justify in tne context of most Australian research 
designs. I have suggested that, pending a detailed study of horizontal 
patterning of Australian ro0kshelter sites, inter-site comparison 
should be based on equivalent parts of rocKshelters. I also feel that 
the requirements of current research orientations and the aspirations 
of future research may be best satisfied by excavation in the vicinity 
of, or outside, the drip line, leaving the interior inviolate for more 
intensiie study. Had McCarthy's excavation at Capertee 3 followed this 
suggestion we would now be in a position to obtain detailed 
information on occupation layout and faunal and vegetable remains, 
information which contributed nothing to McCarthy's study. Equally, 
McCarthy would probably have recovered a similar or larger collection 
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of lithic material on which to base his typological study. 
Probably the most important, yet largely invisible, contribution 
made by my excavation lies in the development of the recording forms, 
coding formats and computer programs described in chapters 7 and 8. It. 
was through my work on the Capertee material ~hat. I came to realise 
the importance of having a single consolidated file of axcavation 
data, rather than a number of special purpose files as I started out 
with, and of being able to update this file continuously as new data 
became availabla. Whilst I could undoubtedly have completed the 
analysis of the Capertee material by hand in a fraction of the time it 
has taken me to develop the necessary programs, I am satisfied that I 
have produced a workable and convenient system.which will allow rapid 
recording and efficient analysis of data from future excavations. 
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Introduction 
The non-methodological aims of my excavatlon at Capertee 3 
included the dating of the appearance of backed implements in the 
site, and it is to the wider implications of this dating that I wish 
to address this chapter. I shall adopt a 'fossile directeur' approach 
and look specifically at the dating of backed implements, not because 
I fe€1 !;!'::it th.is approach is necessarily the most informative but 
because it is the only approach which can currently be applied to more 
than a limited range of sites. Backed implements are one of the few 
artefact types which are consistent.ly recognised by most workers 1 • 
Equally backed implements have been the object of published 
discussions of dating which are, in my opinion, misleading and are 
widely quoted (see particularly Pearce 197Ua). 
I have no intention, in this chapter, of trying to explain why 
the changes associated with the Small Tool Tradition occur, or what is 
their significance in human terms. I am simply concerned with the 
tracing of one particular trait as a means of illustratin~ some of the 
problems of interpretation that can arise from poorly controlled data. 
In this way I shall highli~ht some of the problems with eAisting 
methods of excavation, recording and exchange of data. The role of 
chapters 7 and 8 will then be to attempt a systematisation and 
structuring of excavation and data recording methods in cognisance of 
the problems arising with the range of current methodologies. 
Backed implements as a fossile directeur 
More attention has been given to the dating of backed implements, 
specifically to their first appearance, than to any other artefact 
type on the Australian continent. Whilst this is largely a function of 
their unequivocal identification in a wide range of dated sites, it 
also reflects the implicit assumption that they are a valid fossile 
directeur of the 3mall Tool Tradition. 
I have noted in chapter 1 that the term Small Tool tradition is a 
convenient pigeon-hole which implicitly links a range of regionally 
specific lithic industries appearing within the last 7000 years and 
( 1) Although see section on Puntutjarpa for an exal!lp~e. where this is 
not the case a~d comment in chap~er 5.on the poss1b1l1ty of confusion 
between backed implements ~nd red1rect1ng spalls. 
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before 2000BP. On the other hand backed implements can be considered 
as a trait and need not necessarily be strictly associated with other 
traits considered to characterise the Small Tool Tradition. 
At Capertee 3 there was a clear break in litnic industry marked 
by changes in typology, technology and raw material usage. The 
appearance of backed implements was closely associated with this 
break. I am satisfied that, in the case of the Capertee sites backed 
implements are an effective fossile directeur of a general change in 
lithic industry. Unfortunately most site reports base their 
identification of the Core Tool and Scraper/Small Tool Tradition 
junction simply on the appearance of backed implements. In discussing 
th~ r~0~i~P ~tratigraphic relationship between the appearance of 
backed implements and otner changes in the lithic industries, we are 
often hampered by small assemblages or occupational disturbance. Where 
obeervations have been made, they have so far tended to confirm that, 
in Small Tool Tradition industries primarily characterised by backed 
implements, the appearance of backed implements correlates with other 
changes in lithic industry. My working hypothesis is therefore that, 
in areas where backed implements are a significant element of Small 
Tool Tradition as:semblages, backed implements can be used as a fossile 
directeur for the Core Tool and Scraper/Small Tool transition. A 
corollary of tnis hypothesis is that, barring several independent 
inventions of backed implements, the Small Tool fradition is a 
coherent phenomenon within the area in which backed implements are its 
dominant type. 
Dating of the appearance of backed implements 
The first detected appearance of backed implements on the 
Australian continent is conventionally considered to lie in the range 
5-6000BP (e.p;. Glover 1957:1125, Pearce 1974a:300, Dortch 1975:59, 
Jones 19'i5:21, McCarthy 197'7:255, l'1ulvaney 1978:0, McBryde 1978:1). 
Pearce (1974a) has attempted to detect chronological clines in the 
appearance of backed implements across the continent and stresses that 
'the earliest dates so far recorded are in New .South Wales' 
(ibid.: 305). This view has recently been quoted by White and 0 'Connell 
(1979:26), though these authors point out that Stockton (1917) has 
raised doubts on the four oldest dates. My confirmation of McCarthy's 
late (approximately 30JOBP) dating of the appearance of backed 
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implements at Capertee Site 3 throws new doubt on the earlier dates 
from this area. It focusses attention on the plethora of dates for 
backed implements within the last 3-4000 years and the paucity of 
dates before this time. 
Pearce's 1974 article attempts, in my opinion, to squeeze too 
much out of the data available. It does this by making the uncritical 
assumption that the reported associations of lithic material with the 
C14 determinations are entirely correct. We have only ~o look at the 
problematical C14 reversals or inconsistencies at sites such as 
Puntutjarpa (Gould 1977) or Graman Site 1 (McBryde 1968, 1974) to be 
cautioned against such uncritical assumptions. I shall start, 
therefore, by looking at some of the critical questions we must ask 
when assessing the dating of backed implements (or other traits) and 
the sorts of uncritical assumptions that are commonly made. 
The problem of association 
The commonest, and in my opinion most misleading, assumption to 
be found in the literature is that a date derived from an excavated 
spit dates artefacts found in that spit. This assumption arises, I 
believe, from the subconscious equation of spits with geological 
strata. Such an equation is only permissible where geological strata 
can be followed, which is rarely the case in Australian sites, or 
where well marked concentrations of artefacts at particular levels can 
be followed on backplots and related to relatively short-term 
occupations of the site. This problem of stratigraphic integrity has 
seen recognised by some authors who have been at pains to stress 
association of dated m':lterial and artefacts within a feature or a 
limited horizontal distance (e.g. Gould 1968:175, Stockton and Holland 
1974:40, McBryde 1963:95,90). 
~ven if stratigraphic integrity of individual spits can be 
ensured (and in practice 1 suspect that the best we can hope for, 
under normal circumstances, is that our spit boundariP.s should lie 
within ± 5 cm of an isochronic surface) sedimentation rate in most 
Australian rockshelter sites is slow, of the order of 10-20 cm per 
thousand years for many sandstone rockshelter sites (table 18) and in 
some cases as low as 2-5 cm per thousand years. A 5 cm spit with 5 cm 
deviations from stratigraphic integrity may therefore incorporate 
Yrs BP 
Site cm/K~r From To 
Capertee 3 16 2330 0 
19 4680 2330 
20 7360 3623 
100 3623 2865 
Noola 17 12550 5320 
Abercrombie 110 1170 0 
Laps tone -v37 3650 z300 
Springwood W 14 2930 0 
9 2930 615 
11 6050 2930 
23 8730 6050 
Bobadeen 13 5150 0 
Millbrodale 20 630 0 
13 1410 630 
Sandy Hollow 46 1300 0 
24 1300 530 
Macdonald R. 19 5820 2370 
Burrill L. 4 5320 1660 
3.5 12450 5320 
-v65 midden 1660 0 
Currarong I 11 3790 1990 
45 midden 1990 0 
Currarong II 11 5540 3250 
26 3250 1150/1620 
Jervis Bay 173 midden -v1240 -v760 
Bass Point 2.2 3490 17010 
20 0 3490 
35 0 985 
15 985 3490 
Clybucca 3 33 4260 3360 
41 4260 5120 
Sassafras I 11 0 1695 
29 1695 3090 
39 3090 3770 
Puntutjarpa 4.5 4010 10170 
Hypothesis A 105 0 435 
Puntutjarpa 10 0 6740 
Hypothesis B 15.5 6740 10170 
Frorrun's 112 57 0 3240 
180 3240 4055 
Fromm's 116 46 0 2950 
274 2950 3450 
Northcl if fe 11 3080 6780 
Skew Valley 36 2320 3320 
66 3090 3700 
Table 18 Sedimentation rates for selected archaeological sites 
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materials spanning a thousand years or more. 
In addition several authors, e.g. Matthews (1965), Stockton 
(1973, 1977a, in press), Hughes and Lampert (1977), have pointed out 
that artefacts may move up or down through 'treadage and scuffage', 
animal disturbance or site maintenance. Stockton in particular 
predicts that smaller artefacts will tend to sink relative to larger 
ones ~md charcoal, although only one experimental test has been 
published and this is of a rather rudimentary nature (Stockton 
1973: 116). However, even in this short (1 day) test, small artefacts 
moved as much as 10 cm downwards through the effects of treadage and 
scuffage alone. 
The outlook may now look rather gloomy as far as the accurate 
dating of lithic industries or particular traits is concerned. However 
we can get around some of these problems, first of all by choosing the 
right sorts of sites and secondly by careful controls on the 
depositional and post-depositional history of the deposits and of the 
artefacts they contain. 
The best sites for dating purposes are either single occupation 
sites (generally open air C3.mp-sites), sit•2!s in which individual 
short-term occupations can be distinguished (open camp-sites or 
infrequently occupied rockshelters) or sites in which the deposits 
have built up rapidly and/or where the matrix has hindered vertical 
displacement of artefacts. Many middens are prime examples of the 
latter type of site, as has been pointed out by Hughes and Lampert 
(1977:135). 
Control on the depositional and post-depositional history of the 
deposits and ar te f3.c tual material involves not only careful 
observation of the stratigraphy, detection of signs of disturbance and 
sedimentological analysis of the matrix, but also tight control on the 
proven :rnce of artefacts including observation of 
concentrations of artefacts (e.g. by the use of backplots) and 
reconstruction of objects broKen in antiquity (conjoins). This control 
can give valuable clues as to whether vertical displacement of 
material has occurrej, as well as helping to tie up the stratigr~pny 
across a site lacking perfect geological markers. 
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A third appro1ch to refining dating estimates for particular 
traits is by critical assessment of dating from a number of sites. 
This approach is particularly applicable to a situation such as the 
dating of the appearance of backed implements, because there is one 
obvious and predictable bias which is likely to occur in this case; 
whether or not Stockton (19(3) is right in predicting that smaller 
artefacts will tend to sink, the backed implement industries are 
cnaracterised by small, positively identifiable artefacts, whilst the 
underlying industries lack such distinctive traits. Any form of 
post-depositional disturbance or stratigraphic uncertainty is likely 
to cause backed implements and, by extension, the backed implement 
facies of the Small Tool Tradition, to creep insidiously back in time. 
This tendency may in addition be accentuated by a natural desire on 
the part of archaeologists to find th~ oldest occurrence of any trait 
which will encourage the acceptance of an old, but not unreasonably 
old, date at face value. 
When looking for the first appearance of backed imple,nents in an 
area we should therefore be looking not so much for the earliest 
assemblage containing backed implements but for the latest assemblage 
without them (with the proviso that this assemblage must be 
sufficiently large to exclude the possibility that the absence is due 
to sampling). !he dating of this assemblage will then provide a 
terminu§. post_ guem for archaeologic3.l visibillli of backed implements. 
This does not necessarily mean that backed implements did not exist 
before this date, but does imply that, if they did exist, they were 
very scarce and/or were discarded in different types of sites from tne 
ones excav~ted. However the ubiquitous appearance of backed implements 
in all sites dating between approximately 3000-1000BP, and their 
sudden appearance as an important component of the assemblage where a 
transition from a pre-backed implement industry can be observed, 
argues for a sharp introduction rather than a slow gain in popularity. 
Where backed implements occur they appear to be well established by 
about 2000BP before declining towards the present, so I would 
therefore suggest that large assemblages lacking backed implements and 
older than about 2000BP, pre-date the appearance of backed implements 
in the area in which the site is situated. 
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Distribution of C14 dates through time 
Given our premise that backed implements will tend to spread back 
in dating from their true date of appearance, what sort of pattern of 
distribution of dates would we expect? I would argue that numerous 
dates associated witn backed implements would be younger than or as 
old as their introduction, whilst a small scatter of dates would lie 
in the millennia preceding their true date of introduction. Similarly 
no dates post-dating the introduction of backed implements should be 
associated ~ith large assemblages lacking backed implements. This 
pattern should of course only apply within a limited area if, as may 
well be the case, the introduction of backed implements is not 
simultaneous across the continent. 
Mulvaney (1978) has plotted a histogram of dates which are 
claimed to be associated with backed implements. I have adapted this 
histogram in fig. 54. This clearly shows a drop in number of 
determinations occuring at about 4000BP. Mulvaney found only nine 
dates older than ll,500BP 'associated' with backed blades (sic) and 
five dates between 4000 and 4500 BP, compared with 17 or more dates 
for each 500 year interval from 4000BP to 500BP. In addition we should 
note that a number of 'pre- backed implement' dates occur up to as 
late as 2500BP (see below). 
The pattern observed would fit well with the hypothesis of a 
spread of dates back in time from a 'true' date for the appearance of 
backed implements in the 3000-4500BP range. On the other hand it can 
be argu0d that the drop in dates for backed implements simply reflects 
a drop in overall number of dates, perhaps associated with the 
effective limits for preservation of datable material in sandstone 
rockshelters. However the drop is not apparent in dates said to be 
associated with pre-backed implement industries. I have not been able 
to produce a comparable histogram for pre- backed implement dates 
because many dates are associated with small assemblages which, by 
virtue of their s~mple size, cannot positively be stated as preceding 
the appearance of backed implements. 
As Stockton (1977) has pointed out, dates claimed to be 
associated with baclrnd implements appear to f::i.11 into two distinct 
groups, those younger than about 4500BP and those older than about 
5000BP. The latter group includes one or two for which the dating is 
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Fig. 54 Distribution of Cl!~ dates 'associated' with backed implements 
based on interpolation 
Northcliffe). Initially 
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rather than direct association (e.g. 
I shall review the first category of dates, 
placing particular emphasis on sites for which a dated assemblage 
lacking backed implements is followed by one containing them. Later in 
the chapter I will take a critical look at the scatter of older dates 
to determine whether their stratigraphic credentials are sufficiently 
firm either to contradict the evidence of more recent dates from the 
same areri, to suggest simultaneity of industries with and witnout 
backed implements in the same area, or to suggest a wide spread in 
dating for different parts of the continent. 
NEW 30UTH WALES 
Capertee 3itc 3 
Backed implements appear sharply between a date of 3623 ± 59BP 
(V34) and 2365 ± 57BP (V33) in McCarthy's excavations and between 
dates of 2330 ± 150BP (ANU213f) and 4680 ± 450BP (ANU21j8) in my 
excavations. On linear interpolation the first appearance of backed 
implements for both excavations occurs at around 3000BP. A full 
discussion of the dating appears in chapter 5. 
The pre- backed implement Capertian industry is represented by a 
large assemblage (34'( tools for McCarthy's excavation, 14,000 lithic 
artefacts including 39 tools from my excav3.tions) and contains no 
backed implements. The o~erlying Bondaian industry (892 tools from 
McCarthy's excavation, 13,000 lithic artefacts including 341 tools 
from my excavations) contained numerous backed implements (McCarthy 
339, Johnson 191 ). A similar situation was found in McCarthy's poorer 
Caper tee Site 1 excavation (undated), although a few backed implements 
were found in thP. Capertian asseinblage from this site and their 
presence was attributed to the faunal cavities observed. 
The consistent dating from two separate excavations, together 
with the large assemblage sizes and lack of even sporadic backed 
implements in the Capertlan assemblage makes Capertee Site 3 one of 
the firmest datings available for the appearance of backed implements. 
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Curracurrang ICU5/-
fourteen radiocarbon dates are available from this site, but it 
has only received sketchy publication in tne form of 'Interim Reports' 
(Megaw 1955, 1966, 1967, Megaw and Nippard 1966). The stratigraphy is 
described as tripartite, consisting of a basal sand, a 'darK 
blaci<-brown unctuous soil rich in c:i.rbon' and a c:ipping of 'ligntly 
pacKed midden'. Under the shelter these layers are approximately 45, 
37 and 60 cm thick, respectively, but they change character and thin 
out down the slope outside the dripline. No stratigraphic diagram has 
been published, which renders assessment of the dates difficult. The 
only quantitative information on the lithic industries is given by 
Gluver (in >!egaw 1966) who gives counts for backed implements: 
Elouera Other backed 
Midden 51 63 
Midden - Black 26 53 
Bl2ck ( = 'Bondai:in') 71 329 
Black-Yellow 10 61 
Yellow 0 9 
(Total yield of •waste' flakes approximately 30,000.) 
No mention is made of the black-yellow layer in the brief 
stratigr<>phic description, so I presume that tl-Jis is a mottled zone 
associated with the reduction in organic carbon from higher levels in 
the 'bl3cK' to lower levels in the 'yellow'. A simllar mottled zone is 
r,ommon in m:i.ny sites (e.g. Capertee 3ite 3). As far as one can make 
out, the 'yellow' layer corresponds with a pre-backed blade industry 
si~1ila r to McCarthy's Cape rt ian (Meg aw 195 7: 28), and tne 'black' layer 
is considerer1 as Bondaian. Dates for tlie Bondaian range from 
3110 ± 90BP (GaK689) through 1580 ± 130 (GaK481), 2110 ± 90 (GaK896), 
2230 ± 80 (GaK995) to 2360 ± 90BP (GaK66SJ reported as basal. The 
Capertlan/Bondaian transition is dated to 2150 ± 190 bP (111j5), 
whilst the Capertian is dated to 2500 ± 400BP (GaK393b), 3000 + 120BP 
(GaK394b) and 3880 ± 150 (GaK394a). The Capertian dates are based on 
widely scattered charco31 and can therefore only be taken as giving a 
general order of antiquity. 
Whilst the CurraJurrang dates Jannot be interpreted in terms of a 
precise date for the appear>nce of backed implements, in view of the 
wide standard deviations, minor reversals and general lack of 
strati~raphic information, they seem to indicate a d:i.te somewhere in 
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the range ~OOO-j500BP. It is unfortun;;ite that such an important and 
extensively excavated site, with reportedly clear stratigraphy, has 
not been published. 
Bass Point 
A considerable number of C14 dates (26) are 
site and form a consistent depth/age series 
available for this 
(Bowdler 1970, Hughes 
1977). The stratigraphy consists of, from t.op to bottom, an upper 
midden and lower midden (distinguished on the basis of shell types), 
grey sand and white sand. Bowdler (1970 and pers. comm.) describes the 
grey sand as containing Bondaian-type material, although backed 
implements are rare, and obtained a date of 2975 ± 145BP (ANU535) near 
the base of this layer. On Hughes' (1977: fig. 5. iO) depth/age curves 
the grey sand/white sa~d transition interpolates to just under 4000BP, 
bur. this curve ignores a date of 31190 ± 100BP (N3W 69) from the white 
sand. The industry from the white sand is described as amorphous and 
made on poor quality raw materials (Bowdler 1970, Hughes pers. comm.). 
Bass Point, like Curracurrang but for different reasons, is not 
on its own solid evidence for the absence of backed implements before 
4000BP. The dating depends on the identification of a 'Bondai3.n' 
industry, elsewhere known to be associated with numerous backed 
implements but here too poor to contain more than a handful. If we 
accept the identification of this industry and its relationship with 
the stratigraphy reported, Bass Point indicates the appear:i.ncc of the 
Bondai~n backed implement industry at around 3000-4000 years ago, moat 
probably in the range 3000-3500BP. 
Connection Creek I 
Unlike the previous sites, Connection Creek I docs not cont:i.in a 
b:i.ckej implement industry. Seven dates, ranging from 4850 ± 160BP 
(GaK245B on shell) to 3340 ± 100BP (S0A395/2 on shell) indicate a 
rapid buildup of midden m:i.teri:i.l. Conn:i.h (1975:29) notes that 'backed 
bl:i.des were conspicuously absent', although the assemblage only 
comprises a few thousand artefacts (Connah, pers.comm.) The lacK of 
more recent levels, which elsewhere in the area cont3in backed 
implements, c3n be explained in terms of changes in the local 
environment (Coleman 1978, Connah 1975). 
','• 
Although there is some conflict and reversal between shell and 
charcoal dates from the site, only one date lies substantially outside 
(older than) the range 3000-3900BP (after correction of the shell 
dates). Three shell dates lie, after correction, at around 3000BP 
whilst charcoal dates from the same levels range from 3400-3800BP. 
Pending more detailed publication and assessment of the dating, this 
site appears to indicate the absence of backed implements in the area 
until some time after 3400BP. 
CENTRAL QUEENSLAND 
Kenniff Cave 
Mulvaney's classic excavation at Kenniff Cave (Mulvaney and Joyce 
196~) yielded a consistent series of radiocarbon dates for the last 
5000 years. A small number (21) of backed implements (geometric 
microliths, Bondi points and 'miscellaneous microlithic retouch') were 
found between 2' (50 cm) and 3 1 (90 cm) below the surface, dated 
between 23::io-31rnoBP from the dflpth/age curve. Five elouera, together 
with Pirri points (9) and Juan knives (7) were recovered between 3' 
(90 cm) J.nd 4' (120 cm) below the surface, dating between 3400 and 
ll600BP. Bet.ween 11 1 (120 cm) and 4 1 5" (H5 cm) below the surface 
(estimated date 5100BP), at which point there is a disconformity in 
the sediments, a similar density of artefactual material yielded none 
of these distinctive tool types. Backed implements (elouera), together 
with ocher 'Small Tools' or hafted tools, appear to date from 
approximately 4600BP in this site. 
At the nearby site of The Tombs, one b:oicked implement came from a 
depth of 47 - 51" (113-127 cm), below a date at 38 - 42" (95-105 cm) 
of 3SOO ± g~BP (NPL31) which dates a level with a similar industry to 
from 51 - 81" 
the 'hafted' phase at Kenniff Cave. 
Tne levels 
(127-203 cm) were sterile, and a d"lte of 9410 ± 
100BP (NPL64) was 
obtained from an occupation level at 31 - 84" 
(203-210 cm) depth. 
Native Well 1 
Morwood (1979) obtained charcoal dates of 4230 ± 90BP (ANU2171) 
and 4320 ± 90BP (ANU2003) from the base of a well defined occupation 
level containing backed implements and pirri points and separ~ted by 
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relatively sterile deposits from levels without backed implements or 
pirri points dated to 6190 ± 100 (ANU2001). 
Other sites in Central Queensland 
Beaton (1977) claims that a number of sites were first occupied 
rtpproximately 4000-3500 years ago and that these occupations were 
associated with backed implements. At Cathedral Cave the oldest date 
is 3560 ± 80BP (ANU1762) from a depth range of 135-150 cm (estimated 
from depths given for column sample) in excavation zones 1-3. A second 
date of 3330 ± 80BP (ANU1764) was obtained from a depth of 135 cm 
(estimated from stratigraphic drawing) in excavation zone 7 1 derived 
from a hearth. The occupation deposits are underlain by waterborn 
deposits or rockfall. At Rainbow Cave a similar date of 3600 ± 100BP 
(ANU1521) is reported as near basal from a depth of 40 cm, although 
the tool counts show the excavation zone in question as extending to 
the 50-55 cm spit. At Wanderer's Cave a date of 4.)20 ± BOBP (ANU1522) 
was obtained from between 5 and 10 cm above bedrock. 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
The Murray Valley sit~s (Devon Downs and Fromm's Landing) provide 
ideal dating conditions owing to the well defined stratigraphies and 
rapid build-up of sediments (Fromm's Landing 6: 270 cm/KYr from 3450 
to 2950BP, iromm's Landing 2: 180 cm/Kyr from 4055 to 32qoBP, Devon 
Dovms: approximately 100 cm/Kyr over the last 4000 years). 
Unfortunately lithic artefacts, including backed implements, are 
scarce. At Fromm's Landing shelter 2 a total of 8 geometric microliths 
appear in levels 10-3, dated to 4~50 ± 100BP (R456/1), 4055 ± 85BP 
(P311) and 3131 ± B5BP (P309) respectively. At shelter 6, one 
geometric microlith came from level 16, dated to 3450 ± 90BP (NPL 63). 
At Devon Downs, several 'microliths' are claimed from levels X to VI 
(level IX is d&ted to 4250 ± 130BP (L2'71E)), but Mulvaney has examined 
these specimens and S'lYS that they are not backed implements 
(1960:75), whilst one backed implement from layer Vlll was not 
recognised as such in the 1930 excav::ition. 
The Murray valJ.ey sites, notably Fromm's Landing shelter 2, point 
to the presence of backed implements, primarily of the 'geometric' 
variety, .at or before 4000BP. The rapid buildup of sediments, visible 
., 
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stratigraphy and consistent dating of shelter 2 renders this dating 
practically incontrovertible. The backed implements are accompanied by 
similar numbers of pirri points at Fromm's shelter 2 and more numerous 
pirri points at Devon Downs, thus firmly placing the appearance of 
this type at or before 4000BP. Specimens identified as adze flakes 
appear from about 4000BP (Fromm's shelter 2 level 8, Devon Downs level 
VIII) and become common by Fromm's shelter 2 level 6 and Devon Downs 
level VII, appearing to be in inverse relationship with pirri points 
and backed implements which are largely restricted to the lower levels 
(Fromm's 3helter 2, levels 8-10, Devon Down's levels VIII-X). Mulvaney 
(1960:74-5) sees this transition as reflecting an increasing emphasis 
on wood-working at the expense of specialised stone working, rather 
than the distinct cultures claimed by rindale (1957). 
WE~TERN AUSTRALIA 
Backed implements have been reported from a number of sites in 
Western Australia. Unfortunately they are re la ti vely uncommon so that 
it is difficult to date their first appearance. 
At Walyunga (Pearce 1977, 1978) backed implements first appear in 
spit 14 dated to 3220 ± 100BP (3UA508), but there are only 275 
artefacts between this spit and spit 19, dated to 6135 ± 150BP 
(SUA509). The period 6000-3000BP is also characterised by a marked 
drop in sedimentation rate: 35 cm/Kyr from 8000-6135BP, 9 cm/Kyr from 
6135-j220BP, 22 cm/Kyr from 3220-1330BP. 'Flat adzes' also appear at 
around the same time as backed implements (spit 15). A change in 
lithic raw materials, interpreted in terms of submergence of raw 
material sources by rising sea level, occurs between spit 17 and spit 
16, the former dated to 4550 ± 150BP (SUA63)). 
At Frieze Cave (Hallam 1972) basal levels containing two backed 
implements were dated to 3090 ± 240BP (ANU8j0). Insufficient published 
information is avail~ble to assess this date. 
Backed implements were found at some 'ime after 4500BP in two 
sites excavated by Bill Ferguson (pers. comm.) in SW Australia. At the 
Dunsborough axe site near Cape Naturnliste, seven backed implements 
were found 3bove 50 cm below datum and a charcoal sample from 50-55 cm 
gave a date of 453~ ± ~OBP (3UAS36). At the Kalgan Hall site near 
Albany five backed implements were found between 50 and 90 cm below 
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datum, and a charcoal sample from 70-80 cm gave a date of 3825 ± 90BP 
(SUA1J12). In both sites the artefactual material continuzd well below 
the dated sample, so the backed implements appear within a sequence 
and are absent, within the limits of sampling, from levels preceding 
the datss given. 
Lorblanchet (in prep.) found 29 backed implements in his 
excavation of a shell midden at Skew Valley near Dampier. Fifteen 
backed implements were found between dates of 2320 ± 80BP (ANU1B38) 
and 3j2Q ± 90BP (ANU1837), and another nine above the more recent 
date. Four backed implements were found in a second, smaller, 
excavated area, three of them between dates of 3460 ± 90BP (ANU1845) 
and 3700 ± 90Bf' (ANU 1834) and one above the more recent date. All 
these dates are shell dates and form a consistent dating series, with 
sedimentation rates of 35 cm/Kyr for the larger excavation and 
65 cm/Kyr for the smaller one, the latter being towards the middle and 
the former near the edge of the midden mound. Given the consistency of 
the dating, rapid sedimentation, shell matrix and care with which the 
excavation was carried out, 3kew Valley places backed implements at a 
little o~er 3000BP (after correction of shell dates as suggested by 
GiUespie and Temple 1966). Unfortunately we cannot be positive about 
their absence before thi~ time owing to the small sample size. 
In the Ord river valley Dortch (1977) has excavated assemblages 
containing somewhat atypical backed implements dating to about the 
last three thousand years. The underlying industry lacks these backed 
implements. The earlier industry is dated to 2980 ± 95BP (3UA142) at 
Miriwun, whilst the later industry is dated to 3550 ± 100BP (GaK1767) 
at Pincombe Range and 3110 ± 35 (SUA56) at Kununurra. Dortch 
(ibii.: 110) regards the date from Pincombe Range as dating an early 
part of the upper industry, but the date overlies one of 2660 ± 90BP 
(GaK176'3) and both were collected from an unpublished test excavation 
carried out in the early 1950's. If we therefore disregard this older 
date, the dates from ~iiriwun and Pincombe R3.nge appear to place the 
industri~l transition at around 3000BP, with dates for both industries 
lying within one standard deviation of one another. 
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VICTvRIA 
Yanakie 
A date of 3480 ± 90BP (GaK970) is described as dating the 
earliest backed implements in site 9A and a date of 3920 ± 90BP 
(GaK968) is described as dating the uppermost occupation level at Site 
11 (Coutts 1967a). The 13tter site is said to contain backed 
implements, but I was unable to assess this date from the detailed 
analysis of the site (Coutts 1957b). 
EARLY DATES FuR BACKED IMPLEMENTS 
Dates older than 5000BP and claimed to be associated with backed 
implements, have been obtained from the following sites: 
Burrill Lake 5320 .± 150 (ANU335) 
Neola 5320 
.± 90 (V36) 
Graman Site 5450 ± 100 (GaKB06) 
Bobadeen 5150 ± no (ANU287) 
Macdonald River 5820 ± 110 (SUA 554) 
Puntutjarpa 6710 ± 125 (15475) 
Swansea Channe 1 7530 .± 140 ( SUA 421 ) 
In addition, at the Northaliffe site in Western Australia, backed 
implements lie not far above a date of 6780 .± 120BP (SUA379) and below 
a date of 30~0 .± 75BP (ANU11i1). 
Burrill L:i.ke 
The date of 5320 ± 150BP (ANU335) from Burrill Lake, described by 
Lampert (1971 :9) as 'Bondaian; earliest backed blades at site', is 
often quoted as a reli<'lble d:i.te for the appe.arance of backed 
implements (e.~. ~1lvaney 1978). This may partly be due to the fact 
that Burrill Lake is one of the best presented publications of an 
Austr3.lian Sit<) documenting the appear:i.nce of the 3mall Tool 
Tradition, and because the presence of shell material during the 
buildup of deoosits is argued as preventing occupational disturbance 
(Lampert and Hughes 1977). lt is my opinion that the Burrill Lake date 
does not tell us anythi~~ about the dating of backed implements in the 
site. 
<I 
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The date of 5320 ± 150BP comes from the middle of spit 3 at a 
depth of 56 cm. Spit 3 contains a total of five backed implements 1 It 
does not follow the trend of the visible strati~raphy either above or 
below it (they are different) and at one point it is in contact with 
the midden layer of spit 1, which is stratigraphically above a date of 
1660 ± 70BP (ANU1j9). Thus the backed implements from spit 3 need be 
no older than a couple of thousand years. 
Noola 
The Noola site is nnother 'classic' site which has only received 
'preliminary' publication (Tindale 1961). In the absence of 
strati~raphic sections or tabulation of the assemblage collected it is 
very hard to assess the reported date of 5320 ± 90BP (V3o). My 
excavation (chapter 4) showed that the layers containing backed 
implements had been stripped from the area surrounding Tindale's 
trench, so no verification of the dating is possible. The date, which 
comes from a depth of 25" (62 cm), is from a hearth below a large siab 
of rock fallen from the roof. 'Mlcroliths' are said to die out soon 
after (i.~. below) the rock slab, but Stockton (1977a:51) has pointed 
out that Tindale's usage cf microliths does not restrict the term to 
backed implements (see also M.tlvaney 1960:76). 1 have pointed out in 
chapter 4 that the sterile band which Tindale claims as separating the 
pre-mi~ro~ithic and microlithic levels, dates to around 7-~000BP, i.e. 
ll-5000 years before the appearance of backed implements 30 km away on 
the same river system in Capertee site 3, This band therefore lies 
within the earlier industry rather than between the two industries, 
and this conclusion calls into doubt fiodale's assessment of the 
relationship between the 5320BP date and his upper industry. I tnink 
we are therefore bound to reject the association between the Neola 
date and backed implements until such time as further information 
allows it to be assessed. 
( 1) Spit j is 
tr en en. fhe 
from 6CJ cm to 
sedimentation 
15 cm thick and ~xtends fo~ at leas~ Gm .in .a 
stratigr3~hic ~ni~ c9ntaining spit 5 var1es in 
1~5 cm thick within jffi along the trench, and 
rate is around 4 cm per 1000 years. 
1m wide 
thickness 
the mean 
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Macdonald riiver 
This site gave a date of 5820 ± 110BP (SUA564) and is described 
as 'Bondaian throughout' in a preliminary note on the site (Moore 
1975). ln the final report (Moore in press) this date is described as 
coming from a depth of 46-50" (115-125 cm) in basal sterile sand in 
spit 10. The lowest backed implements are two from spit 9 1 below a 
date of 23'(0 .± 100BP (SUA387) from 21-24" (53-60 cm) in spit 5, In a 
second eKcavated area (square BB and CC) the base of the deposits is 
dated to 3550 ± 110BP (SUA676) on sc~ttered charcoal from spits B-10. 
Bobadeen 
At Bobadeen (Moore 1970) four backed implements were reco11ered 
from the lowest two levels (7 and 8) out of a total of 519 for the 
whole site. Tool concentrations fall from approKimately 220 tools per 
cub1c metre in levels 3, 4 and 5 to 75 in level 5, 30 in level 7 and 
12 in level 8. Two dates were obt3.ined for le·.;el 7, "750 ± 120BP 
(ANU124) from the whole thickness of the level, i.e. 25-30" (62-75 cm) 
and 5150 .± 170BP (ANU287) from the top 2" (5 cm) of the le11el, i.e. 
25-26" (52-55 cm). 
The marked decline in artefact densities in the two lowest levels 
may well be evidence of downward spread of artefacts into nearly 
sterile levels from the rich levels overlyin~ them, although this 
suggestion is unsubstantiated. More importantly, the two and a half 
thousand year difference between dates from the same spit clearly 
illustrates the difficulties of dating assemblages in sandstone 
rockshelters with low sedimentation rates and loose deposits. In such 
a situation, vertical movement or stratigraphic uncertainty of the 
order of a few centimetres could result in false association of 
material separated by one or two thousand years. I therefore feel that 
the Bobadeen dates are very inconclusive evidence. 
Swansca Channel 
No report h~s yet been published on thls site, but several dates 
have been published (Gillespie and Temple 1975, 19'71, 1979). Dates of 
1955 .± 90BP (SUA2j8c - charcoal), 2590 ± 90BP (SUA238sl - shell) and 
2480 ± 90BP (SUA 238s2 - shell) were obtained from the surface of the 
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midden (0-4 cm) and a date of 2080 ± 100BP (SUA322) is reported from 
charcoal associated with a cremated skeleton. However at a dep~h of 
24-29 cm a date of 7530 .± 140BP (3UA421) is reported, and the comment 
is made that this is surprisingly early for a level with a backed 
implement industry. 
Until the site report appe3rs we cannot assess this date. Howe~er 
it is worth noting that, for substantiation, the association between 
backed implements and the dated sample will require very clear 
stratigraphic: credentials (e.g. common association within clearly 
marked occupational lenses) in view of the very low rate of 
accumulation between the 7500 and 2000 year old dates (approximately 
4 cm/Kyr - note that this may. represent two phases of occupation and 
sediment accumulation separated by five and a half thousand years, 
rather than a steady but very slow buildup). 
Graman Site 1 
This site presents a rather puzzling situation. The deposits were 
divided into two stratigraphic levels in each of two unconnected 
trenches, the upper level being grey, presumably rich in organic 
matter, and the lower level being light coloured. These levels gave 
m:;irkedly different dates from the two trenches. Trench 2 gave a 
consistent series of dates: 2040 ± 70BP. (GaK1197) for level I, 
2750 ± S5BP (ANU54) for level II spit 1 and 3950 ± 80BP (GaK1183) for 
level Il spit 2. Trench 1 gave dates of 4540 ± 100BP (GaK805) for 
level I 3nd 51~50 ± 100BP (GaK806) for level !l spit 2. Backed 
implements occurred within the same spit :;ind trench zone (5' square) 
as each of the dates. The deposits within the shelter appear (from the 
drawn section) to be approximately two feet in depth. 
The marked difference in dating between the two trenches can 
probably be explained in terms of lack of stratigraphic continuity 
between the trenches or between the are:;i inside tne shelter (dates for 
trench 1) and the area out side (dates for trench 2). There is no 
guarantee that colour changes represent true stratigraphic boundaries, 
particularly when passing from a sheltered environment to deposits 
exposed on or in front of the dripline. The dates obtained from trench 
2 fit well with those for backed implement assembla~es from other 
sites in the area. Those in trench 1 on the other hand appear rather 
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old, al though the more recent date, 4Ei40BP, is within a few hundred 
years of estimates from sites such as Kenniff Cave and Fromm's Landing 
2. What is particularly surprising about the d::ites from trench 1 is 
the fact that sedimentation must have been rapid (of the order of 
30 cm/Kyr) from 5450BP-4640BP, and must then have practically ceased 
for the following four and a half thousand years in which less than 
15 cm of deposits accumulated, at a time when deposits and occupation 
debris were still accumulating in the are::i covered by trench 2. 
The most economical explanation of the anomalies observed may lie 
in animal or hum=m disturbance bringing older charcoal closer to the 
surface in the fairly shallow, loose, dry and sandy deposl~s of the 
rockshelter, whilst the (presumably) more compact deposits outside the 
shelter have built up progressively. If this explanation is correct, 
the backed implements associated with the dates within the shelter may 
in fact be considerably younger than the dated material. It is perhaps 
worth noting that McBryde ( 1908: 81) observed s progressive decrease in 
srtefact numbers with depth, a situation th~t might be expected if a 
rich assembla~e with backed implements was being mixed into an 
underlying poorer and less characteristic assemblage with older 
charcoal. 
Puntutjarpa 
Puntut,jarpa is another and more serious case of inconsistent 
dating. Ever since the publication of Gould's preliminary report 
(1959a), this site has appeared in the literature as representing an 
early appearance of backed implements and composite tool elements 
normally associ::ited with the '3mall Tool Tradition' (e.g. Gould 
1959b:2)4, though see Glover and Lampert 1969:22!1-5 and Mulvaney 
1973:6 for a cautious rejection of Gould's typology). Now that a more 
detailed report has appeared (Gould 1977) lt becomes possible to maKe 
a more concrete assessment of this site. 
The full report covers both the initial, highly criticised 
excavation (viewed as a •test trench' by Gould (1969a, b, 1977) and as 
an extensive and poorly executed excavation by Glover and Lampert 
(1969)) and the subsequent major field season. The test trench was 
approximately 1j square metres in area, and was excavated by 6" 
( 15 cm) spits and not sieved. Subsequent excavations covered nearly 30 
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square metres, employing 3" (7.5 cm) or 5" (15 cm) spits and a 1/4" 
(6 mm) dry sieving procedure. 
The dates obt:iined are, with two exceptions, plotted on fig. 56. 
The depths below surface used on this diagram are derived from Gould's 
stratigraphic relationship diagram (1977:fig. 34). The two dates 
omitted are 3810 ± 160BP (!3389) (considered by Gould (ibid.:60) as 
contaminated si.nce it came from well below five other older dates and 
is said to be stratigraphically equivalent to a date of 10,170 ± 230BP 
(15319)), and 3840 ± 105BP (!5321) derived from an extension of the 
main shelter (the 'west cave') which was not included in Gould's 
strati.graphic correlations. The remaining dates still show a major 
reversal, I5476 (4010 ± 105BP) being 2700 years younger and 3 •strata' 
(3" (7,5 cm) levels) lower down than 154'75 (6710 ± 125BP) and 1338'/ 
(6740 ± 120BP). This reversal is attributed to •stirring of fill 
within each natural level caused by wind and reuse of the cave by the 
inhabitants [so 1 these dates can be t:iken as pro•iding 3 general 
indication of the age of the middle levels of the foature 4 soil 
unit ... ' (i.bi.1.:SO). A less benevolent view of this reversal and the 
aberrant dating of I33~9, might suggest that the site poses serious 
stratigraphic problems which have not been resolved by the excavators, 
possibly involving rapid buildup and scouring of sand lenses 
(ibi.d.:56,63) and/or modification of the surface by people or animals. 
Where, then, does this leave the dating of the site? Clearly 
there is a problem of strati~raphic integrity, but I have attempted to 
re~onstruct a possible depositional history of the site in fig. 56 
(hypothesis A). 15320 (435 .± 90BP) at a depth of 17-19" (43-47 cm) in 
the middle of the 'upper rockfall' suggests a period of rapid 
deposition 0·1er the last 500 years. This is exactly what one might 
expect if Gould is right in saying that sedimentation is due to wind 
blown sand (ibid.:62), when the rockfall would tend to trap sand (cf. 
Hughes 1977 for a similar suggestion on the role of shells at Bass 
Point). If we extrapolate tnis rapid sedimentation back to the base of 
the rockfall, the rockfall would date to within the last thousand 
years. Three dates, 15319 110,170 .± 2j0BP), 13383 (659~ ± 140BP) and 
15476 (4010 ± 105BP) tbrm a consistent pattern of much slower 
sedimentation during the period preceding the major ('upper') 
rockfall. The junction between these two suggested phases of 
sedimentation puts the top of stratum M5 ~nd the base of the upper 
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rockfall within the last thousand years. 
The hypothesis I have proposed is radically opposed to Gould's 
interpretation (197'7:60), summarised by hypothesis Bon fig. 56, which 
accepts all except the obviously contaminated sample at face value, 
despite reversals, and places levels M5-R5 at around 4000-6700BP. My 
hypothesis is perhaps a little more consi~tent than Gould's, but it is 
based on the rejection of one pair of dates in favour of a 
contradictory pair. What I have attempted to point out is that widely 
divergent dating of an assemblage can occur if stratigraphic integrity 
of an excavation is not ensured. 
The low~st backed implements claimed for Puntutjarpa come from 
stratum M5. None of the specimens illustrated (1977:fig. 84, 
2,3, 12,21,25,26) appears to be a backed implement, unlike a series of 
obvious backed implements from strata above M5. However Rhys Jones 
(pers.comm.) has inspected the original specimens and considers the 
specimens lllustrated as numbers 3 and 26 to be definate backed 
implements, whilst the remainder are categorically not backed. The two 
backE.d implements in M5 may be in situ or they may have worked their 
way down througn stra~igraphic disturbance or 'treadage•. Even if they 
are in situ I have shown that M5 need not date to older than about 
1000BP. Even if the stratigraphy and dating were sorted out and the 
older dating for M5 were confirmed, this site would not provide 
convincing evidence for backed implements at more than about 4000 
years ago. 
For :i.n extensive excavation which is probably by f3r the most 
expensive in the history of Au~~ralian prehistory, Puntutjarpa has 
yielded remarkably ambiguous and frugal results. It illustrates well 
some of the problems associatzd with poor stratigr:i.phic control and 
the excav;;ti.on of large volumes to compensate for coarser methods. It 
is perh:ips worth commenting on ways in wrd.ch the Puntutjarp'i 
exc:i•ntion might mve been made to yield more useful information. My 
comments refer more particularly to the second field season, since the 
indefensibly gross methods of tne 'trial' trench have been amply 
criticised by Glover ~nd Lampert (19G9). 
In the r'irst pl~.oe we know that there ware very marked vertical 
variations in artefact concentration within the site (1977:57) and the 
possibility of periods of rapid sedimentation (1977:56, 63). These 3re 
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precisely the conditions under which the use of backplots can help 
er1sure stratigraphic integrity and allow the unequivocal separation of 
1 occupation floors' , which Gould claims to have observed ( 1977: 5'7). 
Under thesP. conditions there is no ex0use, barring accidents, for 
statistically significant dating inconsistencies. Though it could be 
argued th3t the extra recording required to produce backplots would 
have reduced the total volume excavated, squares 1-18, representing 
about 1/3 of the total area excavated, produced a sample of 76,000 
•waste flakes' and nearly 1500 'tools' and cores. Such a sample, 
carefully excavated, would have yielded more information than the 
present s:imple from a much larger area. 
A final criticism lies in the use of a 1/4" (6 mm) mesh sieve, 
sorted unw:ished dc.'<rite the svailability of water (1977:55) and 
apparently without the rr.inimal precaution of systematk sampling for 
screening on a finer mesh. This is a particularly severe criticism in 
vi~w of Goulrl's statement (191'7: l!J) that 'As a source of protein for 
the desert :iborig1nes, liz.:i.rds are of greater importance th:in mammals' 
(I h:ive commented in chapter !J on the collection bias against lizards 
etc. associ1ted with the use of a 1/!J" (5 mm) mesh). Equally 
Pun~utjarpa is, potentially, an important site in terms of the history 
of th8 3mall Tool Tradition. The ls.ck of small chipping waste in the 
range 1 /8-1 /!J" ( 3-6 mm) or smaller will prove a serious hindrance to 
the subsequent use of the Puntutjarpa collection for discussions of 
the dat9 and nature of adaptations to the des~rt environment. 
SUMMAR!'. OF BACKED IMPLEMENT DATING 
Despite the large number of excavated sites in Australia, notably 
the south-east, we cannot place firm dates on the first appearance of 
backed implements in different parts of the continent. We owe this 
impreciJion to a combination of two factors, first the problems 
inherent in the low sed' aentation rates, sandy deposits and 
undifferentiated strati~raphies of many Australian sites and secondly 
the use of unsophisticatsd excavation techniques and sketchy reportin~ 
of many si tcs. 
l nave predicted that we should have lar~e numbers of dates for 
back0rt implements f~llin~ at, or younger than, their 'true' date of 
introduction, with a small scatter of oljer d~tes arising from 
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incorrect association between backed implements and the dated samples. 
I see this scatter as represented by the small number (8) of dates 
greater than 5000BP which are claimed to be associated with backed 
implement$. The vast majority of dates for backed implements fall at 
less th::in 11500BP and in som~ places there is evidence for backed 
implements being absent as late as 3500BP. Unfortunately it is 
difficult to find clearly stratified sequences in which one can 
confidently identify (by virtue of the absence of backed implements 
from a carefully controlled and sizeable assemblage) and date 
assemblages just preceding the appearance of backed implements. My 
assessment of the dating does not, in many cases, preclude the 
possibility that backed implements were present but were 
archaeologically invisible. This proviso does not however invalidate 
my conclusion that few if any of the 5-SOOOBP dates for backed 
implements are positive evidence for tre existence of backed 
implements at this time. 
The best dating evidence for the appear::ince of backed implements 
comes from New South Wales and QueenslanG. At Capertee 3 backed 
i'llplements appear in a very rich artc~factual sequence at around 3200BP 
(interpolated date) and bracketed by dates of 2865BP and 3623BP. 
Backed implements a~e entirely absent from the large sample of 
Capertian industry at this site dating from before 7350BP to the 
interpolated date of 3200BP. At Kenniff Cave, backed implements of 
elouera type appe::ir at an interpolated date of l\600BP and there is a 
reasonable size sample of artefacts from immediately subjacent levels 
lacking backed implements (and other 'hafted' tool ty;.;cs). 
Support for the Capertee 3 date comes from Curracurrang ICU5/-, 
Bass Point and further north from Connection Creel<, as well as from 
the plethon of dates for backed implements in the l::ist 3000 years. A 
cautious assessment of the datin~ evidence places the appearance of 
backed implements in e:rntern New South Wales in the 3-1\000BP bracket. 
Support for the Kenniff Cave date comes from Morwood's 
excavations at Native Well 1, where a well marked occupation le1el 
with backed implements was dated to around l\300BP but unfortunately 
separated from underlying pre- backed implement levels by a relatively 
sterile zone. My tentative assessment is therefore that backed 
implements were present in Central Queensland by about l\500BP, and 
therefore at least 500 years earlier than in south-e~stern New South 
·;' 
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Wales. 
In 3outh Australia, incontrovertible dates from Fromm's Landing 
indicate that backed implements were present at or before QOOOBP, 
although the small number of specimens precludes setting a termiQ.ill!. 
QQi)t que~ for their app~1rance. Similarly, in Victoria, Coutts claims 
backed implements in levels underlying a date of 3920BP. 
In Western Australia backed implements are certainly present from 
around 3700BP at Skew Valley, supported by dates in the range 
3000-3800 from Walyunga, Kalgan Hall and Northcliffe. However the 
sample sizes are once again too small to define tlle absence of backed 
implements from earlier levels. We must set ngairist this dating the 
appearance of backed implements not far above a date of 6780 ± 120BP 
(SUA379) at Northcliffe. 
The resolution of the dating available is insufficient to make 
firm statements on the date of first appearance of backed implements 
on the Australian continent. Equally it is insufficient to demonstrate 
or to reject chronological clines across the cont:nent. As far as we 
can tell, however, backed implements appear to become archaeologically 
visible b~tween Q500 and 4000BP over much of the southern half of the 
continent, but to be positively absent, on the basis of large 
artefactual samples, until some time towards 3000-3500BP in south-east 
New South W3les. This area of late dating appears to correspond with 
the pe~k distribution of the elongated Bondi point type of backed 
implement. 
OTHER SMALL TOOL TRADITION INDUSTRIES 
In Arnhem Land there are assemblages Jating to the last 5-7000 
years which are characterised by invasively flaked points, of which 
the most clnracteristic is the unifacidl pirri point. Unifaclal points 
are also found in excavated sites in Central Queensland (e.g.Kenniff 
Cave, fhe Tombs, Cathedral Cave, Native Well) and in South Australia 
(e.~. Devon Downs and Fromm's Landing). The point forms appear to be 
absent from the industries of eastern New South Wales and Victoria and 
also from the assemblages in south-west Australia. This central north 
to south distribution is sufficiently marked to have been clear since 
the early days of serious archaeology in Australia (Mulvaney 1951 ), as 
is the case also for the southerly distri~ution of backed implements. 
. ' ~ 
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It has suggested to several authors (e.g. Mulvaney 1975:231) that the 
point industries may reflect external contacts rather than an 
indigenous development. In this context it is clearly essential to 
clarify the dating of the point industries for comparison with the 
backed implement industries of the south and with possible related 
industries outside Australia. 
Point industries in Arnhem Land 
These industries are characterised by unifacial and bifacial 
points, often occurring in considerable numbers. The concentration of 
numerous dated sites within a restricted area allows us to build up a 
fairly accurate picture of the dating of the appearance of the point 
industries. As with backed implements the points appear on present 
evidence to be a reasonable fossile direct~~~ of a wider range of 
changes in lithic industry. 
The appearance of the point industries is closely bracketed in 
two sites, Inga l::idd i , excavated by Mulvaney (AIA.S 1956, Sanders 1975) 
and Tyimed"' 11' exc'-lvated by White (1967). At Ingaladdi the 
bracket ting dates are 6730BP (+213 -21 g) (ANU6'J) and 4904BP (+220 
-226) (ANU53). At Tyimede II the bracket ting dates are 6650 ± 500 
(ANU18) and 4770 ± 150 (ANU50), the latter date being described as the 
earliest point industry while the former is in the main body of the 
lower industry. 
Contradictory dates were derived fron, the Malangangerr and 
Nawamoyn sites (White 196'7) where the bases of midden levels 
attributed to the point industries were dated to 5980 ± 140BP (GaK627) 
and 7110 ± 130BP (ANU53) respectively. 
A further inconsistent date is one of 10790 ± 200BP (GaK632) from 
Tyimede I, a site in which no pre-point industry was distinguished and 
from which a date uf 3320 ± 100BP (ANU52) w::is derived only 5 cm above 
the older sample. The most re::isonable explanation for this surprising 
age difference lies in the dated sample belonging to an older 
occupation which was not distinguished from the overlying point 
industry. The Tyimede I dating inconsistency illustrates the problem 
of accur::ite dating where sedimentation rates are low and the 
difficulty of distinguishing a less characteristic industry from an 
overlying industry with characteristic tool types. 
I .~ 
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The dates from Malangangerr and Nawamoyn suffer from the same 
problems. Both sites have dates of around 20, OOOBP only 20-30 cm below 
the supposed base of the point industries. In addition, the artefact 
samples from the lowest levels or the midden layer are small, 
hindering the precise definition of the transition point between the 
two industries. At Nawamoyn (7110BP) only four points out of a total 
of 39 implements were recovered from the midden levels. At 
Malangangerr (59SOBP) the jate is from a hearth resting on a raised 
area of bedrock or large boulder and the midden layer contains 17 
points out of a total of 44 implements, most of which (including all 
the points) are concentrated in the upper half of the midden layer. 
These dates perhaps illustrate a general point. When a change in 
artefacts and a change in sediment characteristics occur at 
approximately the same level, it is often assumed that the two are 
strictly correlated. This is a very dangerous assumption unless some 
causal link can be demonstrated. 
Points in Queensland and South Austr'lli3. 
At Kenniff Cave points occurred in the lower part of the levels 
attributed to the 'hafted' phase, dating from about 4600-3400BP on the 
basis of interpolation. 3imilarly they are present in the lowest Small 
Tool Tradition levels at Native Well 1 dating to approximately 4300BP. 
At Kenniff Cave points and elouera occurred together whilst 
microlithic backed implements appeared later in the sequence, but at 
Native Well the points and microlithio backed implements occur 
together, so the Kenniff Cave sequence may simply be a function of 
sampling. 
At Devon Downs 21 pirri points were recovered from layers IX and 
X, the former dated to 4250 ± 130BP (L271E). At Fromm's La~ding 
shelter 2, three pirri points came from layer 10 dated to 4350 ± 100BP 
(R45'1/1). However the precise relationship between the date and the 
points is not specified so we should perhaps take a conservative view 
and place a term:i,.n .. I!!! ant~ .gJ!filll for the appearance of Pirri points in 
the site of l\055.±3'iBP (P311), a date derived from layer 9. 
Microlithic back~d implements accompany the earliest pirri points at 
Fromm's shelter 2, but backed implements are practic~lly absent from 
Devon Downs and cannot be correlated with Pirri points in that site. 
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Thus, in both Central Queensland and South Australia, Pirri type 
points appear at or before about 4500BP. As far as we can tell backed 
implements appear at about the same time, but both the association and 
suggested dating are subject to the effect of small sample sizes and 
both points and backed implements could be present in these areas 
earlier than they have been daten. As is the case for the accurate 
dating of the appearance of backed implements, what we really need is 
rich well dated assemblages immediately preceding the appearance of 
points in order to be able to bracket the date of their appearance. 
Given these limitations, however, Pirri points appear to have a 
comparable anttquity in Arnhem Land, Central Queensland and South 
Australia. The Arnhem Land specimens may perhaps be marginally 
earlier, but we do not at present have the evidence to assess this. 
CONCLUSION 
In this chapter I have concentrated on the dating of the 
appearance of backed implements on the Australian continent. My 
conclusions are largely negative, that is I have shown that none of 
the gro'.'P of early dates (>5000BP) claimed for backed implements is 
incontrovertible evidence for their presence at that time. This 
illustr3tes the need for more sophist.icat11d eicc'ivation methodologies 
and in pa1·ticular for tighter control on provenance of dated samples 
and verification of strati~raphic integrity. In the following chapters 
I shall present the positive side of my argument by outlining an 
integrated eicc'ivation and recording methodology. 
It should be clear from the discussion in the body of this 
ch:1pter that we are not yet in 
chronological relationships between 
industries attributed to the Small 
a position to establish the 
the different tool types or 
Tool Tradition. The only clear 
chronological differential is the late appearance towards 3000BP of 
backed implements in south-east New South Wales. This observation is 
quite ac v::iriance with Pearce's ( 1971n assessment of backed implement 
dating and the latter, I b~li~ve, illustrates the dangers inherent in 
the uncritical acceptance of reported associations. The oldest firm 
dates for backed implements are around 4500BP, although this docs not 
exclude their appearance at an e:i.rlier date. 
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Similar observations apply to the dating of the 'point 
1.! industries'. Despite a reported date of 7110 ± 130BP (ANU53) for a 
Small Tool Tradition industry at Nawamoyn, I have concluded that 
industries with unifacial and bifacial points can only be dated firmly 
bacl< as far as about 5000BP. There is therefore no firm evidence thai; 
~;/ points appeared on the c-:>ntinent earlier than backed implements, and 
r,~..:. 
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where the two typ~s are present together they seem to appear at the 
same point in the archaeological sequence (Central Queensland, Murray 
Valley and Ord Valley sites). 
The only time differenti3.1 we can see in the appearance of the 
traits characteristic of the Small Tool Tradition is the sporadic 
f~-· appearance, from the end of the Pleistoc·ene onw~rds, of small heavily 
~;;1;;.: 
utilised stone artefacts whioh may have been hafted. Identification of 
these pieces rests on subjective judgement, but they have been claimed 
from Devil's Lair at about 12,000BP (Dortch 1979), Puntutjarpa from 
about 10,000BP (Gould 1977; Jones pers. comm.) and Seton at about 
11, OOOBP (Lampert 197'7). These finds may indicate that the concept of 
hafting small stone elements into a composite tool was around for some 
thous::inds of years before it became an ubiquitous f?ature of 
assemblages across the continent. If we accept these identifications, 
there is then no need to propose an external origin for the concept of 
hafting, whi~h is such an important feature of the Small Tool 
Tradition industries. Equally, the fact that this concept failed to 
b3come a ubiquitous feature of Australian assemblages until at least a 
few thousand years after it was present in several parts of the 
continent, implies that such a widespread phenomenon as the Small Tool 
Tradition industries is not to be explained simply in terms of the 
introauction of an idea ~~ one point followed by wildfire spread. I 
believe we should look to indigenous development as the most 
economical explanation for the origin of the Small Tool Tradition 
until such time as either information comes to lip;ht which cannot be 
explained in terms of indigenous origin or until someone demonstrates 
a likely pre~ursor(s) with the rii;sht d"lti.ng and strong typological and 
technological simil3rities, in the island chain linking Australia with 
the rest of the world. Indigenous development of backed implements, in 
particular, is strongly supported 
distribution (Mulvaney 19'75, 197S). 
by their marked southerly 
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What then do 'Small Tools' in general, and backed implements in 
~'- particular, repl'esent '? Whilst we are not yet in a position to answer 
'f·.' 
:k:: this question, some clues arc emergin~. Jones ( 1977) argues that 
~-~!· 
~'. population dens.i.ties on the coasts of Tasmania and New So<Jth Wales 
v 
were similar in the ethnographic present, despite the persistence of 
the old (Core Tool and Scraper) technology in Tasmania, and suggests 
that the increased efficiency of 'Small Tools' served to support a 
richer religious life rather than to increase population. He supports 
this suggestion with the obserlation that large suale religious 
gatherings are a common feature of mainland Aboriginal society, but 
did not occur on Tasmani:i. He sees the stress laid on religious 
activities in mainland society a:J a homeostatic mechanism which 
provided a safety factor in times of resource stress. Gould 
(1973, 1977) h3s suggested a similar rol3 for social organisation in 
the Western Desert. 
lt has been widely observed that large gatherings of people occur 
when a particular food resource becomes ~vailable and is capable of 
supporting such a gathering. In many places this involves 
exploi ta ti on of cycads which Beaton (1977:197) suggests was 
development associ:ited with the Sm:ill Tool Tradition. However 
objections can be made to Jones' argument. 
the 
a 
two 
ln the first place, the accuracy of popul:ition estimates based on 
ethnographic accounts is unlikely to be sufficient to reliably detect 
differences of less than an order of magnitude. The detection of 
similarities lies within the s'lme limits. However efficient 'Small 
Tools' mi~ht be as an extractive (or maintenance) technology ~e would 
not expect order-of-magnitude differences in population between the 
two coasts, simply because of the essential limiting factor of 
resources available or, more generally, of culling capacity. 
Secondly, when comparing Tasmania with the ~ew South Wales coast, 
we are comparing Lhe Tasmanian culture whi~h, aucording to Jones (e.g. 
197'7) has simplified its m'aterial culture and presumably the 
complexities of its social life, with the 'Post-Bond~ian', which no 
longer contains the tools 5.; ch~racteristic of the early peak of the 
Small Tool Tr3dition. Those tools still in use on the New South Wales 
coast are the more obviously pragmatic and functional tools such as 
adze fl'lkes of one form or 'lnother (e.g. elouera), whilst spe:cialised 
forms such as geometric microliths and Bondi points appear to have 
: ! 
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largely disappeared from the scene. 
Jones has made the case that Small Tools are associated with 
socia 1 changes in the form of increased and more extensive religious 
activities. Whether or not we consider these changes as a homeost3.tic 
mechanism designed to limit overexploitation of resources, and whether 
or not we consider Small Tools to have an extractive advantage over 
their predecessors, the case remains unpro.,r.3n. The hypothesis is, 
howe;er, an attracti.,re one and gains support from the rapid rise and 
fall in popularity of those tool types which do not have an obvious 
functional role as a maintenance tool. Backed implements other than 
the elouera are present in enormous numbers in many sites between 
about 4-2000BP, but diminish or disappear altogether over the last 
thousand years or so. Pirr i points in Central Queensland and South 
Australi~ tend to be concentrated at the base of the Small Tool 
Tradition levels and then drop out within perhaps a thousand years 
fil·. ;:;:::· (Kenniff Cave, N:itive Well 1, De.,ron Dorms, Fromm's Landing). They also 
appeci.r to be absent from the upper le.,rels anrl recent p3st of sites in 
Arnhem Land. On the other hand, adze flal<es appear tow:lrds the end of 
the PlJistocene, gain slowly in popularity becoming common only afLer 
the rapid rise of the less ob.,riously function'll types, and persist as 
an important component of assemblages to the present day. 
We \1ave here, I believe, a dichotomy between hafted adzes as an 
essentLil maintenance tool with strong functional ad.,rantages over a 
massi ;c h3.nd-h<1ld scraper, and a non-essential refinement of tool form 
applied to elements which could just as well have baen used 
unretouched, as in the 'Death Spe:lr' or Taap saw-knife, or omitted 
altogether. as in the widely used plain wooden spear (assuming a 
funct Lon as spear barbs or tips cf. McCarthy 19 {S: 51, Mulvaney 
1960:80). This 'stylistic' interpretation of types such as georetric 
microliths, Bondi points and Pirri points. closely parallels the 
European Upper Pal.aeolithic sequences, where a multitude of 
short-lived specialised tool forms succeeded one another and one can 
scarcely conceive of an equal number of specialised functions which 
they mi~ht h::we performed. 
In common with the Upper Palaeolithic, the 'stylistic' types of 
the 3mall Tool Tr3dition have a more restricted geographical range 
th;in the functlonal maintenance tools. For example, microlithic backed 
implements 3re restricted to the south0rn part of the contlncnt, and 
~· ~· . ' ' 
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particul3r types such as the Bondi point are further restricted so 
that their distribution peaks in a particular area 1 
On the other hand, various types of adze flake are found 
throughout the continent. It is perhaps signi fie ant that the most 
specialised form of adze flake, the tu la adze, is largely restricted 
in distribution t'.) the drier inland areas, unlike the ubiquitous 
burren adze or the elouera (although it is suggested that the latter 
is hafted differently in Arnhem Land as compared with New South Wales 
cf. McCarthy and Setzler 1960, Mulvaney 1975:232-3). lt may be that 
these less specialised types are simply convergent products of common 
functional requirements (see for example Clark 1958:148), Le. a small 
nafted flake used for working dense or less dense wood, whilst the 
more spe~ialised tula may be a specific idea which has spread within a 
more limited range. 
Summarising my argument, the ~mall Tool Tradition ushers in an 
expansion in the occurrence of long-lived and widespread functional 
tool forms and an explosion of shorter·-lived specialised tool forms 
with a more restricted range 2 • My hypothesis is that the more 
speci:3lised forms represent stylistic specialisation associ:ited with 
the expansion of a new technology involvinR more controlled flaking 
and the ha ft ing of composite tools. This expansion may or may not be 
symptomatic of social change, but this is certainly a question that we 
are far from resolving with the data presently avaihble. The adoption 
of the new technology can certainly be explained in terms of increased 
efficiency of the maintenance toolkit, increased portability and 
increased economy of lithk raw materials. Howe-.1er it is not obvious 
that the same explanation ~pplies to the extr~ctive tool~it, notably 
to the more specialised backed and pointed tools (if they are indeed 
(1) The f1ct that similar types occur in Western Australia may s~mply 
indicate conver~ence within a general backed-implement continuum 
rRther than ~ widespread distribution of 3 particular speci1lised 
type. We do not hJve enough informRtion on th~ range of ;ariation 
within 3nd between different parts of the continent t~ make any 
statements on whether we are de3lin.~ with con~ergence or. wi~h a common 
spe~i1lised type (the procedure of applying simple stat1st1cal ~ests 
which do not take a~count of w1th1n- and between- group variance (Pearce 19l3) can of course tell U3 nothing . about whether we are 
dealing with continuity or conv~rgence (cf. Wr1~ht 1974)). 
(2 )Note, however, th::it the 1ppear:J.nce of new special i.sed tool forms 
was not restricted to that period, cf. the later appearance of the 
Juan knife. Lellira bl::ide and Kimberley point. 
•... :.' ,,. 
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extractive tools), although similar technological developments are 
evident in their production and they seem to be directly associated 
with the dnm3.tic changes characterising the transition from the Core 
Tool and Scraper to the Small Tool Tradition. I see these specialised 
types as stylistic responses to the new technology, symbols or 
identifi~ations if one wishes, with a rapid rise, limited geographical 
spread and decline or demise following rationallsation of the new 
toolkit. Perhaps we should look at them as childish enthusiasm, 
followed later by a mor~ reflected maturity. 
One of the important sets of questions for the near future is to 
examine and account for the appearance, spread and 'decline' of Small 
Tools. Are they indigenous or introduced? How rapid is their spread 
and if it is v2ry rapid, as at present appears, why did this happen? 
Why did the spread occur when it did? Why did particular tool types 
ma int ·:tin restricted dis tr ibut ions? All these questions require 
accurate dating, detailed examination of both the diachronic and 
synchronic associ~tion between different categories of artefactual 
material, and above all the standardisation of recording techniques to 
allow int.er-regional and inter-site comparison to be based on raw dat3. 
rather than on published summary stri.tistics or synthetic accounts. 
Only in this way can we hope to answer even the fairly gross questions 
of the present, let alone the more sophisticated questions we might 
hope to ask in the filture. 
In the following chapters ! shall attempt to provide a framework 
for excavation and recording onto which particuhr analyses can be 
built. It is beyond my area of competence to systematise typological 
and attribute systems for Australian material, but this is cle'lrly a 
pressing necessity which should be undertaken by someone, or 
preferably a group of people, with considerable experience of the 
m~terial. Although it can be argued that we do not yet know enough to 
adopt a particular standard it gets us nowhere in the present or the 
future to have sites recorded with ill-defined and incomplete 
typological and attribute systems. Even an imperfect standardisation 
is better than none at all, provided it is up to the best contemporary 
standards. 
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Introduction 
My aim in this chapter is not only to discuss a particular 
excavation recording technique, but to put forward a vocabulary with 
which one can discuss the concepts involved. I will propose a certain 
number ·of standardisations and make suggestions for overcomin~ the 
limitations of a conventional 'spits' approach. I would not argue that 
my proposals are original, but I have attempted to draw them together 
in one place and state them explicitely, an essential step which nas 
not been a common feature in the genesis of individual excavation 
techniques. In particular, 1 wish to stress the importance of 
orienting data collection towards computer analysis, because computer 
processing: 
1. forces one to maKe an explicit formulation of recording tech~iques 
which obliges one Lo think about the reliability of the data being 
collected; 
2. automatically generates a systematic catalogue of the excavated 
materi;il in a form that can be re:adily copied for storage with the 
excavated material or for distribution to othLr workers; 
3. allows a more sophisticated presentation of results and t.he 
processing of more detailed analyses of the excavated material, 
with a consequent gain in information extracted and effectiveness 
of results. 
Aims of excavation 
I believe we can distinguish three fundamental requirements 
common to all excavations: 
1. isolation of assembla~es of manuports (both organic and inorganic) 
which are, as far as possible, chronologically discrete; 
2. recording of the spatial distribution of these assemblages and 
their relationship with features; 
3. sampling of the sediment matrix for evidence pertaining to the 
geomorphological or environmental history of the site and to the 
nature and distribution of activities carried out within the site. 
'!~ 
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The importance attached to each of these aspects of excavation 
will be determined in part by the research aims of the excavator, but 
should depend primarily on the nature of the site excavated. The 
facile and convenient rejection of generalised or 'minimum standards' 
excavation techniques with an appeal to · 'problem-o·riented' research 
must be seen for what it is, an irresponsible and selfish approacl:l to 
unique archaeological data. The flaw in the 'problem-oriented' 
argument lies not in the adaptation of methods to tl:le problem in hand, 
but :Ln the adaptation of a site to the methods in hand. In other words 
we should choose the site in relation to the questions we are asking 
and the methods in relation to the site, adopting th~ stance 'do it 
p.roperly or leave it alone', even if this rims against our own 
personal research inte·rests. Glover and Lampe·rt ( 19·69; 223) expressed a 
similar view when they said 'if time and labour are limited,. dig a 
small hole carefully rather than a big hole quickly; if you cannot 
screen the deposit from a cave site, do no•t dig it'. 
In this chapter I am partioularly concerned with the first of the 
three aims, i.e. the isolation of chronologically discrete 
assemblages. 3ampling of the sediment matrix has received conside·rable ' 
at ten ti on in Australia (see Hughes 19'79) and I shall therefore not 
discuss it in this chapter. The recording of spatial distributions has 
only recieved peremptory treatment despite the obvious patterning 
apparent in many sites (see references in chapter 5). Spatial analysis 
is an rirea in which systematisation of existing data might well bring 
us some insights into Aboriginal use of rockshelters, tool f1mctions 
and lithic reduction sequences. It can also provide us with a fit•mer 
basis for inter-site comparison of assemblages, by allowing estimation 
of the bias introduced by unsystematic sampling of sites. At the 
present time, however, the greatest hindran,ce to spati:i.l analysis in 
Australia is the large size of sampling units relative to the total 
area excavated in most sites, aggravated by the irregular size and 
shape of the sampling units used by some wo·rkers and lack of an 
explicit areal sampling strategy. Although I consider the recording 
and exploitation of spatial data to be an essential part of 
excavation, I do not intend to discuss this aspect of P-xcavation since 
I have elsewhere reviewed in detail the issues and methods available 
(Johnson in press). 
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Although the isolation of successive assemblages has undoubtedly 
been the guiding principle of excavation in Australia, the explicit 
formulation of this aim has been largely obscured by the adoption of a 
spit methodology •to examine changes through time', i.e. by the 
implicit assumption that the characteristics of the deposited 
archaeological materials vary continuously through time, being some 
sort of random sample of the contemporary 'culture' resulting from the 
superimposition of numerous indistinguishable occupations. Given this 
model, the use of intervals (spits) to allow the creation of frequency 
data, appears entirely justifiable. Whilst not denying the utility of 
such a device, I believe it discourages the searcl~ for true 
chronologically distinct assemblages and the asking of questions on 
the mode of formation of the excavated assemblage. I have shown in 
chapter 5 that the model of continuous variation of assemblage 
characteristics is not applicable to Capertee Site 3, and I have 
argued that it may be even less applicable to the majority of 
Australian sites. 
A second danger with a spit methodology is that of gro1:1ping 
together all spits with the same number, and thus implicitely assuming 
that they are contemporaneous. This I believe to be the source of m1:1ch 
inconsistent dating to be found in the literature. A common depth 
below some supposedly isochronic surface is a poor indicator of 
contemporaneity and is by no m.eans the best effort we can ma.ke at 
generating diachronic assemblages. Morwood (19'79) has demonstrated the 
blurring of changes in artefact assembl::iges which can arise with the 
use of such a technique. 
T~~ Key to more effective distinction of diachronic assemblages 
lies in the flexibility of the excavation technique to follow minor 
changes in the deposit and to exploit all available info·rmation. In 
particular it is essential to be able to make g_ posterio·ri 
attributions of material to analysis units based not only on 
stratigraphic observations in the field but also on laborato·ry 
examination of the material, including the use of backplots, conjoins 
and the nature and number of finds excavated. 
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Excavation Recording 
Although the distinction of assemblages and the comprehension of 
their structure through the observation of stratigraphy, features and 
the disposition of remains, are activities requiring skill, experience 
and empathy with the deposits (Rhys Jones, pers.comm.), much of the 
recording of information relative to the analysis of excavated 
material is better handled by a rigorous and even mechanical system. 
One cannot speak of a 'universal' excavation technique, but I do 
believe that one can conceive a widely applicable recording system, 
and this is undoubtedly the 1<ey to good excavation. ·A good recording 
system is, like writing, a means of expressing oneself for future 
reference in a precise and unambiguous fashion. 
We can discuss excavation recording under a number of headtngs; 
1. Coordinate system 
2. Horizontal control 
3. Vertical control and excavation units 
4. Stratigraphic grouping of excavation units 
5. Finds numbering system 
6. Sieving procedures 
7. Data coding 
8. Organisation and safety checks 
Coordinate 3ystem 
Fundamental to efficient recording is an effective coordinate 
system. This should be capable of describing precisely and concisely 
the spatial location of points, areas, volumes and section lines. A 
well designed coordinate system enormously fac!litates, and thus 
encourages and improves, note-taking and.makes the final report far 
easier to read. 
The most commonly used and, I believe, the most satisfactory 
coordin::ite system is a modified c:irtesian system involving 50 cm, 1m 
or 2m grid squares identified by a letter/number combination (see 
fig.· 5 7). Points are specified by x and y coordinates measured within 
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Fig. 57 Suggested standardisation of coordinate systems 
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each square. It is particularly important to establish standardisation 
of coordinate systems if generally applicable recording forms and 
computer programs are to be set up. This standardisation should extend 
to points of detail such as the relationship between the axes. I 
p1•opose the following standardisations, the first two of which a,re 
based on current practice in SW F'rance, described by Rigaud (unpub.). 
Since I am suggesting that excavation squares should be referred to 
first by a letter, then by a number: 
1. the X axis should be tal<en as the LETTERS axis, and the first 
coordinate should be recorded in this direction; 
2. the Y axis should be talrnn as the NUMBER:3 axis, and the secor:id 
coordinate recorded should be in this direction; 
3. the X (letters) axis should always be CLOCKWISE from the Y 
(numbers) axis 
drawing graphs; 
note that this is a standard convention when 
4. vertical ( z) coo,rdinates should be measured as depths below a 
datum point established above all the deposits which might 
conceivably be excavated (in order to avoid a mixture of points 
with negative and po.sitive z coo·rdinates). 
If coordinates are always specified.in the same order· (i.e. x,y,z), 
points, areas, volumes and section lines can be specified conveniently 
and concisely, viz; 
POINTS 
AREAS 
VOLUMES 
81, 117,53,142 
B 1 , 30-50, 40-50 
B1, 30-50,40-60, 141-~43 
SECTIONS can be specified by an x or y coordinate .if parallel with 
one axis of the grid system, 
e.g. 'secti.on on C,x=50' or 'section on CID' 
or by two points on the section line, 
e.g. 'sect.ion through B1, o,o and C5, 50,50° 
ln addition the terms FMONTAL and SAGGITAL are useful for identifying 
sections (or backplots) respectively parallel or at right angles to 
the general trend of the rear wall of a rockshelter. 
BACKPLOTS of features or artefacts can be identified by a pair of x or 
y coordinai;es 
e.g. 'Backplot, D, x=25-50' 
~', /, 
t.: j~~: .:~·; '' :··-
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For the sake of comparison, the same backplot described without the 
aid of a cartesian coordinate system might have read; 
'North/South backplot,tr 1, 125-150E of datum' 
It has been pointed out to me (Jones,pe,rs.comm) that a commonly 
used coo,rdir:iate system for mapping purposes is based on numbering of 
both axes. Such a system has the advantage of placing no limit on tl:1e 
length of either axis, but is less convenier:it in use and more prone to 
errors than a letter/number system. In practice the letter/number 
system can accommodate all bu,t the largest sites by the use of a 
sector number or sector letter preceding the square identifier. Put 
another way, squares ca,n be identified by a two (or more) character 
'letter', such as AA,l\B,AC .... BA,BB,BC .... ZX,ZY,ZZ and then, if 
neccessary, 1A,1B, 1C ..... 9X, 9Y, 9Z. I have allowed for a one character 
sector number or letter (or a two character square 'letter') iro 
designing my coding sheets, so that a 'letter' axis length of at least 
900 excavation squares (i.e. 900 m with 1 metre squares, 4'50 metres 
with 50 cm squares) can be accommodated. 
Horizontal Control 
Finds from each grid square are collected se,parately iro order to 
provide info,rmation on the horizontal patterroing of material in the 
site. The size of the grid squares is a subjective choice based on a 
compromise between resolution of patterning and time expended. As a 
rough guide there should be at least 20 - 10 collection units if one 
is to bo able to get any usable spatial info,rmation. This 
consideration alone means that 50 cm squares are to be recommended for 
most rockshelter excavations. Secondly, as it is not possible to 
resolve patterning at scales below about twice the size of the 
quad rats used (Kershaw 19'5'7), metre squares, whilst suitable fo,r 
lareish open sites, are not generally suitable for the confined 
occupations of small to medium sized rockshelters. In special cases, 
where intact 'occupation floors' are suspected, it may be neccessary 
to reduce ~he collection unit size to 20 - 25 cm (Johnson in press, 
Ranson 19'79) and employ systematic mapping of features and large,r 
finds. Collection units below this scale are generally impracticable 
and in many cases will only serve to resolve 'noise' either 
uninterpretable archaeological patterning or post-depositional 
disturbance. A discussion of the optimisation of collection unit size 
r.} 11. , 
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is to be found in Johnson (in press). 
A further important reason for the use of 50 cm grid squares fo.r 
rockshelter sites is the difficulty of following the trend of an 
undifferentiated stratigraphy over an area as large as 1 sq,lllare metre. 
This question will be dealt with in the following section,. but I 
consider that the reduction of grid square size to 50 cm is even more 
important than the reduction of spit thickness p·roposed. below. 
The use of 50 cm grid squares restricts one dimension of the grid 
system to 12 metres (because of alphabetical cons.traints) unless a 
section letter or number is used (see above). However 12 metres is 
sufficient to cover the width of most rockshelter sites. 
Vertical Control and Excavation Units 
Vertical control means the removal of deposits in a series of 
spits or excavation units whose vertical position is recorded. In 
addition a propo•rtion of the material excavated may be mo•re accurately 
located by means of individual coordinates. Vertical control allows. 
one to relate excavated material to observed or 
stratigraphic boundaries. 
reconstructed 
Details of the procedure I am proposing are as follows. Each 
50 cm grid square is excavated until a 10 litre bucket has been filled 
with the spoil or some cha.nge in colour, texture or artefact 
occurrence is noted. This corresponds with a1n ave•rage 2 - 4 cm of 
deposits removed and this volume is termed an EXCAVATION UNIT. Tble 
trend of the stratigraphy is followed as far as possible and 
information relative to each excavation unit is record·ed on a sheet 
such as the one shown 1 in fig. 53. The spatial location of the unit is 
recorded by five spot heights befo•re and after excavation (generally 
the four corners and the centre of the square). ·The spot heights are 
recorded on the two small plans provided on the form, together with 
the location of any rocks or features and the part of' the square 
excavated. If a more detailed plan is required, this can be drawn on a 
separate sheet at a larger scale. 
( 1) All the recording sheets are illustrated at a reduced scale filled 
in with specimen data. They a.re reproduced blank and at full scale in 
appendix III. 
SITE ~ D SQUAREfilTIY:j EXCV'N UNIT [[Ji] 
ExCilVators .. t:r. ........... FEATURE m STRAT' I I 1~1 D 
D;1te .... 'f-hfii .. ··· 
START LEVELS 
~~~__,.,..13<~~~'3• 
,~, 
x 
END LEVELS 
~~~__,1,r1 '1-'--..---.l!V 
I /',33 · 
_f'(\1, 
x 
COMMENTS Secl1menl wt c:@J"[] kq Coarse s1ove 41 CI.E 
~- --1---1--1----1- - - --
~ __ ,,___ -1---4---+--I--'-
18 
19 1----1-+--l-lo.--'--"-·•-'~ 
r,ooti111u• o\•crll.!af 20 
Fig. 58 Example of field recording form 
'•i' 
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The use of a preprinted reco,rding sheet of the kind illustrated 
helps to reduce erro,rs and omissions and i:nprove the general standard 
of note-taking in the field. The looseleaf file of sheets for each 
square provides a ready index to the progress of the excavation, 
organised in stratigraphic order. Extra plans, commel'lt sheets or 
polaroid photographs can be inserted as required. I personally much 
prefer this system to the use of a site or square notebook in which 
information is recorded in an uncol'ltrolled fo,rmat and, in the former 
case, skipping from one part of the site to anot\lie·r. I disagree 
strongly with the id,ea (Bowdler, comment at Kioloa Conference, 19'{ 8) 
that only the director of the excavation should make notes; every 
person excavating should have a notebook or reco.rding sheets to hand 
and be encouraged to make co.pious notes. This is the key to getting 
people to think about what they are doing, to become involved .and to 
learn something. This need in no way hinder the director from making 
his/her own notes, either on the sam•e sheets or in a separate site 
notebook or journal. 
All finds exceeding a specified size, e.g. 3 cm length, observed 
in situ, are individually numbered and recorded with three dimensional 
coo,rdinates to allow the preparation of point-distibu1tion pbns or 
backplots. The excavation units are numbered sequentially for each 
square and the sediments are processed a unit at a time so taat all 
finds, both in situ and sieve finds., can be attributed to a particular 
excavation unit. The excavation unit is thus the minimal subdivision 
of material from the excavation. 
:Stratigraphic Grouping of Excavation Units 
When using a conventiotml spit method10logy, the 'stratigraphic 1 
attribution of finds is determined entirely by their spit number. In 
some cases (e.g. Gould's Puntutjarpa report, 1977:61) a t3:ble of 
equivalences is senerated to allow for some obvious inconsistency in 
sedimentation rates across the site, but in most cases all spits with 
the s.:,me number are linked ;i.cross the whole site. This is clearly a 
nonsense if, as is generally the case, the deposits have not 
accumulated uniformly across the whole site. 
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The essence of the reco,rding technique which I am proposing in 
this chapter is to provide a more flexible meains of following any 
observable stratigraphic or a,rchaeological changes than m1e ca'n 
a.:.!l"iieve using a conventilonal spits methodology. This is accomplished 
partly by reducing both the areal and vertical extent of each 
excavation unit and also by excavating arbitrary amounts of sediment 
for each excavation unit rather than attempting to stick to, for 
example, a neatly defined 5 cm removal. The use of spits of standard 
thickness tent.ls to discourage the following of minor changes in 
sediment or in artefact concentration which may prove useful in 
separating successive phases of occupation. Standard .thickness spits 
also tend to encourage a 'ha,ck it out as a block' attitude on the part 
of excavation helpers rather than caref1.11l trowelling which might lead 
to the observation of features and stratigraphic changes. 
Excavation is followed up by g_ pos·terio,r_i grouiping of the 
excavation units into ANALYSI0 UNITS, which are our best-gl!less at real 
stratigraphic units 1 • This grouping is based not only on the position 
of the excavation units with respect to one another and to observable 
stratigr3phic changes noted in the f:ield, but also on laiboratory 
analysis of the nature and vertical distribution of the material 
excavated. In Australian sites the most impo,rtamt aspect of this 
laboratory analysis is probably vertical changes in artefact 
concentration as, in my experi~nce, few sites have a uniform 
distribution of material from top to bottom. Concentrations of 
material aire a valuable means of tying up the stratigraphy across a 
site which does not sho·w geological differentiation. 
Objections that have been raised to this sort of technique have 
been based on the supposed 'homogenisation' of deposits by treadage 
and scuffage. Though this may render backplots ineffective, we cannot 
say whether backplots will be useful in any particular case except 
through the E:mpirical approach of recording the data neccessary a'nd 
trying them out. Fortunately treadage is unlikely to give rise to 
misleading results, merely to inconclusive ones. My excavations at 
both Abercrombie and Capertee, both inside and outside the dripline 
and in sandy deposits, have revealed marked concentrations of material 
(1) Fedele (1976:34) suggests the use of floating sequences of 
'Element:il Sediment Uni ts' and g_ posteriori grouping into 
stratigraphic units, see also Harris (1975) fo,r a similar usage. 
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at particular levels which can be followed on backplots and used to 
sho,w trends in the stratigraphy which could not be derived 
unambiguously from observation of the deposits. 
A note of caution is in order here. It is very easy to ima~ine 
concentrations of material on backplots whe1re none really exis,ts, 
particularly if the plotted materi::il is sparse ( chanc,e alignm,ents or 
concentrations of points) or if excavation techniques have been poorly 
controlled so that a greater propo,rtion of find.s are recorded at 
particular levels. 
It may also be possible to gain an insight on stratigraphic lin1ks 
through changes in typology, technology or raw materials, or through 
the use of conjoins. The latter are exceptionally valuabl@ mac1"kers of 
contemporaneity when tney are present in reasonable numbers, as well 
as providin1g information on the degree of vertical movement resulting 
from treadage and scuffage. Unfortunately they have r:iot been wid,ely 
u1sed owing to the considerable time exper:iditure neccessary to id1en,tify 
them. 
Finds Numbering Syste,n 
A good finds numbering system is as essential to la1borato,ry 
an:i.lysis as a good coordinate system is to field recording. To be 
sufficienUy flexible, such a system must accommodate the following: 
1. attribution of a common identifier (e.g. a let ter/numbe,r 
combination) to all finds coming from the same ho1rizontal 
provenance unit (grid square, trench, sec ti.on etc.); 
2. attribution of an additional identifier common to all finds from 
the same excavation unit within that grid square; 
3, attribution of a unj&y_~ number to a,ny find whose W coordinates 
have been rcco1·ded and/or fo,r which attributes have been measHred 
(to permit checking and/or addition of attributes or use as a type 
specimen). 
4. addition of finds.to the individual numbering system in sequence 
with finds already numbered individually. 
These conslderations must le:i.d us to reject a system where objects are 
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numbered sequentially for the whole site or for each square. The 
system I have adopted is to label an finds with site/square/ 
excavation unit and then to give a:1 additional number (from 1 upward.s 
fo,r each excavation l!lnit) to any finds which I wish to identify 
individually. The latter are termed INDIVIDUALISED l''IN!DS, whilst those 
marked merely as coming from a particular excavation unit are termed 
UNINDIVIDUALIS6D FINDS. 
Unindividualised Find: 
Individualised Find: 
CP3 Q13 24 
CP3 Q13 24-1 
I hesitated consid,erably befo,re adopting this .system as I was 
accustomed to sequential numbe,ring fo·r each square, a system which I 
used in combination w.ith numbered excavation units for my excavation 
at Abercrombie Arch Shelter (J.ohnson 1977). The Abercrombie system 
proved very inconvenient at the analysis stage because one coul
0
d not 
insert 'important' sieve finds into the numbering system in sequence. 
As a result one has to consult the excavation records to tell what 
excavatiol'l unit an individually numbered find beloni:!;S to. Having taken 
the plunge of the new numbering system I would no·w use no other. 
Sieving and Flotation 
Too many excavators take the view that sieving procedures are 
merely a sort of ::lafety net to check that one hasn't missed anything 
'important'. For my part, I believe that a clear and explicit 
screening strate~y is one of the most essential parts of any 
excavation. Crucial to such a strategy must be the specification of a 
minimum size above which collection of artefacts can be confid,ently 
stated as approaching 100~ 1 • Apart from a few exceptional sites, this 
can only be assured by wet sieving and sorting verified by a competent 
person. Until such procedures are adopted it is impossible to 
sa tL sf:ic to,ril y compare the results of different excavations, 
(1) People frequently talk of •constant' errors in dry. sieving (and 
other) procedures. This is a contradiction in terms as t~e very na~ure 
of an error is that it cannot be p.redicted. In particular 1 sieve 
recovery rates can vary markedly between sorters, b~tween different 
stratigraphic levP.ls or horizontal locations (depending . r10tably 0n 
texture, dampness and organic content) and with the humour of the 
so·rters. 
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particularly with respect to the composition of the fauna (small 
animals are selected against by imperfect so,rting, see examples in 
chapter 4) or the presence or absence of stone knapping on the site. 
Two arguments are commonly advanced against wet-sieving; 
1. 'There's no water on my site'. This argument seems to spring from 
the misconception that one needs running water to be able to wet 
siel/e. In most cases one c·an sieve quite satisfactorily with a few 
jerrycans of water topped up occasionally and freed of sediment by 
decantation or' use of a settling tank. If the d1eposits are so 
clayey or rich in organic material that running water is 
essenti:ll, then d.ry sieving alone is quite inadequate and the dry 
sieved residues will have to be taken to water. This is not as 
arduous a task as one might imagine, since the bulk of the 
deposits can be reduced 5 - 10 times in most cases by inithl d1ry 
sieving and discard qf the larger fragments of parent rock. 
2. 'If we wet sieved this stuff we wol:lld find so much small stuff 
that we couldn't keep up with so·rting what we excavate'. If a 
larger mesh size and wet sieving is suggested, the usual reaction 
is that small things are going to be missed ...... I There is a 
fu,ndamental confusion here between sensitivity and accuracy - a1nd 
it is the latter which gen1erally gets scrapped in favo\:lr of the 
former. If sorting time is impracticably long owing to the 
quantity of small material recovered, there is only one sensible 
solution. This is not to ignore an unknown and arbitrarily 
selected proportion of the material by applying an ina•ccurate 
dry-sieving procedure, but to use a larger mesh size fo1r the bulk 
of the cteposi ts and carry out systematic sampling of the deposits 
for screening on a fine mesh with a lfiew to detection of smaller 
remains. In this way we can ma,l<e a reliable statement on the total 
population abol/e the larger sieve mesh size and a probabalistic 
statement on the finer fraction, ne.ithGr of which are possible if 
we have the so,rts of biased samples commonly obtained by d.ry 
sieving. 
At Capertee 3 I used a 1/4" (6 mm) and a 1/8" (3 mm) mesh sieve 
pair for dry sieving and transferred the residues retained in the 
sieves to very fine mesh household strainers for the quick rinse which 
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was all that was required for wet sieving. In order to minimise the 
effect of sorting efficiency on the composition of the sample 
analysed, the material collected was sl!lbsequently sieved on a 4 mm 
granulometric sieve and specimens which passed through this sieve were 
eliminated from the final analysis. I strongly recommend this 
procedure as a means of providing a 'b1~ffe,r zone' between the vaga,ries 
of field collection and the sample analysed. I refer to this procedure 
as sample purification. 
The use of a 1/8" sieve in the field proved to be a reasonable 
COJ))l)romise between collection efficiency and so,rting speed, with the 
adc'.ed factor that this is about the smallest residue which can be 
sorted reliably under field conditions 1 • The detection of smaller 
material is best accomplished by taking systematic bulk samples ?f the 
deposits fo,r laboratory processing on a finer mesh. A similar strategy 
should be employed if, fo,r some reason, a larger sieve mesh size is 
used in the field. 
Two supplementary sources of info,rmation are available at the 
sieving stage, sediment particle size and charcoal concentratior:1. 
Sediment particle size 
By weighing the sediment from ead1 excavation unit before sieving 
(essential as a means of standardising artefact counts) and by 
weighing the residues retained by two or more sieves, we can obtain a 
rough granulometry of the excav'.lted sediments. This opens two · 
possibilities: 
1. The changes in particle size can help in the grouping of 
excavation units into analysis units if there is any significant 
change in sediment texture (see for example fig. 6 in the 
preliminary report on Freshwater Creek 1, appendix I). 
2. Vertical and horizontal changes in particle size distribution can 
give valuable clues to changes in site usage. 
( 1) It is advisable to split residues up into two or mo,re fractions 
before so,rting, as it is much easier and more effective to so,rt 
residues whose size-range is limited. 
Fedele (1976:43) has noted the 
gravel fractions of the sediment 
horizontal distribution. The sieve 
convenient and economical way of 
coarse·r sediment fractions without the 
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imp7·rtance of looking at the 
matrix and their vertical and 
residue weights provide a 
studying the distribution of the 
Reed fo•r extensive sediment 
sampling. Residue weights can help one look at the spatial layout of 
an occupation as, for example when ome suspects clearing of debris 
from a part of the site or the collection of rock fragmemts to form a 
drier or cleaner surface fo·r some activity. A third possible use fo·r 
sieve residue weights may be as a mea•ns of standardisation of artefact 
counts etc., in cases where the·re is some reason fo·r considering them 
preferable to overall sediment weight or volume. This approach may be 
particularly ~pplicable when the finei• sediment fractions have been 
differentially removed by erosion. 
Collection of charcoal 
The commonest approach to the collection and study of charcoal in 
an excav:ited site is to regard it purely as a dating medhlm. Whe·re. 
charcoal is present in large quaintities as l:enses or hearths it is 
treated as a feature or stratigraphic ma·rker, if applicable, and these 
features are sampled (in a non-statistical sense) to provide datable 
material. Wh·ere concentrations of charcoal are absent, cha·rcoal is 
collected from fairly extensive blocks of sediment (e.g. a 10 cm spit 
covering a metre square) , either by coll eating specks seen during 
excavation or by picking them out of the sieves. This is referred to 
as 'scattered' charco'3.l, and it is the b~te noire of anyorne who has 
tried to pin down the dating of some feature of the a•rchaeological 
sequence. 
At Capertee 3 I was able to collect datable quantities of 
charcoal from a 5 cm thickness of a single 50 cm square at levels 
where no charcoal was visible, even after the deposits had been 
dry-sieved. The actual charcoal concentration was around 250 ppm at 
this level. This is because charcoal fragments could only be 
identified once the sieve residue was washed, as even in the d•ry sandy 
deposits of this site, sediment adheres to the rough surface of 
charcoal fr3.·gments. At Capertee 3 charcoal was collected during 
excavation or sortln~. I later developed a much more efficient 
collection technique using a household str::iiner to scoop the charcoal 
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out of the submerged sieve. This method allows one to collect charcoal 
whether it. floats or not (as is often the case for a proportion of the 
charcoal), by making use of the differential density of charcoal and 
gr·avel fragments using a sort of modified panning technique. A 
sophisticated version of this technique or the use of heavy liquid 
flotatio~ on a systematic basis might, I feel, be put to good use in 
ensuring total recovery of faunal remains where these are present. 
Apart from the ability to date charcoal-depleted deposits without 
the necessity to use samples with poor spatial control (i.e. collected 
over a large area or from more than one spit) , the total recovery of 
charcoal (down to the size of the sieve used) can potentially be used 
3s a means of quantifying the distribution of features. Though a bulk 
column sample taken in the field can give some indication of t,h'tl 
vertical distribution of charcoal in a site, variations in horizontal 
distribution across the site are generally beyond our reach. The total 
collection of charcoal allows us to replace woolly statements about 
'ashy areas' and 'large' hearths, wi.th repeatable quantitative 
information which can be presented as site plans or sections. With 
this sort of information we can start discussing the relationship· 
between artefact distributions and charcoal distributions, perhaps in 
terms of the spatial organisation of occupation of a site and its 
changes through time. It can also give us another line on: 
1. Differential preservation in different parts of a rockshelter. For 
instance, the decline in charcoal with depth is much more abrupt 
at the front of Capertee 3ite 3 than at the rear owing to exposure 
to bioch0mical decay and leaching of decay products. This can be 
of relevance to the interpretation of faunal assemblages, 
particularly where there is horizontal patterning of faunal 
material. 
2. Occupational disturbance. If peaks of charcoal and peaks in stone 
artefact concentrations are systematically offset from one another 
this may indicate differential vertical displacement and may have 
important consequences for the interpretation of C14 dates. 
3. Comparison of charcoal concentrations between sites as a means of 
discussing site function. Note that suitable allowance would have 
to be made for depositional and preservation effects. Within and 
between site comparison of charcoal c.oncentration present a means 
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of discussing fire regimes in the area. 
The precise dating of charcoal-depleted deposits alone justifies 
the systematic recovery of as much charcoal as possible. A second 
overwhelminp; reason in favour of such an approach is the possiblity of 
examining the distribution of charcoal in a quantitative fashion, as 
part of a discussion of site function or spatial organisation. Total 
recovery, as opposed to recovery of most of the charcoal where it is 
scarce and a bit of the charcoal where it is common (as in hearths 
'sampled' for dating), results in a considerable gain in information 
for little exti•a time expenditure. Sampling of charcoal simply where 
it is 1•equired for dating, as has often been the case, deni.es the 
essential feedback nature of excavation and analysis, as it requires 
an g_ ru::J.DX.i. decision as to where dates are required befo're the 
excavated material has been fully analysed; the decision is of col!lrse 
often strongly influenced by the distrib1:.1tion of easily collected 
charcoal. 
Organisation and Safety Checks 
Howeve':" good the recording system used, mistakes will inevita,bly 
creep in. The more eomplicated the sys,tem the higher the chance of 
mistakes. To catch these mistakes before they become uncorrectable one 
must build in as many safety c}.1eoks as possible. My experience has 
suggested the following safety measll'res - the list is by no means 
exhaustive. 
1. The use of pre-printed recording forms encourages the efficient 
recording of data and eliminates to some extent mistakes su~h as 
omissions, numbering duplication and incorrect orientation of 
plans and coordinate measurements. 
2. Processing (sieving and sorting) should be carried out, if at all 
possible, Flt the excavation rather than at a base-camip or in the 
laboratory after excavation is over. This allows continuous 
feedback and supervision by the director of the excavation in case 
of problems. Not processing on-site was one of the fatal errors 
that I made whilst excavating at Capertee, and caused me many 
headaches and much running back and forth between the camp and the 
site. 
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3. Processing should be supervised by one competent person who checks 
the material from each excavation unit as it is processed and 
boxed away. The same person should be responsible for checking 
sieve residues and excavation recording sheets. In this way 
inconsistencies, duplicate or omitted sheet or object numbers, can 
be detected whilst the mistake can still be rectified 
4. Processing of the sediment removed should be carried out 
immediately and as far as possible by the person who excavated it. 
This avoids the acctlmulation of a backlog, with its attendant risk 
of erro,r due to illegible or mislaid lab.els or duplicate 
numbering, and reduces excavator boredom which arises from the 
monotony of working on one j.ob, particularly if the j1ob is 
sorting. 
5. As the processing of each excav::J.tion unit is completed the 
material should be packed away in storage boxes, one fo,r each 
square excavated. In this way it is easy to check back throtlgh tl:ie 
excavated material if any problems i'l'rise. 
6. Pre-labelling of recording sheets or of plastic bags, whe·re 
possible, avoids duplicatioA of excavation unit numbers or object 
numbers and, in the long run, is generally time-saving fo,r the 
same reasons as any assembly-line process. 
8xcavation Rates 
Nobody has, as far as I !<now, criticised the methodology I am 
proposing on the grounds of methodological inadequacy. One criticism 
that has, however, been levelled at it is slowness of excavation or, 
as it is more generally stated, 'do we really need this level of 
precision?'. This implies that something, presum::J.bly time, h3.s been 
invested to obtain this 'undesirable' precision and that the critic 
considers this time would have been better spent diggimg more or 
elsewhere. The question of methodological inadequacies is dealt with 
elsewhere, so I wish to make a few comments here on relative speeds of 
'shifting the dirt' . 
There is no doubt that the methods I am proposing ir:i this chap,ter 
shift less dirt per person per day than a coarser techniq1ue e.g. the 
use of 5 cm spits, metre squares and coarser sieve size and/ or dry 
Site 
Freshwater Greek I 
Abercrombie Arch Shelte,r 
Capertee Site 3 
Colless Creek I 
tfag' s Mit 
Sundown Point 
Ru po 
Kulupuari 
Rocky Cape S. 
Rocky Cape N & 8, 
Skew Valley 
Director and date 
Johnson 1919 
Johnson 1977 
Johnson 1978 
Hughes & Aplin 1979 
.)ones 1978 
Ranson 1.979 
Rhoads 1977 
Rhoads 1977 
Jones 196 7 
.}ones 1964 
Lorblanchet 1976 
Na•ture of site Persan-days/cu.m. 
Open stratified 10 
Limestone shelter 15 
Sandstone shelte,r 50 
Limestone sl>elter 4(') 
Sandstone shelter 30 
OpeA, midden 20 
Limestone sh el te,r 25 
Open, village site 15 
Quatt?.ite shelter, midden 20 
Quartzite sh el te,r, midden 12 
Open, midden 40 
Table 19 Comparative excavation rates for selected site~ 
l_. __ , _ _ 
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sieving. My excavation rate has varied from about 10 person days per 
cu. m. (!!'WCI) , through 25 (Abercrombie) to about 50 ( Capertee) . These 
are overall rates and includ.e a gre::it deal of side-projects in the 
case of Caper tee, e.g. sieving of the older spoil heaps, survey work, 
flotation experiments, emptying of McCarthy's trenches and minor 
excavations. On a reasonably efficient excavation without excessive 
side-projects, one could expect excavation rates of between 15-30 
person days per cu.m., depending on the richness of the site, sediment 
character and working conditions. Typically a team of six wo1:1ld 
excavate between 1 aind 2 c1:1.m. per week of fieldwork. 
By way of comparison I have listed excavation rates for a number 
of sites (table 19). It will be seen that excavation rates for the 
system I am proposing compare favourably with those from other 
excavations. There is, in fact, a rema·rkably small sp·read in 
excavation rates with most lying in the range 20-30 person days per 
cu.m. The few sites fo·r which excavation rates are much faster than 
this are short period excavatiotis with an experienced team. 
Some comments on publication 
Satisfacto,ry publication of both the findings and limitations of 
an excavation is probably as important as good excavation techniques. 
I think I can safely say that the V?St majority Of sites excavated in 
Australia never receive a satisfacto,ry publication. Obvio·usly thorough 
analyses such as Mulvaney's Kenniff Cave report (Mulvaney and Joyce 
1965) or Lampert's Burrill Lake and Currarong repo1rts (Lampert 1971a) 
are time consuming undertakings. But the addition of simple 
topographic information, details of p·rovenance of C14 dates and 
artefact recovery techniques to a basic 'artefacts recovered' type 
report involves only the slightest extra investment of labour. If this 
sort of information is reported the site becomes an order of magnitude 
more useful to other workers. 
The root of the problem is, I beli!3ve, that many excavato·rs are 
not aware of, or do not as·k themselves, what sort of questions other 
workers are likely to ask of their data. If dates are involved, other 
workers will want to be a:ble to assess their validity. If the site is a 
rockshelter, the floor plan .alone tells one little about the habitable 
area or the total volume of deposits. A section drawing of a trench 
''i'fit~p ,·'Hq 
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without a cross-section of the site showing the relationship of the 
trench section to the dripline, rear of the shelter, topography of the 
shelter floor and possible sect iment sources above the shelter, will 
tell us little about the sedimentational history of the site, which is 
presumably why we drew the section of the trench in the first place. 
If details of the recovery techniques used, notably sieve mesti size 
and sorting l:.echnique, are omitted, it is impossible to compare 
artefact assemblages in any meaningful way. Plllt succh1ctly, th-e bulk 
of site-reports do not give us the information necessary to assess the 
depositional history, dating or assemblage composi tiolil repo·rted. I 
believe that much of the necessary information is common tp all: sites 
and simple to report, and I have therefore attero,pted to set ou•t a 
checklist of some essential information. It is undoubtedly a minimal 
list. 
Plan and Cross-section 
The cross-section of a site, whether open or shelter site, is 
undoubtedly as importa•nt as a plan when it comes to assessing the . 
site. Often more than one section is required to show both the form of 
a rockshelter (headroom, degree of protection, relationship of 
excavat.ion to dripline, topography of d.eposits and scalloping or 
jointing of the roof) and its relationship to the surroundil'lg 
topography (possible sediment sources above shelter, dis.ta;nce from 
creek). Similarly a plan extending beyond the site itself may be 
required to pinpoint aspects of the local topography affecting 
sedimentation, access to the site or resources in the immediate 
vicinity of the site (e.g. a waterhole or raw material source). 
C1li Dates 
It. is impossible to assess the validity of C14 dates unless they 
are reported in considerable detail: 
Horizont.<;!.l loc~tj,_on: square/ trench, area over which the sample was 
collected and location of this area within square/trench. Total area 
of feature if only partially sampled. 
Verti~~l loQa.t.l~n: depth limits of collection unit (particularly ilil 
the case of scattered charcoal), relationship to visible stratigraphy 
(including vertical distance from stratigraphic boundaries above and 
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below and from ground surfaae and/or bedrock). 
Natut:.§. of f_eatur:§. sampled: hearth, ash pile or lens, scattered 
charcoal. Elxtent of feature ( a,rea and thickness). 
Methg_Q_ of coll§.ctiQJl! precautions ta\~en to avoid contamination, . 
proportion of available material collected; for scattered charcoa,l, 
whether collected during excal/ation or by sieving/ flotation and the 
s.ize range of ft·a~ments involved . 
. Idellt.lf.lca\:j,_on of samp:i,_§.:. natu,re of sample submitted - charred wood, 
'ash', shell (species). 
Oth§.r.. dat_~ble material: presence of other datable materials and 
whether collected or not. Was all orga.n ic mater lal system!l.tically 
collected (e.g. by wet sieving or flotation)? 
M'isce],J3.'QQ.Q.1J'.:'l. obs~rvatiQ..Q.~: 'sealing' layers or rocks, signs o.f 
disturbance, whether trend of stratigraphy could be followed across 
area sampled (i.e. whether the sample has stratigraphic integrity), 
whether a feature appears to have been dug into tl;ie contemporary 
surface. 
Assemblage collection technique 
The most important and frequently omitted information about the 
W::J.Y an assemblage has been collected is the sieve mesh size and 
procedure used, i.e. wet or dry sieved. Also important are notes as to 
whether the residue was cross checked, whether bones and lithic 
material stood out from the residue or were difficult to see due to 
dust, earthy sediments or concretions adhering to them, and whether 
there was any form of selection (i.e. discard of certain categories of 
artefactual material) at the sorting stage, as was the case for many 
older excal/atlons. lt should also be noted whether the residue was 
retained for later lab-sorting or whether solid samples were retained. 
Canel us ion 
In this chapter I have discussed the structuring of data 
recording in the field. I have intentionally al/aided the term 
'excavation technique' because this subsumes a number of aspects which 
are not amenable to standardisation, e.g. the shape and extent of the 
area excavated, the order in which grid squares are excavated and the 
sampling strategy for sediment, pollen or flotation samples. These 
i 
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aspects can be considered as the stratf:l.KY of excavation and it is at 
this level that an excavatlon director will express hts/her intuition 
dnd competence in the perception of the structure (microstratigraphy 
and featu·res) of the d.eposits. The stra~ of excavation can be 
largely divorced from the recorQJ.M of data, and the latter is best 
handled by 3. standardised mechanical technique which provides a stable 
framework fo·r the material collected and observations made in the 
field. The standardisation of recording techniques in turn allows the 
sett.ing up of standardised computer programs capa·ble of g,ene•rating a 
wide range of commonly used info·rm·ation. The following chapter .is 
d·evoted to describing such a system. 
' 
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In trod uc ti on 
In the preceding ch'tpter I have covered the in-field recording of 
excavation dat'i. In the present chapter I shall look at the transfer 
of this dat::i to coding forms and eventually to a computer storage 
medium (cards, tape or disc file), the addition of data d.erived. from 
1a·l!Joratory analysis and the processing of the resulting file which I 
shall refer to as the EXCAVATION DATA FIL~. 
1 have not attempted to make a gener::il survey of data storage and 
analysis techniques currently in tlSC. This is bec3use very little has 
been published on the subject in relation to hun ter-ga.thm·er 
archaeology, particularly in Aust.ral ia. Moreover, what little has been 
published ls of a problem-specific nature, most commonly irwolving the 
recording of attributes for a subset of excavated material. (e.g. 
formal tools), with a view to carrying out a specific an:ilysis. This 
so·rt of recording results in scattered files of data and incomplete 
recording of the material excavated. 
I have therefore adopted a pragmatic rather than a synthetic 
apip·roach to the question of data coding and analysis and set myself' 
the task of evolving one specific system adapted to what I see as the 
currenc trends in Austr::ilia:n prehistoric research. 1 have not, fo•r 
instance, attempted to integrate programs for generating cumulative 
typological diagrams, as might have been the case if tnis work was 
carried out in Europe. On the other hand, I have placed considerable 
stress on various measures of size and raw material classification 
which at0 e basic components of most thorough l\ustralian site reports. 
My discussion is largely oriented towards lithic artef'lcts since they 
are generally the most important component of Australian (and most 
other) assemblages. However, I have maintained sufficient flexibility 
so thRt other materials can be incorporated into the system as 
required. 
It is perhaps in order here to point out the n"lture of the data 
we are dealing with. The data derived from the excavation of a 
hunter-gatherer site can be broadly divided into two categories. On 
the one hand, we have small numbers of observations with high 
individual information content, such as observations of different 
stratigraphic uni ts or features. On the other hand, we have large 
numbers of observations with low individual information content 
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derived from the individual artefacts (flaked stone, faunal rt:mains 
etc.) uollected. The latter observations inc.Lude some form of 
positional data, either in the form of 30 coordinates or by reference 
to a particular excavation unit, and attributes or classification 
data. Their numeric::il impo·rtance, low individual information content 
and repetitive nature m::i.ke them an ideal candidate fo•r computer 
storage and analysis. 
integration of dat::i. recording 
I think it. would be safe to say that data coding and analysis are 
virtu.ally never conceived of as an integral part of excavation. Even 
on some well organised excavations that I have visited, material is 
collected and notes are made with no parti.cular plan as to how they 
wi.l l be ::inalysed. Once back at the laboratory the excavator sorts out 
the materL;:;l and washes and labels it and only at this stage docs he 
or she generally begin to decide what analysis to carry out. 
This late and ongoing decision is often reflected in the 
f'racsmentation of dat1 recording, i.e the recording of data relevant to 
different questions in a series of separate special-purpose files. 
Often the same arr.efacts contribute to several overlapping files which 
cannot be combined. For example, a file of length-class counts and a 
file of breadth-class counts cannot be combined to get lcngth/b.readth 
ratios. The result is that each time a new question is asked a new set 
of measurements has to be made. This li.mits the amount of information 
which is extra·J ted from a collection. The solution is to record all 
the measurements and counts m?.de on a reaccessible medium (i.e disk, 
tape or cards) in a systematic and strl\ctured fashion. If this is done 
we can specify new questions without the necessity of reco,rding new 
d::ita or carrying out lengthy hand-sorting and calculations. 
The key to effective analysis is to have the totality of the data 
recorded in a systemat le fashion in a single place. This is why 1 have 
aimed at a .fil.n.~lf2. excavation data file covering coordinate, attribute 
and classificatory data rather than the more common approach of 
separate files for 'tools', 'bones', 'waste' etc. However, the design 
of a particular file structure is only half the battle. If the file is 
to be an effective record of the data derived from excavation it is 
essential that new data can be added on easily as it becomes 
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available. This means that special programs are required and the 
provision of such programs has been a major part of the methodological 
section of my wo,rk. In writing the prog1°ams I have borne in mind 
Caelli's sixth commandment (Caelli 19'79): 'Write programs that are 
themsel ver:; tools to let people access the data base ;rn. they !ifillt. to' . 
The computer programs and data structure adopted do not pretend 
to be sophisticated. Whilst thLs in p3.rt reflects the fact that I am a 
rrogramming archaeologist rather than an arch~eological programmer, it 
also reflects my desire to make tho system I am proposing as simple as 
possible in order to make it attractive to non-programmers. 
Archaeologists are still very fond of punched cards and dat-.;:i. organised 
in columns, so I have maintained a form3.tted file structure with well 
spaced columns for greater legibility. For similar reasons, I have 
used fixed column coding forms fo·r initial input of data, although I 
have made use of freefield input for subsequent additions. The use of 
such a structure allows a 'cookbook' approach which I f'3el is more 
likely to be used than a more open structure requiring numerous 
decisions on the part of the user. 
Final data analysis has been entrust•Jd to the social scientist's 
best friend, 3PSS (Stati.stical Package for the Social Sciences, Nie 
et .:il. 19'75), as this allows a very wide range of possible 
manipulaLions and statistical aw1lyses beyond the scope of any 
speci1lised progr8.m that I could have w,ritten. I have concentrated my 
attention on providing an 1 interface' between the exc'3.vation data file 
and the statistical analyses which tho paclnge c:.in perform, leaving 
the user free to specify the analyses he/she requires (cf. Caelli 
QQ.Cit.). 
Individualised and unindividualised finds 
A common fault in Laboratory analysis of material is the 
duplication of measurement or cl:issific:oit·Lon which occurs because one 
cannot positively identify a specimen which has already been examined. 
l\t best this means that time is wasted in repetition and at worst Lhat 
results are :Lncorr'ect. I therefore work on the principle that ali 
matcrli!.l whiQ.\l i§. to undergQ. indivicl_ual mea§.ld.t.:~rn.fill!c or identific<Uc.i.Q.:.tl 
mu§.t. ~~ indi~icl.~~ll.Y. nulll.~~C~Q and I refer to this material as 
lNDIVlDUALISED finds. The remainder of the material ls known as 
--~----------------------- ii 
I .. · '" ~· 
l_'\1' 
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UNINDIVIDUl\LISED finds and will be analysed en ma§_§_~ by classification 
into size or raw material categories and counting and weighing of 
these categories. 
The first stage of the laboratory analysis should therefore be to 
sort the material recovered in the sieves and to number any objects 
lilcely to under~o individual measurement or classification, e.g 
uti 1 ised and retouched artefacts, identifisble bones and all materi':'ll 
exoeedinl'.; some specified size. The choice of size above which all the 
finds are numbered will depend very much on the nature of the 
assemblage and may vary for different raw materials .. The criterion(ia) 
used will genr-;rally be the same as those used to classify the 
remsining un:Lndividualised material, as this will aid in the 
preparation of histograms of artefact size. fi'or Capertee 3 I numbered 
all finds exc•2cding 2 gm weight and the unindividualised finds were 
classified by weight. 
Broadly spesking, unindividualised finds are those which aan be 
conside1'ed individually •unimportant'. Individual coding of this 
material is not generally feasible because of its numerical . 
importance. This fact has been recognised implicitly by most 
excavators who single out 'tools' and a s;l!m<ple of the lsrger 'waste 
flakes' for individual measurements and classification. The remainder 
of the material is genc;rally counted and reportc;d as 'waste flakes' 
(frequently a misnomer), 'debitqge', 'bone fragments' and the like. 
Charcoal fragments are not generally quantified at all. 
Tne relegation of this horde of small materi~l to such blanket 
tet'rns, 3!nd thence to obscurity, results in the loss of much 
information relative to site; function and spatial organisation 
( John::;on in press). 1\ close lco\< at this material can tell us whether 
a site has served as a stone-knapping locus, where in the site 
stone--knapping has occurred and which raw materials were knapped as 
opposed to being brought in as finished flakes. This in turn can Lell 
us about site usage and communic::i.tion networks. Small bone and plant 
remains, includin<s charcoal, can tell us about food processing and 
site usage. The great advantqge of this small material is that, unlike 
the 'tools' upon which we are accustomed to rely for inf'oPmation, Lt 
·~ 
is unl~l<ely to be curated (ibid.). 
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One proviso on the use of unindividualised finds when discussing 
questions such as site function, is that sieve collection procedures 
must be well controlled. As a general rule, numerical importance 
increases rapidly with decreasing size (see chapter 5 for example), so 
differences in sieve size and technique can radically affect such 
'classic' statistics as 'waste: tool' ratios or mean weight or. mean 
length of flakes. 
Structure of the 0xcavation data file 
The excavation data file must accommodate two different types of 
information: 
1. information relating to each excavation unit as a whole, for 
example volume, weight of sediment, number and weight of 
unindi vid ual ised finds; 
2. information relating to single (individualised) finds (coordinates 
and attributes including typological or species classifications). 
In the system I am proposing, each excavation unit is represented by a 
block of consecutive records (lines of data). Information relating to 
the excav::ition unit 3.S a whole is recorded on a fixed number of 
records for ea.ch excavation unit. These are followed by a variable 
number of records, one for eacb individualised object in that 
excavation unit, giving coordinate and attribute data fo.r that obJect. 
The struoture of the block of records for an excavation unit is 
illustrated in fig. 59. 
The present system allows fo·r four records of information 
relating to the excavation unit as a whole, but the programs can be 
easily altered to accommodate more or less records. The four record 
types at present available, identified by 1, 2, 3 or 4 in column 1, 
are: 
lY.2_~ l;_ Gen_~~al informatl~U - sediment and residue weights and start 
and end levels for excavation unit. 
J'Y_g_~ £;_ Ra~ mater-h:-21 cl~ssific~tion of the unindividualised finds. Up 
to 14 raw material types (number and weights) can be 
accommodated. In addition this record can contain the 
weights of lit.hie and organic finds eliminated during sample 
purification. 
'I 
., f ,. 
N 
.t! 
c: 
" 
' fi 
I 
Analysis I Individualised finds 
Excovatlon unit 1r-r -_.::.======---. 
u1111 and .J Object 
Record typ~~ S~e ~ p:~ l # X Y Z 111nturial Rnw 
5CP3 QI) 4 20 2 49 13 129 0 6d 0 
13 
35 
9 
18 
Excavntion 5CP1 Q 13. 4 20 3 irn 15 1] I I} 
unit 5CP3 Q 13 11 2•:l 4 25 I :J I )0 I I I 0 23 16 4 
SCP .J QI J 11 2J 5 )5 131 I 10 2 :J 23 10 l 5CP 3 ·QI 3 II .'2-J I •) 0 0 5Ct'j QIJ <1 2,J 6 4j 'J 132 •1<1 •I 1) 17 17 
-----------· ICP3 ~IJ 5 :i'l ·)·.) :4 :J 2 ·jl .'!2 I IJI 1)4 50 Q \j) 136 5J 50 IJ6 1}13 22 50 132 lj6 •• Gonernl 1nlormatl0n 
2CP 1 -.) 13 ; j.') S6 0 } 2~ I ,) l ,) '14 2 15 2 II 0 0 3 5 0 0 ................... Raw material o\assif1cation] 
M 
.lC:PJ Q 13 'i j;J 9G l·lil j 1r1 0 i) '.l 0 J 0 78 J \'I 0 4 ................................... Size clos51f1cat1on 
4CP3 (J\j 5 \.l ................................................................................................................. Supplcme.ntary clnta 5CPj~I:{ 5 J1) jl) l'\1-- I 20 22 10 
)C:P) ~'13 5 j) 2 ~lei I) I;; .:2 11 6 15 1'i 
5CPj ot:< 5 .«l l j) 13 l\,J ,J'l 
5Cl'J Oil ~· j·l 2·l .:0 'jl l•J 
5CPj \~13 5 3·j ~,3 1:1 I{~ I 
SGt'] 01) 5 j.) 6 lJ~ .~d I rt I) 
Excavntion 5Cl'3 Jl.i 5 i1 I :Jj i; I ii'1 
unit 5CP:~ .j1J S ~·! n~ . .__1 / '~·~ 
5 5Ci'i ,)\j 'i )) •) 'i'·J : 01 l •I 
5C t' 3 w I:; -) ~-J : J Ii>:: ~ -1 1 5 ' 
5CP' 01_) :; 5J ! I ,1, ~- ! ~/ 
SCP3 (JI~ •_) j,l \2 ,~ i ::·\ I ~;I 
'5CP3 C.'lo lJ le ,13 31 Ii'> 
5CPlQIJ '5 Yl :4 fl '1 ,,,, 
5Gl'3l'lj 5 l'l !iJ ll'i 
17 
j,? I •J 
!) I, J 
•1'1 l.] 
.~·:1 I 0 
r~'/ () 
I 11 I '1 
'JO 10 I 
9'i 3 
2'( 
22 
j') 
31 
2'1 
30 
311 
to 
21 
I 
20 
0 
J 
J 
22 
13 
19 11 
15 
95 
15 
5CP3 i.J\l 5 jJ lG li!I :1 '«~ 
5CP] Q 13 5 JJ 17 JI ,•: ';11 
.?ll 2 0 
2~ I ,1 
25 2 0 
.l 3 
39 
26 
:u 
2 l 
14 
•g 0 22 6 100 
Excavation 
unit 
6 
SCP] ~13 5 ]Q 18 n J I 
SCI' 3 tl ! .l 5 Yl : ·l :J J 
ICP] t:IJ " 3J :JI hl •ii 
2CP ~j <JI j " 3'J 6') I] ) I~~ 
3CP3 013 6 3J 14S !;2.i' t) le! 
IJGP3 1.113 (J 3J 
5CPJ 013 6 30 
5CP3 Q 13 6 3G 
5CP3 f.ilJ ti 3J 
5CP3 QI j Ii 30 
5CP3 Q\:J 6 30 
5CP3 013 6 30 
5CP3 '~13 Ii 30 
5CP.l 1)13 6 3J 
6 
7 
d 
yJ :J2 I 37 
lj"j I-~ ! _\!) 
:1:) :2 
26 Lj ! 
Jll 20 
lO I 
;p; 2:] 
25 35 '37 
2 2 0 13 
22 
20 
I) 
0 
19 
,, 11 19 
•l I ]11 
0 0 
0 0 
16 2 3 
12 u 
22 
75 
31 
18 
12 
2 
I 
0 
2 
I 
16 
J 
16 
7 
1112 50 0 136 :112 
1117 333 ·1 0 0 
,1 :J I l : 0 29 
23 
11 
16 
15 
113 
26 
19 
11 
0 24 11 
0 
0 
:JI 
24 50 
11 
s 
33 
Fig. 59 Structure of the excavation data file 
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~ l!.. Siz~ classif),_caUQ.ll of the uninclivi;luallsed .lithic finds. Up 
to four classes each (numbers and weights) can be 
'3.Ccommodated for length, area and w;;)ight. 
~ ~;_ §_ldQtl~mentaa dat'i - Thi.s record is available for any data not 
covered by the preceding records, for example weig~ts of 
different shell species, sediment analyses. 
Individualised finds reco·rds are identified by a S or a 6 in 
column 1. They must follow the co•rresponding reco.rds of excavation 
unit information, but need not be in any particular .order ( th.ough it 
will generally be convenient to order them by artefact serial number). 
~ 5_;_ Form~ g_tt;,_c_ibtdt.~§. ;:inQ. artef2Q.t. Q.Q.Q.C.QitJ..g_t.~. If the find is a 
secondc; •ily worlrnd or utilised lithi.c find this record will 
also carry attributes for the first (or only) worked edge. 
'IYQ~ Q_;_ Suppl.Q..l!l~n_t:;;_a worked edge .attr:.ibut~§.. Attributes fo·r second, 
third etc. retouched/utilised edges. 
Each record of the excavati.on data file is divided into two. 
parts, the COMMON FIELD and the SPECIFIC FlELD. The common field runs 
from columns 1-13 and contr.;.ins the following information: 
2-'~ 
5 
6-1 
9-11 
12-13 
111-15 
16 
17-1~· 
Record type (1-9) 
Site identifier 
Subdivision of site, if required 
Excavation square identifier 
Excavation un:Lt number 
Feature number, if required 
Analysis unit numbel' or stra t igr::iphic level 
Subdivision of ::ibove, if requi1·ed 
Subdivision of excnvati.on square, if requi.red 
The specific field contains different information according to 
the record type in questlon. The· information r.::oded and the. columns 
used c::rn be read off the field coding form ( fis. 61) for record types· --- _ 
1-~. For recoPd types 5 and 6 the attributes and format may be variad 
according to the specific requirements of the site being recorded; in 
appendix I[ I have listed the attributes and the columns in which they 
are recorded for my analysis of the C;;ipertee j lithic material. 
:. 
I 
,I 
Field notes 
~ Fincls-....___ 
In sHu Sieve 
(Hum be red·) (unnumbered) 
FIELD 
------
LABORATORY 
"' -0 
~' 
-0 
.~ 
-ro 
:J 
"' "O 
:g 
~ ~ -0 
"O c: 
.~ c ::i 
-;;; 
:J 
"O Raw m<1tc1 inl 
·;:; 
co classification 
c 
t 
Size 
classification 
(Lithic linds) 
Allr ibutcs ADD>AT 
Ounntitntlvr data 
(coo1dinates, sediment 
& '"""t ""'"''"' 
ln-f·1eld codinn forms 
BaS1c cxcavat·i0n data file 
ADDIR:M 
ADDSIZ 
Supplcm1cntary ADD ODS 
clata '----+-------'----'-=-=------------~ 
Group excavation units 
by sllaligraphic or 
annlvsis unit ~11 oupings 
ADD LEV 
Prelim. acinlysis 
Check and r.orrur:t data Hlo 
ADD HM l!tc or toxt mfitor 
Excavation data tile 
ANALYSIS 
Fig. 60 Suggested flow-diagram of excavation data recording 
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There are several advantages in using a common field identifying 
the site, square and exc'lv'3tion unit to which each record of 
information belong~, rather than entering this information only on the 
first record fo1° each excavation unit so that the remaining records 
are simply identified by their position. From the programming point of 
1Jiew life is made much easier by the f;ict that one does not have to 
cope with the possibility of numel"ical information and alphabetic 
characters occurring in the same position on successive records. From 
the manipulati..on point of view each record is uniquely identified and 
includes strntigr'1phic and spatiril information, so that reco,rds can be 
extracted into special purpose fi..les without loss of context. 
Data storage 
So far we h::i.ve dealt with the sorts of information which will be 
generated by reco,rding of the excavated mat8rial. The key to 'ln 
effective data recording system is flexibility to accept new data a 
bit at a time and incorporate it into the data already recorded. This 
is particularly import'lnt as far as rapid publication of a preliminary, 
report is concerned, since it should not be necessary to wait until a 
site has been fully analysed before the data can be stored and 
analysed using the computer. Equally preliminary analysis may suggest 
extra data to be recorded. 
The programs I have written allow the creation of a basic 
excavation data file from data collected in the field (sediment and 
residur:; weights, start and end levels of Gxcavation units, preliminary 
stratigr"lphlc attributions) :md subsequent addition of data collected 
during laboratory analysis. The basic excavation data file is created 
simply by keying in the information reco1°ded on a set of field coding 
forms (fig. 61 ). Although these forms may also be used to record raw 
matarial and size classification data for the unindividualised finds, 
and forrne attributPs for individualised finds, these will more often 
be added after creation of the excavation data file and often after 
laboratory analysis away from the field situation. lf no data is to be 
coded on record types 2-6 in the field, only the general information 
record (type 1) need be keyed in. DUPLIC will convert the file thus 
created to the standard format (see later). A suggested flow diagram 
for data recording is shown in fig. 60. Note that several runs of 
ADDAT may be required to add attributes for different classes of finds 
FIELD CODING FORM - Sheet 1 CocJedby: _Jr ________________ Date: --~l't/..~L---· 
Record Type 1 : General information 
JJ 
' 
Site~ 
J • 
0 
' 
Square~ 
6 ' 
Excavution unil ~ Feo1ui!!J/W Strat. level~ 
,. ' 
D suusquareW ,. 11 
Sediment wt.~ • ~ kn. 
I 21.} l 
·Medium sieve residue rn • ~kg. 
22 23 
" " 
Fine sieve residue DJ • QI!] kg 
26 27 28 ;z9 
Coarse siuve residue il cmJ wt. ITIJ • @]kg 
" ]0 ]1 
" 
31 
" 
3' JO 
)( y Z sw1t % encl x y , l. Sttlrt Z rnd QJJ llilil lli0 I j 1 j3joj I j1j3itl OJ] Olli] Olli] I I l\"Jlo I I I 1 l"J I l'-1 Stml .111d J7 Ja J9 .10 
" 
.12 
" " 
., 4b 41 Ad 4Y 50 
" " 
>l ,. :is 5ei 
" 
!ill 59 00 61 ., 61 6.t 65 oo Ol Ot:I .:,-; /J 
iii11Sh [[I] [1IBJ DJQ] I , , , ._,'ti I I I 1°1 ITIJ CiiliJ ITR1 I '''~'"' I ! 1IJl~I coortI.riatc.s II n /J 14 l'J 16 II Ill IY !JU Hl 01 fl1 g,1 a!) ll6 ff/ ljl) 69 90 91 92 9J 94 95 96 ., 98 99 !00 1\JI 102 IOJ tO.i ITIJ cm Dilll I I I 1°1 I I 1!3bj Srwo techniquo? Wet/~ 1o:i 106 101 I08 I09 110 111112 llJ 114 115 116 117 llB 119 120 121 
Sievu mush: Coa1sc -L~-. mm flh1dium --~--mm J FinP. nirn 
f'{E!cord Type 2 : Unindividualisr.d finds by rnw nwtcriul 
ITl S•IO ic.!-rlil [] Sqt1.irn @:IT['d l:xct1vat1on unrt ~ Fet1turc :; rn Slrnt. level[@J 0 Subsquurem I J 
' ' 
I.I 7 H ~I) II 12 \J 
" 
I!• 16 II lb 
L1tt11c finds ..:: _lt_ rnm ~·[i)u111 01gonic finds (cxc. clH1rcoi11) < .'L mm [[@]·[3Jun1 
\Y l'J l\ 
" 
iJ H ?.5 Jo 
n.M. I Charr.r,.JI l9<Q4 wt Ljfg)jJ . [;B, uin R.M. 2 ·~· II n I !151 Wt con • 13] yrn --------------- -----------------
- - ~ ~~~ _1_ - - - -
J~ JO J/ Jri J'~ J!J .11 J.' 
,l ... I. 3 
' [[[ill . wt [IE] • !1J 9111 11.M.•t __ §.~t/-F------ , I I I I 1 J Wt WlJ . [3J f!'ll 
.!J JJ J.'.i JO .,, JH 49 50 ~I 51 !iJ 5.a 55 51 5B 
f1 ~A. b 
-- ------------ I i I I I wl w=:i • 0 !Jill flM, G ··----------··----- fl C:~~~JJ Wt c:;i::Q • 0 gill 
" 
N 01 61 OJ 6 66 /1 I /J /J. 
llM I 
-------------· LlllJ vtt lJ:cJ · D urn R.M.8 . ·-------· ------· i·o::m wt~·Dwn 
" " 
II !ti IY 0 til Ul It/ llJ t\J t>6 ti/ y )J 
fl.M 9 
-------------- [[]Il .V/l DJJ·Oum fU1.10 ---------· ------- , .. L lJJJ wt r:w. Qum 
.. 1 'fl YJ Y~ \'5 '•'6 VI 'J'll ~~~ ll 11.>4 IU!i I~'\~ 
RM. 11 
--------------
i' U_UJ ;,.vt OJJ·Oarn R.M 12 ·------------· --- I! [[]]] WI [[]] • D ;J'll 
h;.' I• 11 :r«J 110 Ill 111 llJ I" 10 llo U/ 1111 llYIW 111 
"' 
Fig. 6la Example of computer coding form (sheet 1) 
(/) 
..0 
c 
"" iii 
~; 
---·-----·-··-~ - - ~ 
FIELD CODING FOAM Slwut 2 
Accord Type 3 : Unindividualised finds·: si.ze _classification (/ithic finds only) 
Site Lfljjj] 0 Square~ Excovotion unh ITliJ 
2 - 2. g um ,, [ I I I I 
JS 
"1cn1 2 11 [ / / 1 l~I 
" 
2 - 3.9 cm 2 H I I I I :.l I 
6/ 
< 1 cm I' [[L[] 
8J 
/\1 :nfact lc:rnut~l$ 
Wt [[li]•@gfl) 
wt OJJ·Oum 
wt IT@ · ITJ gm 
Feature OJ 
1 - 1.9 urn "I 
> 2,9gm t/ 
1 -1.9 cm 2 f I 
, 3.8 cm 2 f I 
1 - 1.9 cm p j 
Codecl lJy : __ }-;;_ _______________ Date . • JL'fh_~-
Strat. rn D Subsq<Jore OJ 
" 111~ 
I I J 
I 131 
I I I 
I I I 
WI D=m·~glll 
,,, 
wt ITD·Oum 
'J 
wt CIJTI . [1J l}m 
"" 
wt ITO • 0' grn 
82 
Wt ITIJ. D gni 
2 - 2.9 cm # QTIJ 
., 
wt ·[[JI] • EJ gm 
wt ffiJ · 0 grn 
wt[[[] ·O gm 
· 29r.m 110=rJJ " wtD=rJ ·O·um 
'" 
Record Type 4 : Supplementary dutc:1 
Strat. rn D Subsquaru ITJ 
'" 
Sita JC j-P[}J 0 Square §]TitJ Cxcavotion t1111t OJil Fuaturc []] 
2 _________ _1 I I I I 3 __________ [Il]J 4 _________ _! I I I I s _________ _! I I I I 
'" 7 __________ [ I I I I s __________ [LITJ 9 __________ / I I I I 1o __________ [[[TI 
"' 12 __________ [[[0 lJ __________ LLm 14 ________ __1 1 1 1 1 1s __________ OIJJ 
. /Jj 
16 ________ __1 I I I I 17 ________ __1 I I I I 1s __________ [OJJ 19 ________ __1 I I I I 2o __________ OJII 
N ~ 
21 __________ q=rn 22 __________ [ITJJ 2J __________ [Lm 24 __________ [LL0 2s ________ __1 I I 1,,) 
26 __________ ~,)JJJ 27 ________ __1 I I I I 2s _________ JIC[J 
1 _________ _1 I I I I 
,., 
6 __________ q=rn 
11 __________ o=rr1 
Fig 6lb Example of computer coding form (sheet 2) 
(/) 
.0 
c 
Ql 
iil 
~ 
m 
>< 
n 
Ql 
< a 
6' 
::J 
c 
::J 
;:;: 
FIE:•LD CODING FORM Sheet 3 
Record Typo 5 1 Individualised finds 
Coded by, ___ tr____________ Date -~'J/Y./lJ ___ _ 
Optional variables · it Is not necessary ·to codo all these variables Since they cari be ~dded later using ADDAT 
OnlV lines with values fo( these variablos will be keved In 
I Site IPtJ SquiHC I Exunit IFcatrl StrmjPtfSubsq Obj ../'" x y z _,,./' AM Wt l1/10g) Sup Cix Length mm ;Breadth mm 
stCl"Pl31 1N1/1'1-1 r '""' 1 r 1011 1 1 '3 q. 'I-(, I 3 o ,, I 5' I 0 11'1 IR 
II-!) I I. I 0..1q I i~l,il 't 
' 
I 'f J ) 
fl.~ I,/ I il ~ Cl I O'=I- l'f ''f 3S ~ ~ 
1' 2 J 4 5 o 1 8 9 10 II 12 IJ 1• IS 16 11 181-J-+::-2-f--f-+-H+++':-f-''-f-+'-f'"'J-H-+-!-!':!:-il-l-lh-r.:.'P-t-f:':--f--t:::-/--/-+.i:+::!:-t-+-+::-i:!-f 
Please du).>llcatc columns 1 - 18 
NOTE This sheet sh6lild be Used only if dot.J 
is to lrn typud up by ii cfotu PIO<ll!Hmq 
unit. OllH!rwnc use IJborntorv catlin~ 
fo1ms and dau1 addiuon progrun1s. 
4 3'11- il T- J '3 I I J 14- !/• ~ 
1 ~ 1/-/. 13J I 3 ,,_ I ;:i !\' 
6 ~ ~ ~ (' I 3 I I '1-'1 J 0 -a.o J 6 
7 .. IL. ~) I '3 a.. I '~ I I 13 ll-8 '3 ~ 1/- ~' I '3 1"- I 11 'f- ... 'O as 110 
9 
"' 'l 11- I 3 '+ I I I 5 I 0 
I 1 
-"12·•-+--+-+-+--t-+--t--t--+--+--+--~-+---+--+---+-+-+-t--+--t--t----<t--t-+--+--t-+---t-+--+---+-; 
1-- t-- - ;-- -'l-lr--1-t--t--t--+-+--+--+-+-+-+-+-+++++-+-+--t--t-i-l-i-l-lt--!-t--t--t ,_.J_,~3-t--t--+--t---t--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-t-t--·t--t--f-11-ic-1--t---t1-1---t1-1---t1-1-t---t--t-t---r-r-1 
I 4 
-151- -' 1-f- -· -I-I-II-If-- - -· ·--t--1-+-l--t--t--+-+-+-+·--1-- -·+++--t--1·-t--t--+-I 
-t--'--l +-6-+-l--+--l-+-·l-+-1-1-+-I·-+- ;-f-1--1--+--+--+--I- t-- - -
- .!. ! ·- - - ·- --1-1- - ,_ - - -· - - .-t--+-+-+---t--+--l-+--1-+-4-'f-!-+-l-+-+-+--l f~.J...!!. -- - -- -1-f'-I•- -----11-if-l-t-l-i-+--t-+--I -1-1-+--·f-+-+--t--t--+--t--t--i 
I 9 
- 2 0 - I- - - - ,_ -- -< - -- - - - - - ·- ,__.,_,__, __ , _ - -+-l-+·-t-11-1-1-1-t-l 
~ ·2 ·-1·--··- - --<f- -- -·---·---r-- ------ - - ---- -- ·-- --- --
-- -- ----- - -- -- - - -- - --1---------1-
- ~-~ -i-- --r--t- - - --- - ·- - ·-- -· -·-~- - -, . - -- ·+.-
=11 =:-=-==~I-==-:=f====·=-=--~---" ~== ==t====I==~--~ 
·- - -· -- ~1=-f- - - ·- - -<l--1~1--~- --- - ---- - --~--- - --1-- -- - --1- --
1--2··a-~ - - -~1--1-i----- ---·--1----- ---· 
:11:::===-=====·==~------------------3 0 
-31-- - ----- ----- ----- - - --- -- -1- ,--.-----!---f--f---1--- -
-~~-- ------------------------~-
=_:_[_=}_-:-:_-. .=~~::=~--.·--1·.-.--·.~--- -- --i--- -·-·-- - ---
3 5 -- --- - ~ - - -~ ~~ ~~ - =' .. ·-i-~ ~ ~ - - ~ ... =: ~ = -· ---
Fig 6lc Example of computer coding form (sheet 3) 
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(e.g. l.th'c finds, skeletal remalns) lf they are coded with different 
at t ribu' , sets. 
The foll.owing programs are available for addition of data to the 
excavation data file: 
ADDRM 
ADD3IZ 
ADDAT 
ADDODS 
Adds raw material classificatlon of the unindividualised finds 
(number and weight for up to 13 raw ma&erial classes, weight 
only for charcoal and for lithic and organic finds removed 
during sample purifio.1ti.on). 
Adds size class L fioations (by weight, area or length) for the 
unindividualised lithic finds. 
Adds any chosen set of attributes for the indivldualised 
finds. To change the list of attributes and the format in 
which they a•re output minor program modifications ar,~ roq;uired 
which are fully explained in the program listing (appendix 
IV). 
Adds up to 28 variables to any specified record type. Present 
form"lt is 28 four-column variables, blAt the number of 
variables and the format can be aaslly modified. This progr3m. 
can be used to add extra variables of the users choice, for 
example weights of different shell species, sediment colour 
codes, notebool< or photograph cross-reference numbers. 
Analysis units 
It is a common feature of excavations that one may hav~ s~oonrl 
thoughts about the stratigraphic or analysis unit attribution of some 
excavation units during the cours6 of 3.nalysis. In fact I have 
nuggested in ch21pter 7 that fin".11. grouping into :i.nalysis units should 
not be carried out until a preliminary analysis of the material has 
been undertaken. I therefore consider it essential that reattribution 
of excavations unils to different analysis units should be a 
straightforw"!rd process. I have written a progr3.m, ADiJLEV, which 
allows one to modify selected attributions, the new attributions being 
entered from the terminal in response to prompts. The analysis unit 
attributions of both th0 general lnformation/unindividualised finds 
records and of the individualised finds records are modified by this 
program; note that the basic philosophy of this procedure is that all 
individualised and unindividualiscd finds from an excavation unit 
i. 1; 
Fig. 62 Examples of 'conversations' with 
data addition· programs 
Explanatory note 
All the data addition programs and the other program's described 
here are activated from a computer terminal, either a · vid·eo 
(television type) or hard-copy (typewriter-like) terminal. To activate 
a program one types EXECUTE fol lo.wed by the program name (if the 
program has already been translated into the machine's own language 
one can type EXECUTE o,r RUN, as in the 'conversations' illustrated). 
The computer will then type out info,rmation and questions on the· 
terminal. Each answer is transmitted to the computer wh,en the RETURN 
key is pressed (references to typing HE'l'U'RN mean to press this key not 
to type the word 'RETURN'}. 
A FILE on the computer is simply a magnetic equivalent of a roll 
of paper on which lines of information are written one after the 
other. Each line is called a RECORD. On the DEC10 computer, files are 
identified by names which are composed of two parts, a ' fi 1 ename' and 
an 'extension' separated by a period ( . ) for example UPDAT1.CP3, 
CP3UN. RM. The filename can be up to six char::icters, the first of which 
must be a letter, and the extension up to three characters. 
The period (.) preceding RUN at the top of each individual 
conversation and following EXIT at the end, is an indication that the 
computer is ready to run a new program. The line above EXIT tells one 
how much computer time (CPU time) has been used by the program. 
I 
t 
I'. 
t 
[ 
. RUil 1\DDHM 
8XCAV/\Tl\Jil IJATA PHOCE3S!NG 
l*llttjlllllll~lt*jt~t~lYI 
Jan Johnoon, ProhJatory, ANU, July 1979 
Version 3/8179 
*'** ADDHM ~•** 17-Aug-'19 
Thls program adds raw material class] ficatjon data for 
the unindividualiscd finds to the excavation data f'ile 
For documentatlon sec top of program listing 
Name of cxcavatlon data f'ile? UPDATl.CP3 
Name of raw material clasnlficatlon data fJle? Cl'3UN.Rl1 
What do you want to call your output file? UPDAT2 .CP3 
Hh:it r:iw materl al classi fi ca.ti ons do you hawi? 
Typo 1n raw material code numbers in ordar of dEi.ta 
on a si n~lc li n~ separateri by spoc~s 
If you have weights for UthiD and or~anic finds under ll:nm, 
code these as 100 and 200 respectively 
100 
Do yrJU have frequency data for the raw !llaterial categories? 
Do you have weights for the raw material categories? : Y 
Program rtmni ng 
667 records ~l'itten on output file: UPO/,T2.CP3 
87 Sclt~ cf raw rnaterjaJ classJ ficnt!ons read 
87 Sats of raw material classifications added to 
excavation data file 
STOP 
ENO 01•' EXECUTlOll 
CPU TIME: 3.91 ELAPSED TIMI\: I: 11.20 
J·:XlT 
1.· r 
l 
• RUN ADDSIZ 
EXCAVATION DATA PHOCES3ING 
••~••~•••~••••·•••n•••••••• 
Ian Johnson, Prehistory, ANU, July 1979 
Version 3/B/79 
1111 ADDGIZ f'tHU 17-Aug-79 
This pr•ogram adds size classifications for unindividualised f'ind's 
onto Lhe exca,vation data fl le 
r'or documentation see top of prop,ram listing 
Name of excavation data file? UPDAT2 ,CP3 
Name of size classification data file? CP3UN .SIZ 
What do you want to call your output file? UPDAT3.CP3 
What size classifications do you have? 
Type RETURll only for a list of attributes and code numbers 
(Type 99 for lis't if you are using a vJ,deo term1nal) 
Code numbers are as follows: 
I Weight Ogm Number 
2 Weight Ogm Wt l'n t/10gm 
3 Weight 1-1.9gm Number 
4 Weight t-t .9gm Wt in 1 /1:0gm 
5 Weight 2-2, 9gm Number 
6 Weight 2-2. 9gm Wt i,n t/10gm 
7 Weight 3-3.9gm Number 
8 Weight 3-3.9gm Wt i:n 1/IOgm 
9 Weight >3, 9gm Number 
10 Weight >3.9gm Wt in l/tOgm 
11 Area <I sq, cm, Number 
12 Area <lsq.cm, Wt i.n t/l,0gm 
13 Area t-2sq. cm. Number 
14 Area 1-2sq. cm, Wt h1 11 l0gm 
15 Area 2-4sq, cm, Number 
16 Area 2-4sq. cm. Wt in 1/l:Ogm 
17 Area >4sq,cm. Number 
18 Area >llsq .cin, Wt i'n 1 I tOgm 
19 Length <tern Number 
20 Length <lorn Wt i'n t/t10gm 
21 Length 1-1.9cm Number 
22 Leng th 1-1. 9om Wt i'n lli'Ogm 
23 Leng th 2-2. 9cm Number 
24 Length 2-2. 9cm Wt in 1 /llOgm 
25 Length 3-3, 9cm Number 
26 Length 3-3.9cm Wt in 1/ IOgm 
27 Length > 3. 9cm Number 
28 Length >3. 9cm Wt in 1/ lOgm 
Type in code numbers in the order in which the data 
on the class! flcatlon data file 
Sepa,ratc codes by spaces and type on a single line 
2 5 6 II 13 15 
Program running 
667 records written on output l'i le: UPDAT3.CP3 
46 Sets of size classifications read 
46 Sets of size classifications added to 
excavation data file 
STOP 
END OI' EXECUTION 
CPU TIME: 3.59 ELAPSED TIME: 1:46.1'6 
EXIT 
appea·rs 
.RUN ADDAT 
t:XCAVATIOfl DATA Pl10CES.3Tl<G 
,flflllflitlitilltll·t·•••••••t1•• 
IGn Johnson, Prehistory, ANU, July 1979 
Version 10/9/79 
1'* 11 ADDAT tttt 9-0ct-79 
This program adds attributes for individualised finds 
to the excavation aata file 
for documentaUon see top or program listing 
Name of excavation data file? UPDAT6.CP3 
Name of attribute da,ta file? CP3'3UP, ATT 
What do you wan,t to call your output file? UPDAT7.CP3 
output format of this version ls as follows: 
Common field: (11,A4 ,A3, I3,A 1, 13, A 1,2X, lJ, 
Attributes field: 2X, 213, 214, 15, 212, 214, 15, 13, 214, 12 014, 913, 1Dlil) 
What attributes do you have? 
Type RETURN only for a list of a,ttr•ibutes and code numbers 
(Type 99 for list if you are using a video terminal) 
This version uses the attribute list for lithic finds 
described in Johnson 1979, PhD, ANU 
Code numbers are as follows: 
1 X coordinate 
2 Y coordina,te 
3 Z coordinate 
4 Raw material 
5 ~1 ei!;ht in 1/10 gm 
6 Nature of support piece (lithic finds) 
7 Amount of cortex 
8 Leng th in mm 
9 Bread,th in mm 
10 1'hickness in mm. 
11 A,rtefact type 
12 Edge number (utilised/retouched litblcs) 
13 Length of working edge 
14 Shape of edge 
1'5 Edge angle 
16 Disµosnlon of retouch 
17 Type of retouch, main surface 
18 Extent of secondary retouch 
19 Extent of tertlary retouch 
20 Degree of polish 
21 Type of retouch, second sur race 
22 Extent of secondary retouch 
23 Extent or tertiary retouch 
24 Degree of polish 
Type in code numbers in the order in which the attributes 
appear on the attribute data file. 
Separate codes by spaces and ty,pe on a single line 
5 10 
Program running 
3561 Records written on output file: UPDAT7.CP3 
1196 Sets of attrtbute data read 
1196 Sets of attributes matched with finds on the 
excavation data file 
STOP 
EMIJ OF EXECUTION 
CPU TIMI':: 26. 18 8LAPSED TIME: 5: 17. 16 
EXIT 
l ' ' ~ . 
, RUN ADDLEV 
EXCAVATIOll DATA PROCESSING 
ff 11 I Ii I** I IU I I ti I I I* •It l\Jf I 
Ian Johnson, Prehistory 1 ANU 1 July 1979 
Version 3/8179 
tttt ADDLEV 1111 17-Aug-79 
This program adds stratigraphic Level or analysis unit attributl.ons 
to the excavation data file 
and duplica,tes existing or new attributions rrom the first record 
for each excava:tion unit 1 onto subsequent records 
For documentation see top of program listing 
Name of excavation data file? UPDAT4 .CP3 
What do you want to call your output file? UPilAT5.CP3 
At what excavation square do you want to start correcting or 
adding level/analysis unit attributions? 
Ql3 
At what excavation unit number? 
Scanning for starting point 
Program wl 11 prompt with square ldentl fl er 1 excavation unit number, 
and level attribution (level number and subdivision) 
If level attribution is correct, simply press RETURN. Otherwise, type in 
new level number followed by subd'l vision, separated by space ( s) 
If only one number is typed in the subdivision defaults to zero 
If you want to termina,te the current i'nputting session at any time 
(without loslng level attributions you have input), type control Z 
in reply to prompt 
Sqr Unit Lev/Sub New Value 
Ql3 7 3 0 3 
Q13 
Ql3 
Q13 
Q13 
Ql3 
Ql3 
8 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Q 13 14 
Ql3 15 
0 
0 
0 4 1 
5 0 
5 
0 5 0 
7 0 
Copy! ng over remainder of fl le 
1863 Records wrltten on output file: UPDAT5.CP3 
STOP 
END OF EX8CU1'10N 
CPU TIME: 8.18 ELAPSED TIM8: 2:51.64 
EXIT 
171\. 
belong to the same analysis unit. This limitation was necessary if the 
program was to be easy to use a,nd can be got around (messily) if 
absolutely necessary. 
Fig. 62 shows a typical sequence of data additions, starting from 
a basic excavation data file produced by keying in the field coding 
forms (fig. 61 ). First a raw material clas'Sification of the 
unindividualised finds is added to the excavation data file using 
ADDRM and the updated excavation data file is output as UPDAT2.CP3. 
Then a weight classification is added using ADDSIZ. Thirdly forme 
attributes for the individualised finds are add,ed .using ADDAT. For 
these three programs the data to be added to the excwation data file 
is contained in the free-format files GP3UN. RM, CP3UN .SIZ and 
CP3SUP .ATT. 
ADDAT is designed to be flexible so that diffe,rent attrib,ute 
systems can be accommodated according to research requirements or the 
types of artefact being recorded. The only modificat.Lons required to 
accommodate different sets of attributes are to two format statements 
in the progr~m: 
1. the format used fo,r outputting the attribute values on the 
excavation data file; 
2. the format which types out the attribute list on the terminal. 
instructions for carrying out these modifications are included in the 
program listing (a,ppendix IV). 
Note that attributes for different types of find, e.g. for lithic 
artefacts and faunal remains, need not be in the same columns (i.e. 
format), provided that some attribute by which they can be 
distinguished, e.g. raw material, does occur in a fixed position. 
Fig. 62 skips further data additions and shows the correction of 
analysis unit attributions using ADDLEV. Finally 3ELEC is used to 
print out the updated data file (fig. 63). SELEC pdnts out reco,rds 
one type at a time so that they can be easily verified; by selecting 
one type at a time the values fall into columns so that errors can be 
spotted more easily (compare for example part of the excavation data 
file shown in fig. 59 with the output from SELEC shown in fig. 61\). 
.RUN 3ELEC 
EXCAVATIO\l DATA PROCBdSlllG 
............................ 
Ian Johnson, Prehistory, ANU 
Version 3/8179 
July 1979 
1 *' 1 SBLEC 1 *' 1 17-Aug-79 
ThJs program prints out or outputs a fJle of chosen record types 
selected from the excavation data file 
See top of program listing for documentation 
Name of excavation data file? UPDAT9.CP3 
What do you want to call your output file? 
If you want a prl ntout not a permanent file, ty,pe RETU,RN only 
Record types on excavation data file are as follows: 
I General excavation unit information (coordinates ,sediment wt etc) 
2 UnJ ndi vid,uallsed finds, raw material classi fl cations 
3 Unindl viduali sed finds, sl ze classi ficatlons 
4 Supplementary variables 
5 Individualised finds 
6 Supplementary records for >ndi victual! sed fJ nds (2nd, 3rd,, utlllsed edges) 
What record type do you want printed? (Control Z to terminate) : 1 
1'65 Records printed' 
What record type do you want printed? (Control Z to terminate) 2 
1'65 Records printed 
What record type do you want printed? (Control Z to termina,te) 
165 Records printed 
What record type do you want printed? (Control Z to termlnale) 5 
2881 Records printed 
What record type do you want printed? (Control Z to terminate) •z 
STOP 
END OF EXECU'PION 
CPU TIME: 34.55 ELAPSED TIME: 2:5.611 
EXIT 
Fig. 63 Example 'conversation' with SELEG 
Excavation Data File: UPDAT9.CP3 Date: 17-Aug-79 Record Type Selected: 
ICP3 Ql3 10 10 6B 8 46 0 0 25 0 113 117 50 50 117 124 50 0 112 117 37 25 117 119 
ICP3 Ql3 20 10 87 26 411 0 0 25 0 117 122 50 50 124 1211 25 50 120 125 25 25 11'9 125 
ICP3 Ql3 30 10 B5 48 39 0 0 25 0 122 126 50 50 127 129 50 0 123 127 25 50 125 12B 
ICP3 Ql3 40 20 70 7 0 0 0 25 0 126 131 50 50 129 130 50 0 127 m 20 50 12B 128 
IGP3 Q13 50 30 90 14 0 2 81 22 0 131 134 50 0 133 136 50 50 136 138 22 50 132 136 
ICP3 Q13 60 30 97 90 113 0 0 20 0 134 142 50 0 136 142 ,24 50 136 141 35 25 136 141 
1GP3 013 70 30 106 21 31 0 0 21 0 142 1117 50 50 1112 145 50 0 142 1,117 35 25 141 147 
ICP3 Q13 80 llQ 60 52 2B 2 B 20 0 147 148 50 0 147 1118 21 50 147 150 50 50 145 152 
ICP3 Q13 90 !IQ 80 0 24 I 12 20 0 148 154 50 50 152 156 50 0 148 151 20 50 150 153 
ICP3 Ql3 100 110 100 30 42 I B 20 0 1511 161 50 0 150 151 20 50 154 163 50 50 l5B 165 
IGP3 Ql3 110 50 60 15 26 0 0 16 8 161 164 50 50 165 167 20 50 163 165 30 30 163 164 
ICP3 Ql3 120 50 95 10 511 0 0 15 5 1611 16B 50 0 151 151 20 50 165 168 50 50 167 1'72 
ICP3 013 130 60 102 2 62 0 0 24 0 16B 169 50 0 172 173 22 50 16B 170 50 50 172 174 
IGP3 013 140 60 115 IB Bo 0 0 20 0 172 1711 50 0 176 180 25 50 1'71 179 50 50 173 175 
ICP3 Ql3 150 70 95 16 70 0 0 20 10 174 178 50 0 lBO 182 23 50 179 IB 1 50 50 181 181 
1GP3 Q13 160 70 124 35 96 1 12 20 0 17B 1'811 50 0 181 184 211 50 182 1B7 50 50 1B4 187 
ICP3 Ql3 170 70 80 BO 71 0 0 15 5 1B4 188 50 50 187 191 50 5 IB4 0 25 25 187 190 
1CP3 Ql3 180 70 78 16 40 I 5 50 0 162 190 50 50 162 190 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1CP3 Ql3 190 70 125 6B 120 0 0 15 4 l'BB 193 50 0 IBB 193 20 50 191 193 50 50 191 194 
Excavation Data Pile: UPDAT9.CP3 Date: 17-Aug-79 ~ecord Type Selected: 
2CP3 Q13 10 10 0 0 0 156 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2CP3 Q13 20 10 70 0 0 177 0 0 0 0 156 343 0 0 0 0 5 14 0 0 
2GP3 Q13 30 10 60 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 
2CP3 Ql3 40 20 25 0 0 331 0 0 0 0 60 165 2 15 0 0 3 4 0 0 
2CP3 Ql3 50 30 56 0 0 2BI 0 0 0 0 94 215 2 4 0 3 5 0 0 
2CP3 Ql3 60 30 65 0 0 IB2 0 0 0 0 '147 3B3 0 0 0 11 17 0 0 
2GP3 013 70 30 99 0 0 170 0 0 0 0 251 854 7 12 0 0 18 38 0 0 
2GPj 013 Bo 110 75 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 234 7B I I 0 0 9 1'6 0 0 
2GP3 013 90 40 44 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 196 525 I I 0 0 3 9 0 0 
2GP3 Ql3 100 110 85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 313 963 6 19 0 I 3 0 0 
2GP3 013 110 50 29 0 0 37 0 0 0 0 113 330 6 0 0 2 11 0 0 
! 2CP3 Q13 120 ~o 39 0 0 311 0 0 0 0 100 253 0 0 I 2 0 0 2CP3 Ql3 130 60 23 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 83 242 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 
I 2CP3 013· 1110 60 l~5 0 0 49 0 0 0 0 73 16B 0 0 0 0 5 19 0 0 
. 2CP3 013 150 70 ill 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 48 131 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2CP3 Ql3 160 70 ii 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 112 1811 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2CP3 013 170 70 19 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 97 426 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2CP3 Ql3 180 70 18 0 0 20 0 0 0 67 217 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2CP3 013 190 70 38 0 0 lj 0 0 0 0 149 7 13 4 45 0 0 12 0 0 
2CP3 013 200 70 37 0 0 2 0 0 0 204 935 15 0 0 27 0 
Fig. 64 Example output from SELEG 
175. 
Correction of errors can be carried out by supplying new values 
and using ADD RM etc. New val \iles overwrite values al ready existing on 
the excavation data file whilst values fo·r which no l'lew data is 
supplied remain "1nchanged. In practice, however, 
conver:iient and more economical in terms of computer 
it may be more 
text editor to make minor co·rrectioins. I 
time, to use 
have develo.ped 
a 
a 
special-purpose edito·r which allows one to locate a specified artefact 
and modify any or all of the attribuites fo,r that a•rt.efact. I have not 
included this program in this thesis because it is expensive in te·rms 
of computer time and disc storage and I hope to irniprove its efficiency 
before publishing it. 
Method of data addition 
A number of considerations lead to my choice of method for addil'lg 
data to the excavation data file. In the first place it is exceedingl~ 
slow and tedious to try and add data onto a file using a gene•ral 
purpose text-editor, so that special program.s are essential fo,r data 
additions. Two possibilities are therefo·re open to us. Either the new· 
data is entered in reply to prompts from the program and added on in 
the appropriate places, or a file of data is created using a text 
edi to·r (or keyed onto cards or tape) and the program combines this 
with the excavation data file. I chose the first strategy for ADDLEV 
since it is more convenient to use and a relatively small amolilnt of 
data is likely to be input. For the othe·r data addition programs one 
is likely to be dealing with far large·r quantities of data, so I chose 
to read the new data from a file. This is a much faster way of adding 
dat::.i. because, when creating the file, one is r:iot obliged to wait fo,r 
the computers response for each item of dat3: added and data can be 
typed in very rapidly in free-format (values separated by spac·es). It 
also allows one to have the data key·ed in by a data preparatiou 
service if one is available. 
In order to avoid the time consuming drudgery (for a non keypunch 
operator) of typing in dat:=t in fixed columns, the file of data to be 
added to the excavation data file is typed in in free format. This 
means that individual values are simply separated by space(s); the 
structure of these files is fully explained in the program listings in 
appendix: V. I have written an additional program, CNTVAR, which checks 
that the co·rrect number of val"1eS has been entered on each line of the 
I f. 
.RUN CNTVAR 
EXCAVf,TION DATA PROCE3SlNG 
•••·•••if••··········,······· 
Ian Johnson, Prehist,ory, ANU, July 1979 
Version 3/8/79 
1111 CNTVAR 1 "'1 1-0ct-79 
This program counts the number or variables per record on a freefield 
da•ta rile and lists those records which do not conform to an 
expectation which you enLer ft'om the terminal, 
Records containing alphabetic characters are ignored 
Inpu•t rue name? : BACKED.Q13 
How many variaboles do you ex,pect per record? 8 
LINE 41 
LINE 58 
LINE 108 
STOP 
U 0F VARIABLES 7 
ii OF VARIABLES 16 
U OF VARIABLES 6 
END OF EXECUTION 
CPU TIME: 2.21 ELAPSE:D TIME: 24 .82 
EXIT 
Input file name? RED1R.Q13 
How many variables do you expect per record? : 11 
ALL RECORDS CONTAIN EXPECT£D NUMBER OF VARIABLES 
STOP 
END OF EXECUTlON 
CPU TIME: 1.13 ELAPSED TIME: 40,911 
EXIT 
Fig. 65 Two example 'co11versations' with CNTVAR 
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Fig .. 66 Example laboratory coding form for 1mindividualised finds 
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file, and types a list of any discr-.;;pancies (see fig. 65). In figs. 66 
and 67 I have illustrated general purpose coding forms for reco,rding 
data from laboratory analysis. In practice I fill in the headings on 
these forms before making copies for use in the laboratory, both to 
save writing the headings repeatedly and to avoid the risk of error 
through omission or transposition of variables. 
All the data addition programs make a number of checks on the 
format and cont.ent of both the excavation data file and the file of 
new data to be added to the excavation data file. Warning messages are 
typed on the terminal .if any inconsistencies a,re found and the program 
is aborted if necessary. The warning messages indicate where the erro,r 
occurs in the excavation data file or file of data to be added so that 
the error can be located easily. A selection of typical warning 
messages are reproduced in fig. 68, 
A sho,rtcut for creating the excavation data file 
I have provided a basic set of coding forms (fig. 61) which 
coincide with the format of the excavation data file in the present' 
version. These forms allow one to carry ouit and record a range of 
basic analyses of the material befo·re creating the basic excavation 
data file (see flow diagram in fig. 60). However, most of the 
information which can be ente·red on these fo•rms can also be add1ed on 
using the data addition programs, and this is probably the best way of 
going about it unlef\.'J preliminary ar:lalysis is carried out in a field 
laboratory or within weeks of returning from the field. To cate·r for 
this strategy I have also designed a 'minimum information' form 
(fig. 69) which contains sufficient information to create a basic 
excavation data file. On this form, only the general information 
relating to each excavation unit (coordinates, sedimer:it and residue 
weights) need be entered, and this is all information wllich is 
automatically obtained in the field. The data file keyed in from these 
coding forms consists exclusively of the type 1 record for each 
excavation unit. To generate an excavation data file in the correct 
format we use the program DUPLIC (see example of its use in fig. 70). 
FiP-;. 70 also shows the date file before and after rum1ing DUPLIC. 
DUPLIC generates type 2, 3 and 4 records following each type 1 record 
so that the data file can now be handled by the data addition 
programs. 
i I 
***' gHROR i111t• Raw material classifjcations "ave been prov~ded 
for excavation units which do not cx1st on the excavatJon a file. 
Encountered whilst reading raw material classification data for square: Q13 unit: 80 
fou should check your data - RUN ABORTED 
••U ~RROR *'** 
New excavation square (Q33) encountered on excaV1tion data t'Jle 
at t•ecord number: 1723, but column 1 contains a 2 not a 1 
RUN ABORTED 
1 • 11 ERROR ••II 
More than one set of classirlcation data supplled 
square Q 13, unJ t 22. Encountered after reading 
from sl ze classification data file 
RUN ABORTED 
*"' ~RHOH ••** Reoord number: I 047 
for 
57 reiJords 
A record which is not a type 5 record has been read 
from the excavation data fl.le whilst reading type 5 record's 
for square: Q 13 unit: 36 RUN ABOR1'BD 
Warning: ·More than one set of 
Square Q13, Unit 15, Object 0 
Square Q13, Unit 27 1 Object 0 
Square Q13, Unit 34, Object 0 
attrJ.butes 
29 
4 
9 
supplied for: 
Fig. 68 Examples of warning messages from data additioa programs 
'MIMIM1\L' FlaD CODING FORM 
RcGord Tt'fll'? 1 : Genernl information 
S1rir• ilml 
lirn ,1, 
coord111c1tc5 
ExravatiM unit ll1Jl Fratwe. .'; [[] Y-rrl-i~ 12 lJ 
"Mt1dium srevo rr.s1clue []] • [3f!J l-9. 
n 23 1.s is 
wt. ITD . 0 k~1 
JJ J.I JS J6 
}~ '! Z Sli11 l Z t~rlll 
ITO illill mEJ Dilihl OillI'E 
Jl JI\ J'~ -10 JI Jl ,1J .\.I •15 40 4/ i\ll 49 5U ~l ~7 SJ 
ITJJ DiliJ IT0 Cillilll [ I I I oJ 
/I 71 IJ JJ 75 /O // /B 79 flU• fll 97 O:t s.t !J!. ll'1 8/ 
0--JJ 
IT1J 
BB 9? 10 
CrnJntJ by. ____________________ Dntc· ____________ _ 
Strot. level II;)] 0 Subsquan' /TI ~ I~ ~h! 
Fino s1ovo residue []] • []]jJ ky 
26 u ia 19 
ITO rnru QlliJ ITOOJ CI:ili.TuJ 
10s ''-" 101 1oa 109 110 111 m llJ 11• ns 116 111 ire 119 120 121 Sieve l!!drniqui!? \.\'rt/~ 
S1tWe nwsh C'l!l/Sf.! J_~ .. mnt Mr.d··Ulll ___ 6_~ nun Fino 3_ rnni 
The dnta Ci le key~rl in from these (orrn~ must b1.• procl~sscd hy 
DUP/,IC to crC'ilte ;rn l?~cavation d.1tn fUe in r.t.1nd11rtl formnt°. 
if tlwr.e fnruis nre U<>cd, they must be used on thci.r or..m, J.e. 
no other r10ld c.orllnr. forms :.lwuld be fllJC'd in. A;1y furthe>r 
dcitn should he C'rltcrcrl on laboratory cocl1n1~ ft1rnm nnd tiddcJ 
to the excavn·tlon data flle usi.11~ ADORM, ADDSI7., ADDAT etc. 
Fig. 69 Example of 'minimal' coding form 
-··---,-~----------
§' ~· 
0 
(/) 
.c 
c 
OJ 
(i'l 
.T"iPi:: PR8LIM.C1'3 
ICP3 013 1 10 68 8 
ICP3 013 2 10 87 26 
1GP3 013 3 10 85 48 
ICP3 013 11 20 70 7 
1CP3 013 5 30 90 14 
1CP3 013 6 30 97 90 
lCP] QI 3 7 30 106 21 
ICP3 QI] 8 110 60 52 
ICP3 013 40 80 0 
. RUtl DUPLlC 
EXCAVATION DATA PROCllSSillG 
U 1111111 I I I f'l l·f 11 I ff I Ii :t I 
116 0 0 
44 0 0 
39 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 2 Bl 
43 0 0 
31 0 0 
28 2 8 
24 1 12 
Ian Jotrnson, Prch.istory, ANU, July 1979 
Verslon 28/8/79 
25 
25 
25 
25 
22 
20 
21 
20 
20 
'*'* DUPLIC '* 11 \-Oct-79 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
113 117 50 50 I 17 124 50 0 11;: 11'1 
117 122 50 50 1211 124 25 50 120 125 
122 126 50 50 127 129 50 0 123 12·1 
126 131 50 50 129 130 50 0 12'1 133 
131 134 50 0 133 136 50 50 136 138 
1311 1112 50 0 136 142 211 50 136 141 
142 111'1 50 'JO 1'42 1115 50 0 1'112 1'117 
1117 148 50 0 1117 148 21 50 1117 150 
148 154 50 50 152 156 50 0 148 151 
Thl s program dup li ca tcs records type \ - 4 from ~ file con ta i nl ng 
only type 1 records. This saves having to type in t.he common fl elds 
of type 2, 3 and 4 records if no data is to be enteFed on them in the field 
llame or data rile containing type \ records only? : PRBLIM.CP3 
What do you want to call your output file? : UPDATI ,CP3 
660 Records output on file: UPDAT \ .CP3 
STOP 
f.ND Of' EX8CUT10N 
CPU TlME: 1.43 ELAPSED TIME: 29.20 
EXIT 
. TYPE UP DAT 1. CP3 
1CP3 013 10 68 8 46 0 
2CP3 Q13 1 10 
3CP3 Q1j 1 10 
4CP3 Q13 1 1) 
1CP3 013 2 10 87 26 IJll Q 
2CP3 013 2 10 
3CP3 QI 3 2 10 
4CPJ Q13 2 10 
1CP3 Q13 3 10 85 48 39 0 
2CP3 013 3 10 
3CP3 QI 3 3 10 
4CP3 013 3 L 
1CP3 013 11 2c 70 0 0 
2CP3 013 11 20 
3CP3 Ql.J 11 20 
4CP3 Q13 4 20 
1CP3 013 5 30 90 111 0 2 
2CP3 Q\3 5 JO 
3CP3 013 5 30 
4r,p3 013 5 30 
0 
Q 
0 
0 
81 
25 0 113 117 
25 0 117 122 
25 0 122 126 
25 0 126 131 
22 0 131 134 
50 50 117 1211 
50 50 124 1211 
50 50 127 129 
50 50 129 130 
50 0 133 136 
50 0 112 117 
25 50 120 125 
50 0 123 127 
50 0 127 133 
50 50 136 138 
Fig. 70 Example 'conversation' with DUiPLIC and sections of the 
excavation data file before aad after processing 
37 25 117 119 
25 25 119 125 
25 50 125 128 
20 50 128 128 
2?. 50 132 136 
35 25 136 141 
35 25 141 1,11·1 
50 50 1'15 152 
?O 50 150 153 
37 25 117 H9 
25 25 119 125 
25 50 125 128. 
20 50 128 128 
22 50 132 136 
,. 
':,.~ 
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Analysing the excavation data file 
Computer analysis of the excavation data file could easily develop 
into a black-box situation so that the excavator loses touch with the 
data. Equally a black-box analysis would necessarily be limited in 
scope and would tend to stultify searching for new ways to combine and 
present the data. On the other hand, a wide range of analyses are more 
or less standard fare, such as calculation of stone artefact 
concentrations, tool :debitage ratios and absolute numbers of lithic 
artefacts or bone fragments. What we need therefore is a system which 
will generate basic statistics and to which it is easy to add further 
more specialised analyses. 
1 have chosen to make use of SPSS for analysis because it allows 
a wide range of analyses to be specified with minimal instruc.tions. 
The thorough documentation available for the package and simple 
structure of the commands means that even somebody with no computer 
experience can learn to use it in a very sho,rt time. This does away 
with the need for pr'ogramming help if one wishes to add new :i:nalystis. 
Most of the analyses I have written to date fall within the scope of. 
the SPSS Primer, a manual designed for the absolu,te be~inner. 
SPSS cannot work directly on the excavation data file because its 
case-by-case philosophy requires a fixed number of records (lines) of 
data for each case. Our cases are effectively the individual 
excavation units, which have . a variable numbe·r of record's from (at 
present) four upwards. SPSS QE:!1 cope with this situation by 
aggregating the cha1racteristics of the individualised finds for each 
excavation unit, but I have found it more convenient to carry ol!lt 
separate analyses of the individualised and unindividualised finds and 
combine the results by hand. This procedure also keeps one in closer 
contact with the data whilst not being particularly onerous in terms 
of manual manipulation. 
The procedure for analysis of the excavation data file is 
illustrated by the flow diagram in fig. 71. For the analysis of the 
unindividualised finds and general excavation unit information, the 
data required is extracted from the excavation data file by SELUN (see 
fig. 72). For the individualised finds SPSS itself can select the 
record types required (types 5 and/or 6). In appendix VI have listed 
two sets of SPSS instructions which serve as interfaces. These tell 
SELUN 
t 
SPSS 
(ANALYS. UN 
or use1 supplincl 
mstiuction sets) 
Excnvat1on DnH1 File 
, SPSS 
(ANAL YS. SUP, 
ANAL YS. EOG, 
ANALYS. BKD 
etc. or user supplied 
instruction sets) 
/ 
Combine results a1:id plot 
histogrnms etc. by riand 
Upper ctisc names ,11 e pro{Jrill11 nnmes 
B1ncketcd p1091am namos following 'SPSS' am nnrncs 
of SPSS 11istn1won sets (see Appendix V 11 ll 
Pi·intout of each 1ucorcl lype (or 
checkinn 01 inlonnntion 
t 
SELEG l 
OOL. 
I Spatial 1 analysis 
PROJEC 
1 
Backplots 
Fig. 71 Suggested flow-diagram foir analysis of. the excavation data f:ile 
l
•' 
' 
' 
E>:Ci1VAl'lUrl IJt\TA Pt11lCi::J6HIG 
1~*·~-ff~f*M~~~•*MIK~~··IAV 
Jan Johnson, Prehl story 1 Ai'IU 
forsi on 3/3179 
July 1~19 
0
•• Sl~LUM "•' 17-Aug-79 
Ti1i s pro.1.;ram creates fl. fi lo for input to SPS.3 
(usin:;; instruction :;et AllALY3.Utl·) 
Jee top of pro;:;.ram 1 j s l in; for documen b.i ti on 
!l~inc of e:<eaV3tion d:ita file? IJl'ili\f). CPO 
Pro:;r."!m Runnj n~ 
FHc ol' 660 records output on file SoLU:l.OUr 
ready for input to SPS.3 (usin:; instruction set AIH1LYS.Uln 
Note: SPSS should read 165 cases as it will read I/ record3 per case 
STOP 
END OF EXECIJTIOM 
CPU TlMr;: 8.21 ELAPSCD TIME: 31,211 
EXIT 
.H SPSS 
*LPT: ,AJIALYS. UN 
[3P..;SOf" Afler reading 165 c'scs from subfile llON1\l·\'8 
end-of-file was cncoun tered on liH'UT MoOlUM] 
'LPT:,ANALYS.SUP 
[SP3EOF After reading 35<18 cases l'rom subfile NDllAME 
end-of-file was encountered on lNPUT MWTUM] 
Fig; 72 Example of 'conversation' required to carry out a basic 
analysis of the excavation data file 
: I 
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SPSS the names of the files containing the data, the names of the 
variables on the files and in whioh columns they occur. It is then a 
simple matter to specify analyses of the data in terms of those 
variable names using standard SPSS notation which is fully described 
in the SP3.'3 Primer (Klecka et al· 1975) or SPSS Manual (Nie et al· 
1975). The first of the interfaces applies to unindividualised ~inds 
and general excavation unit information and the second to the 
individualised finds. Some modifications may be required to adapt 
these in terfaoes to particular at tribute systems, particularly as far 
as the names of the different stone types are concerned, but these 
modifications are entirely straightforward. 
I have listed three sets of analysis instructions in appendix V 
by way of illustration of the so,rts of analysis which can be added 
onto the interface instruction sets. In writing th,ese analysis 
instructions I have attempted to cover a range of basic statistics 
such as numbers of finds, sediment and residue weights, size 
classification and distribution of typological catego,ries, so that 
these thl'ee sets of instructions will serve as a useful starting point 
for analysis. I have put a great deal of thought into coping with 
vari"!bles which hs.ve not been recorded so that one can run these 
analyses on a basic excavation data file before all the data has been 
adde;:! to it. This means that preliminary results can be gene,rated 
before che material has been comp~etely analysed. I have illustrated 
the sort of table generated by SPS3 in chapter 5 (tables 16 and 17). 
The ::malysis instruction sets I have written have been documented in 
such a way that the output should be self-explanatory. 
Backplots 
Backplots are generated directly from the files of individualised 
finds output by SELEG, using the programs CONVT and PROJEC. CONVT 
converts the within-square coordinates of the finds to a true 
cartesiqn system, with the origin of the system located at the origin 
of any chosen square in the site. lt creates a file for input to 
PROJEC, which prints backplots on a hardcopy terminal Ol' line printer. 
The square at the origin of the coordinate system is transferred 
be tween the two programs so that one c:in specify the 'slice' of the 
, site to be backplotted in terms of' the original square letters and 
numbers system rather than the cartesian system generated by CONVT. 
i I' 
1·1 
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Bacl<plots c1n be generated by horizontal pro,jection, or by p,rojection 
at a specified angle to the horizontal for better distinction of 
concentrations where the stratLci;raphy is sloping. Objects are plotted 
using the last digit of the excavation unit number so that one can see 
the relationship between the concentrations observed on the backplot 
and the excavation units used. I have not illus~~rated the use of 'these 
programs because improvements are still being made to them, al though 
they are operative and will be archived with the o·ther programs 
rlescribed. 
Horizontal Distribution Analysis 
Horizontal distribution analysts or intra-site spatial analysis 
1nd generation of site-plans are best dealt with by using SELEG and/or 
SPSS to create a file in the correct format for the particular 
analysis and mappinrs programs available. l do not propose to go into 
the details of this sort of analysis, which are far beyond the scope 
of the present topic and which I have dealt with in considerable 
detail elsewhere (,Johnson 19'(6, 19'/73., in press). The coding forms I. 
have designed allow the use of a cell-frequency approach (Johnson in 
press) as well as a coordinate appro"lch to spatial analysis. The 
development of a full range of interface programs is one of my 
projects for the near future. 
In this chapter I have stressed the importance of flexibility, both to 
a::ld new data to the excavation d"lta file and to specify new analys·es. 
On the other hand I recognise the utility of having self-explanatory 
fixed-format coding forms, particularly in a field-ldborator:y 
situation. 1 have therefore presented a system which starts from this 
sort of codin~ form but which allows the addition of new data to the 
excavatlon data file as processing proceeds. The programs l have 
written for these data additions incorporate :i wide range of erro·r 
traps and are designed as convenient interact.ive p;rograms (i.e. 
question-and-answer programs run directly from a terminal). 
I have not attempted to produce the last word in analysis 
programs because I do not ~elieve in black-box analyses. Instead I 
have attempted to provide a framework onto which anyone with a 
130. 
beginner's knowledge of SPSS (SPSS Primer level) can add new analyses. 
The final stage of analysis, combination and presentation of results, 
is carried out by hand and I personally have found this stage useful 
in forming conclusions about the results. In my analysis of Capertee 3 
(chapter 5) I have demoHstrated the mnge of info,rrnation which can be 
generated using the general purpose analysis instruction sets iisted 
in appendix V. 
. . . 
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Archaeologists the world over are faced with a common pro,blem 
every time they put trowel to site. The problem is one of imbalar:ice 
between excavation potential and analysis potential, described 
succinctly at a recent conference as the . 'inch for a yard syndrome' 
(Rhys Jones, Australian A,rchaeological Association Confe,r.ence, 
November 1979). This imbalance arises because it is easy to raise a 
team of field-helpers, either students or other interested people, who 
enjoy an interesting and economical holid.ay in the bush, b,ut 
altogether mo·re difficult tn get people interested in the long grind 
of laboratory processing of the material. Some wo,rkers have been able 
to resolve the problem by some form of teamwork, eithe,r through 
incorporaLing labo,ratory wo,rk as part of co,urse requirements or by 
hiving off parts of the project as thesis topics or to specialist 
colleagues. Neither of these solutions is wid1ely a1pplicabie to 
Austt·alia as we are still in a situation where there a,re too many 
masters and not enough slaves, i.e. new projects are being initiated 
from the B. A. Honours level upwards so that there is no pool of la1bo1ur 
on which to d,raw for the completion of projects alrea.dy undertaken. 
'Ihis is doubtless a situation which will gradually co111 P:'1t itself· as 
the discipline develops, but the price we a·re payh1g is the existence 
of many uncompleted projects. 'Ihe pro.blem is also aggravated by the 
pace of Australian prehistory which rules out the sorts of large 
long-term projects on which team1WO·rk can evolve. 
Another solution which may be rather mo·re applicable to the 
Australian situation is the shifting of as much as possibile of the 
analysis of excavated materials into the field. In this way the onus 
of analysis rests less heavily on one or two people cloistered in a 
city laboratory The solution not only allows one to take adva~itage of' 
the availability of relatively cheap and willing labour, but may also 
serve to introduce field-helpers to the idea that digging the stuff 
out is the easiest part of the process. This is an aspect of 
excavation which many quite experienced excavation helpers fail to 
encounter until the day that they are faced with the products of their 
own excavations, by which time it is gene•rally too late. 
If analysis in a field situation is to prove effective one 
requires a well structured recording system thought out rigl:Jt through 
to analysis and eventual storage of the material before fieldwork 
commences. Excavatio,n amd the recording of data from excavatio·ns a·re 
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technical operations requiring explicit formulation of methods based 
on wide-ranging experience. 'l'he design of an excavation reco,rding 
system is not something to be put together in the last few days before 
fieldwork, or worse still once in the field. Many systems at present 
in use suffer from the fact that the designer has no special in~erest 
in excavation or data recording methods, nor any scientific training, 
and fails to formulate the system explicitly or take the planning as 
far as the analysis and storage stages. In additio,n, the d:uplicatio,n 
of effort adsing from each excavator desi.gning their own 
indivi.dualistic reco,rding system involves the neeciless repetition of' 
mistakes a,nd slow spread of new ideas. 
'Iwo suggestions follow from the preceding discussion. First it is 
my cour~ention that the design of excavation reco•rding systems .should 
be the realm of the specialist rather than the generalist, and it is 
in the former role that I have cast myself in the latter part of this 
thesis. Secondly, I believe there is f'ar too little fol"mal excha!'lge of 
information on excavation and recording methods. 'I'he key to rapid 
progress and uniform standards is the explicH formulation and. 
publi.cation of' a carefully designed system onto wl:lich othe,r wo,r~~ers 
can build , and this is what I have at tempted in in chapters 7 and 8. I 
would not prete,nd that this system is the last wo,rd in reco,rd;ing 
systems and I can already see a number of improvements which could be 
made within the general framework. ,~bwever I hope that the sys ti em 
described is sufficiently flexible to provide a suitable starting 
point for future developments so that future wo,rk can build onto a 
common base rather tha,n involving duplicatio,n of effort. By orienting 
my discussion towards a 'cookboo~' approach, whilst maintaining 
flex1bi.lity so that individuals can add new data or new analyses, 1 
hope that the system will appeal to those with little or no knowledge 
of computing who simply require a system ':ilat works. 'I'he . 'cookboo~' 
approach may also help to overcome the . 'inch for a yard.' syndrome by 
reducing the burden of analysis. 
Given a well organised structure for data recording 1 believe 
that most of the routine, low level sorting and analysis of the 
excavated material can be carried out in the field, leaving the 
excavator of a site only the more interesting and higher level work 
such as faunal identification, classification of artefacts, study of 
use wear or detailed attribute analysis. Provided somebody reaso,nably 
. . ! . . 
? 
L 
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competent can supervise the field laboratory one should be able to 
carry out all the washing and la•belling, basic artefact oounts, raw 
material and size classifications and the recording of simple 
attributes such as weight, length or breadth. ln some cases it may be 
possible to employ people who can ca·rry out the identification of 
faunal material and classification of artefacts and this may be a much 
better strategy than attempting to get them interested in the project 
in a city labo·ratory situa tio·n. I cannot however overemphasise the 
importance of a well structured and highly organised recording sy.stem 
if field processing with semi-skilled or unskilled. helpers is not to 
degenerate into chaos. 
Alrerdy some of the larger excavation projects, notably in 
America, have adapted the on-site use of computers. I do not en.visage 
the provision of major on-site computing potential as being importar:it 
within the next few years of' Australian prehistory because we are 
simply not d:ealing with large enough projects. Ori the other hand, 
there are considerable advantages in returning from the field with the 
bulk of on~'s data already recorded on a reaccessible medium (tape,, 
disc or cards) and the advent of cheap microcompute"S now makes this 
ar easily obtainable goal. I envisage the use of such computers, r:iow 
available for under a thousar:id dollars, simply as data entry and 
storage devices with the potential to check ·data for inconsistencies 
as it is entered. With the provision of suita·ble programs no special 
knowledge would be requir·ed to ope·rate them, so that any member of the 
excavation team would be able to enter new data. It would also be 
possible to generate a certain amount of feedback to aid in planning 
the excavation, although the present generation of microcomputers 
would not be capable of carrying out major analysis. This I see as no 
disadvantage since l believe that final analysis rightfully belongs 
outside the field situation. 1he use of microcomputers in the field on 
quite ::mall projects such as those typical of Australia, implies the 
provision of self explanatory question and answer programs. The 
development of' such programs is one of the major steps in the ~·< ~ld of' 
data recording which I believe should be tackled in the next few 
years. 
1heN: are over 200 excavated sites in Australia which have 
received some mention in the literature. Less than a dozen of these 
have received a full publication, by which I mea•n thorough analysis of 
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the artefacts colle:ted together with geomorphological and other 
specialist studies. As a result we have a poor data base availaMe for 
synthesis of the prehistory of the continent. This problem is 
aggravated by the fact that there is no established mechanism f'o,r the 
exchange of raw data and little consensus on the overall struct1:1re or 
detaH of data recording, e.g. standardisation of numbering systems, 
attribute systems, typologies or the medium and f'ormat for data 
storage. 'Ihis lack of structure in the whole process of' data record.ing 
and exchange has its roots, I believe, in the individualistic appr.oach 
to excavation and in some degree in the f'ail1:1re of many excavators to 
look beyond the limits of' their own research project to the time when 
the materials they have excavated will have become store room fodder. 
I believe that there is an urgent need fo.r a systematic r.ethink 
of our attitude to the ccllection, recording and excharige of data from 
excavati.ons. We are now in a situatio,n of rapid expansion, not. only iri 
numbers of archaeologists but in the quariti ty of data being gene·rated 
by individual excavations. wbere thirty or f'orty years ago an average 
excavation yielded little more than a description and count of' tool 
types and flakes for the removal of several tens of' cubic metres of 
deposits, a couple of cubie metres may now generate informatio·n to 
fill a major report. Furthermore the large amount of d·ata with 
individually low information content which is collected by modern 
excavations precludes its inclusio'n in published reports. 
Unless the raw data is made ava.ila·ble to other wo·rkers much of 
the po ten ti.al of the site is wasted, red1:1cing inter-site com·parison to 
broad generalities. To take an example, Lorblanchet and Joneq' 
interesting article on trends in artefact size through time (in press) 
was only possible because they had access to raw data for a number of 
sites. Had they had access to the raw data from _gll the sites 
excavated over the same period they might have been able to make a 
much firmer statement controlling for regional variation or 
variability in stone supply. 
We are in a unique situation in Australia in that archaeology is 
still a young and expanding subject and it is stHl possible to have 
at least occasional personal contact with the whole of the 
archaeological community. So far people have relied on publicatio,ns 
and personal contacts for the exchange of data, but this is rapidly 
becoming an inadequate means. As the archaeological community expands 
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and lhe inevitable backlog of unpublished and uncatalogued material 
grows inexorably, it becomes more and more difficult to get hold of 
the data relating to a particular topic. My experience il'I trying to 
look at the nature of the Small Tool 1radition is probably typical of 
the sort of problems that will be encountered by anyone wishing to 
look beyond either a restricted area o,r the very broad generalisations 
which can be made from published info,rmation. Fortunately it is Aot 
too late to move towards new dispositions for the exchange of data, a 
move which is facilitated by the level of availability of com·puting 
facilities in Australia and the relatively 
archaeological community. I feel that new method fl 
small 
of 
and 
data 
vigorous 
exchang'e 
probably have mo,re chance of' gaining ·acceptance fo Australia thaA in 
most other countries. 
1 see three steps as essential to the progres'S of data exchange 
in Australia. First, the establishment of a list of excavated sites 
and controlled surface collections giving some basic info.rmatioA on 
the collection and data relating to it, e.g. publications and 
unpublished reports, location of collectio,n, field notes and data. from 
the analysis and some information on the method and degree of detail 
in which the data has been reco,rded. Ideally this list wo·uld be 
maintained by some central body such as the Australian Institute of 
Aboriginal Studies and upd:ated at regular intervals. One way of 
keeping this list up-to-date would be the system of regional reseairch 
rEports which has proved so valuable in promoting iAf'ormatio'A flo,w in 
French prehistory. These reports are published at regular intervals in 
Gallia Prehistoire and are compiled by regional corresponda~ts. A 
certain number of reports of this nature have appeared in Australian 
Archaeology, but I believe that the system should be formalised so 
that these reports appear regularly. My suggestion would be that the 
Australian Archaeological Association co-opt regional co,rrespondaAts 
to pr~pare such reports on an annual or biennial basis. 
The second step essential to more active exchange of data is the 
establishment of a central repository for raw data with the facilities 
to copy and distribute this data to wo·rkers who might wish to use it. 
Again this is a role that could be fulfilled by the Institute of 
Aboriginal Studies who are already involved in the use of computers 
for maintaining a national register of A<bo·riginal sites. 
iE6. 
A third step implied by the second is that some form of 
standardisation of recording methods and recording medh1m should be 
carried out. At the present time magnetic tape is the obvious medhlm 
as it is economical, easy to transport and facilHies for reading or 
writ.ing it are widely available. Standardisation of recording m~thods 
is a more difficult problem and one towards which this thesis is in 
part oriented. However, although my discussion serves to establish a 
format for excavation data reco,rdfng, it does not maike more than 
tentative steps towards the classification of excavated material or 
the provision of a widely applicable attribute sy.stem for lithic or 
other sorts 'of artefa·ct. Definition of general purpose attribute and 
classificatory systems is an urgent req1:1irement for Alllstraliain 
prehistory if we are to progress towards compara•bility between data 
collected by different workers. c-0me people may argue that thi·s will 
stultify the questing nature of a,rchaeological research. I •1ould argue 
that the prov is ion of commo'n units of measurement, i.e. attribute and 
classificatory systems, is the road along which a,rchaeology can 
progress b6y·ond the present stage of isolated regio•nal prehistories 
linked by rather gross and often uninformative generalities. 1he ra•pid 
growth of the subject means that the development of common systems of 
measurement is a pressing matter. If the necessary steps are taken now 
we can look towards a considerable gain in info1rmation potential of 
the material collected over the next few yea.rs or decades. 

GLOSSARY 
ARTEFACT 
I use this term in its very broadest sense to mean any object which 
has been modified by human agency. This may include faunal material 
or other organic remail'ls such as charcoal or bedding material. IA 
this thesis I use the term to refer to 'discrete' artefacts (J,ohnson 
1976), meaning individual tangible objects, rather than to artefacts 
such as spatial distributions. Lithia artefact refers to a!'ly 
modified lithic object, irrespective of whether i~ is considered to 
have served as a tool or to be simply a waste product. 
BACKPLOT 
The projection of artefacts reco·rded with 3D coordinates onto a 
vertical plane, generally a drawn stratigraphic section of the site. 
F'or examples see White 1972, Floo-. 1973. 
BLADE 
A flake which is more than twice as long as H is wide. Length and 
width are defined in appendix II. 
CONJOIN 
A notional link between two parts· of an object bro,ke·n in antiquity. 
Typical examples are the linking of flalces with the co•re from which 
they were removed, burin spalls with the parent burin or the two 
halves of a broken tool. Refered to as artefact joins by ·White 
( 1972). 
DEC-10 
One of the world's most expensive typewriters. 
ELOUERA 
This term is defined in a rather self-contradictory fashion by 
McCarthy, Brammell and Noone (1946:28) as ' ... a segment, triangular 
in transverse section, which bears scraper trimming on one or both 
edges of the thick margin, and either scraper trimming or evidence 
of cutting use on the thin margin ... The latter edge is untrimmed 
and shows no signs of use on many specimens'. In my discussion of 
the Blue Mountains assemblages I have simply employed McCa·rthy's and 
',) 
i 
! 
2. 
Stockton's own identifications. In my discussion of the Caper tee 3 
site I have used the term as defined above - the question of cho,rd 
use did not arise simce all my elouera had heavy chord use. 
ENDSTRUCK PLAKE 
A flake which is longer along the axis of the blow which detached it 
than along the axis at right angles to the blow. 
EXCAVATION DATA FILE 
A computer file containing data collected in. the course of 
excavation or derived from aaal~rsis of the material collect.ed. IA 
the discussion of chape'r 8 I am referring specifically to a file 
structured acco·rding to the discussion laid out in that chapter. 
FABRICATOR 
A bipolar scaled piece, i.e. aay specimen which has been formed by 
bipola,r working. White ( 1968) proposes th.e term scala,r co·res on the 
basis of ethnographic observation of their genesis in New Guinea, 
but I would prefer the more O•pen term scaled piece. I have used the· 
term fabricator in the present thesis as this is the term uader 
which these specimens have been classified by both McCarthy and 
Stockton. 
(COM PUT BR) FILE: 
See heading to fig. 62 for explanation. 
F'ORME 
This term is used in the same sense as the French piece support, in 
other words the artefact blank after modification. 
FREE-F'ORMAT DATA 
Data which is entered as values separated by spaces rather than as 
values in specified columns of each reco,rd. The latter is known as 
fixed-format data. 
Kyr 
Kiloyear or thousand years, as in cm/Kyr meaning centimetres per 
thousand years. 
3. 
NIBBLE: OR NIBBLED RETOUCH 
Fine regular edge modification extending no more than 1-2 mm from 
the margin. 
SIDESTRUCK FLA KE. 
A flake which is shorter along the axis of the blow which detac·hed 
it than along the axis at right-angles to the blow. 
RECORD (in reference to computer files) 
E:ach line of data in a file sto·red on a computer· medium s1i1c·l:I as 
disk, magnetic tape or cards, is referred· to as a reco·rd. 
TEXT-EDITOR 
fl computer program which allows changes to be made to a comp1i1.ter 
file, generally from a remote terminal (a typewriter like device 
linked to the compute·r by a cable rather than being a part of the 
computer). 
TOOL 
1 have; restricted this term to lithic artefacts which are considered 
to have been manufactured for use fo·r some specific purpo.se or which 
have served some specific purpose. By-products such as cores or 
flakes on which one cannot dE'?tect traces of use subsequent to 
manufacture are excluded from this class. 

I ,j 
Reprinted from Breckwoldt, R. The Wolgan Valley : A study of 
land-use and conflicts with proposals for future managemei;it. 
The National Trust of Australia (N.S.W), 1977. 
3. l ABOiRIGINAL PREHISTORY 
Mr. Ian Johns.on, School of Pacific Studies, Australian National University, 
kindly prepared the following notes on Abo,riginal prehistoiry. 
According to ethnographic records, the Wolgan ValJ.ey J.ay close to the 
boundary of the W.iradjuri tribe to the west and the Daruk tribe to the 
east. In view of its topographic situation, with access over fairly 
easy country to the west but restricted access to the east via the narrow 
gorges o.f the Colo River, .it is probab.Ze that .its ties ar.e with the west 
rather than the east. Both in this respect, and in terms of the environ-
ment, rel.ief, range of rockshel. ters and stone for tool.-making, the Vlolgan 
Val.1.ey is cl.ose.Iy comparable with the neighbouring Caper.tee Val.ley. 
Aborig.inal occupation of both vaJ.1.eys .is attested by chipped stone flakes 
and too.7.s found on the surface in a.I.most a.7.1. r.ockshe.7. ters of any size, 
particul.arl.y those near intermittent watercourses, swamps or the main 
:ci ve.r. 
'I'o date no excavations have taken pl.ace in the Wolgan Valley, and my own 
f.ie.7.dwork .i.s J.im.i. t:ed to a fetv days archaeo.7.ogical site survey. However, 
the Capertee Valley was the scene of an important series of excavations 
in 1958-6.l, ancl, in view of the similarity between the two valleys, a 
general statement may be made on the potential of the WoJ.gan, based on my 
limited observations coupled with the results of the Capertee excavations. 
The sites in the Caper.tee Valley are among the oldest and richest sites 
excavated j_n South East Austra.U.a, dat.i.ng back to l.l,000 years or more 
a.go. Unfortunate.ly these sites tvere excavated tvith 11ery limited means 
and using methods which became outdated soon afterwards, and as a resu.7.t 
the col.7.ections made are less useful than those excavated more recently. 
In particuJ.ar, they cannot ansi.;er certain questions that have come to the 
fore in recent years. 
It large proportion of each major site was excavated, so there is little 
possibility of sat.is factory re-excavation. 'I'hese sites remain of 
considerable 1:mportance, however, both for the.ir early dates and richness 
and because .it was on the basis of these that F.D. McCarthy proposed two 
phases of Aborig.inal prehistory .in South East AustraJ.ia (F.D. McCarthy, 
J.964 The Archaeology of the Capertee Valley, New South Wales. Rec. Aust. 
Museum. V26; .7.97-246). His division, though at present under review, 
seems to be the expression of an Australia-wide change in stone tools at 
about: 6000 yea1·s ago, marked by the appearance of a number of smaller 
and mo Ee fi neJ. y worked implement types. 
?'he .import01nce of the rvolgan Va.lley may take nni:' of two forms. We observe 
that in the recP.nt past, t:he l\1olgun and Capertec V<Jlleys seem to have 
w.itnessecl s.im.i.1.ar .level.s of 11/Jor:iginal occupation under similar environ-
mental and topographic conditions. 
1. If this similarity stretches back into the past, the 
f'lolgan offers the potential of .locating sites of similar 
richness and antiquity to those of the Capertee, documenting 
the appearance of the more ref.ined stone tools of the past 
6000 yeacs. Equally, the apparently undisturbed nature of 
the sites I have seen, holds out hope that a detai.7.ed study 
of the a dapta ti on of the Abori g.ina.l people to the Ee sources 
p.r.ovided by the valley, nu'.ght eventually be possible if 
those sites are not d.isturbed. 
2. On t:he othe1: hand, it may be that in the past, the lesser 
access.i.bili ty of the Wolgan Valley resulted in more 
spasmodic occupation. If this were the case, a compar-
ison of the two valleys could help document the process 
of expansion of the Aboriginal populatirm into more remote 
areas as a result of population pressures, increasing 
mobility or increasing efficiency of the Aboriginal tool 
kit. l\ pclrtJ'.cular case of t:his might be the pressure 
caused by white settlement of adjoining areas. 
Site r:ecocd.ing 
Prc.liminary archaeologica.l reconnaissance has been carried out in the 
following areas: 
1. 'l'he western s1'.de of the val.J.ey from just south of the 
Wol.gan River/Rocky Creek junction (GR 5102 30), northwest 
for approximately 2!.; kms. 
2. The ivestern side of the va.lley from Newnes south to the 
road .iunctJ.on at GR 398.l98. 
(Gdd .references on Ben Bu.llen or Mount Morgan 1 :25 ,000 
topographic maps.) 
'I'iw reconna.issance was rest:rJ.cted primar.ily to a search for rock-shelters, 
owing to their visibility and my aim to locate sites with some dept~ 
of archacol.oq.icaJ. deposi.ts (Rockshe.l.ters act as a concentrating influence). 
As in the Caper tee Valley, the sites are mostly overhangs formed by large 
boulders resting on the talus slope wh.ich forms the sides of the valley. 
'l'hey are most often J.ocated on .Ela t:s or terraces. '1.'he cliffs in the 
area do not seem to form extensive rockshel ters at their bases, though 
these ma11 form from time to time to be .later buried by the accumulating 
talus. There is, however, such a rockshelter approximately 1 km south 
of the rvo.lgan Gap, and this site has Aborigina.l hand-stencils on the walls 
and some depth of archaeo.logical deposits. It is probable that there 
are sim.i.lar sites on the plateau region and around the base of the cliffs 
su.rrounding the rvolgan Valley, and others have been reported from neigh-
bouring areas. 
In all, 12 sites with chipped stone r.ema.ins on the surface were located, 
together with a similar number of promising rockshelters (j..e. ones which 
appear to have some depth of deposits but where no Aboriginal relics were 
found on the surface) . 
Jn •,1icw of the sma 1.1 a1·ccl examined and the number of sites found, the 
l'lolgan Val.Ley clear.1.y has considerab.le archaeological potential. The 
preced.ing discussion ivil.1 have made .i. t cl.ear that thi.s potent.ial is 
primadly a scientific one, extrap6.lated from results in the neighbouring 
Capert:ee \!all.ey. Though no rock art has so far been found within the 
IVolgan itse.l.f, ther:e are a number of art sites, on the surrounding plateau 
regions j_ncl.urli.ng the one at l\lolgan Gap, and the excavated sites in the 
CapeL"teG \!al..ley a.Isa contain paintings. EquaJ.ly 1 though I did not find 
any rockshe I ter s.i. tcs as J.arge as those cxca vn t0cl in the Capc,,1 tee Valley, 
the potcntia.l for such s.ites cx.ists. Pos.it.ive protect.ion of such sites 
is difficult - the best protection is generally remoteness. If any such 
s.ites w1'.th any depth of deposits, shou.1.d be J.ocated, it w.ill be c.lear 
from the preceding discussion that they aro likely to be of considerable 
archaeologicol .i.mportance, and every c.f.fort should b,9 macle to prese.rve 
them .from the depredations of specimen co.llecto.rs or excessive use by 
campers, an.i.ma.Ls etc. It has been suggested that informative education-
al notices in archaeological sites help to protect them, but the best 
protecUon .is probab.l.y the negative one of not making them visible, commori 
knowledge or easily accessible. 
The majority of the shelte1: s.ites I have .found are at little risk .from 
eoJ .. l.ectors, campers or other causes, owing to their small size. Al.l 
that is needed for the.ir conservation is an awareness that any protected 
a.r.ea exceed.i.ng a coup.le of square metres ancl having a more or less level 
earthen or sandy floor, is a potential archaeological site, particularly 
if it is located near a source of water. It is the corpus of such sites 
ra f:her than the individual sites themselves which is of archaeological 
.importance. 
A th.ird type of s.ite which is very vulnerabl.e to changing land use, are 
sites in the open. It is known that the Abor.ig.ines lived primarily in 
the open, const.ruc.ing shelters from bark etc. Though many of these sites 
will have been washed a1vay and/or buried by soil. movements on the steep 
s.lopes o.f the area, some ar.e still. v.isi.bl.e on the suI.·face or exposed in 
ecorlecl areas. Loca t.ion of such sites, however, requires an intensive 
ground survey, and the.ir conservat.ion would require consideration o.f the 
effect of changing land use on erosion and soil movement. Every effort 
should be made not to site paths or vehicle tracks on or near them, not 
only to avoid di.rect physical damc.1ge but a.l.so to avoid deprecla tion by 
stone too.I co.l.lect:ors. At the present t:ime we do not have the ability 
t;o extEact muc11 information from these sites, but i:apid advances are 
taking p.lace elsewhere and these s.i tes w.il.J. probably become increasingly 
.important in the .future. If in si.tu conservat.ion is not practicable, 
many of these si.tes can be effectively safeguarded for future study by 
a controlled total col.lection made by a competent archaeologist • 
.rn conclusi.on, the rvolgan Val.Icy appears to present a considerable 
scient.i.fic archaeo.l.og.i.cal. potent.ia.l.. Any changes in 1.and-use shou.l.d be! 
accompan.i.cd by an archaeolog.ic<1l reconnaissance of the area .invol.ved w.i th 
cl v.ic111 to locating archaeological sites, detenn.in.ing the effect of such 
changes and suggesting effective conservation measures. 
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ABERCROMBIE ARCH SHELTER: 
AN EXCAVATION NEAR BATHURST, N.S.W. 
Abercrombie Arch Shelter is situated 58 km south-south-west of 
Bathurst on the Abercrombie Caves Tourist Reserve (Bathurst 
1/250,000 GR234809). It is at an altit1:1de of 600 m in the 
foothills 40 km west of the main ridge of the Great Dividhig 
Range. 
Environment 
The site faces approximately 20° and thus provides shade from 
the afternoon sun. Mean annual temperature is "'13.5°C with a 
seasonal range of rv 14. 5 °c. 1 
The ground slopes down from the shelter to a sink-hole about 
35 m away and an erosion gully in front of the site drains into 
this. The sink-hole is generally blocked and contains water, 
clearing only under the increased pressure of water during prolonged 
heavy rains. Git:ove Creek (perennial) is a couple of minutes walk 
from the site in either direction (upstream or downstre.am) involvhig 
a descent of approximately 30 m. A semi-perennial tributary runs 
in a gully about 100 m away and 10 m below the level of the site. 
Thus the site is always within reasonably easy access of water. 
Mean annual rainfall is 'V700 rtu11 with a slight winter maximum, 
potential evaporation being probably about twice precipitation. 1 
As a result of the differing exposure of adjacent hill slopes 
due to the high local l:elief (predominantly straight or convex 
hill slopes up to 50°) 1 coupled with the range of rock types in the 
area the vegetation is extremely varied. 2 Whereas the site itself 
is immediately surrounded by ope!'l woodland with grass understorey, 
nearby slopes range from open to closed woodland with a wide range 
of shrub species in the understorey. The vegetation is denser in 
well wa b:!red gullies and alongside G1:ove Creek where alluvial flats 
support dense grass, bushes and sedges where wetter. The p·resent 
vegetation is, however, unlikely to be a direct descendant of pre-
contact vegetation, as the area was densely porulated by gold-miners 
during the 19th century. Scattered through the region in damper 
places are dense masses of bramble and stinging nettle. 
Description of Site 
When the site was located in July 1976 a 2 m x 2 m hole had 
been dug at the back of the shelter (Figs. 1 and 2). This hole 
appeared to be fairly recent. A rescue excavation was therefore 
undertaken in August, and more prolonged work in November, a 
total of approximately 400 person-days. 
Data from Frank (1972) 
The dominant soil groups are red earths and red podzolics (F'rank 
1972 after Northcote 1966) 
., 
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The site is a small rockshelter at the base of a large 
outcrop of altered limestone, the 'Abercrombie Caves Marble 1 • 
rt is situated in a saddle on top of the 'Grand Arch', a natural 
tunnel through which passes Grove Creek. The hillside slopes 
back from the top of the overhang to the main body of the 
outcrop, and the talus slope dt the base of this is strew!'l with 
boulders. In the two months between our field seasons a number 
of new blocks had appeared on this slope. The limestone has 
been analysed as containing up to 10.5% angHlar to subil'."ound 
quartz, the remainder b1;)ing 98% calcium carbonate (Carne a!'ld 
Jo!'les 1912, j'ide Frank 1972). The shelter appears to have been 
formed by the action of Grove Creek when it ran as a surface 
stream prior to its passing through the Grand Arch from about 
15, 000 years ago onwards (Frank 1972) . Since then it would 
appear to have developed by frost-weathering of the shelter 
walls, givil'lg rise to rubbly sedime!'lts under the overhang. The 
roof of the overhang slopes sharply downwards towards the rear, 
.,,: ere it joins the rear wall at about the level of the p·resent 
surface of the sediments (see Fig. 2). The total overhang is 
approximately 2 m, but rain runs down the sloping roof and 
drips off ribbed concretions at various points within the 
shelter, resulting in areas of partly concreted sediments. The 
eastern end of the shelter is defined by a projection composed 
of limestone covered with stalagmitic flow. Towards the western 
end the shelter becomes lower and narrower, petering out after 
about 4 5 m. 
The deposits form a ridge approximately fol.lowing the limit 
of the overhang, and slope down towards the rear of the shelter. 
In front of the shelter the deposits are contig·1c1otls with the 
talus slope to either side of the shelter, and slope down towards 
an erosion .gully about 20 m away. Head room at the time of 
earliest occupation (level VI", see later) wot.ild have been considerable, 
giving standing room over the whole width of the OV'erhang. On the 
other hand shelter from rain from the eastern, western or northern 
quarters would be reduced. This might have something to do with 
the lack of occupation below this level. It should be stressed 
however that bedrock had not been reached at over 2.5 metres 
below the surface in square E9. The ridge of deposits following 
the edge of the overhang would appear to represent sedimentation 
by material falling over the overhang, and this is confirmed by 
the nature of the deposits (angular limestone blocks similar to 
those on the talus slope and on the slope above the shelter). 
Stone Sourres 
Raw material. for stone working is abundant in the area, the 
hillside to the east of the site being scattered with vein quartz 
of reasonal:il.e qual.i ty. Many of the hills in the region are capped 
with tertiary gravels containing quartz cobbles, and Grove Creek 
contains cobbles similar to those used as grinding and hammer 
stones and for pebble tools. It is probable that cherts are to 
be found somewhere in the complex sequence of sedimentary and 
metamorphosed rocks in the area, though no outcrop has been 
found in the immediate vicinity of the site. Sil.crete occurs within 
Plate I Abercrombie Arch Shelter 
start of excavation 
general view at 
Note the rocky talus deposits beyond the site, the 
mounding of deposits along the dripline and the framewo,rk, 
parallel wires and plumbobs used to materialise the 
horizontal grid system 
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a radius of about 30 km. Very poor quality quartz can 'also be 
found in the slope deposits above the shelter, apparently 
weathering from veins intrusive into the metamorphosed limestone, 
and this quartz finds its way into the deposits together with 
the flaked quartz which comprises the bulk of the lithic industiry. 
A small test-hole was excavated in the talus slope to the 
east of the shelter (located in AlO approx.) and re'l.'ealed the 
same sort of sediments as in the ridge of deposits and talus 
slope of the site, including the poocr quartz observed on the 
slope abo'l.'e the shelter. 
Co-ordinate System 
The co-ordinate systern used is a conventional three dimensional 
one with the axes divided up into S8ctors of one metre, each 
identified by a letter on the X axis and a number on the Y axis 
(see Fig. 1). '!'he origin is located outside the shelter as show!'l. 
x and y co-ordinates are measured aloRg the X and Y axes respectively 
within a given metre square, starting from the origin of that 
square. The Z axis is directed downwards, i.e. z co-ordinates 
are recorded as DEPTHS below datum. Sections are described by 
the terms "Frontal" (parallel to the shelter wall) and "Saggital" 
(at right-angles to this wall) , and located by giving the sector 
number or letter through which they run, together with the y or 
x co-ordinate within that secto!l:'. (Diagonal sections can also be 
identified without reference to a sect.ion-line on a plan.) 
Excavatio'n Method 
The excavation of this site posed el'!ormous problems. Over 
most of the site the deposits were composed almost entirely of 
limestone fragments, some of which were over a metre in diameter. 
The situation was further complicated by concretion which shrouded 
the archaeological IT'''.terial even after wet sieving, and which 
gradually incre?sed ~o form an entirely concreted layer at the 
base of the excavation from sectors 8 to 4. As a result of the 
rockfall, particularly the largest fragments, it proved impossible 
to produce sections where they were required, and the stratigraphic 
connections between the differ~nt sedimentation zones described 
in the next section are therefore only tentative. The enormous 
variations in thickness of layers and the pronounced and variable 
slope of the layers which can be seen from Fig. 2 rendered the 
use of any sort of spits near impossible. The followil'lg technique 
was therefore adopted, designed to yield information suitable for 
t~e tracing of archaeological horizons based on an increased 
density of finds where geological layers may not be distinguishable. 
It is based on a technique widely used in Europe. 
A notebook was used for every metre square, and all notes 
about the excavation were made in these rather than in a site 
notebook. A further notebook gives details of auger holes and 
test pits (in FO and AlO) . The grid system is indicated by a 
·----------
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series of plumb-bobs hanging at the corn0rs of each metre square. 
During the course of excavation all objects over approximately 
2 ems (excepting limestone fragments and unknapped inferior 
quality quartz likely to have come from the slope above the 
shelter) were numbered and their co-ordinates recorded in the 
corresponding notebook. Each bucketful excavated was weighed 
and dry sieved on a 2 mm mesh. Limestone fragments between 5 
and 10 cm were weighed separately and rejected, and fragments 
over 10 ems were rejected unweighed. The larger of these were 
mapped and contoured. The sieve residue was wet-sieved in 
Grove Creek on the same mesh and table-sorted; all imported 
stone, bone and shell was saved and bagged with the specimens 
whose 30 co-ordinates were recorded. Thus a reasonable measure 
of horizontal and vertical control is possible even for those 
items found in the sieves (one bucketful is approximately a 
3 cm spit on a 50 x 50 cm square). 'l'he 3D co-ocrdinates recorded 
for the larger objects are used to relocate each bucketful in 
space, and also for constructing projection diagrams for the 
verification of the stratigraphy and possible subdivision of 
geological layers on archaeological criteria (the projection 
diagrams are produced by a computer program and can take the 
form of horizontal or sloping projections depending on the 
inclination of the ground surface and/or geological layecrs 
obscrvecl). Work on the projection diagrams has not been 
completed. 
Stratigraphy 
The site can be divided up into three stratigraphic areas: 
(see Fig. 2). 
A The talus slope in sectors 7 to 4 (app1'oximately) 
Here there are clearly marked layers :-
Layer I Black humic layer, absent in many places. 
Thickness 0-10 cm, increasing from sectors 
7 to 4. 
Layer II Rockfall, comprising at least 50% limestone 
fragments over 5 ems, and blocks up to 1 m 
diameter. This layer is from 20··70 cm thick 
and contains the richest archaeological 
material, which appears to be concentrated 
at particular levels. Its greatest thickness 
is around the dripline where deposition of 
fragments from the slope above the shelter 
has occurred. Dark reddish brown sediment 
(5YR2/2). 
Layer III 15-30 ems of dark reddish-brown sediment 
(5YR3/4) with very few rocks and few 
archaeological remains. 
I~ 
Plate II Abercrombie Arcl;i Shelter : view of the 
deposits at an early stage of excavation 
Note the extremely rocky deposits of layer II overlain 
by a tJqin layer of rock-free, organic rich deposits 
(layer I) , the large area removed by fossickers and 
the plumbobs delimitfog tJiie horizontal grid system 
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At the base of III objects became heavily 
concreted and layer IV consists of dark 
r.eddish brown sediments (7.5-5YR3/4) and 
rockfall, loosely cemented at the top 
and becoming increasingly cemented 
further down. Thickness excavated was 
approximately 50 ems in FS. There 
appear to be little occupation debris 
in this layer, but everything is 
heavily concreted. 
B The area underneath the overhang 
This section was stratigraphically confused owing to the presence 
of limestone blocks up to 0.5 cu metres, the fossickers hole and an 
area of older disturbance in square G9, GlO and HlO. The build up of 
sediments in this area seems to have occurred by disintegration of 
the shelter roof as well as material derived from above the shelter, 
and may weJ 1 have been further complicated by digging out of the 
deposits to increase the rather limited headroom during later 
occupations. Possible evidence of this was observed in the form 
of thick lenses of different sediments side by side at the same 
level. The whole deposit gave an impressiolil of having been 
considerably disturbed down as far as level IV", but none of the 
disturbances were sufficiently clear to permit the distinction of 
definite pit outlines. One of thf' lenses described is visible in 
the section (Fig. 2) at the very back of the shelter - this appeared 
to be a bone dump, containing large quantities of bone with a wider 
representation of body parts and less fragmentation than elsewhere 
in the site. 
The stratigraphy shown for this area in Fig. 2 is schematic and 
is based on field notes and sections. Some of the layers described 
are distinguished primarily on the basis of the archaeological 
material they contain rather than on geological grounds. 
Layer I" Dark humic layer from 0-15 cm thick. 
Layer II" Approximately 60 cm of rockfall, rich in artefacts 
at certain levels. The sediment is dark reddish 
brown (5YR3/4). 
Layer III" Da~k yellowish brown (10YR4/4) rock-free layer 
approximately 20 ems thick. This layer contains 
a considerable amount of bone. 
Layer IV" Gravelly to rubbly textured dark brown layer 
(10YR4/4 to 3/3), between 60 and 70 cm thick, 
rich in bone at the top with decreasing finds 
towards the bottom, where it became more 
rubbly and concreted. This concretion continues 
into the layers below. 
I,ayer V" Approximately 40 cm of loose gravelly textured 
dark brown sediment (5YR4/6 to 5/6). Less 
finds than in the layer above. 
j· 
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A clearly marked archaeological horizon visible 
in section as a narrow band approximately 5 cm 
thick of darker gravelly sediment (dark red 
5YR3/4). 
Layer VII" In sharp contrast with the preceding layer, this 
layer is pink in colour (7.5YR7/4) and is 
practically sterile archaeologically. Excavation 
was continued to a depth of approximately 280 cm 
below datum and a probe put down to over 3 metres 
below datum did not encounter bedrock. 
All the layers from IV" to VII" have a pH of approximately 
6.4 and fizz violently with concentrated hydrochloric acid, 
indicating that the sediment is probably composed of at least 
20-30% limestone fragments. They would appear to be the result 
of in s1'. tu accumulation and breakdowB of limestone roof disintegration 
products. 
C From sector 3 out to sector 0 the deposits consist of sandy 
clay/gravel interleaving with layers II to IV. The clearly 
distinguishable layers are identified by single primes from II' to 
VII'. Layer I continues over the surface of this sectioB (sec Fig. 2) 
Very little knapped stone and almost no bone was found in these 
layers which have pH of approximately 5.3 - 5.5. Hues range from 
2.5 - 5YR, and value/chroma from 3/2 to 3/6, except for V' which 
is 5YR4/6-4/8, A Bondi point (Fig. 3, No. 3) was found in layer 
IV' in FO, associated with a large flat cobble (15 x 20 x 4 cm), 
one long edge of whi;::h was unifacially worked to form a large 
chopper-like implement. As mentioned earlier, these layers 
probably originate from slope wash carried down by the drainage 
system in front of the site. 
Stratigraphic Connections 
One can tentatively propose the following stratigraphic 
connections between the areas described above: 
l. The earliest deposits are layers VII" to IV" underneath the 
overhang. It is probably these layers which have been concreted 
from the dripline outwards to form layer IV in the talus slope 
area. 
2. Layer III" underneath the overhang would appear to correspond 
with layer III in the talus slope area. 
3. r"ayer II" under the overhang would appear to be an extension 
of the accumulation of limestone fragments from above the shelter 
which forms layer II on the talus slope. Unfortunately. the strati.graphic 
connections at this level have been rendered particularly difficult 
by the presence of the fossi.ckers hole. Support is lent to some 
degree by the richness in finds of both the fossickers spoil (which 
would mostly have come from layer II") and of layer II. 
These connections are only very tentative because of the 
degree of stratigraphic confusion which occurs around the dripline 
as a result of the important accu;.rulation of limestone fragments. 
The latter include several large boulders which made it impossible 
to draw any sections. Furthermore the fossicked area and an area 
of older disturbance confused the issue. It is hoped that the 
projection diagrams for this area will show up the concentration 
I~ 
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of finds noticed at a particular level in layer II and enable it 
to be traced back under the overhang, thus veri:Eying the 
tentative connection suggested. 
4. Layers V' to II' in secto,rs 3 to O appear to overlie the 
concreted layer IV on the talus slope. Some concretion was 
noted in layer VI' which might sugg,est its contemporaneity with 
the concretion of layer IV. The sequence of interleaving of 
layers V' to II' and layers IV - II can be seen from the 
stratigraphic section (Fig. 2), but not too much faith should be 
put in this section as the junctions were not clearly marked and 
an error of a few centimetres could in some cases reverse the 
sequence of two layers. All one can be reasonably certa.in of 
is that the alluvial sediments in sectors 3 to O are broadly 
contemporaneous with layers III and II on the talus slope.. This 
is really sufficient as there were very few finds in sectors 
3 to O. 
Lithic Materials 
The excavation yielded a very large amount of lithic material -
at least 20 to 30 kg and over 10,000 pieces excluding small chips. 
This, coupled with the concretion covering much of the materii,l.l, 
has meant that it has not yet been possible to carry out even a 
provisional analysis of this material. '!'he not~s below are based 
on visual impressions obtained during excavation Oir during 
preliminary sorting. 
At least 95% of the lithic material recovered was quartz, 
mostly in the form of irregular fragments. These fragments are 
what one might expect to find where attempts weire made to knap the 
vein quartz .in the locality. A proportion of the quartz .is, how!wer, 
of higher quality, either mllky and lustrous or crystalline, and 
this material is often finely worked into flakes and small bladelets, 
many of them retouched. A cursory inspection of the quartz from 
sectors 0 to 6, only a small fraction of the total quartz recovered, 
revealed three backed bladelets, a burin, and over half-a-dozen 
each of notches, scrapers and scaled pieces (of which three were 
typical "fabricators"). '.l'hese types are also present in the material 
from I" and II", so the total assemblage should be quite a large 
one. The material from the lower layers is too concreted to say 
wh0ther similar types are present, though no obvious differencer in 
stoneworking, size or raw materials is apparent. Even if thes0 
types are absent this could be a function of the sample size. 
The rest of the lithic material includes fine-grained volcanics, 
cherts and silcrete and a number of broken or retouched pebbles. 
There is a great variety of different materials, and, apart from 
occasional groups of like material, within a limited area, there is 
an impression that no two pieces are the same. Most of the material 
is in the form of small Lo medium sized flakes (1-5 cm) and there 
is a marked absence of tiny chips or cores, suggesting that most 
of the pieces were brought in ready-made. At a guess approximately 
20~ of these pieces show signs of use and/or secondary retouch. 
Characteristic types include Bondi points (2 and 3) 1 a number of 
1 Numbers refer to object numbering in Fig. 3. 
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thumbnail scrapers (4-7), finely worked small scrapers not falling 
directly into the discoidal thumbnail scraper category (8 and 9), 
burins and burin spalls (1). There is at least one elouera, numerous 
well-retouched smallish steep scrapers and a peculiar blade 
fragment with one margin backed and the other dentated (12). 
Evidence of grinding was found in the form of a small flake with 
one margin fine'ly ground on both faces to form a convex sharp edge 
(10), a flake from a ground-edge tool (11), and a flat pebble 
(9!2 x 6~ x 21-:! ems) with a heavily used ground edge at one end. 
Quartz thumbnail and similar scrapers are also present, and one 
quartz backed bladelet has a possible gum stain on the backing. 
The assemblage appears to fit broadly within the eastern 
variant of the Small Tool Tradition. The presence of fabricators 
and ground edge tools in layers I and II/II" might tempt one to 
assume a relatively late date for these layers. For the moment 
it is impossible to say anything very positive about the layers 
below these, though no obvious differences are apparent. 
Preliminary Faunal Reports (by K. Aplin) 
Faunal remains were present in all parts of the site, with a 
maximum density and size range of fragments within the dripline of 
the shelter itself. The material is in general highly fragmented 
and a considerable proportion shows evidence of burning. A wide 
range of animals are represented, including a variety of marsupials, 
rodents, reptiles, birds and fish and land gastropods. Fragments 
of emu eggshell were also present in sectors 9 and 10. Faunal 
remains of any kind were almost completely absent in sectors 0 to 3. 
Mammal dentaries present within each sample were separated 
for identification. The presenc~ of both fish.and reptile remains 
and of tortoise carapace were also recorded during this procedure. 
The concretion covering much of the material made identification 
practical to a family level only. The preliminary nature of this 
analysis is stressed and the results given are by no means considered 
as representative of the total assemblage but rather serve to give 
an indication of the range of species present in the deposit. 'rable 2 
presents a provisional list of the genera represented by the dentaries. 
Table 1 shows the distribution of mammalian fauna in percentage form. 
However, the initial picture gained from this analysis is one 
of the presence of a wide range of species, both in terms of size 
and favoured habitat. The presence of the marsupial carnivores 
Dasyurus spp. and Sarcophilus sp. raises the possibility of 
occasional use of the shelter by these animals. 1 The contribution 
of the remains of their prey to the faunal assemblage would produce 
a further complicating factor to be considered in any subsequent 
analysis. 
A further analysis is planned taking into consideration such 
variables as anatomical location and specific identification of bone 
fragments where possible, the degree of fragmentation and burning, 
and the spatial and temporal variance of these. 
Sarcophilus sp. - E9 .!1.IV" left mandibular fragment. Adult? 
- ElO .!1.IV" right maxillary fragment. Juvenile? 
both preliminary identification only. 
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Sector Layer Dasyuridae Macropodidae Muridae Peramelidae Petauridae Phalangeridae Vombatidae Sample Size 
Fossicker's Spoil 1 71 5 10 1 9 3 89 9 + 10 I" 50 25 17 8 12 9 + 10 II" 76 3 9 12 34 9 + 10 III" 2 82 8 8 60 9 + 10 IV" 5 70 9 7 9 43 7 + 8 I 74 13 13 8 II 89 4 4 4 27 III 78 11 11 18 IV 90 10 10 4 + 5 + 6 I 25 75 4 II 79 7 14 28 III 50 so 2 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 I + II 100 2 
~ I 
TABLE 2 PROVISIONAL LIST OF GENERA REPRESENTED 
Dasyuridae - Dasym:us sp. (maculatus) Muridae - Pseudomys sp. 
Dasyurus sp. (viverrinus) 
Sarcophilus sp. Peramelidae - Isoodon sp. 
Macropodidae 
- Aepyprymnus sp. Petauridae - l?.seudocheirus sp. 
Bettongia sp. Schoinobates sp. 
Macropus sp. (giganteus) 
Macropus sp. (rufog iseus) Phalangeridae - Trichosurus sp. 
Petrogale sp. 
Thylogale sp. Vombatidae - Phascalomys sp. 
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SIT BJ LOCATION 
The Freshwater Creek site is situated at GR 513298 on New South 
Wales Goverhment 1:25,000 sheet for Mount Morgan (332903 on Sydney 
1:250,000 sheet). It is approximately 500 metres upstream (NW) of 
McCarthy's Capertee sites 1-3 (McCarthy 1964). 
EXCAVA'f!ONS 1978 AND 1979 
Following the discovery of flaked stone material during the 
excavation of a pit in the vicinity of our campsite, I decided to 
carry out test excavations in the area. Our camp was established on a 
flat spur some 20 metres above the Capertee River in the angle between 
the river and Freshwater Creek, the most reliable water source for 
several miles downstream from the junction of the Capertee River and 
Running Stream. The end of the spur gives a good vantage point over 
the river and the valley in general, whilst the flat area extends over 
a width of 40-50 metres and continues do•mstream for a couple of' 
hundred metres. Two large boulders near the tip of the spur provide 
some shelter, though not as overhangs. 
My first test, labelled FWCO, was situated between these two 
boulders in the middle of our camp (see fig. 1). Material was sparse 
and the metre square test W'.:1.S abandoned at a depth of approximately 
50 cm reached in 9 spits. The other test labelled FWCI was situated in 
an area of ti-tree scrub at the rear of the flat area (i.e. away from 
the river) ahd just overlooking Freshwater Creek, which is here only 
about 10 metres below the site. This excavation proved to be richer, 
perhaps because of its more sheltered position and greater proximity 
to water. A plan of the site is shown in fig. 2. Squares 1 and 2 (U 5 
and T5) were excavated in 4 arbitrary levels (spits) going down 
approximately 60 cm. No visible stratigraphy was observed. 
Further excavations of square T6 in 1978 and square U6 in 1979 
proceeded by 10 om spits for the former and by buckets for the latter 
(see Johnson 1977: 14 for details of this technique). The aim in 
excavating U6 in such detail was partly to collect well controlled 
charcoal samples and look for any changes in soil texture, and partly 
to try a small field application of the excavation techniques I have 
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proposed, updated with my experience from the 1978 field season at 
Capertee 3 and Noola. I do not think that under normal circumstances a 
site as diffuse as the Freshwater Creek sites warrants such careful 
excavation, though I think a proportion of squares excavated should be 
treated in this way to look at the vertical distribution of ma~erial 
and changes in the sediment as a control on the stratigraphy of 
surrounding squares (for example, each square in a lattice of squares 
has 8 contiguous neighbours, so 1 square in 9 might be excavated with 
close 'Vertical control and its eight neighbours excavated using 
arbitrary levels determined with reference to this central square). 
The material from T6 and U6 was wet sie'l~d on a 3116" (4.5 mm) 
mesh and 1/8" (3 mm) mesh, but only the material in the 3/16" (II. 5 mm) 
mesh was sorted. For all except the lowest levels in U6 the. 1/8'' 
( 3 mm) residue was brought back to Canberra r:ather than sorted in the 
field. Inspection of this residue suggests that there is very little 
in the way of flaked stone in it, and it is intended to discard it 
without sorting. An immedi11te conclusion is that little stone knapping 
was performed in the area covered by the excairntion, a conclusion. 
supported by the variety of raw materials and the high proportion of 
utilised pieces present, suggesting import of finished pieces. No bone 
is present in the site. Charcoal was recovered during sorting for T6 
and by agitating and skimming the submerged sieves with a household 
strainer in the case of U6. This technique proved almost 100% 
effective in collecting charcoal despite the fact that much of it did 
not float. Charcoal is not concentrated at particular le'lels ~hich 
suggests that we are not dealing here with the r~mains of Aboriginal 
hearths but rather with a more or less continuous supply of charcoal 
from natural fires smoothed by subsequent redeposition by wind and 
water and animal (or human) disturbance. On the other hand, at 
Capertee 3 the correlation between peaks of stone tool deposition and 
peaks (within the general trend) of charcoal, suggests that in that 
case human agency may have been more significant. 
The cross section of the site on two walls.of square U6 is shown 
in fig. 4, and the vertical distribution of excavation units on 
fig. 5. Bucl<ets were filled to a constant level, corresponding with 
around 10 kg of deposits, rather than being weighed individually, and 
in the lower part of the site the excavation units were increased to 2 
or 3 buckets, as indicated. By the time .we reached about 80 cm below 
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the surface, the deposits appeared to be nearly sterile, and hard clay 
bands similar to those at Capertee 3 were appearing (compare fig. 3 
with fig. 28 in Johnson 19'79). Excavation was h.J.lted in three of the 
four sectors Of U6 at 136 cm below datum c-90 cm below ground surface) 
and the remaining sector, U6b was excavated down to -1115 cm . below 
datum in units of 3 buckets at a time. Inevitably, the richest 
occurrence of lithic artefacts was found associated with a clay band 
in unit 27 and time did not permit us to expand the excavation at this 
level or continue to any greater depth. At this level the clay 1:5ands 
are hard and up to 6 cm thick and are separated by coar'se friable 
sand. However there is a general decline in artefact concentration 
with depth, apparent in table 1 - note that spit 4 for T6 is not at an 
equivalent level to spit 4 for the other squares, which accounts for 
its higher artefact concentrations. Analysis of the material from the 
19'79 excavation has not. yet been completed owing to thesis pressures, 
but U6 sub squares b and d yielded a total of 106 and 107 artefacts 1 
representing concentrations of 300 and ~00 artefacts per cu.m. Eight 
tools and two cores were found in U6b and four tools and one core in 
U6d (preliminary counts only). Mean weight of finds was 2. 0 and 2. 3 gm 
respectively. 
The stratigraphy has much in common with that of the North 
excavation at Capertee 3, The grey surface layer is much thinner than 
at C::ipertf?e 3 and much more friable. This appears to be a function of 
vegetation cover which is much more profuse at Capertee 3, possibly 
due to nutrients provided by occupation debris in the site, as well as 
being the direct result of occupation debris incorporated in the 
deposits. Other factors such as drainage can also be cited as possible 
causes. Below the grey layer the deposits are in both cases compacted 
sands, with patches of clay beginning to appear about 60 cm below the 
surface. The clay bands gradu::illy increase in thickness from the 
first, about 2 mm thick, to 2-6 cm thickness for the lowest. ones, and 
in both cases t.he upper clay bands are associated with a noticeably 
grit.tier texture than the deposits above them. The main difference 
between the two stratigraphies is that the deposits at CP3 become 
progressively more and more rubbly, passing into a concreted and 
deeply weathered sterile zone at about 1.20 m below the surface, 
whereas those at FWCI remain stone-free with, however, a peak in sieve 
residues (material over 1/8 11 (3 mm)) corresponding with the appearance 
of the uppermost clay band (fig. 6). The deposit.s in fact become 
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Square Spit Lithic artefacts Lithic artefact types 
No, Wt (gm) Backed impl' Redir' spa11 Utilised Core Erag' 
us l 9S 207 1 7 5 3 TS ! 39 106 1 l+ 1 U6 
.I. 47 71 2 2 T6 l 16 32 2 
us 2 26 S6 1 TS 2 21 225 J 1 U6 2 
T6 2 SS 256 2 ! s 2 
us J J.O 78 
TS 3 38 136 1 l 2 U6 3 
T6 3 87 97 l 3 s 
us l1 lS 93 
•rs 
'• l12 64 U6 4 
Mean wt finds Volume exc.av' Finds per 
T6 ,, 72 73 (mJ) 3 (gm) !" 
us 1-11 146 431, 3.0 0.6 2SO TS 1-4 140 531 3.8 0.6 230 U6 l. l17 71 1. 5 0.1 470 T6 1-4 l1S8 l. 8 0.4 6SO 
Table 1 Freshwater Creek Site I summary of lithic artefacts 1978 
5. 
softer rather than harder at the bottom. No attempt was made to probe 
deeper than the level excavated, but the lie of the land gives us no 
means of predicting at what depth bedrock or the rubbly talus deposits 
underlying most of the area would be reached. This site could well 
have a considerable depth of stratigraphy, and the appearance of 
several artefacts in the penultimate excavation unit suggests an 
interesting archaeological potential. Furthermore, the presence of the 
clay bands could provide an invaluable stratigraphic marker for the 
opening up of area excavations. 
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WATER LEVELLING - A SUGGESTION 
Ian Johnson 
Water levelling is a simple, rapid and reliable way of 
levelling on archaeological sites, yet it seems to be somewhat 
under-used in favour of other methods such as dumpy or line 
levels. This is probably because water levels tend to be do-
it-yourself contraptions, requiring some experimentation. This 
note is intended to provide details of an easily constructed 
water level which has proved both convenient and reliable in 
use. 
The water at one end of the tube is maintained at a (more 
or less) constant level by a reservoir of much greater diameter 
than the levelling tube, leaving the person using the device 
with a free hand for taking notes. The tube may either be 
attached to the bottom of the reservoir (a) or work as a siphon 
(b). The reservoir is set up above the level of any finds or 
features to be recorded, and can be adjusted to a convenient 
datum level, either by pushing the supporting pole further into 
the ground, or by moving the reservoir to higher or lower ground, 
depending on the reservoir type. Levels below the site datum are 
simply calculated by adding the reservoir level to the reading on 
the graduated stick (graduated from 0 at the bottom upwards). 
Several tubes can be attached to a single reservoir provided it 
is of reasonable diameter (20 cm or more). 
ALTERNATIVg 
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Construction details 
Reservoir: type (a) can be made from a plastic 'spaghetti container', 
attached to a support, such as a ranging pole, with masking tape. 
The pointed end of a biro tube is glued into a hole made in the 
bottom of the container (if the hole is made with a hot soldering 
iron the biro tube can be fused in position). The levelling tube 
can then be pushed onto the point. Type (b) can be made from a 
5 litre orange juice container, a wine flagon, a bucket, or any 
larger container. 
LeveUing tubes: 5-10 m of 4 mm internal diameter clear polythene 
tubing. Longer lengths can be used but will progressively slow 
down the response, i.e. the speed with which the water level in 
the tube settles down. 
Liquid: water with the addition of sufficient dye to make the level 
easily read. Dark colour cloth:i.ng dyes are best. The addition of: 
detergent or kerosene may speed the response of the device, but in 
practice the present arrangement was quite fast enough, and the 
addition of detergent tended to provoke the formation of air bubbles. 
Graduated stick: up to 2 m of rectangular section wood or aluminium 
rod; 19 x 8 mm proved convenient in wood, but a thinner aluminium 
rod might be usable. The tube is attached to the rod with trans-
parent tape, and the rod can be graduated directly with a fine 
point marker pen. 
The open end of the tube must be kept above the level of the 
water in the reservoir. The graduated stick must therefore be stood 
upright, e.g. in a bucket, when not in use. A mark on the reservoir 
indicating the correct water level serves as a quick check that no 
significant amount of water has been lost (or gained). 
Department of Prehistory 
The Australian National University 
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PLANIMETRY: SCALE DRAWINGS FROM PHOTOGRAPHS 
Ian Johnson 
Department of Prehistory, 
Research School of Pacific Studies, 
Australian National University. 
Scale drawing of rock art surf~ces or artefact scatters is a 
time-consuming business which bites heavily into limited fieldwork 
time, particularly in the case of archaeological survey work. This 
article sets out to show how scale drawings can be prepared from 
photographs taken with an ordinary camera, allowing the fieldworker to 
record artwork or artefact scatters rapidly in the field and prepare 
the diagrams after fieldwork i.s over. 
Beaton (this volume) has discussed the technique of 
photogrammetry which allows one to make contoured scale drawings of 
surfaces from stereo photographs. However, photogrammetry is a 
demanding technique requiring expensive, bulky equipme.n,t and a 
considerable time expenditure, both i.n the field and in the 
preparation of the drawings. Most workers will be satisfied with 
moderately accurate scale drawings without contours which can be 
achieved rapidly and easily with an ordinary camera. The latter 
technique is known as planimetry. 
The keys to accuracy in making scale drawings from photographs 
are, first, to take the photograph at right angles to the surface to 
be drawn, and second to take the photograph from as far away as 
possible. As a general rule the longer the focal length of the lens, 
the less the parallax distortion at the edges of the photograph (this 
is a geometrical effect and has little to do with the quality of the 
lens). 
' I 
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Shelter ~ and Cli.ff Faces 
It is difficult to generalise about techniques for photographic 
coverage of near-vertical surfaces, as one may or may not be able to 
photograph them from a reasonable distance. In general, however, only 
surfaces which are very nearly flat should be photographed with a wide 
angle lens. Any surface which is curved or irregular should be 
photographed as a series of overlapping frames using a standard lens 
or moderate telephoto: each frame should be taken at right angles to 
the part of the surface being photographed and should include a 
graduated scale along the edge of the photograph so that successive 
frames can be pl"i nted to the same scale. In this way the s,eries of 
frames can be assembled, using features of the surface as register 
marks, to provide a 'straightened-out' picture of a curved surface, 
which is then traced (and i.f possible annotated on a subsequent visit 
to the site) . 
If a wide angle lens is used to photograph a complete surface 
which is not flat, whether in one or several frames, scale distortions 
wi 11 be caused: 
1. where the surface is not directly facing the camera; 
2. at the edges of each frame due to parallax effects 
Near-Horizontal Sur faces 
A special problem is posed by near-horizontal surfaces, such as 
open air ~ock engravings, axe groove sites and surface scatters of 
artefacts, because we cannot generally take photographs from any 
distance (other than oblique oties). What is required is some sort of 
,I 
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support to hold the camera two or three metres above the surface to be 
photographed. 
I have seen a number of such devices, but all of them seem to 
suffer from one or more drawbacks, the most common being: 
1. the time necessary to set up some form of tripod over the surface 
to be photographed, adjust the angle of view (often vertical), 
frame and focus; 
2. the need for a step-ladder to carry out these operations; 
3. lack of portability. 
The remainder of this paper sets out to describe in detail a 
'\;• 
simple device which allows one to take either vertical or inclined 
photographs. By using a si.ngle supporting column to which the camera 
is rigidly attached, individual framing and focussing of each 
photograph is eliminated so that the camera can be supported 
considerably further from the surface to be photographed (as there is 
no need for the photographer to be able to reach the camera for these 
l l 
operations), thus reducing parallax distortion at the edge of each 
overlapping photograph. As there are no tripod legs to be adjusted, 
but simply a single column to be held in the right position at the 
moment of exposure, the time-consuming business of adjustment (and of 
fi.nding somewhere to put the tripod feet without damaging something) 
is eliminated. As a result, once reference points (e.g. the corners 
of metre squares) have been marked out on the surface to be 
photographed, photographs of successive areas can be taken at the rate 
of one a minute or faster: this compares more than favourably with 
the 10-20 minutes per photo rate which is about the fastest I have 
I 
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observed for vertical photography with a three legged support, 
Finally, the device described can be made for around $25 at the time 
of going to press (excluding camera!), Its total weight is less than 
3kg, which makes it ideal, for instance, for survey wo:•k involving the 
recordh1g of rock engravings or surface scatters of artefacts in 
remote locations. 
The basic camera support is an i no lined column made of 1" (2. 5cm) 
square section aluminium tubing. The camera is mounted on the end of 
this column in such a way that its field of view extends from the foot 
of the column outwards (Fig .1). Framing is carried out simply by 
placing the foot of the column alongside the area to be photographed 
and lining up the alignment bar (Fig.1 and Fig.2d) with the edge of 
this area, 
Focussing is carried out when the camera is first attached to the 
support, and need not be 3ubsequently modified, as the camera remains 
at a fixed distance from the surface being photographed (depth of 
field takes care of minor changes, see later). In order to maintain a 
constant orientation of the camera, the column is fitted with a 
bull's-eye spirit level on a small perspex block (Fig.2b) cut in such 
a way that when the level is centred, the camera points vertically 
downwards. For photographs of sloping surfaces, the column is also 
fitted with a spirit level vi al on an adjustable mount (Fig ,2b) which 
can be set to the desired angle. 
Prior to photography, it is best to mark out the surface to be 
photographed in squares or rectangles a little smaller (say 3/4 of the 
size) than the coverage of a single photograph, placing a small ( 1 cm) 
' .. ~ 
white painted disc or flat headed nail at €ach corner. This.mar.king 
out ensures complete photographic coverage without gaps, and the 
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markers serve as guide points in the assembly of the individual 
photographs (1 ), 
Successive photographs are taken by placing the foot of the 
column in the middle of, and just back from, the edge of each of the 
areas marked out, lining up the alignment bar with the edge and 
centering the level(s), The shutter is triggered with a long cable or 
pneumatic release. The device is shown in use in Plate I, and a 
sample of the results in Plate II - note that in this case the markers 
have not been retouched out. 
I was initially worried by the possibi.lity of camera shake with 
the set up described - I was not very keen on the idea of a camera 
waving around on the end of a 3 metre pole, In practice I found that 
one could get perfectly sharp results at 1/125th of a second exposure, 
or even lower speeds. I would be inclined, however, to use 1/250 or 
1 /500 for safety if you have a shaky hand or a high wind. For edge to 
edge sharpness and a good depth of field, an aperture of f4 or smaller 
is advisable, though acceptable results are produced at f2, As 
enlargements of this sort of photograph will not generally exceed 
about 12 magnifications, there is no point in using slow/medium black 
and white film, a fast, 400ASA film such as Tri X or HP5 (optionally 
developed in a speed enhancing developer such as Acufine to give 
1000ASA or more) giving practically grain free results at this 
magnification and allowing the use of a fast shutter speed and small 
aperture and/or photography in poorer lighting conditions. Focussing 
is best performed by placing the foot of the column against a wall or 
tree, holding it so that the camera is aimed horizontally at the 
(1) If the markers are considered to spoil the final assembly, they 
can easily be retouched out or removed just before each photograph is 
taken. 
L 
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object in question, and focussing on it. 
My thanks are due to Jim Neale who constructed a prototype for me 
and made several suggestions on the material realisation of the 
device, and to Win Mumford for turning my sketches into comprehensible 
i 
diagrams. I 
i 
Dimensions 
To cover an area 1.4m x 2.1m on 35mm film, or 1.4m x 1.4m on 
6 x 6 film. 
Before mitreing the top end, the column length should be as follows: 
35mm camera; 
55mm lens - 335cm, 50mm lens - 305cm; 35mm lens - 220cm 
6 x 6 camera; 80mm lens - 205cm 
The metred end of the supporting column should be cut at the following 
angle to the column length ( on the diagrams): 
35mm camera; , 1 
' 
55mm lens - 12', 50mm lens - 13.5', 35mm lens - 19' 
6 x 6 camera; 80mm lens - 20.5' 
for other lenses or different areal coverage, the column length and 
mitre angle can be calculated edsily from the equations given at the 
end of this paper. 
Note J_: The shorter columns used with the 35mm lens or a 6 x 6 camera 
are obtained at the expense of greater parallax error at the edges and 
corners of the photograph. This will render the joining up of 
photographs difficult if the surface photographed is not entirely 
flat. 
One can use a shorter focal length lens than that for which 
~ 
,[ I 
! i 
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the support was designed, but the increased coverage will be lost 
along one edge by the inclusion of the base of the column. 
Note 3...;_ In the examples above, coverage has been taken as 
1. 4m x 2. 1m. This is more than ample coverage for photographing 1m 
squares, so that the dimensions given are not in the least critical. 
If an accurate construction and careful use can be assured, the 
coverage could well be reduced to, say 1.2 x 1.Bm. This can be 
achieved after construction by cutting off the bottom of the column, 
as the column angle depends only on the focal length of the lens used, 
and it is the length of the column which determines areal coverage 
(for a given lens). Thus a support can be made with two or three 
detachable sections to give different scales of areal coverage. 
Note !!.;_ The most critical part of the construction is cutting of the 
mitre, as a 1' error will shi.ft the photographed area approximately 
5cm relative to the base of the support. It is for this reason that I 
have chosen very generous areal coverage for a 1 metre square in the 
examples above, so that errors of one or two degrees can be 
accommodated. 
Construction Details 
The metal plate (Fig .2a) which supports the camera need only be 
as wide as the supporting column, and can be attached to the mitred 
end with epoxy glue and perhaps a bolt for safety. The camera tripod 
screw passes through a hole in this plate: this hole is best made as 
a slit by drilling two holes side by side and filing out the space 
between, so that the camera can be slid up against the guide at the 
top of the metal plate. This guide serves to maintain the camera in 
line with the column. The triangular perspex block (Fig.2b) holding ( 
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the bubble levels can be attached to the column with epoxy glue, and 
the levels can be glued onto the block. The (optional) joint(s) in 
the middle of the column are a more difficult problem, and are best 
entrusted to a workshop technician, as they must be rigid and maintain 
the two halves in line. On my prototype, a solid nylon rod was turned 
to fit tightly inside the two halves (Fig.2c), and this has proved 
very rigid and easy to assemble. The base of the column can 
profitably be fitted with a rubber foot (e.g. a rubber bung pushed 
into the end of the tube) to increase friction and protect the surface 
on which the foot is placed. 
I i 
I 
l 
1 1 
i 
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Design Calculations 
Q, length of column to centre of mitre (cm). The addition of approximately 
6 cm gives the total length of column required before the mitre is cut 
f focal length of lens (cm) 
a angle between column and horizontal (degrees) 
S angle between colum11 and vertical = 90 - ct (degrees) 
We assume that the optical centre of the camera lens is at the same level 
as the centre of the mitre, and offset 4 cm horizontally from it. This 
assumption is satisfactory for all 35 mm or 6 x 6 cameras. 
For coverage of an area w x l.5w on 35 mm film: 
Image size 
Object size 
2.4 
w 
f 
d-f 
(from standard optical equations, d distance 
from lens to surface photographed) 
cl (w/2.4)f ............ (l) 
Q, /d 2 + (w/2) 2 ....... (2) (by Pythagoras) 
a Arctan (d/J.;jw) = Arctan (2d/w) ........ (3) 
For coverage of an area w x w on 6 x 6 film, only equation 1 need 
be changed to: 
d = (w/6)f ............... (la) 
For coverage of an area 1.4 m x 2.1 m on 35 mm film (a suitable 
size for photographing 1 m squares with ample safety margin): 
55 mm lens 50 mm lens 35 mm lens 
d (w/2.4)f d 325 cm d 295 cm d 207 
,Q, /d2 + (w/2) 2 Q, 328 cm Q, 300 cm Q, 216 
a arctan(2d/w) ct = 730 ct = 76.5° a 710 
cm 
cm 
For coverage of an area 1.4 m x 1.4 m on 6 x 6 film with a standard 
80 mm lens: 
d 187 cm 199 cm 69.5° 
I 
I 
I 
I I , 
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This appendix is intended as an example to illustrate the type of 
attribute and dlassificatory systems which can be used with the data 
recording system described in chapter 8. It also serves to define the 
attributes used in my analysis of the Capertee 3 material and to 
outline some of the reasons for the choices made. The attribute system 
goes beyond those attributes which I have actually discuss.ed in 
chapter 5, as I have not made use of all the data recorded. 
UNINDIVIDUALIS8D FINDS 
The present structure of the excavation data .file accommodates 
two sorts of classification for the unindividuali.sed finds: raw 
material classification for all finds and size classification for 
lithic finds alone. Further classification, e.g. of bone fragments, 
could be added easily to the existing structure. The present structure 
should, however, prove adequate for most excavations. I have not made 
specific allowance for the extra information available from shell 
where it is an important component of the sediment matrix, but the 
addition of such information to the present data structure would 
present no problems. 
Raw material classification will depend on the materials present 
and preserved on the site(s) in question. Therefore, with the 
exception of charcoal which I have defined as raw material 1, I have 
simply numbered the various raw material classes on my coding forms 
(fig. 66) so that they can be defined as required. The forms allow the 
recording of counts and weights (except for charcoal which will be 
recorded by weight alone since it suffers considerable 
post-depositional fragmentation). 
The data from the raw material and size classifications of the 
unindividualised finds can be added onto the excavation data file 
using ADDRM and ADDSIZ (see appendix of computer programs IV), or 
they can be entered on the in-field coding forms (fig. 61) prior to 
the creation of the excavation data file. Note that once this file has 
been created, further data additions must be made using the laboratory 
coding forms (fig. 66,67) and the appropriate programs 
ADDSIZ, ADDAT, ADDODS. 
ADDRM, 
.! 
2. 
Raw material classification 
Because of the difficulty of identifying raw materials from small 
stone fragments, I restricted raw material classification to easily 
recognisable classes: 
(1) Charcoal; 
(2) Fine grained isotropic materials ('cherts•); 
(3) Granular or crystalline materials ('coarse'); 
(4) Quartz; 
( 5) Bone; 
( 6) Shell; 
Size classification 
Mulvaney and Joyce (1966: 181) pioneered the size classification 
of 'waste' material in Australia by shaking it through a pair of 
sieves (0.5 and 0.75 inch mesh) and counting the number of flakes 
retained. Mo.re recent authors have used various length, area or weight 
classes (e.g. Pearce 1978, White 1972, Lampert 19'71a,19'79). Clearly we 
have a problem of comparability which must be resolved if we are to 
progress to making use of this information at an inter-site level. 
I made use o.f weight as a size cr:i,terion in my analysis of the 
Blue Mountains and Capertee material for the following reasons: 
1. Weight can be defined unambiguously and mPasured repeatably and 
extremely rapidly. One can quickly learn to pick out specimens 
over a given weight from a pile, without having to sort through . 
the pile object by object; 
2. Weight is more sensitive to change in size than a linear or area 
measurement as it varies as the cube of linear measurement; 
3, Weight is sensitive to the 'chunkiness' of an object. I therefore 
considered it a better discriminator of the· difference between the 
more regular debitage of the Bondaian and the irregular shattering 
of the Capertian at Capertee 3; 
4. Unlike linear dimensions or areas, weights are cumulative, i.e. 
can be added together for a given stratigraphic level or size 
class. 
.! 
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In retrospect, although weight is probably the best discriminator of 
the Capertian and Bondaian, I think it is a poor measure of •size' as 
we perceive it, since weight is strongly biassed towards the shape of 
an object. For example, a 1 cm cube shatter fragment typically weighs 
more than a 2 - 3 cm long flake or blade, al though we percei v~ the 
latter as being 'larger'. This probably makes it a poor attribute for 
recording if we wish to use 'size' to investigate q~estions of site 
maintenance activities which have been found to be size-influ.enced in 
contemporary Aboriginal sites (0 'Connell, pers. comm., Meehan . and 
Jones, pers. comm.). A second problem with weight i~ the difference in 
specific gravity of different raw materials. In the case of Capertee 3 
this was not a serious problem since the specific gravity of all 
lithic material lay within ± 5%. In other cases it could be allowed 
for by dividing weight by the average specific gravity. for the raw 
material in question. 
An additional reason for choosing a weight classification of the 
unindividualised material was that weight was one of the attributes 
measured on the individualised finds, and a weight classification 
would therefore allow the construction of a complete histogram for 
artefact weights. The classes chosen were as follows: 
(1) Less than 1 gm; 
( 2 ) 1 - 1. 9 gm ; 
(3) 2 2.9 gm; 
Finds weighing 3 gm or over (2 gm for Q12-14) were transferred to the 
individualised finds category. 
In terms of convenience and speed of classification, weight has 
much to recommend it as a classificatory attribute for 
unindividualised finds. On my coding forms I have detailled suggested 
class boundaries for length and area as well as for weight. Whilst 
area is a lot more troublesome to use as a classificatory attribute 
for the unindiv idualised lithic finds, I think it is probably a better 
measure of 'size' when it comes to examining the effects of site 
maintenance activities or vertical displacement of material through 
treadage and scuffage. I would suggest that, if possible, both a 
weight and area classification should be applied. 
•I 
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INDIVIDUALISED FINDS 
The coding of individuaHsed finds may in many ways present less 
problems than the coding of unindi vidualised finds. This is because 
the attributes of each find are recorded individually so that metric 
attributes can be grouped .£ posteriori into size classes' or combined 
into ratios or other secondary attributes, without one having to 
choose class boundaries or attribute combinations before analysis. 
Also, because individualised finds are likely to be less numerous than 
unindividualised ones, one can afford to spend much more time on each 
specimen and to record several different attri~utes rather than 
applying a single classificatory criterion. I shall describe below in 
detail the attribute system I used !'or the Capertee 3 lithic 
artefacts. An attribute system for bone would require further work by 
someone more competent in this line than myself and I did not require 
a bone attribute system for the analysis of Capertee 3, However, bone 
attributes can easily be inserted using the existing ADDAT program 
provided they are coded numerically. When it comes to analysis one can 
select 'bones' or 'lithic artefacts 1 simply by using the raw material. 
variable. If 1 tools' are required for analysis, one selects for lithic 
raw material and non-zero values for either the worked edge attributes 
or typological class. 
Attributes for lithic finds 
The design of an attribute system for stone artefacts is 
necessarily a series of compromises between complete description and 
ease of recording. Not only does a complex attribute system 
necessitate a great deal of time expenditure if one is' to record a 
reasonable sample of artefacts, but the more complex the attribute set 
the larger must be the sample. A further problem is the difficulty of 
adequately defining a complex attribute system in such a way that the 
recording of attributes is repeatable. 
This preamble is meant to underline the point that detailed 
attribute systems should be devised to answer specific problems and 
not as a general description of stone artefacts. On the other hand, a 
range of basic attributes ~uch as length, breadth, weight, raw 
material, edge length, edge angle, retouch type and retouch extent, 
are common to many studies. I have combined these attributes into the 
. --------- - . ~----
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VAR11\BLl'J LIST RECTYPE, SI'ft>, .3ECT ION ,'.SQU/\RE, EXCVUIHT 1 flE1\TURE, ANllLUNI'r, f1NLUtJIVtl, SUBSQ,OBJECTl,XCOORU,YCOORD,ZCOORD, 
Rf1WMl\TER, Ml1SS, SUPPORT, CORTEX, LEIW'l'HMM, WIDfll!ltl, THIClil·IM, 
TOOL'!'YPE,li:OGEllO,EDGCLEN,CONTOUR,EDGEl\NGL,RETPLl3N, 
RE'l'YPE1, HT/\ 1, HTB i, POL 1, RETYPl32, flTA2, HTB2, POL2 
INPUT FORMAT F!XED(I1 1 A3,A1,ll~,13,2I2,A1,A2, 
r3,2x,213.214,P5.1,212,2r4,15,13,214,r2,14, 1013) 
According to your rnPU'l' PORMAf. variables at'e to be react as Collows: 
Variable Record Columns Print Format 
RECTYPE 
.311'1!: 
&8CT101·1 
SQUl1RE 
EXCVUIHT 
F'i!:ATURE 
l\NALUNIT 
/INLUDIVN 
SUBSQ 
OIJ.J8CTil 
XCOORD 
'if;OORD 
lCOO!\D 
R/IWM!.1'ER 
MASS 
SUPPORT 
conri;;x 
Li':NGTHMM 
WlD I'HMM 
THiCKMM 
TO!.lL'l'YPI' 
EDU!ll!O 
EIJJCLEN 
COllTOllR 
li:D}t:A11GL 
HCTPOSI~ 
Rl,fYPE 1 
llT1\ I 
llTB 1 
POl,1 
l\llTYP!l2 
11l'f12 
IJ I lld 
POL2 
2 - !I 
5 - 5 
6 - 3 
., - 11 
12 - 13 
111 - 15 
16 - 16 
17 - 18 
19 - 21 
211 - 26 
27 29 
30 - 33 
311 - 37 
33 - 112 
4 3 - lj ~ 
115 - lJ!.i 
4"7 50 
51 - 511 
55 - 59 
'50 - 62 
63 - 66 
67 10 
11 - 72 
13 - 76 
i7 IJ 
30 - 32 
1_13 - g5 
3•.i - 9,3 
g9 - 91 
92 - 911 
95 - 91 
913 - 100 
101 - 103 
(O) 
(A) 
(A) 
(/\) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(A) 
(/\) 
(0) 
(0) 
(O) 
(0) 
(0) 
(1) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(J) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
('l) 
(0) 
lfJ) 
(0) 
(0) 
RECfYP0 
SITI!: 
SQUARC 
SE:C'flufl 
i>XCVUllI r 
l"EATURE 
Ai'IALlllill' 
AllLUDl VN 
JUBSQ 
Ul3JE:CTt/ 
XC!.l01llJ 
Ycoono 
lCUUllD 
R/li•/Mf1J'ER 
M1\SS 
SUPPOHT 
G!.lH'fEX 
LE:N GT Hl·H·l 
\'ilDTl!l·IM 
flllCl:llM 
l'OOLTYP8 
C:DlJIJ:NO 
t;IJGELl\il 
COllTOUK 
GDiJ8l1N•)(, 
R8TP0Sli 
11"'l'l'PE1 
11'!'1\1 
I! ffJ 1 
11ErYP!l2 
lffl\ 2 
Hl'B2 
RECOR 0 f'Y PE/ 
S1TE NAME/ 
SQUARE lDENTlP!~A/ 
SlllJDl VISION OF SIT8/ 
EXGAVAT10N UNIT NUMbER/ 
FEATURE HUMBER, lF APPLICABLE/ 
ANALYSlS UNIT un STHAflGRAPHlC LEVEL/ 
sunorv1.:.H1J1•: 01' liNl1LY.SlS liNH I 
SUBDIVISION OF EXCAVl\TION SQUARE/ 
OB,JEC f IWMBEll/-
X COORDHl1\TE/ 
Y COORLllN/\TE/ 
Z COORDlN1\ '[El 
HAW MA'rl!:RLAL/ 
OB.J ECT W EJ.GH'f Uo1 GM. I 
SUPPORT PIECE TYPE/ 
CURTC:X H1\TI1~G/ 
UIJJGCT LENG1'fl JN f.111/ 
OIJJECJ' WJllTH IN MM/ 
TllICKNE33 OF' 01.lJil:C l' 11~ MM/ 
l'l'P1)LOGlCAL GL1\3311" lCATlOI~ fo\JR TOULS Al"ID CORES 
RllTUUCHED OR UTiLISEIJ EOG!!: NUMBER/ 
LGHGl'H OF W!.lHKlNG EDGE lN MM/ 
SHAPE: UP liOllKlNG 1mGE/ 
l!:DG8-l\l~GLe; /IT MJLlPOlln' HJ l2EIJHE1~S/ 
Dl3PUSITiON OF USE OH HETUUCH/ 
HE l'UUCH TY Pf~ FOR lll>A V18R USt':-RET!.lUCll ON EllGI!:/ 
r~XWIH UI' SECUMLlAHY Bt»l'vlJGll/ 
RXIENf OF TEl11'JAHY RETOUCH/ 
Rl':T\lUCtl TYPE l'Ol1 LIGllf/m USE-HEroUCll 011 EDGl3/ 
EXmNT Cf SECONDAllY HCl'OUCH/ 
8XTENT OF l'8llT.Ll1RY RETOUCH/ 
'!'ho: IHPUT fOHMAT provides for jll variables and 1 record(s) per case. 
Table l Variables and format for individualised finds 
'•'I 
.• 
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system I used for Capertee 3, I have described this system below as an 
example of a general-purpose attribute system suitable for cataloguing 
and initial analysis. It would probably prove sufficient in cases 
where the excavator has no special interest in lithic morphometry, 
although it does require further development and refinement and better 
definition of some aspects. 
Because there is no sharp dividing line between 'waste', utUised 
and retouched pieces at Capertee, and because individua~ assessments 
of these categories vary, I have avoided the common practice of 
separating out 'tools' from 'waste' and treating these categories 
separately. Thus the same basic attributes (length, width, weight, raw 
material, forme type and cortex rating) are recorded fo.r all 
individualised lithic finds, whether they show traces of use/r.etouch 
or not. Though some of these attributes may be affected significantly 
where extensive modifications have been applied to produce the tool 
(e.g. in the case of backed implements), in most cases the basic 
attributes 1 which are in effect the forme attributes, can ,be 
considered independantly of the worked edge(s). 
Attributes can be added to the excavation data file using ADDAT 
(appendix IV). Fig; 60 Rhows the flow diagram for data recording. 'fhe 
coding form on which the attributes are recorded before being keyed in 
is shown in fig. 6'7. When attributes are recorded for more 
individualised finds than appear on the excavation data file, the 
extra finds are added in at the end of the appropriate excavation unit 
and their coordinates field is left blank. The programs also check to 
see that the structure of the excavation data file is correct. 
Raw mater i'.al (attribute 4) 
A variety of lithic raw materials occurred in the Capertee 3 
assemblage, but they are difficult'to distinguish consistently, for 
two main reasons: 
1. The texture of the stone used is widely variable and grades from 
one sort into the next. In some cases, this even occurs within a 
single piece; 
I' 
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2. Colour is largely dependent on staining and patination, the grey 
surface levels containing grey-stained flakes and the other 
'clean' levels yellow and deeply patina ted umber flakes. When 
broken these colours turn out to be developed on a base material 
of neutral colour. 
My division of raw materials gradually reduced as I realised that 
I could not consistently distinguish them. My final division is as 
follows: 
Code 1: Cherts, jasperoid and fine-grained §ilicified mudstone. 'rhis 
group is by far the commonest at Capertee 3 and represents a range of 
fine-grained, isotropic siliceous material. True cherts are rel~tively 
uncommon, the bulk of the material falling into the jasperoid class 
(Watchman, perr3. comm.). Some of this ma.terial occurs as tabular pieces 
which have a tendency to split along cleavage lines or to shatter 
irregularly, and this is particularly noticeable in the Capertian; 
Code 2:Coarse granular materials, excluding sandstone, guartzites or. 
volcanic material. This category of material appears to be a coarser 
facies of material type 1, and the two types are occasionally been 
observed together in the same specimen. Fracture may.be roughly 
isotropic or more generally by cleavage or irregular breakage; 
Code 3:Quartz. Quartz is fairly uncommon. Some large pieces occur in 
the Capert.ian. Occasional difficulties arose in distinguishing small 
chips from the shattered fragments of gravel derived from the 
sandstone roof of the snelter, so the distribution of unindividualised 
quartz can only be taken as approximate. The distinction between 
natural and flaked quartz was made on the basis of the colour ( the 
natural quartz was generally pink-stained whereas the flaked quartz 
was always white) and the presence/absence of rounded facets typical 
of the quartz gravel in the sandstone; 
Code 4: Quartzite, silcrete and other crystalline material, including 
volcanic material. This category is uncommon and almost entirely 
rcrntricted to .the Capertian. Objects in these materials are most 
commonly pebbles or pebble decortication flakes. The different 
materials making up this category were initially distinguished, but 
their frequencies were so low and their occurence, both in terms of 
stratigraphic position and forme, were so similar that I have combined 
[, 
l 
them into a single category; 
Code 9: Fer!'uginous sandstone. 'l'his material occurs as hard band.s in 
the walls of the rockshelter and as fragments in the deposits. A few 
of these appear to have been flaked and have therefore been treated as 
artefacts; They occur only in the Capertian. 
Code 11: Charcoal fragments; 
Code 12: Faunal material; 
Code 13: Shell; 
Code 99: Finds which have gone missing between excavation and coding 
are given raw material code 99, so that if they a!'e found later their 
3D coordinates have not been lost from the excavation data file . (this 
procedure is preferable to simply deleting the cor!'espondin'g record 
from the file). 
Weight (attribute 5) 
Weight is pl"obably the most useful at tribute after raw material,· 
for a number of reasons stated 9arlier. Weights were measured to 
1/10th gm on a digital balance. In the lower levels much of the 
material was heavily concreted, and where this was judged to amount to 
more than a couple of pepcent of the volume of the object itself the 
bulk of it was removed by carefully picking off with a metal point. 
The errors associated with the remaining concretion are, on the one 
hand, well within the limits of error on the other attributes, and on 
the other hand well below the level of differences likely to be of 
archaeological significance. 
Forme (Lithic finds only, attribute 6) 
Owing to the unstanda!'dised nature of much of the lithic 
material, a simple forme classification was adopted to ensu!'e 
consistency. The 'noise' introduced by inconsistent classification 
would, I believe, wipe out the benefits of any more detailed 
classification. The following categories were adopted: 
Code 1 Whole flakes on which the position of the bulb of percussion 
and striking platform were evident. If the!'e was any doubt about the 
l i 
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position of the bulb of percussion, the flakes were relegated to the 
flake fragment class; 
Code 2: Flake fragments: Pieces which appear to have been detached 
from a larger 'nucleus' or material by isotropic fracture, identified 
by the presence of a positive flake scar (ventral surface). Ther~ is a 
difficult borderline between large, chunky flake fragments and core 
fragments, particularly where a core shatters. This category will also 
comprise a proportion of whole flakes where the characteristic 
features of the flake are not sufficiently well developed. for positive 
identification of the flake as being whole; 
Code 3: Cores: Pieces which have acted as a source of primary flakes, 
detached by isotropic frac.tur"'J. E:xceptionally large chunky flakes may 
have served as a core, and in this case the core classification will 
take precedence over the flake classificatiot1. Essentially, the' shape 
of a core must be significantly modified by flake removals. A shatter 
fragment (code 4) may remove parts of' the surface of a core without 
itself being classed as a core; 
Code 4: Shatter fragment/chunk: Pieces resulting from non-isotropic 
fracture other than tabular cleavage (code 6), often occurring in an' 
apparen~ly isotropic material. Shatter fragments may have one or two 
flake removals (negative soars), but their shape is primarily 
determined by breakage along lines of weakness or through flexi'on 
and/or torsion breakage; 
Code 6: Tabular fragment: These pieces are produced when tabular· 
material splits along cleavage lines and may or may not be the direct 
result of man's intervention. They may be analogous to flakes when 
they have been split by a blow directed parallel to the cleavage 
plain, or to shatter fragments when the blow has shattered a slab of 
material. Where a shatter fragment has been produced from tabular 
material capable of isotropic fracture, the fragment is given code 4. 
The grouping of different forms of tabular piece, ranging from thin 
laminae to shattered chunks and unretouched fragments, into a single 
category is considered justified because the frequencies of the 
individual types is low and these intractF.1ble materials do not seem to 
have been retouched into any recognisable tools, or for that matter to 
show traces of utilisation. They may represent either an optimism on 
the part of the stone worker which was quickly shattered, or 
unmodified 'tools of fortune', on which use is not apparent due to the 
coarseness of the raw material. Stick fractures, giving rise to 
'J· 
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elongated pieces with an oblong cross section through breakage along 
the edge of a slab of tabular material, were originally distinguihsed 
from other tabular pieces, but owing to their low frequency of 
occurrence (13 in the Capertian and none in the Bondaian) they have 
been combined with this category; 
Code 10: Pebbles and pebble fragments. Shattered fragments of pebbles 
make up t.he bulk of this category. These may repr~sent use as 
hammerst.ones or within hearths. As much of the material at Capertee 
appears to have been derived from the river bed, cores and flakes 
showing some pebble cortex have been included in .their appropriate 
class rather than as pebble fragments. 
Cortex rating (Lithia finds only, attribute 7) 
The presence of cort.ex was rated on a nomirral scale from 0-10 
with the aim of giving a rough indication of the importance of primary 
stoneworking, as opposed to secondary retouching or flaking of 
roughed-out cores. The latter are likely to produce a lower proportion 
of flakes and cores with large amounts of cortex. 
Code 0: No cortex; 
Flake fragments and whole flakes (See fig. 1) 
Code 1: Small patches, comprising up to 10% of the dorsal surface 
and/or the whole of the striking platform; 
Code 2: Large patches of cortex, up to 50% of the dorsal surface; 
Code 3: Cortex over the greater part of the dorsal surface (up to 
90%); 
Code 4: Almost the whole surface is covered by cortex (more than 90%); 
Typical decortication flakes fall in categories 3 or 4. 
Pebbles, COfl8S 1 shatter fragments and tabular pieces 
Code 5: Small patches of cortex, less than 10% of the surface area; 
Code 6: Large patches of cortex, 10 to 30% of surface area; 
Code 7: Roughly equal cortex and non cortex, 30-70%; 
Code 8: Predominantly cortex, more than 70%; 
Code 9: Unretouched, entirely cortex; 
Code 10: Indeterminate: on many poor quality tabular fragments it is 
impossible to distinguish cortex from fracture surfaces. 
i ;; 
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Code 1: <10% Code 2: 10-50% 
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Code 3: 50-90% 
Code 4: >90% 
Fig. Cortex rating codes for flakes 
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i Length and breadth (attributes 8 and 9) 
Lengths and breadths were measured to t.he nearest mm using graph 
paper. Length and breadth of flakes and tools are generally measured 
as 'the maximum dimension of the implement in the normal plane ... (and) 
the maximum dimension in the normal plane at right angles to the 
direction of length' (Jo.nes 1971: 328-9, see also Lampert 1971: 16 and 
White 1969) On the other hand, some workers measure the length of a 
flake in the axis of the blow which detached it; Both methods have 
their merits and demerits. On the one hand, I do not think that many 
workers would actually stick to the definition giveri by Jones (ibid. 
and pers. comm.) since the maximum dimension of, say, a 
sub-rectangular flake is the diagonal and not along the axis of 
symmetry as common sense dictates. On the other hand, the measurement 
of length in the axis of the blow is only applicable to flakes. I have 
therefore chosen the slightly less informative, but much more widely 
applicable use of length and breadth determined only by the shape of 
the artefact. Length and breadth of an artefact are taken as the 
length and breadth of the enclosing rectangle of minimum area in a 
plane at right angles to the minimum overall dimension. If the item is 
a whole flake and is sides truck (i.e. shorter in the axis of the 
detaching blow than at right angles to it), the great.er dimension of 
the rectang,J.e. is taken as the breadth and the shorter dimension as the 
length. 
This procedure is obviously open to some criticism, but I believe 
brings out the essential differences in flake shape of the Cap~rtian 
and the Bondaian, whilst at the same time allowing a compatible set of 
measurements for both whole flaV;es and other types of artefact. 
Typological categories (attribute 11) 
The following pages provide a brief list of the typological 
categories used in my classification of the Capertee 3 material. They 
are intuitively defined types which should be considered as 
provisional and subject to modification once attribute analysis of the 
material has been completed. For this reason I have provided only 
sketchy definitions or referred to definitions published elsewhere. My 
definitions should however be sufficient to allow the correlation of 
my types with major categories defined b,Y other workers. I have 
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commented in my concluding chapter on the need for a well defined 
common typology in order to allow the comparison of material collected 
from different areas and I realise that my use of yet another typology 
does not aid this goal. However I did not feel that published 
typologies we1°e satisfactory for the description of the Capertee 
material and, pending some sort of consensus, I doubt whether there is 
much advantage in sticking to an extant typology. 
My typological categories are divided into a number of groups 
identified by the first digit of the type code. The second digit 
identifies the particular type within that group. The groups are a:s 
follows: 
1) Backed implements; 
2) Redireo ting spalls; 
3) Specialised knapping techniques; 
4) Small adze flakes or scrape,rs; 
5) Small scrapers; 
6) Large scrapers; 
7) Denticulate, notched and serrated pieces; 
8) Simple cores and hammerstones or pebble fragments; 
9) Miscellaneous. 
It should be noted that these groups are gPoups of convenience 
rather than strictly grouping together similar artefacts. For example 
the simple cores of group 8 are closer to some of the more specialised 
cores of group 3 than they are to hammerstones or pebble fragments 
which are grouped with them. Entries of the form N21 1'7-21 refer to 
the catalogue numbers of artefacts illustrated in chapter 5 
(figs. 39-43). 
Group 1 : backed implements 
Backed implements have been defined by numerous authors, e.g. 
McCarthy, Brammell and Noone(1946:40-43), McCarthy (1976:44-49), 
Glover (1969:36), Pearce (1974a:300), Mulnney (1975, 1978). 'rhe terms 
used vary from microlith to backed blade, with special types such as 
the elouera falling outside these categories. I use the term backed 
implement to apply to all specimens with abrupt. 'backing' retouch of 
one or more margins. I have commented in chapter 5 on the problem of 
distinguishing 'backing' and other sorts of retouch in borderline 
i: I, 
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cases. A number of specimens are illustrated in fig. 41. 
10 whole backed implem.ent, unutilised chord; 
11 basal fragment or specimen with unfinished tip (these two ty.pes 
were combined because of the difficulty of reliably 
distinguishing thorn). N21 17-21; 
12 tip fragment. Q14 8-51, Q14 9-79, Q13 11-14, Q13 13-12, 
Q13 10-69, 020 9-20, N20 9-89, 020 9-23; 
13 other fragment; 
14 backed implement with sl.ight chord damage, possibly due to 
natural causes; 
15 backed implement with nibbled edge damage or slight edge damage 
along the full length of the chord. N20 4-4·7; 
16 backed implement with well marked chord damage similar to. that 
observed on eloueras (McCarthy, Brammell and Noone 1946, Kamminga 
197'7) but not of broad orange-segment or rectangular outline. 
021 15-9; 
1'7 elouera corresponding with McCarthy's definition; 
19 truncated bladelets bladelets on which one end has been 
obliquely or transversly truncated by retouch similar to that on 
the 'backs' of backed implements. 
Group 2 : redirecting spalls 
Redirecting spalls are elongated flakes or blades removed along 
the length of a ridge 'which has previously been retouched or utilised. 
Crit.eria fOr identifying them have been laid out in chapter 5, 
i -5; 20 : 'Classic' redirecting spall a triangular section 
blade. Often with a pronounced twist, and showing clear retouch 
or heavy edge damage on the dorsal ridge. Several specimens are 
illustrated in fig. 40; 
21 Normal small redirecting spall - a smaller blade, generally less 
than 3 cm in length, with minor retouch or use damage on the 
dorsal ridge. The dorsal ridge is approximately a median ridge 
and the section approaches an equilateral triangle; 
22 'peeling' small redirecting spall - as 21 except that the spall 
has been removed primarily from the face of the ridge bearing 
retouch and therefore 'peels off' the retouched area; 
23 'truncating' small redirecting spall - as 21 except that the 
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spall has been removed primarily from the face of the ridge 
without retouch and therefore truncates the ends of ~he flake 
scars on this ridge; 
outrepasse redirecting spalls - spalls which have started oft' as 
a narrow blade but havr, then broadened or thickened to remove a 
large chunl< of the parent piece; 
25 l;iny abruptly retouched convex-edged redirecting spa:lls this 
category groups together several very characteristic spalls which 
have removed a tiny neatly trimmed steep convex edge (fig: 43: 
N20 6-33); 
27 large flake or chunk redirecting spall; 
28 small flake or chunk redirecting spall; 
29 
These two categories, arbitrarily separated, probably rep_resent 
the accidental production of what is technically a redirecting 
spall since it bears retouch on a dorsal ridge. They are shor.t 
broad flakes or shapeless chunky flakes, generally with only a 
little retouch on the dorsal ridge; 
small fortuitous redirecting spalls these ar~ tiny chips which 
have some traces of retouch or edge damage on the dorsal ridge. 
They can arise easily during core reduction or even by chance 
fracture when a piece of stone is dropped or stepped on. 'rhey are 
very unstandarised and I am confident that they are accidental 
products. 
Group 3 : specialised techniques 
31 polygonal blade cores; 
32 outrepasse blade core fragments; 
33 core rejuvenation fragments (flakes removed across the striking· 
platform of a core fig. 43: Q13 39-10 and McCarthy 1967 
ng. 6: ·n; 
34 flakes or blades with neatly facetted butts; 
35 bipolar scaled pieces; 
36 fragment of ground tool. 
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Group 4 : small scrapers or adze flakes 
These are small flakes with a fairly regular rectangular outline 
characterised by fine regular retouch or heavy use-scalin~ on one or 
both elongated margins. 
40 thin bimarginal, bifacial edge modification (fig. 39: Q14 8-25); 
41 thick bimarginal, bifachl edge modification (fig. 39: 021 
11-15); 
42 thin single margin unifacial edge modi fica tfoh (fig. 39:021 
1 6-21 ) ; 
43 thick single marg'in unifacial edge modification (fig. 39: M21 
9-9); 
44 thin single margin with utilisation traces similar to those 
observed on many elouera 
45 naturally backed flake with s.imilar use traces opposite the back 
(fig. 39: L21 6-10); 
46 L shaped fractured tools (fig. 43: N21 1'7-12). 
Group 5 : small scrapers 
These are specimens with clearly defined fine regular retouch on 
one or more edges. 
50 : end scraper - a blade or bladelet with one or both ends retouched 
51 
52 
53 
59 
into a small convex (fig. 43: N20 6-32); 
thumbnail scraper - a smal 1 thin flake, less than 2 cm across 
with one side retouched into a neat convex edge (fig. 43: N21 
17.:.59); 
convex scraper edge on larger piece - a short length of well 
defined retouch forming a small convex edge or nose on a moderate 
sized flake, typically 3-5 cm long; 
steep edged scraper several specimens are illustrated in 
fig. 42 (Q13 34-27, Q12 39-5) which also serves to illustrate how 
this type merges into small single-platform cores; 
small lengths of retouch on small to medium flakes. These may be 
slightly convex, straight or concave. 
Group 6 : large scrapers 
60 : large flake or chunk with length ( s) of retouch on low to medium 
angled e i't;es; 
i 
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61 large steep retouched scraper; 
68 heavy edge damage or sporadic retouch on moderate to low angled 
edge of large flake or chunk; 
69 chunk with traces of use or battering. 
Group 7 : denticulate, notched and serrated pieces 
70 : 'saw' as defined by McCarthy (1976:36), i.e. a finely serrated 
edge formed by regularly spaced removals of tiny flakes fr.om a 
low to medium angled edge; 
71 denticulate piece - a flake with two or more adjacent notches 
formed either by a single blow or a series of flake removals 
(fig. 43: Q14 6-3); 
73 notched piece - specimens with a single notch formed by· a 'single 
blow or morie commonly a seriies of flake removals. 
Group 8 : simple cories, hammers tones and pebble fra.gments 
80 single platform core (fig. 42: Q13 36-7, Q13 
81 core with irregular or multiple platforms; 
82 core fragment; 
83 horisehoof core; 
84 pebble core; 
85 crystalline pebble fragment or hammerstone. 
Group 9 : miscellaneous 
90 miscellaneous; 
91 possible traces of utilisation 
natural causes rather' than use. 
WORKED E:DGE CODING 
which may 
34-6, Q13 21-1); 
be attributable to 
The quantification of retouched and ucilised edges was carried 
out using a slightly modified version of the attribute system 
originally proposed by Jones (1971:328-336) and since used by a number 
of other workers (e.g. Allen 1972, Flood 19'73, Townley 1974). The 
priesent system is compatible, e:wept in the det'iil of definition of 
retouch types, with that used by Jones, but I have added in the 
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ability to distJ.nguish two different types of edge modification on the 
two surfaces forming each worked edge and, if applicable, whether the 
most severe modification is on the dorsal or ventral surface. 
Edge number (attribute 12) 
Edges are numbered from 1 upwards on each piece. An edge is 
defined as a length of perimeter showing a consistent retouch type and 
without a pronounced discontinuity in edge line. 
Edge length (attribute 13) 
This was measured along the per.lmeter of the retouched or 
utilised edge using a ruler if convex or straight or' if markedly, 
concave, a piece of cotton. Measurement.s are im mm. 
Edge shape (attribute 14) 
Code 1 Nosed Code 2 Very convex Code 3 Convex 
Code 4 Straight Code 5 Wavy Code 6 Concave 
Code 7: Very concave or notched Code 8 Denticulate 
Code 9 : Indeterminate 
These codings follow the definitions proposed by Jones ( 19'71) 
A denticulate edge is a series of closely spaced notches, not to be 
confused with the term dentate which has been proposed (Stockton 1978) 
for the scr>ra ted edge produced by closely spaced flake removals and 
which ·is cl1aracteristic of McCarthy's 'saw' (McCsrthy 1964). 
Edge angle (attribute 15) 
Edge angle was measured at the mid point of the worked edge using 
a qontact goniometer and was recorded to the ne<Jrest five degrees. 
Higher precision of recording was not considered useful, on t.he one 
hand because of the uncertainty in making the measurement and on the 
other hand because the sort of differences in edge angle likely to 
represent fundamental functional differences are likely to be fairly 
gross (e.g. obtuse, steep, moderate and low angle). My purpose in 
examining edge angle being primar>ily to detect possible functional 
groupings, it might seem that the edge angle should be measured 
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immediately at the intersection of the two surfaces forming the edge. 
'fhis measurement is probably, however, of little functional 
significance, as low-angle 'knife' edges may well have slight "damage 
approaching 90 degnees on the very edge, whilst a robust edge suitable 
for working softwoods might have an angle of 60 degrees or less .. Jones 
(ibid.:334) measured edge angle at a distance of 5 mm from the edge, 
thus effectively eliminating the influence of edge damage. Rather than 
defining an arbitrary distance such as 2 nlin (5 mm would be too much 
for the Caper tee assemblage, much of which is only a few mm thic.k) I 
have preferred to measure the angle between the . two intersecting 
surfaces as close to the edge as possible but avoiding the zone of 
tertiary edge damage, which rarely extends more than 1 mm from the 
edge. 
Disposition of retouch (attribute 16) 
Retouch was classified as unifacial if the two surfaces forming 
the edge showed markedly different degrees of modification, e.g. if 
one was retouched and the other simply utilised. If the dorsal and· 
ventral surfaces of the specimen could be distiuguished, the retouch 
was classified as dorsal ( nol"mal) or ventral. (inverse) according to 
the surface showing the greatest degree of modification. If both 
surfaces show similar degrees of modification the edge is classed as 
bifac.ial. 
Code 
Code 3 
Unifacial Code 2 
Dol"sal Code 4 
Bi facial 
Ventral 
Edge modification type (attributes 17 and 21) 
The different types of edge modification distinguished are 
illustrated with their ool"responding codes in fig. 2. Types 1 and 2 
fall in the range of utilisation rather than intentional retouch - the 
cutoff point at which fine edge damage is considered as being due to 
post-deposition~l damage or tramping is arbitrary and difficult to 
determine, so type 1 must be considered as a rather impure sample of 
slight utilisation traces. If the edge modification is l"ated 1, no 
attempt is made to measure the extent of flalrn scars, as these will 
rarely if ever exceed 1 mm in length. Type 3 is tj•pified by the 
inl/asive scaled removals seen on some elouera. Types 4 to 7 are 
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Sporadic edge modiftcation 
'Nibbled' edge modification 2 
Scattered flake removals 3 C5 0 <::::J 
Retouch on low/medium angled 4 
edge, terminated flake scar~ 
Adze slug retouch 9 
serrated 'saw' retouch 10 
Fig. 2 Codes for edge modification types 
18. 
broadly what one might consider as 'scraper' retouch, ranging from 
regular scalar flakes to steep step flaking and irregular denticulate 
edges. Type 8 is heavily undercut retouch such as that typical of 
horsehoof cores. Type 9 is the steep overlapping heavily stepped 
retouch characteristic of frequently resharpened hafted adze slugs. 
Type 10 is McCarthy's •saw' retouch, oonsist.ing of regularly spaced 
single flake detachments, whose crescentic scars intersect to form a 
series of teeth. 
~xtent of edge modification (attributes 18 1 19~22,23) 
Jones (ibid.: 331) proposes the recording of two measurements of 
extent of modiffo:;ition (the distance flake scars extend up the 
surfaces forming the edge). 'Height A' is the distance secondary f''.J..ake 
scars extend from the edge, whilst 'Height B' is the extent of 
tertiary retouch (utilisation). I initially adopted this system for 
Capertee and I have incorporated it into my coding system, but I have 
found that very few specimens have more than traces of utilisation 
extending 0.5-1 mm back from the edge. The few retouched edges have a 
similar extent of utilisation. In my final codi.ng I therefore 
eliminated one of the extent attributes (the second) so that the first 
extent attribute would reflect the difference between edges with 
intentional modification (charactertsed by extent measurements of 3 mm 
and upwards) and those with utilisation traces only, characterised by 
extent measurements of 1-2 mm. 
Note: Where both surfaces forming an edge show traces of utilisation 
or retouch, edge modification type and extent is recorded for each 
surface. In practice, edge modification is perhaps a misnomer and 
would be better termed surface modification, but this is contrary to 
common usage. 
Polish or rounding (attributes 20 and 2ll) 
If one of the surfaces forming an edge has visible areas of 
polish or if the flake scars on the surface have worn or smoothed 
marginal ridges, this is indicated by the polish/rounding attribute: 
Code 1 Polish Code 2 : Flake scars smoothed 
Code 3 Intersec.tion of surfaces at edge severely rounded and flake 
scars smoothed. 
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Subsquare ITJ 
18 
1 ----------' I I I I 2 _________ _1 I I I I 3 _________ _i I I I I 4 ________ __! I I I I 5 ________ __! I I I I 
19 38 
6 ________ __1 I I I I 7 _________ _1 I I I 8 __________ ! I I I I 9 ________ __! I I I I 10 __________ ! I I I I 
D ~ 
11 ________ __1 J I I I 12 _________ _1 I I I 13 ________ __1 I I I I 14 ________ __1 I I I I 15 ________ __1 I I 1
78
1 
16 _________ __1 I I I I 17 ________ __1 I I I 18 ________ __1 I I I I 19 ________ __1 I I I I 20 ________ __1 I I I I 
n w 
21 _________ _1
99
/ I I I 22 _________ _1 I I I 23 ________ __1 I I I I 24 _________ _1 I I I I 25 ________ __1 I I I J 
26 __________ 1 J I I J 27 __________ ITITI 28 __________ 1 I I I J 
~=· 
(./) 
&= § 
D 
FIELD CODING FORM Sheet3 
Record Type 5 l Individualised finds 
I Site (Pt( Square I Ex unit I Featr I Strat\Pt \Sub sq 
sl I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I 2 J 4 5 6 l B 9 JO II 12 IJ 14 15 16 17 JB 
Please duplicate columns 1 - 18 
NOTE This sheet should be used only if data 
is to be typed up by a data processing 
unit. Otherwise use laboratory coding 
forms and data addition programs. 
Coded by·----------------- Date ---------- _ 
Optional variables - it is not necessary to code all these variables since they can be added later using AODAT 
Only lines with values for these variables will be keyed in 
Obj i! _,./' x y z _,./' RM Wt (1/1Dg) Sup .Ctx Lengtl1 mm ,Breadth mm 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0 
1 1 
1 2 
t--
-1 3 
1 4 
·-1 5 
--'-
1 6 
- ---
1 7 
--i·--t-1-- -+--- - -r- i 1 8 
-1 ----t-- - ±_ 9 ' ->-+- -f--·- - - - 1-1-- -1---2 0 
--+--1-- ---l-- _I_ -t--,_ ------- - --- - - --2 1 l--- ;.J=t..· t -~ 1--- --r-2 2 =b I -· - - -- >--I- - - I- --2 3 
·1 I - ---y- I- -- ....... 2 4 -r--- - 1-- ----1- 1-- - - 1- I- - --_2_ 5 - - ±~- -- ... 1- -1--2 6 
- f r --1- I i-- ---1-- I~ -·· ·~·- t-- - -- 1-2 7 I f- .-.i...-+-~ 
-+- -2 8 
-+t= __ ,____. -- ·-f-<-·- - - I-• 2 9 
-3-- ·-~-- !--·--0 -+J_ - - _,__ - --3 I I 
3 2 I 
3 3 
-1-- -1-- --- --·--+--- --·· --1-- - -3 4 
I --- I- -- -3 5 
19 20 21 22 73 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 J4 35 36 J7 38 39 40 41 42 .. , 4J 45 46 47 48 49 SU' 51 52 53 54 
(/) 
;:::;: 
(1) § 
0 
'MINIMAL' FIELD CODING FORM 
Record Type 1 : General information 
SitelTTl D 4-f-t 5 Square~ 
Sediment wt. Ir! · D kg. ~21 
Coarse sieve residue # WJ 
30 3\ 32 
x y 
Start and I I I I I I i I WJ 37 38 39 40 4J 42 43 44 45 finish I I I I LJH l I I I coordinates 7J 72 73 77 78 79 
Excavation unit I I I I Feature ii rn 
9 ID II 12 \3 
Medium sieve residue DJ · rn kc. 
22 23 24 25 
wt.I I I· Dkg 
31 34 35 36 
Z start Z end 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 46 47 48 49 50 5J 52 53 54 55 56 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I BO Bl 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
Coded by: ______ --.-- __________ Date: 
Slrat. level [TI 0 Subsquare in 
\4 15 16 ~ 
Fine sieve residue rn • rn kg 
26 27 28 29 
x y Z start Z encl 
I I I I I I I I I I I I ] I I I I I 57 SB 59 60 6J 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 
I I I I WJ I I I I I I I I I I 9J 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 JOO IOI J02 J03 J04 I I I I DJ] I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Sieve technique ? Wet/ dry 105 106 J07 JOB 109 110 Jll JJ2 J 13 114 Jl5 116 117 IJ8 119 120 \2J 
Sieve mesh: Coarse---- .mm Medium -----mm Fine··--·· mm 
The data file key et! in [ram these forms must be processed by 
DUPLIC to create an excavation data file in standard format. 
If these forms are used, they must be used on their own, i.e. 
no other field coding forms should be filled in. Any further 
data should be entered on laboratory coding forms and added 
to the excavation data file using ADDRH, ADDSIZ, ADDAT etc. 
§ 
D 
(/) 
.a 
c 
OJ 
(i3 
D 
B 
Square 
LLJJ 
I 2 J 
-· Variable 
d'escription 
and code [ 
1 
E 2 3 
x 4 
c h a 
fi v 
a 7 
t 8 
i 9 
0 10 
n 11 
12 
u 13 
n 14 
i 15 
t 16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Unindividualised finds 
,, 
~-
.. 
I, 
-· 
Enter data in free-format (values separated 
by spaces) i9norirq decimal points. Square 
(i.•::ntifier must be in cols. 1 - 3 of first 
record. 
Coded bv Date ................... ............ 
B 
D 
(/) 
..0 
c 
Ql 
.., 
('!) 
Square Excav' Unit 
I I I I I I I l 
,,- 1 2 J 4 5 6 1 
Attribute 
descri rti on 
and code 
1 
2 
0 3 b 4 j 5 e 6 c 7 t 8 
N 9 
u 10 
m 11 
b 12 
e 13 
r 14 
' 
15 
16 
'· 17 
18 
19 
0 
20 
21 
•· 22 
23 
24 
25 
Q 26 
-
;·· 27 
28 
Individualised finds 
·-I-
Enter data in free-format (values separated 
by spaces) ignorin~ decimal points. Square 
identifier and excavation unit number must 
be in columns 1 - 7 of first record. 
Coded bv ....................... Date ............ 
·~r;-i 
I 
§ 
D 
(/) 
..0 
c 
Ql 
...., 
(0 
rn 
x 
n 
Ql 
< 
Ql 
rl-
6' 
:J 
c 
:J 
rl-
LABORATORY CODING FORM Unindividualised finds 
Square 
I I I I 
I 2 J 
Variable 
description 
and code 
E 
x 
c 
a 
v 
a 
t 
i 
0 
n 
u 
n 
i 
t 
Enter data in free-format (values separated 
by spaces) ignorinq decimal points. Square 
identifier must be in cols. 1 - 3 of first 
record. 
Co d d b e ,v, .................. Date ............ § 
D 
(/) 
.0 
c 
Ol 
..... 
<tl 
LABORATORY CODING FORM Individualised finds 
Square Excav' Unit 
I I I I I I l I 
123456"' 
Attribute 
description 
and code 
0 
b 
j 
e 
c 
t 
N 
u -
m 
b 
e 
" r 
Enter data in free-format (values separated 
by spaces) ignorin~ decimal points. Square 
identifier and excavation unit number must 
be in columns 1 - 7 of first record. 
Coded bv ....................... Date ............ 
I 
§ 
D 
(/) 
..a 
c 
tu 
@ 
(J) I I I I I I I I ;=,: 
(I) I 2 3 4 5 6 7 § 
D 
(J) 
..c 
c: 
Ill 
..., 
(I) § 
rn 
~ 
Ill 
< Ill 
...+ 
O" 
:J 
c: 
:J 
;:::+ 
....___ § 

sE~EC ~elects particlllar. record types from the excavation data file, 
for output ·either to the Hne printer or as a nle for input to pther· 
programs .• This program· is intended p~imarily as a means of preparing 
Une printer listings of each type of record on th<i excavation· data 
file to facilitate .checking of the data. It may also ba used to 
c output particular .record types for input to other programs, e.g. spatial 
C analyois programs or plotting programs. Note that, for input to SPSS 
C using the instruction set SPFILE. UN, lt is more convenient to use SELUN 
C t'or the selection or the appropriate <lata records. Input and (ff applic-
C able) output t'ilenames are specifio<l from the terminai, together with 
C the ohoice of record type(s) to be output. As of July 1979, record types 
C arc as follows: 
C ( 1) General excavation unit information (sediment weights, coordinates etc.) 
C (2) Unindividualised finds - raw material classification 
C (3) Unindividualised finds - size classification 
C (4) Supplementary variables at the usars discretion 
C (5) Individualised finds, coordinates and attributes 
C (6) Supplementary records for individualised finds 
C (extra edge codings or supplementary attributes) 
c 
C-*********•******~****i**'i1•••••***tit1111•~1111f111111t•••••••••••••••• 
c 
c 
c 
DOUBLE PHECISION INP, DAT ,OUT PT, BLANK 
DIMENSIOll TEXT (26), IR~CS (20) 
DATA BLAllK/10H I 
CALL DATE(DAl') 
LEC=5 
IT8RM=6 
NREC=O 
WRirE(ITERM 1 500) DAT 
500 FOR:•IAT(lHO,/,' EXCAVATION DATA PROCE!SSING',/, 
1 1X,26(1H•),///,' Ian Johnson, Prehistory, ANU•,5x, 
2 1July 1979',/,' Version 3/8/79',///, 
c 
c 
3' ""'SELEG •••• 1 ,10X,A10 1 //,' This program prints out•, 
11 ' or outputs a file of chosen record types'/' selected', 
5 1 Crom t:.he excavation data file 1 / 1 See top of program' 
1 6 ' listing for documentation 1 //) 
WRITE(ITERM, 400) 
400 FORMAT(1HO, 'llame of excavation data file? '$) 
READ(LEC, 1101) INP 
1101 FORMAT(A 10) 
CALL IFILE ( 10, INP) 
731 W1!IrE(ITERl1,410) 
410 FOH!·lAT ( 1 HO, 'What do you want to call your output file?•/ 
1 If you W3nt a prin':.out not. a perm3.nent file, type', 
' RETUftll only') 
READ(LEC, llQ 1 , END=668, ERR=668) OUT PT 
IF(OUTP'f .EQ.BLANK) CO TO 732 
CALL OF!LE(ll,OUTPT) 
990 FORl·\AT(1Hl 1 1 Excavatlon Data File: 1 ,A10,10X,'Date: ',AlO, 
!OX,' Hecord ·rype Selected: 1 , 13, //) 
. . . .ot>~d ·~~P!l~ on· 
1 ' as fol.Lows.:• l' 1 General excav.atiori • 1 
2 ' uoit infor11111tion (,coordinates ;sediment wt etc) t I 
3 ' 2 Unindividua'l.ised "finds, raw 111aterial classifications' I 
4· 1 3 l!nindiviquali.sed rinds, size classific.ations' I 
5 .• 4 :lupplementary variables•;• 5 Individualised', 
6 1 finds' I' 6 Suppleinen tary records for' 1 7 'individualised finds (2nd,3rd,. utilised edges)'/) 
IF(OUTPT.NE.BLANK) WHITE(ITEHM,297) 
297 FORMAT(lH ,'Specify, on a single line, the record typc(Q) •, 
' (code numbers) to be output:') 
733 IF(OUTPT. l::Q, BLANK) WHITE (I'rERM 1 298) 
298 FORMAT(1H , 'What record type do jlou want•, 
' printed? (Control Z to terminate) : '$) 
c 
C-READ IN RECORD TYPES REQUIJ1ED. MAY OR MAY NOT BE SEPAkATED B'{ 
c SPACES, so PACK INTO FIRST FOUR (OR l.8SS) ELEMEN'1S OF iH~cs. 
llREC=O 
READ(LEC,301,END=668,ERR=668) IRECS 
30 1 FOllMAT (20I 1) 
K=l 
DO 4 Lo1,2Q 
IF(IRl::CS(L).EQ,0) GO TO 4 
IRECS(K)=IRECS(L) 
K=K+l 
COllTINUE 
K=K-1 
IP (OUT PT, EQ. BLAllK) PRINT 990, !NP, DAT, IRECS ( 1 ) 
c 
C-READ IN DATA FIL8 AND OUTPUT llECORDS REQUIRED. 
HEAD( 10, 200, EllD=555) LIN8, TeXT 
fORMAT (I 1, 26A5) 200 
8 
6 
3 
7 
201 
c 
555 
987 
667 
988 
669 
668 
DO 5 L~1,K 
IF(LINE.EQ.IRECS(L)) GO TO 8 
00 TO 9 
DO 6 L= 1126 
llOTBL=27-L 
IF(TEXT(NOTBL) .HE.BLANK) GO TO 3 
IF(OUTP'1.EQ.BLAHK) GOTO 7 
WRITE:( 11, 200) LINE 1 (1'EXT (L), L= 1, NOTBL) 
lll!EC=NREC+l 
GO TO 9 
PRINT 201 , LHIE, TEXT 
FORMAT(lH ,I1,26A5) 
NH~C=NREC+l 
GO TO 9 
IF(OUTPT.EQ.BLANK) GO TO 667 
WRITE(ITERM 1 987)NREC,OUTPT 
FOR~IAT(lH , 'File ol' 1 1 I5, 1 selected records output on file: ' 
A10 1 //) 
GO 1'0 666 
WHIT!:: (I'l'EHM, 988) NR8C 
FORMAT(lH ,15,' Records printed',/) 
HEWIND 10 
GO TO 733 
STOP 
END 
C-••uu SE~.!JN ...... JANUARY 19'/9. 
C VERSION 3/8/79/ 
c 
c 
.(l SELUN oelects and outputs on a new file all the type 1
1
2, 3 and 11 
C records f11om nn excavation data fi~e. 'l'he Otlmes for the excavation 
C data file and the output file are specified from the terminal 
1 
and 
C the output. file is in the correct format for input to SPSS using 
C the insJ;ruction set SPFILE.UN, which creates an SPSS system file of 
C the data from record types 1 - Ii, Tl\e file thus ct•eated contains infor-
C mation relating to the e:rnavation units rather than to individual 
C find a. ·me inl'ormation includes sediment and residue weights, numbers 
C and weights of different raw mat1'!rial or size classifications of the 
C Unindividualised t'inds and up to 28 supplementary variables coded on 
C record type 11 of the excavation data file which are availuble for 
C the user to add on any extra data he/she may have. More s\l.pplementary 
C variables records can be accommodated simply by modifying statement 5. 
c 
C-• •••• If .. .,. II: ii •• * 11:1 IHt » •• If-I iif. If i IU 1UtiHt tHHt *• ll• iitt •• flt •••••• )f *. 11 If If. itiliHt IH • •• 
c 
c 
c 
DOUBLE PRECISION !NP, DAT ,OU'fPT 
DIMEllSION TEXT(26), :RECS(20), 1'ITLE(20) 
DATA BLMIK/5H I 
CALL DATE(DAT) 
LBC=S 
ITERM=6 
NHEC:O 
WRITE(ITERM,500) DAT 
500 FORMAT(lHO,I,' EXCAVATION DA'fr\ PROCESSING' ,I, 
1 1x 1 26(1H•),///,' Ian Johnson, Prehistory, AllU',SX, 
2 'July 1979' ,I,' Version 3/8/79 ',111, 
c 
c 
400 
c 
300 
3 1 Ulfit SELUI~ •• 1u1, 10X 1A10,//, 1 This program creates' 
1 11 ' a file for Input to SPSS'/' (using instruction', 
5 ' set AilALYS.UN)'/ 1 See top of proeram listing for', 
' documentation'//) 
WRI'rE ( ITEHM, 1100) 
FORMAr( 1HO, 'Name of excavation data file? 
RBAD(LEC,401) INP 
fORMAl'(A 10) 
CALL IF ILE( 10, INP) 
CALL vr"ILE( 11, 'SELUN .OU1") 
WRITE(ITERM, 300) 
'$) 
c 
C-READ 
9 
ftll1~!AT( !IJO, 'Program Running', I) 
Ill DATA FILE AND OUTPUT RECORDS REQUIRED. 
READ( 10, 200, END=555) LINE, TEXT 
2JO 
5 
6 
3 
fOHMAr (I 1, 26A5) 
IF(LINE.GT.4) GO TO 9 
DO 6 L= l, 26 
NOTBL=27-L 
IF(TEXT(NOTBL) .NE.BLANK) GO TO 3 
WHITE ( 11, 200) LINE, (TEX'f(L) ,L= 1, UOTBL) 
NHEC:r1HEC+1 
GO TO 9 
555 KASES = NREG/4 
WRITE(l'fE:RM, 987) NREC 1 KASES 
987 FORMA'f(lHO, 'File of' ,15,' records output on file S1':LUN.OU'l' ', 
1 /, 1 ready for input to SPSS (using instruction•, 
2 ' set ANALYS.UN)' ,!, ' Note; SPSS should read' ,IS,' cas"s as', 
3 ' it Will read 4 records per case' ,II) 
NREC:(4•(KASES))-NREC 
IF(NREC.NE,0) TYPE 988 
988 FORMAT(lllo,•••O ERHOR u .. '/' Number of records output', 
' is not divisible by It•/• You should cneck your data' ,II) 
667 STOP 
EUD 
N 
[ 
r ,. 
C-•••• DUPLIC •••• 
C-Ian Johnson, Prehistory, ANU 
C Version 28/7 /79 
c 
c 
C-This program duplicates record types 1 - 4 from a file containing 
C only r~cords of type 1. This saves having to type in the common 
C t'ields of type 2, 3 and 11 records if no data is to be coded onto 
C them in the field. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
DOUBLE PRECISION DAT, HIP 1 OUT 
DIMe11sro11 RSC(28),LET(3) 
DATA LET/1H2,1H3 1 1H4/,UHE/1H1/ 
TERM=6 
1,£C=5 
NWHIT=O 
N!ti::AD=O 
CALL DATE(DAT) 
WRITE(ITERM,5000) DAT 
5000 r'OllM!ir( 1110/' EXCAVl1TION DATA PROCESSING 1 I 
1 1X,26(1H>),// 1 ' Ian Johnson, Prehistory, ANU, July 1979'/ 
2 'Version 28/8/79' 1////,' •••• DUPLIC ***'',19X,A10,//, 
3 ' Tnis program duplicates l'ecords type 1 - 11 from a file' 
1 4 1 containing' 1/, 1 only type 1 r•eaords. 'l'his saves having tot, 
5 1 type in the commo11 fields I 1 / 1 1 of' type 2 1 3 and li records', 
6 ' if no data is to be entered on them in the field' , 11) 
c 
300 
299 
302 
c 
c 
WRITE (ITl::RM, 300) 
l'ORMAT(lHO, 'Name of data file containing', 
' type 1 records only? '$) 
READ(LEC,299) INP 
FDf<MAT(A 10) 
CALL IFil..E ( 10, ItlP) 
WttITE ( ITEHM, :J02) 
l'ORMAT(lllO, 'Wl!at do you want to call your output Cile? 
Rt:1\D(LEC, 299) OUT 
CAl.L IFILE(lO,lllP) 
CALL OFIL8(11,0UT) 
C-Read in records from the input Cile and output record plus 
C three following records each with the same common field except 
C for colurr.n 1 (record type identifier) 
1 HEAD(10,200,END=555) REC 
200 FOHMAT(2A1,liAIJ,22A5) 
c 
2 
c 
NHt:AO=NHEAD+1 
LF(llEC(l).NE,ONE) 00 TO 666 
WRITE(l 1 1200) R8C 
NWnIT=ll\lttlT+.1 
DO 2 L= 1,3 
N•iUT=tlWRIT+ 1 
WR11'E( 11,200) LET(L), (HgC(LL), LL=2 1 6) 
GO TO 1 
'$) 
666 WlllTE-( ITl::RM, 250) NRl::AD 
250 FOHMP. r ( 1 HO., '~ • u, WA,RNIN~ •.• • • ~ number ot11er tnan 1 has been 1 , 
1 .' CUU0llntered 1 1 /_'t 1 .'10 C_Ol)!U!nO onr, after r~ading 1 I 
2 15,' records from input<t'ile 1 ,//,' RUH ABCJHTED',/) 
c 
555 WRITE \·lTERM, IJOQ) NW HIT, OU'r : . 
0 llQO FORMAT(1HO,I5,' 'Records outp_Lit<on file: ',1\10//) 
STOP . . ·~· 
ENU 
'" 
C H•• CNTVAR O•• 
C Ian Johnsc-n, Prehistory, RSPacS, ANU July 1979 
C Ver•s Lon 31o/79 
c 
c 
C-This program counts the number of variables on each line or a 
C free field file, ignoring Unes with alphab~tics or special 
C characters. The user cntiJrs the filetlame anu the expected number 
C of variables pel"' line from the terminal, and t.hos~ lines not 
C conforming to this expectation are listed on the terminal. 
c 
C-*" * tf ti: ... * It ll 1 If •• I It tf *IHI.,. I It~ ll •*•.If I lflilltt• •• t ••• ti lftU ** .... *It ••If•** 1t 
c 
c 
1199 
DOUBLE PRECISION ItlP, DAT 
Dlt:.lf!::ISiuN VARS( 130) 
DA'rA BLMIK!lll I 
CALL Ol1TE(DAT) 
TYPE 499 1 OAT 
FOk:-IAT ( 1 HO/' C:XCAVATION DATA PROCESSING' I 
lolX,26(1\l•),//,' Ian Johnson, Prehistory, ANU, July 1979'/ 
2 '.Versior. 3/8/79',////, 1 ••H CN1'VAil '"•" ,19X,A10 1//, 3 1 ·This progr;i,m counts 1 , 
11 1r 1 th~ 'number of' variables per record on a f1•eefield 1 /' data', 
5 1 .file and lists those records wnicn do not conforio to nn' 
1
/ 
6 10oexpectation Yltlicn you enter from tne ter1minul. 1 /' Hccords 1 
1 7 10 cOclt.:iining a:.pnabPtic characters are !gnot"cd', I I, 
8 ; Input file name? • 1$) 
" 
ACCB?T !>53, INP 
CAW, IFIL8 ( 10 ,.INP) 
ct"\:> c:;:_~, 
.~ 
0 ~' 
0 '• 
.. "Q .. 
.,
0
: ,. o, ··;~ : 'bo 
b o' ~P 
o' 
~ 
• 0 
498 
553 
552 
200 
300 
400 
10 
555 
SOD 
'fiPE 498 
FURMAT(1H0 1 'How many variables do you expect per record? 
ACCEPT 552, NEXPEC 
FOHMl\f (A 10) 
l'ORMAT (G) 
N:O 
IERROll:O 
00 TO 1 
READ( 10, 200) 
N=:~ ... 1 
NVAll=O 
R!AD(10,200,END=555,ER8:2) VARS 
FOHMAf(150G) 
BACKSPACE 10 
R!AD(I0,300) VARS 
FORMAT ( 150A 1) 
NVAll=O 
DO 4 K: 1, 130 
IF(VARS(K) .EQ.BLAUK) IJ>·l:O 
H'(ISW,NE.O.OR.VARS(K).EQ.BLMIK) 00 TO 4 
NVA\l:NVAR+1 
IS:.1=1 
COllTlNUE 
W(NVAR.NE,NEXPEC) 00 TO 10 
mRMAT(lH , 'LINE' ,111,' OF VARIABLES' .IJ) 
00 TO 1 
'fYPE 400,N,N'JAR 
18RROH: 1 
GO TO 1 
IF (!ERROR. UE. 1 ) TYPE 500 
FOHMA'l'(lllO, 'ALL RECOHDS CONTAIN EXPECTED NUMllER OF 1 , 
' VAllIABLES 1 ,//) 
STOP 
END 
"~) 
C-•••• ADORN •••• 
c 
C-Ian Johnson, Prehistory, AIW 
C V&RtHON 10/9/79 
July 1979 
c for a full explanation of the use or this program, see 
C Johnson 1979, .. Digging for Data·, PhD, ANU. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
G 
c 
This program adds raw material classifications for the unindividualised 
finds (number and/or weight for up to 13 raw material categories plus 
weight only for charcoal (=HM 1), lithic finds <4mm and organic finds 
<llmrn) onto the excavation data file. The classification data is read 
from one rile (the classit'ication data file) and added onto the 
appropriate records (type 2 records) of the excavation data file, An 
updated version or the excavation data file is output, leaving ttie 
source files unchanged. 
C Running the program 
C When the pro,; ram is run (by typing EX ADDRM or HUN A DORM) it asks for 
C tile names of the excaHtion data file and the classification data fJ,le 
C ano !'or the natoe you \/ish to give to the updated excavation data file 
C whicn is output rrom the progratn. It then asks you to list t.he raw 
G material cl;isses whicn occur on the classification data file in the 
C order in which they occur. 
c 
C .:ltruccure of the classification data file 
C ( 1) Exc:ivation squares must appear in the same order on the 
C cln$sifioation data file as on the excavation dat.a file. However 
G claosiflcation data need not be supplied for all squares or for all 
C e:{~1vation units within a square. ' 
C (2) The block of records for each excavation square is headed by a 
C record containing the excavation square identifier in columns 1-3. 
C (3) Subsequent records for that square may occur in any order and should 
C contain the excavation unit nu1ober followed by frequencies •nd/or 
C weights for art.efact occurrence in ,each raw material category. The 
C values are separated by space(s) (free field format). They may be 
C entered in any (consistent) order as the raw materials which are present 
C and the order in which they are input are specified from the terminal 
C when the program is run. Note, however, that if both frequencies and 
C weights are present then the Weight must immediately tollow the 
C frequency for the corresponding raw material. It is not possible to 
C input a miXture of weights for some raw material categori0s and 
C frequencies for others, tnough this can be done using the program 
C ADOODS. Raw material 1 (charcoal) (if present on classification data 
C file) is assumed to be represented by weight alone, as are lithic and 
C organic rinds which pass through d 4mm granulometric sieve (or fall 
\,C 1,below some otirnr specified size criterion). 
C Note that zero or missing values in the classi!'icatlon data must be 
C r'e·p~es.e.nted by a zero, not a blank (since blanks are used to delimit 
C successive values). If there are less values on a record than the 
C numbe/<· of ~Clilsse:J specified from the terwt .il, the extra variables will 
c be re~d a~ zerq:r. 
C Example: 
c QJ2 
c J 311 511 76 54 37 89 
c 23611047 
c 3 0 0 4 6 2 8 
c 013 
c 2 96 98 57 83 27 114 
c 3 4 6 1 0 4 7 
c 22 5 2 0 3 7 1 
c 15 4 6 12 9 0 3 
c Ql5 
c 48 3 0 0 0 4 2 
c 
C A numbel' of' error traps are built into the prograrr.. Tnese will picK up 
c various coding errors in thu common field (columns 1-JS) or the 
C er.cavation data f'ile, raw maberial codes outoide the runge 1-14, 
C e~cavation units With numbers greater thnn 110 and classification data 
C supplied for excavation units whiCll do not exist on the excavat.ion data 
C file. In add it.ion t if the excavation squares are incorrectly ordered on 
C the classification dtl.t3 t'ile, the. unmatched classification data will be 
C output on a new file. One or two additional runs using this file as the 
C classiflcation data file will generally suft'lce to match all the 
C classificat.ion data onto the appropriate excavation units. 
C Note: thls program oan be used as an editing program as the output file 
C is identical with the original excavation data file except for any new 
C valuen supplied on the raw materi.:il classific:ition data file, However, 
C values must be supplied for all the raw material clussifications chosen 
C from the terminal at run time, as trailing blanl<s on the 1.:!lassit1ication 
C data file will be converted to zero values. 
C Limit on this version: not mot•e than 100 excavation Units may occur t'o<' 
c any one excavation squarb, 
c 
C* It .... * ••• if* If IHl f IHI*** •• ·it~ ... * •• it )til •• ' ~if* l 111 t *.tr If. If*. t It If l Ji*'.* It ••• II •• ' •• It •• 
c 
c 
DOUBLE PRECiSION INEXC, INHM, DAT, OUT?T, UNMA r 
DIMeNSION KLAS::l(33), IIHEH ( 30), lDllTA( 100 ,3J), TEXf (30), 
NUD1\T ( 100), 1'8XTO (26), NUMER ( 10) 
DATA BLANK/1H I, Y/11!Y/ ,SH/lily/ ,IBLANK/1H I, 
NUMER/1110, 1H1, JH2, 1H3, JH4, IH5, JH6, 1H7, 1H8, 1H9/ 
11'ERM=6 
LEC=5 
C-MAXU is maximum permissible number of excavation units in a single 
C excavation square - if it is cnanged, dimensions of arrays and 
C vectors above will have to be cnanged, 
MAXU= 100 
CALL DATE(DAT) 
C-NOMOR is e. flag f". ~he end oC the classification data file. 
NOMOR=O 
C-MATCH is a counter for the number of records output onto llhich 
C classification data has been added. 
MATCfl=O 
C-NUVAL is a counter for tne number of records of clas1'it'lcation 
C data read ln from unit 11 , 
NUVAL=O 
0 
i.J1 
C-NRI::AD is a counter for the number of records read from the 
C excavation data file. 
N!tEAD=D 
· C-NWHL'r is a counter for the number of records written on the output file 
Nllf\IT:O 
299 FOflMAT(A 10) 
WkITK(ITKHM,5000) DAT 
5000 FOHMAl'(lH0/ 1 EXCAVATION DATA PROCES:JING'/ 
1 1X, 26 ( 1 H *) , 11, ' Ian Johnson, Prehls tory, ANU, July 1979 'I 
2 'Version 10/9/79 1 ,////,' UH ADDkM ••H 1 ,19x,A10,//, 
3 ' Tllis program adds raw material classification data for 1 I 
11 ' tt1e unindlvidualised finds to the excavation data file'/ 
3 1 For documentation see top of program listing• ,II) 
WRl l'8 ( 1 TK!lM, 300) 
300 FOHMA1'(1HO, '!lame of excavation data file? : 'L 
l!EAD(Lr:C,299) INEXC 
CALL IFILK(IO,INEXC) 
WRITE ( l'fERM, 301 ) 
301 FORMAT(11!0, '!lame of raw material classification data Lle? ':$) 
READ(LEC, 299) Ir/RM 
CALL 1FILE(11,WRM) 
WRITE ( ITEHM, 302) 
302 f'OHMA'l'(1HO, ",/hat do you want to call your output file? 1 $) 
READ(LEC 1 2.99) OUTP'f 
CALL OFILE(12,0UTPr) 
c 
10 WRITE(ITERM,303) 
303 FORMAT(1HO, 'Wt1at raw material classifications do you have?'/ 
l 1 •rypc in raw material code numbers in order of data 1 /' on a', 
2 ' single line separ 1ted by spactls' I 
3 1 If you hove Weights for lithio and organic finds under 1 , 
4 ' 4mm, ' 11 code these as '~O and 200 respectively 1 , I) 
·READ( LEG, 330) (KLASS(L) 1L=1,33,2) 
330 FORMAT (SOU) 
c 
C-Expnnd series to allow for two values for each raw material (number 
C nnd weight) and for weights of lithlc and organic finds under a 
C specified size (e.g. limm) which appear as variables 1 and 2 on tu tpu t. 
DO 20 L= l, 33 
IF(KLASS(L). EQ. 100. OR. KLASS(L). EQ, 200. OR. KLASS(L). EQ. 0) 
GO TO 19 
lf'(Kl.Ad:l(L) .LT .1.0R. KLASS(L) .GT .111) GO TO 750 
KLAS:J(L)=((KLASS(L))•2)+1 
Go •ro 20 
19 KLASS(L)=KLASS(L)/100 
20 CONTINUE 
c 
21 DO 18 L=l,33 
18 1F(KLASS(L).8Q.3) WRITE(I7ERM,344) 
344 FORMAT(lH 1 '(It is assumed that only weight ls present', 
' for charcoal (l!M 1) •) 
WHITE (ITl::llM, 3112) 
342 -· FORMAT (' Do you have frequency data for the', 
1 iiaH material categories? : '$) 
READ(LEC, 298 i QUER 
298 FORMAT (/.I )', 
c 
IF(QUBR.EQ,BLANK) GO TU 21 
U'(QUER,EQ.Y.011.QUER.EQ.SMY) GO TO 23 
C-Weights only for each RM class. 
DO 22 L= 1 I 33 
IF(l(LASS(L).LE.2) ao TO 22 
KLAS$(L)=KLAS:3(L)+I 
22 CONTINUE 
GO 1'0 25 
C-Frequency data ar,e present 1 .3.re weights? 
23 WRITS (ITEHM, 333) 
333 l'ORMAT(' Do you nave weights for the raw material', 
1 categories? : 1$) 
READ(LEC,298) QU8R 
c 
IF(QUER.EQ.BLANK) GO TO 23 
IF(QUER. NE. Y. AtlO. QUEH. NE. SMY) 00 TO 25 
C-Both numbers and weignts nre present for raw material 
C cldsses - fill up KLASS accordingly 
DO 24 L=1 1 33,2 
IF(KLASS(L).EQ. 1.0R,KLASS(L).EQ.2) 00 TD 24 
IF(KLASS(L).EQ.O) GO 'l'O 25 
KLASS(L+1)=KLASS(L)+1 
C-Frequenoy data presumed absent for charcoal (RM 1) 
IF(KLASS(L).EQ.3) KLASS(L)=D 
24 CONTINUE 
c 
C-Pack code numbers !'or size classification variables into 
c beginning of KLASS 
25 WRirE (ITERM, 331) 
331 FORMAT(lHO, 'Program running' ,I) 
c 
NOCLS=O 
DO 40 L= 1, 33 
IF(KLASS(L).EQ.O) GO TO 110 
lF(KLAJS(L). EQ. 3) KLASS(L ):Ii 
NOCLS=NOCLS+ 1 
KLJ\SS(NOCLS)=KLASS(L) 
110 CONT lNU8 
C- It If •• * If If II j If II If It* .IHI If I If It v It If Ii •• if.* j if If If jf It 1111 ... It if II It It If Ii It It It.** .... It ••• •• 
C-First of new square 1 read ln data for this square from 
C file of size classification datn, unit 11. 
135 REA0(11 1 305) $QUAR,CHHCK 
305 FOrlMAT(AJ,i\10) 
c 
140 
150 
c 
160 
IF(CHECK.NE.BLANK) GO TO 751 
DO 150 K=1,MAXU 
NUDAT(K)=O 
DO 150 L=l,30 
IDATA(K,L)=O 
Cl 
'• 
II-Unpack size classification data read into IDATA in the standa'rd order 
C for tile excavation data file. 
180 lF(rlUUAT(KUllIT) .EQ, 1) 00 TO 590 
DO 190 L= 1, i:OCLS 
190 IDA'l'A(KUNlT ,KL1\SS(L) )=!NTBR(L) 
NUDAT(KUNH )= 1 
00 TO 160 
c 
C-Check to see if square header is merely a repetibion 
165 READ(11 1 305) NUSQ 
IF(NUSQ,EQ,SQUAR) GO TO 160 
BACKSPACE 11 
c 
C-End 
170 
c 
c 
GO TO 200 
ot' classification data file, set flag 
N0MOR=1 
C-* It* If lf • * lt If IHI IU It ti I I• tt i it~ If If I If ~u IHU I 16 Wit IHt If !Hf If If** ll lt 11 •IV lftt I**** I 11 
c 
C-Read first record of new square from excavation data file, checl< to 
C see wnether the square now being read corresponds with the classification 
C data held in !DATA, whose square identifier lo held in SQUAR, 
C lt' squares don 1 t correspond, copy over records until cor'"'ect 
C square is rea('med 
200 READ( 10, 306, 8ND=60Q) INTEG, 8ITE, SQ, TEXT 
llrtEAD:NR~A0+1 
IF(SQ, EQ. SQUAR. AND. !N'l'EG, EQ. 2) GO TO 210 
D0201L=1,30 
tl0TBL=31-L 
201 IF(TBX'f(NOTBL) NE.BLANK) GO TO 202 
20~ WRITE ( 12, 306) INTEG, :,HTE, SQ, (TEXT(L) ,L= 1, NO'rBL) 
llWRIT:liWRIT+l 
•}0 TO 200 
c 
C-This record is a RM classification record (record type 2). 
C Transfor RM classification data held in IDATA to IN'l'8R ready Car output. 
210 bl1CKSPACE: 10 
READ( 10 1 307, EtlD=600) INTEG, SITE, SQ, KUIHT, PRT, LEVEL, DIVN, INTER 
1F(~UIHT .a·r' 100) GO TO '(00 
301 FOHMAT(I 1, A4,A3, IJ, A 1, 13,A 1,2X, 3014) 
IFCtiUDAT(KUIU'l'),EQ.O) GO TO 221 
DO 220 L= 1, NOC LS 
220 Hl'rER (KLASS(L) )=IDATA (KUN!T, l;LASS(L)) 
MATCll=MATCH+l 
NUDAT(KUNIT)=O 
DO 222 L= 1, 30 
tl0TBL=31-L 
222 ff(INT8R(NOTBL).NE.O) GO 70 221 
221 WRITE ( 12, 307) INTEG, ::l!TE, SQ, KUN IT, PRT, LEVEL, DIVN, 
(HITEH(L) ,L=l ,NOTBL) 
• &, Nl'/illT=NWRIT+ 1 
c~ o~. 
C~Head·~1n(lan~ write records from mrnavati.on data file, unit 10. 
205 •£ READ'( 10,, 306, E:ID:fiOO) INTEG, ~I rE, 30, TEXT 
306 •' FORl'l4'I\(IJ:b'"•'';IA3, 3pr-_4) 
NllEAD=llREAD+ •'cl • 
") Q p ';) I) .. ~ " 
223 
2211 
c 
IF(SQUAR.NE.SQ) GO TO 208 
IF( INTEG, BQ. 2) 00 TO 210 
DO 223 L=l,30 
tlO'l'BL=31-L 
ff('l'EX'l'(NOTBL) .NE.BLANK) 00 TO 2211 
WHI1'8( 12, 306) INTBG ,SITE, SQ, (TEX'l'(L) ,L=l, NOTBL) 
NWRIT=NWHIT+1 
GO TO 205 
C-New square just read on excavation data file, chec\< to see whetner 
c class.ifiaation data file has been exh~ustcd, 
208 IF(lN'l'EG. N8, 1) GO TO 530 
DO 225 L=l, 100 
225 IF( NUDA'l' (L) • EQ. 1) GO TO 226 
BAGKSl'ACI:: JO 
221 IF(NOMOR.EQ. 1) GO 'l'O 200 
GO TO 135 
c 
c 
c-••••••••D•~•••»•V~•»•••························-··*'*•••aJ.Mf 
C E~ROR M&:SSAGES 
C-llVlllll~lf~f~*MV~lillllll*lllllll~'llf~~··~·IVll1t»•a1ttlllllV~lll~lll•1t• 
c 
750 
310: 
c 
c 
WRITE(ITERM,315) KLASS(L) 
FORMAT(lHO, '**"* WA~NillG *'** Haw material code: 1 1 14/ 
1 t 1'his version cannot accommodate mot'e than 111 raw material' 
1 2 1 categories'/' (codes 1 - 14)',ll/) 
GO TO 10 
751 WHITE(ITERM,363) HUVAL 
363 FORMAT(lHO,'**'* WARNING "**"! 
G 
c 
c 
1 1 Square identifier ex:t1.;nds into colwnn 4 on r'aW m3.t'3rial 1
1 
2 1 classification data file 1 / 1 encountered at'ter rcading•,15
1 3 ' records'/' RUN ABORTED',//) 
GO 'l'U 800 
C-Not all the classification data read in for t.nis squa1'e has been 
C matched. 'l'ype out error message. 
226 WHITE(ITEHM,343) HQUAR,L 
3113 r'OllMAT( 1Ho, '••'* EHllOA ••n Raw material classifications have•, 
1 ' been provided'/' for excavation units which do not exist• 
1 2 1 on the excavation d3ta Cile. 1 / 1 ~ncountored 1 , 
3 ' whilst reading raw m~ter•ial classification <lata for', 
It 1 square: 1,A3,' uniti 1,I3/ 
3 1 You should checK your dn t3' , 
3 ' - RUN ABOllTED 1 , I I I) 
GO TO Boo 
l 
i' 
C-Type out warning that program version capacity exceeded. 
700 WIUTE(ITERM,303) SQ,KUNIT,NRr:AD,NUVAL 
308 F'ORMAT(1HO, 11 ••• WARNlNG •••• Square: ',A3/ 
1 ' 1'his version Cannot accommodate more than', 
c 
c 
2' 100 excavation units'/' in each excavation square.'/ 
3 t Value ot'' ,Ill,' encountered arter readlng' ,I5, 1 records'/ 
11 ' from excavation d~ta file and' ,15,' recor•ds from'/ 
5 ' raw material olanslfioation file 1 I 
6 ' You will need to modify the DIMENSION statement at' , 
7 ' the top'/ 1 of the program nnd this error trap', I I, 
8 ' RUN ABOHT8D' 1 I I/) 
GO TO 800 
580 WRITE ( ITERM, 341) SQ, NREAD, INTEG 
3111 PORMAT(IH0, 1 •••• l>RROR .... '/'New excavation square(', 
1 A3,') encountered on excavation data file'/ 
c 
c 
590 
332 
c 
c 
600 
309 
c 
2 1 at record number: 1 ,I5 1 1 1 but column 1 contains a 1 1!1, 3 ' not a 1'/' RUN ABOfiTED' 1111) 
2 
j 
4 
GO TO Boo 
WRITE(ITERM,332) SQUAR,KUNIT,NUVAL 
PORMAT(HID, '""'" EHHOR **"*' /1 More than one set of', 
1 classification data supplied for'/' square ',A3, 
1
1 unit' 1 13, 1. Encountered after rending' ,IS, 1 r-ecords'/ 
' from raw material classification data t'ile' I 
' RUN ABOR rEO' , 11 I) 
GO TO 800 
WRITE(ITERM, 309) NW~IT ,OUT PT, NU VAL ,MATCH 
FOR:·IAT(1HO,I5,' records written on output file: ', 
1 A10/1X,I5,' Sets of MW material classifications read'/ 
2 lx,15,' Sets or raw material classifiMtions added to',/, 
3 ' excavation data file• ,Ill) 
IP(NUVAL.E;Q.MA'l'CH.AND.NOMOlt.EQ.1) GO TO 800 
WHITE(IT8RM 1 310) 
310 POP.:·IAT(lHO, '**'*WARNING u""'i' Some of the excavation', 
1 ' squares in the raw material classification file' I 
1 1 have not been matched with', 
2 ' excavation squares on the excavation data file.' I 
3 ' 'fnis may be due to incorrect orderini.; or excavation squares', 
4 ' on the' I' raw material classll'ica tion file. 'I' Unmatched' , 
5 'classification data will be output 0n a new file.',// 1 
6 ' What do you want to call this file? : '$) 
R8AD(LEC, 299) UNMAT 
NWRIT=O 
CALL ui'ILE ( 13 'UNMA'r) 
WIUTE(13,3311) SQUAR 
334 F•JRMAT(A3) 
tlliRI'f:NWRIT+ 1 
DO 605 L=1,100 
If'(ilUDAT(L).EQ.O) GO TO 605 
.,. ... , 
·•. 
',) 
WRITE(13,314) L.,((IDATA(L,KLASS(M))) ,M:1,IWCLS) 
3111 FORMAT(50(I5, 1X)) 
NWR!f:N\'IRIT+ I 
605 CONTINUE 
608 W(NOMOR. EQ.1) GO TO 620 
610 HEAO(l1,311,EtlD:620) 3Q,TEX'I' 
311 F'OR:•IAT ( A3, IOA5, 20A4) 
Ii'(3Q.EQ.SQUAR) GO TO 615 
C-Chango or excavation square, output squ.:ire identifier ncn.'1 in~ 
SQUAHdQ 
WRI'l'8(13 1 312) SQUAR 
312 FOOtWr(A3J 
NWHlT=NWHIT+ I 
615 WRIT8(13,313) TBXT 
313 l'ORMA'l' ( 10A5, 20AIJ) 
NWIUT=Nl/RiT+ 1 
ao TO 610 
620 WHITE ( IT1'1\M, 630) NWRI'r, UNMAT 
630 FORMAT(1HO,Ill,' unmatched data l'ecords copied 0•1er', 
' to file: ',A10,///) 
c 
c 
800 STOP 
BUD 
'' 
·.;. <il 
. 00 
,. 
G-•••• ADDSIZ •••• 
G 
G-lan Johnson, Prehistory, ANU July 1979 
C VEHSION \0/9/79 
C For a full explanation or the use of this program, see 
C Johnson 1979, "Digging for Data", PhD, ANU. 
c 
c 
C This program adds size classifications for unindividualised lithic finds 
C (number and/or weignt for up to 211 size cate;;ories ) onto tne excavation 
C data file. 'fhe classification data is read from one file (the 
C classification data file) and added onto the appropriate records (type 3 
C records) of the excavation data file. An updated version of the 
C excavation data file is output, leaving the source files unchanged. 
G 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
Running the program 
\'/non the program is run (by typing EX ADDSlZ or RUN ADDSIZ) it asks for 
the names of the excav::i.tion data file and the size classification data 
file and for the name you ·.dsh to give to the updated excavation data 
file which is output fr~m the program. It then asks you to type in code 
numbers for the size ol;isses which occur on the size clas~ification data 
file in the order in which they occur. If requested a list. of size 
classes aod code numbers will be typed out en the terminal. The present 
version of the program lists the size class(; c for lit.hie t'inds described 
in Johnson 1979. 
Structure of the classification data file 
( 1) Excavation squares inuot appear in the same order on the 
fication data file 1s on the excavation data file. 
classification data need not be supplied for all squares or 
excavation units within a square. 
classi-
However 
for all 
( 2) Tne blaoK of records for each excavation square is headed by a 
record containing the excavation square identifier in columns 1-3. 
should contain tne excavation unit number followed by frequencies and/or 
wei~hts t'or artefact occurrence in each size category. The values are 
separated by space(s) (free field format). Tney may be entered in any 
(consistent) order as the classifications which are present and the 
order in wl1ich they are bput are specified from the terminal when the 
proi;r!!m is run. Note that zer•o or missing values in the classification 
data must be represented by a zero, not a blank (since blanl<s are used 
to delimit successive values). If tnere are less values on a record 
tnan tne number of classes specified l'rom the terminal, the extra 
v :Ir lab lcs Will be read as zeros. 
C £xampie: 
c 012 
c 1 311 54 76 54 37 89 
c 23611047 
c 3004628 
c 013 
c 1468935 
c 2 96 98 57 83 27 411 
c 311610117 
c 22 5 2 o 3 ·r 1 
~c 15 11 6 12 9 o 3 
• c •'•0,\5· 
c 1ilJ 3:rq.o} 
C A number of error traps are built into the program. Those will pick up 
C various coding errors in the cou1mon field (columns 1-18) of tnc 
C t:xcavation data f'ile1 size codes outside tne range 1-2'1, excavation 
C units with numbers greater than 110 and cla"si!'ication data supplied f'or 
C excavation units which do not exist on tlie exoavativn d;ita file, In 
C addition 1 if the excavation squares are incor'rectly orJerod on the 
c classification data file 1 the unmatched classi!'icatlon data wlll be 
c output> on a new file. One or !.We aaoitional runs using this !'llu as the 
C classification d3ta file will generally suffice to motel\ all the 
c classification data onto the appropriate excavatlon units. 
C Note: this program can be used as an editing program as tne output file 
c is identical with the original excavation data file except for any new 
c values supplied on \:he size classification data file, However, vaiuus 
c must be supplied for all the size classific~tions dllosen from tile 
C terminal at run time, as trailing blan:<s 011 the classification d<:1ta file 
C will be converted to zero values, 
c Limit on this version: not :nore than 110 excavation units m•y ocour for 
c any one excavation square. 
c 
C*****~*'~******ji**********l*•***********~••••***'*'***~*-****~~1•-~~••w*''*• 
c 
c 
c 
DOUBLE PRECISION INEXC, INSIZ 1 DA'C, OUT P'f, UNMAT 
DH!ENSION KLASS ( 33) 1 IN'l'8R ( 30), IDATA ( 100 1 30) , TEXT ( 30), 
NU DAT ( 100) 1 TEXT0(26) 1 NUMEll ( 10) 
DATA Y/HIY/,SMY/1Hy/,IBLAHK/1H /,DLANK/lH /, 
NUMER/lllO, 1H1I1H2. 1H3, lf\11, 1115' 1116. 1H7' 1H8 I 1H9/ 
IT8RM=6 
L8C=5 
MAXU:lOO 
C-MAXU is the ma;cimum number or excavation units permissible in 
c one excavation square. 
CALL DAfe(OAT) 
C-NOMOR is a flag for the end of the classif'ioation data file 
NOMOR=O 
C-MATCfl is a counter for the number of records onto which 
C classification d~ta has baen added 
11.\TCH=O 
C-IWVAL is a counter for the . ·umber of records ol' classification 
c data read in from unit 11 
NUVAL=O 
C-NRE:AD is a counter for toe number of records read from the 
C excavation data file. 
NREAD=O 
C-NWRIT is a counter for the number of records written on the output file 
NWRIT=O 
c 
298 FORMAT (A 1) 
299 FORMAT(A\O) 
c 
500D 
2 
3 
11 
5 
' •• ' 6 
WRITE(ITSHM,5000) OAT 
f'ORMA'l'(ll!0/ 1 BXCAVATION DATA PROCE:>SING'/ 
1X,26(1H'),//,' Ian John~on 1 Prehistory, ANU, July 1979'/ 
'Version \0/9/l9 1 ,////, 1 '"' ADDSIZ """',18X,AIO,//, 
' 'l'his program adds si~e classlficat.ions for uni,nd', 
1ividunlised litt1io finds'/' onto the oxcav1.1t.iori 1 , 
' data file' I "' ', ''"Far·~ cloc'tifo~ntation see top of program listing• , 11) 
300 
301 
302 
c 
c 
303 
42 
327 
2 
3 
5 
WR I'm ( lTE/lM, 300) 
FJR:1AT(lll0, 'tl:ime of excavation data file? 1$) 
READ(LEC,299) INEXC 
CALL IFlLE(lO,INEXC) 
WRI l'E (ITEllM, 301) 
POll:·IAr(lHJ, 1:/:ime or size classiflcation data flle? '$) 
R~AD(LEC,299) IN$IZ 
CALL IFILe(11,IN$lZ) 
;rnrrs ( r·rnHM, 302) 
FOH:·1AT(1H0 1 'Wn:it do you want to call your output file? '$) 
RE/',D(LEC,299) OUTPT 
CALL OFIL~ ( 12 , OUT P'J') 
WRITE (ITER11, 303) 
FllRMAT( lHO, 'Wllat size classifications do you nave? 1 I 
' Type RETUR:l only for a list ot' size classes and code', 
' r.~mbers' I' (Type 99 for list if you are u~ing a' , 
' video terminal)',!) 
GO TO 31 
\jRIT~ (I TERM, 327) 
l!Of<M1\T ( 1 HO, 1 Code nu~.bers are as follows: 'I 
1 1 1Weight <lgm !lumber',/ 
2 ' 2 Weight <lgm "t in 1/10grn'/ 
3 1 3 Weight 1-1.9gm Number•/ 
4 • 4 Weight 1-1.91;m Wt in 1/10gm'/ 
5 ' 5 «lei~ht 2-2. 9~m Number' I 
6 ' 6 ».eight 2-2.93m Wt in 1/lOgm•/ 
7 ' • We i;,ht 3-3. 9g:n Number 1 I 
8 1 8 Weight 3-3.93'0 Wt in 1/10g;n•/ 
9 1 9 Weigllt >3.9gm Number'/ 
1 ' 10 Weight >3.9g.n Wt in 1/10g:n'/ 
1 ' \1 Area <lsq.cm. Number' I 
2 ' 12 Area <!sq.cm. Wt in 1/10gm'/ 
3 ' 13 Area 1-2sq.cm. Number'/ 
4 ' 14 hrea 1-2sq.cm. Wt in 1/10gm'/ 
5 ' 15 Area 2-llsq .cm. Number' I 
6 1 16 Are:> 2-lisq.cm, Wt in 1/10gm') 
lf'(i:LASS(l).EQ.O) GO TO IQ 
WriITE ( ITEriM, 3011) 
3011 FOflMAT( lHO, 'Note codes needed before they disapear arr•, 
' screen. Press RE'TUHN to continue 1 ) 
R~AD(LEC, 293) 
10 WRirE(ITEHM,3114) 
3114 Ful!:1Ar( 
7 ' 17 Area >4sq .cm. Number' I 
8 ' 13 Area )lisq,cm. Wt in 1/10gm'/ 
9 1 1') Length < lcm Number' I 
1 ' 20 Length <1cm Wt. in 1/Wgm'/ 
1 1 21 Length 1-1.9cm Number' I 
2 ' 22 Length 1-1.9crn Wt in 1/lOgm'/ 
3 ' 23 Leng tn 2-2. 9om Number' I 
II ' 211 Length 2-2.9cm Wt in 1/10gm'/ 
5 ' 25 Len.;th 3-3.9cm Number'/ 
6 1 26 Length 3-3.9cm Wt in 1/10grn'/ 
7 1 2'1 Leng th > 3, 9cm Number' I 
8 ' 28 Len~th >3.9cm Wt in 1/10gm' ,/) 
114 WRTTE(n'E~M,315) 
315 ~0 1••MA1'( 1H , 'Typo in code numbers ln the order in Which', 
1 1 t,hc .::latu appears 1 / 1 on the classificat.ion dat3 file 1 / 
2 1 3ep .... rnt1e codes by spaces and type on a single line 1 /) 
31 ll81\D(LEG, 330) KLASS 
330 FCJUMA l'( 50G) 
ii\ JF(KLMlS(, 1) .EQ.O.OR. KLASS( 1). EQ. 99) GO TO 112 
113 WH~TE ( lTHHM I 331 ) 
331 fUllMA'r(1H0, 1Program runr.ing' ,/) 
c 
C-Oetermine number of variables to be input. 
40 
115 
c 
DO 110 L= 1 , 30 
H'(KLA:l~(L) .G'l'.29) GO TO 750 
IF(KLA$~(L).EQ.O) GO TO 45 
NOCLS=L-1 
c 
C-****••-1*•••M**~*·~~********•*WWUtf,ltfjff*WiJ~fiftlifi1•1•W 
C-First or new square 1 read in data for this square t'ron1 
c file of' size clar,sirioation data, unn 11. 
135 HEAD(ll,305) SQUAR,CflECK 
305 f'ORMAT(A3,A10) 
IP(CH8CK-NE,BLANK) GO TO 751 
c 
11!0 DO 150 K=1 1MAXU 
NUDAT(K)=O 
DO 150 L=1, 30 
150 IDATA(K,L)=O 
c 
160 READ(l 11330 1Ell0:170,8RR=165) KUIHT, lNTER 
NUVAL=NUV.\L+l 
C-Maxi:num number of excavation units per square for this version =MAXU 
If'(KUNIT .GT .Ml1XU) GO Tu 700 
C-Unpack size classification data read into IDA'TA in tile standard order 
C for the excav~tion data file. 
180 IF(tlUDt\T(KUtlIT), EQ, 1) GO TO 590 
DO 190 L= 1, NOC LS 
190 IDA TA (KUN IT, i;LASS ( L)) =INTER (L) 
NUDAT(KUN1T)=1 
GO TO 160 
c 
C-Check to Me if square header is merely a repetition 
155 R~AD(11,305) NUSQ 
lF(NUSQ.EQ.SQUAR) GO TO 160 
BACKSPACE 11 
GO Tu 200 
c 
C-End of classificaoion data file, set fl'.11:1 
170 NOMOR= 1 
..... 
0 
. 
i • 
38 
thumbnail scrapers (4-7), finely worked small scrapers not falling 
directly into the discoidal thumbnail scraper category (8 and 9), 
burins and burin spalls (1). There is at least one elouera, numerous 
well-retouched smallish steep scrapers and a peculiar blade 
fragment with one margin backed and the other dentated (12). 
Eviden::e of grinding was found in the form of a small flake with 
one margin finely ground on both faces to form a convex sharp edge 
(10), a flake from a ground-edge tool (11), and a flat pebble 
(9!2 x 6'2 x 2'2 ems) with a heavily used ground edge at one end. 
Quartz thumbnail and similar scrapers are also present, and one 
quartz backed bladelet has a possible gum stain on the backing. 
The assemblage appears to fit broadly within the eastern 
variant of the Small Tool Tradition. The presence of fabricators 
and ground edge tools in layers I and II/II" might tempt one to 
assume a relatively late date for these layers. For the moment 
it is impossible to sa~ anything very positive about the layers 
below these, though no obvious differences are apparent. 
Preliminary Faunal Reports (by K. Aplin) 
Faunal remains were present in all parts of the site, with a 
maximum density and size range of fragments within the dripline of 
the shelter itself. The material is in general highly fragmented 
and a considerable proportion shows evidence of burning. A wide 
range of animals are represented, including a variety of marsupials, 
rodents, reptiles, birds and fish and land gastropods. Fragments 
of emu eggshell were also present in sectors 9 and 10. Faunal 
remains of any kind were almost completely absent in sectors 0 to 3. 
Mammal dentaries present within each sample were separated 
for identification. The presence of both fish and reptile remains 
and of tortoise carapace were also recorded during this procedure. 
The concretion covering much of the material made identification 
practical to a family level only. The preliminary nature of this 
analysis is stressed and the results given are by no means considered 
as representative of the total assemblage but rather serve to give 
an indication of the range of species present in the deposit. Table 2 
presents a provisional list of the genera represented by the dentaries. 
Table 1 shows the distribution of mammalian fauna in percentage form. 
However, the initial picture g&ined from this analysis is one 
of the presence of a wide range of species, both in terms of size 
and favoured habitat. The presence of the marsupial carnivores 
Dasyurus spp. and Sarcophilus sp. raises the possibility of 
occasional use of the shelter by these animals. 1 The contribution 
of the remains of their prey to the faunal assemblage would produce 
a further complicating factor to be considered in any subsequent 
analysis. 
A further analysis is planned taking into consideration such 
variables as anatomical location and specific identification of bone 
fragments where possible, the degree of fragmentation and burning, 
and the spatial and temporal variance of these. 
Sarcophilus sp. - E9 9.IV" left mandibular fragment. l1dul t? 
- ElO 9.IV" right maxillary fragment. Juvenile? 
both preliminary identification only. 
--------·------· ~ 
C *' *' CtlrVAR *"*" 
C Ian Juhno~n, Prehistory, RSP<:cS, ANU July 1979 
C Version 31Q/79 
c 
c 
C-This program counts the nucber of variables on each line of a 
C l'reef1eld file, ignorin; lines with alphabetics or special 
C characters. The ~ser cnt~rs the filename anu tne expected number 
C of v.1riables per line frc;n the termindl • and tnose lines not 
C confor·:'ling to this expectation are listed on the termir.al. 
c 
C-••. It ••• * I ••• I I. it II. •-:.t I lt I* It 1i .... ••• • ••11••• *. '. * ••• ••••••• *It •• ti •••• 
c 
49~ 
1" 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
.;1 
DOUBLE PHECI.:lION :!IP, DAT 
DI:·\S~!SiuN VAR3 ( 130) 
DA~ A BLANK/ 111 I 
CALL DATE(DAT) 
TYPE 499, DAT 
F'lh:-!AT(1HO/' £XCAVl1TION DATA PROCESSWG'/ 
1X,26(lH*),//,' Ian Johnson, Prehistory, MIU, July 1979'/ 
I Versior 3/d/79 1 ,////,' ... ,. crn'VAri •••• 1 ,19X,A10,//, 
' This progr1m coun':.s 1 , 
1
' the numoer of Vdriables per record on .:i. free field 1 /' data', 
' file and list!J thoce records wn1cn do not conform to an', I 
10
:,ex:pectation wnicn you enter frc:n tnc terminal.'/' Heoords 1 
1 
'Q cOitt:iining a· pn . .:.b01tic characters are ignored' 
1
//, 
~ Input file Olmo? · '$) 
ACCl::?f !>53,INP 
CALLI'. IF IL~( 10, !NP) 
c:,, 
•.. .. , 
0 
ol ,:> 
498 
553 
552 
2 
1 
200 
300 
400 
10 
555 
500 
TYPE 498 
FURMAT( lHJ, 'How mlny variables do you expect per recorJ? 
ACCEPT 552,NEXPEC 
FOHM.U (A 10) 
FORMAT(G) 
N:O 
IEHROH:O 
GO TO 1 
READ(l0,200) 
N=:J+l 
NVAR=O 
R~A!l(1~,200,~ND=555,ERrl=2) VAri3 
FO~MAr( 150J) 
BACK$PACi: 10 
ReAD(l0,300) VARS 
FORMAf( 150A 1) 
NVAH:O 
DO 4 K=l,130 
IF(VAH'3(K) .EQ.BLAilK) I.:.1=0 
IF(I.ol',i.NE.O.OR. VARS(K) .i:-i.BLAIJK) GD TO ~ 
NVAll=tlVAH+1 
IS'1:\ 
C0ilTl11UE 
IFUIVAR.~IE.NEX?EC) GO TO 10 
FORMAr(lH , 'LUiE',I4,' OF VARIABLE:,'' -I3) 
GO TO 1 
TYPE 400, N, N'IAR 
IEHROR=l 
GO TO 1 
IF(It:RRJR.UE.1) TYPE 500 
fOHMAT(lllJ, 'ALL H~CUHD3 CONTAIN EXPECTED NU:·tllER OF', 
' VARIABLES',//) 
!JTUP 
Eim 
·I' 
300 
301 
302 
c 
c 
303 
'12 
327 
2 
j 
5 
WRITE(IrERM, 300) 
FJR!1AT(1HO, 'Nome of excavation data file? '$) 
R~f,U(LEC, 2')9) IllEXC 
CALL IflLi:: ( 1 J, IllEXC) 
liRHE ( ITEHM, JJ 1 ) 
FOrl:·:r.r( lHJ, •;;,m~ of size clasoifioation dlta file? '$) 
ReAD(LEC,29~) IN.3IZ 
CALL lrIL8(11,INSIZ) 
\/nI re ( 1ri::k;1, 302 l 
FOtt!·lAr(lHO, ''1n'1t do you want to Clll your output file? '$) 
REi.J(LE~. 2~9) our PT 
CALL 'Jr'ILC:( 12 ,CUTPT) 
',/R!U(ITERM, 303) 
r"\JF.!·!AT{ lHJ, 'W~iat size classifications do y<Ju nave? 1 / 
1 Type fiSfUR~~ only for a list ot' <.>!.Z•J classes and code', 
' r;.:~bero'/' (fype 9? for li:Jt if 1·ou are U:'iin~ a' 1 
1 v1.:!.:o terminal) 1 1 1) 
GO TQ jl 
,/klT2(ITERM, 327) 
FOi~:·~M.£(1HO, 'Code nui:bers are as follows: 1 / 
1 1 l Weigtlt <lgm :lu:nbcr',/ 
2 • 2 Weight <lgm ;;c in 1/10g'1'/ 
3 ' 3 Weight 1-1.9~m Number'/ 
4 ' 4 Wei;;.nt l-1 .9·~:i Wt in 1/10~!!! 1 / 
5 1 5 ·deisht. 2-2. 9.~:1 Nur.;ber' I 
6 ' 6 -.ei~ht 2-2.'z::i Wt in 1110->m'/ 
7 1 Wci3nt 3-3.S-!::i! ~iumber'/ 
8 I B Wi.!i~t1':. 3-3. 1)3-n vrt in 1/lOg:n~/ 
9 ' 9 ·,;~1gnt >3.9;:o l!"mbcr'/ 
1 1 10 t/e:..5:-it > 3.9~.!1 'rlt in 1/ltJg:n' I 
1 1 11 Area <lsq .cm. Number' I 
2 12 Arca <lsq • ...:m. Wt in 1/10~:n'/ 
3 ' 13 Area 1-2~q .c~. r~umber 1 I 
4 ' 14 1'reJ. 1-2sq .c:n. 'lit in 1/100m' I 
5 ' 15 itrc.J 2-Ii~q .c:'!l. Number' I 
t) ' 16 hre:i 2-•lsq.c::i, Wt in l/lOb!ll') 
lF(t:L,$:5(1).EQ.O) Gu ro 1) 
WriI7E(I7~ri:1, 3J11) 
3'J'I FOri.~AT( 1HO, •:10•.e coJes needed before th!!y disapear off', 
' s~r<:?en. Pres.3 RET'JHU to cont1nu·~ 1 ) 
R~o\u(LEC,29g) 
1J WRiri:: (I ~EttM, 3:14) 
344 fui<:i.U( 
7 ' 17 Area >4sq.cm. Number•/ 
8 ' 1:1 Area >4sq.cm. Wt in 1/10gm'/ 
lJ 1 1 ~ L'.m~ tr. < 1 cm ~lumb1J:r' I 
1 ' 20 Lengtn <lcm ii~ in 1/10gm'/ 
1 ' 21 Len~th 1-1.9cm Number' I 
2 ' 22 Length 1-1.9cm Wt in 1/10g:n'/ 
3 ' 23 Len~ tn 2-2. 9 om Number' I 
4 • 24 L~r.gtn 2-2.9cm Wt in 1/10gm•/ 
5 ' 25 L•in;th 3-3.9c;:;i Number'/ 
6 ' 26 Length 3-3 .9o:n Wt in 1/10gm' I 
7 ' 2'/ Ltln~th >3.9cn Number' I 
8 ' 2a Lcr.~th >3.-Jcm Wt in 1/10gm' ,/) 
qq WRrTE(ITERM,315) 
315 i:0'"!1AT( ~H , 'Type in code numbers in the orjer in which 1 , 
1 1 r.nc j.lta appcar"s 1 / 1 on the classification d3t.'.l ftlc' I 
2 1 .3ep .... rat·,~ codes by zp:ices and type on a single line'/) 
31 H:lAD(LEC,330) KLA.3S 
3 30 l'0B:1Ai' ( 50G ) 
41 If(KLA.SSl.1).~Q.O.Oil.KLASS(l).EQ.99) GO TO 112 
43 WR:IE(lTIRM,331) 
331 Ful'.MA'r(1HO, 'Progr'am runr.ing' ,/) 
c 
C-Determi~e number of ·rnriables to be input. 
40 
115 
c 
c 
DO 40 L: 1, 30 
ll'~KLA;:>:J(L).GT.29) GO TO 750 
IF(KLA.:>::i(L).C:Q.O) GO TO 45 
NOCL!;:L-1 
C-**'*••i~•••~~****'*~***~****•~•w~••••••~••••~•'••••••••••••• 
C-First. of new square, read in data f.:lf" this !qu:ire from 
C file of size ~la5sific3tion data, unit 11. 
135 READ( 11,305) SQUAR ,Cll~CK 
305 FOR:1Ar(A3,A10) 
IF(CH~CK No.BLANK) GO TO 751 
c 
140 DO 150 1(:1 ,MAXU 
NUUAr(K):O 
DO 150 L: 1 ,30 
150 IDATA(K,L):O 
c 
160 READ( 11, 330, :::m: 1 '70, ~RR: 165) KUIHT, lNTER 
NUVAL:tlUV.-.L+1 
C-~taxi:nu:'l't numbvr of cxcavJtior. units p9r .3qu:1re for thi.:; version =:·1i1XU 
IF(KUNIT .Gr .MAX!J) G•) TJ 700 
C-Unpaclt nize cla:::;s1ficativn d~t"l read into IDM.TA in the st..'.lniJ.'.lrd order 
c for tne .:xcH~tion data file. 
180 lF(tWDAT(Kil:iIT) .EQ. 1) GO TO 590 
DO 190 L:l, :nCLS 
190 IDATA(KUNIT,KLAS3(L))=INTSR(L) 
NUDAT(KU~Ir):l 
GO Tu 16J 
c 
C-Check tJ s11e if 3q\..lare neader is mere!.y a repetition 
165 R~AD( 11'3u5) :;usq 
IF(tlUt'<J.BQ • .S.UAR) GO TO 160 
BACKSPA~B 11 
Go rJ ::ao 
c 
C-£nct of cl.'.issifi~.l';.ion d3.ta file, ::;et f'l1g 
170 NUMOR: 1 
..... 
0 
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c-•••••••••••••••••r•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C-Re:id first record of new square from excavation data file, check to 
C see whether the square now being read corresponds with the classification 
C data held in !DATA, whose square identifier is held in SQUAR. 
C If squares don't correspond, copy over records until correct 
C square is reached 
200 nEAD( 10. 306. EllD=600) INTEG' SITE:,sQ, TEXT 
NREAD=NREAD .. 1 
IF(SQ.EQ.SQUAR.AND.I:ITEG.EQ.3) GO TO 210 
DO 201 L=1, 30 
llOTilL=31-L 
201 lF(TEXT(NOTBL) .NE.llLAllK) GO TO 202 
202 WHITE( 12, 306) lNTEJ, SITE ,SQ, (TEXT(L) ,L=1, NOTBL) 
llW11IT :N',iRIT+ 1 
GO TO 200 
c 
C-This record is a size cbssification record (record type 3). 
C Tranofer size classification data held in !DATA to INTER ready for output. 
210 bACK::lPACE 10 
n~1;0( 10, 307, ~!10=600 ~ ItlTEG, '3ITE, SQ, KU NIT, PR1', LEVEL, DIVN, INTER 
IF(KUtaT .GT. 100) GO TO 700 
307 FORMAT(! 1, 1\4, A3, 13, A 1, I3, A 1, 2X, 5014) 
IF(tlUDAT(KUIHT).eQ.Oi GO TO 221 
00 220 Lo 1 , NuCLS 
220 lllTER (KLASS(L) )=1DA7A(KUIHT, KLASS(L)) 
MA fCH=MATCH+ 1 
NUDAT(KutllT)=O 
DO 218 L=1, 30 
N'JTB L= 3 1-L 
218 IF(lNTeR(ilOTBL) .NE.OJ GO TO 221 
U 1 'ilk ITS( 12, 307) INTSJ, 3ITE ,SQ, KUN IT, PRT, LEVEL, DIVN, 
( l!lrER (L) , L= 1, llOTBL) 
llWRIT=lhiHH + 1 
c 
C-Re::id in and write records from excavation data file 1 unit 10. 
2J5 HEAD(10,305,E!IU=600i :HTEG,.5IrE,JQ,TEXT 
3J6 f"JRMAT(l1,A4,A3,50Ai) 
tlHeAD=llREAD+ 1 
IF(.3QUAR.NE . .5Q) GO ::0 208 
IF(lt/TEJ.EQ.3) GO TJ 210 
DO 223 L=l, 30 
llOTBL=31-L 
223 IF"(TllXT(NOTBL) .NE.BLANK) GO TO 224 
224 I.HITE( 12, j06) INTeG, SLTE, SQ, (TEXT(L), L= 1, NOTEL) 
NWRIT:ll",IHIT+l 
Gu TO 20; 
c 
C-rlew square just read on excavation data file, checK to see whether 
C clas:Jif1cation d3ta file nJs bean exhsustcd. 
208 ff(ltlTEG.Nll.1) GQ n 580 
DO 225 L= 1 , 100 
225 ff(t:UDAT(L) .EQ.1) GC TO 226 
BACY.SPACE 10 
22"1 lf(llOMOR.EQ.1) GO T'.l 200 
GO TO 135 
c-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C ERROR MESSAGES 
c-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
750 WRITE(ITERM,316) KLASS(L) 
316 FORMAT(11l0, "••• WARNING HH Size class code: ',Ill/ 
c 
1 ' Tnis version cannot. accommodate more than 28 size classes' I 
2 ' (codes 1 - 28 )' , /) 
GO TO 114 
751 WHITE(ITERM,363) NUVAL 
363 FuRMAT ( 1 HO, '• • 11 WARIHNG 11 • •'I 
c 
c 
1 ' Square identifier extends into column 4 on size', 
2 1 classification data file'/' encountered after reo.ding• ,I5, 
3 ' rtcocJs' /' RUN ABORTi::O' ,//) 
GO TO 800 
C-Not all the classification data read in for • s square has been 
C matched. Type out error message. 
226 WRITE(ITER:·l,343) SQUAR,L 
3113 FORMAT(1HO, •n•• ERROR ""'*Size classifications have', 
c 
c 
1 ' oeen provided'/' for excavation units which do not exist', 
2 ' on the excavation data file.' I' Encountered', 
3 ' whilst reading size classification data for', 
4 ' square: ',A3,' unit: ',13/ 
3 ' You should checK your data', 
3 ' - RUN ABORTED' , I I I) 
GO TO 800 
C-Type out >Jarnir.g tnat program version capa~ity exceeded. 
700 WRITll(ITi:~M,308) SQ,KU:lIT,llREAD,NUVAL 
308 rJRMAT(ll!O, •11 •• •ARNING •••• Square: ',A3/ 
c 
c 
1 1 This version cannot accommodate more th.ln 1 1 
2 ' 100 excav'ltion unit.s'/ 1 in e.:icn excav:.ttion square. 'I 
3 1 Value of 1 ,14, 1 encountered after reading' ,IS,' recorJs'/ 
4 1 from exc3.V3.tion d:it;i. fila .::md 1 , 15, 1 reoords r'rom 1 1 
5 ' size classification file'/ 
6 ' You will need to modify the DIMENSION statement at', 
7 ' tho top' I' of the program and this error trap' , I I, 
8 ' 1Wtl ABORTED', II I) 
GO TO 800 
580 WRITE (ITERM, 341) SQ, NREAD, IllTEG 
341 FORMAT(lHO,"'*' ERROR, ... ,,, New excavation square(', 
c 
c 
1 A3, ') encountere~ on excavation d3ta file' I 
2 ' at record nu:nber:' 1 I5, 1 1 but column 1 cuntaJ..ns a 1 , 11, 
3 ' not a 1 'I' RUN ABORTED', Ii/) 
GO TO 8JO 
590 WRITE(ITEk!1,332) ~QUAR,KUNIT,NUVAL 
332 FO!iMAT(lHO, '••" ERROR 1 • 1 " I' !·lore than one set of', 
1 1 classification data supplied for' / 1 squ:i.re 1 ,A3, 
2 ', unit',13,'. Encountered after reading',!?,' records'/ 
3 1 from size. classification d;ita file' I 
11 ' HUN ABOnTEO' , II I) 
GO TO 800 
...... 
...... 
600 WRITE(ITERM, 309) tlWRIT ,OUTPT ,NUVAL,MATCH 
309 FORMAT(lH0,15,' records written on output file: ' 
1 A10/1X,I5,' Sets of size classifications read'/ 
2 lx,15,' Sets of si~e classifications added to'/ 
3 ' excavation data file',///) 
IF(NUVAL.EQ.:1ATCH.AND.NOMOR.EQ. l) GO TO 800 
c 
WRITE(ITEl!M,310) 
310 FOl!MAT(1HO, tt1u WARNING '"'' /' Some of the excavation', 
1 ' squares in the size classification file' I 
1 1 havl? not been matched with 1 , 
2 'excavation squares on the excavation data file.•/ 
3 1 This may be due to incorrect ordering of excavation squares' 1 
4 1 on the'/' size classification file.'/' Unmatched', 
5 ' classification data will be output on a new file.• ,II, 
6 1 What do you want to call thin file? : 1 $) 
R8AD(LEG,299) UNMAT 
NWriIT=O 
CALL OFILE(13,UNMAT) 
WRITE(13,334) SQUAR 
334 FORMAT(A3) 
NWRIT:t!WRIT+ 1 
DO 605 L=1, 100 
IF(NUDAT(L) .EQ.O) GO TO 605 
WRITE(13 1 314) L,((IDATA(L,KLASS{M))),M:1 1 NOCLS) 
314 FORMAT(50(I5, lX)) 
NWRIT=llWR1T+1 
605 CONTINUE 
608 IF(llOMOH.EQ.1) GO TO 620 
610 READ(11,311,END:620) SQ,TEXT 
311 FORMAT(AJ, 10A5,20All) 
IF(SQ.EQ.SQUAR) GO 'l'O 615 
C-Change of excavation square, output square identifier heading 
SQLlAR:SQ 
WRI'l'E(13,312) SQUAR 
312 Filtl:·IAT(.\3) 
NWRIT=t:'1RIT+1 
615 WRlTE(lJ,313) TEXT 
313 FOfiMAT(10A5,2CA4) 
NWRIT:Ni/HIT+1 
GO TO 611 
620 WRITE(ITEHM, 630) NWl\IT, UNMAT 
630 FORMAT(Hl0,14,' unmatched Jata records copied over', 
• to file: ',AlO,///) 
c 
c 
aoo sroP 
END 
...... 
N 
C-••tt A0000$ tttt 
c 
C-lan Johnson, Prehistory, ANU 
C VERS!Otl 10/9179 
July 1979 
C ror a full explanation of the use of this program, see 
C Johnson 1979, -Digging for Data-, PhD, ANU. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
G 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
This program adds up to 28 supplementary variables per excavation unit 
onto the excavation data file. These variables may include such things 
as sedimentological analysis data, typological counts, pH or any other 
data which refers to tna excavation unit as a whole rather than to 
individual finds. Tne variables are read from one file (the 
supplementary variables data file) and are added onto any chosen record 
typo on the excav:ltion datu file. An updated version of the excavation 
data file is output, leaving the source files unchanged, 
Running the program 
When the program is run (by typing EX ADOOD$ or RUN AODODS) it asks for 
the naces of the excavation data file and the supplementary variabl"s 
d3.t3. file and for the n>me you wish to give to the updated excavation 
data file which is ci.:tput from the program. It then asks you to list 
the code numbers for the variables which occur on the supplementary 
variables data file ir. the order in which they occur, and the record 
type to which you want these variables added. 
Structure of the supplementary variables data file 
(~; 8xcavation squares must appear in the same order on the 
supplo::ientary data file as on the excavation data file. However 
supple"tentary variables data need not be supplied for all squares or for 
all exca"J3t.ion units witnin a square. 
(2) fne block of rccor'.ls for e3ch excavation square is headed by a 
record containing the excwaUon square identifier in columns 1-3. 
{ 3) Jubseq;.10nt. records for that squ:J.re may occur in any order and should 
contain the excavation unit number followed by values for each of the 
supplementary variables you wish to a'.ld on to the file. The values are 
sepJrated by space(s) (freefield format). They may be entered in any 
(consiotent) order as the variables 11hich are present and the order in 
which they are input are specified from the terminal when tile program is 
run. Note that zero or mis3ing valuas in the supplementary variables 
dat:i must be represented by a zero, not a blank (since blank3 are used 
to deli~it successive v::ilucs). If there are less values on a recorJ 
titan the number of variables specified from the terminal, the extra 
VJriabl-1s will be read 3.S zeros. 
C EXJ!nple: 
c Q12 
c 1 34 54 76 54 37 89 
c 2364047 
c 3004628 
c Q13 
c 1468935 
c 2 96 98 57 'l 3 27 44 
c 3461047 
c 22 5 2 0 3 7 1 
c 15 4 12 9 0 3 
c Q15 
c 48 3 0 0 0 4 2 
C A number of error traps are built into the program. These will pick up 
C various coding errors in the common field (columns 1-18) of the 
C excavation data file, variable codes outside the range 1-28, excava~ion 
C units with numbers greater than 110 and supplementary data supplied for 
C excavation units which do not exist on the excavation data file. In 
C addition, if the excavation squares are incorrectly ordered on the 
C supplementary variables data file, the unmatched supplementwy variables 
C data will be output on a new file. One or two additional runs using 
C this file as the supplementary variables data file will generally 
C suffice to match all the supplementary variables data onto the 
C appropriate excavation units. 
C Note: this program can be used as an editing program as the output file 
C is identical with the original excavation data file except for anv new 
C values supplied on the supplementary variables data file. llc.wu·1er, 
C values must be supplied for all tne supplementary variabl.Js cnosen !'ram 
C the terminal at run time, as trailing blanl<s on the supplementary 
C variabies data file will be converted to zero values. 
C Li:oit on this version: not more than 110 excavation units mJ.y occur for 
C any one excavation squ~re. 
c 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••• 
c 
c 
c 
DOUBLE PRECISION INEXC,INRM,DAT,OUTPT,UNNAT 
DIMEN$IOll KLAS$(33), INTER(30), !DATA( 100, 30), TEXT(30), 
NIJDAT ( 100), TEXT0(26) ,NU MER ( 10) 
DATA BLANK/lH /,Y/1HY/,~1Y/1Hy/,IBLANK/1H I, 
llUMER/1H0, 1H1, 1H2, 1H3, 1H4, 1H5, 1H6, 11!7, 1H8, 1H9/ 
ITERM=6 
LEC=S 
C-MAXU is the maximum permissible number of exo1vation units in any one 
C excavation square. If it is changed, the OIMf.NSION statement above 
C will also 11ave to be changed. 
MAXU= 100 
CALL OATE(DAT) 
C-NOMJR is a flag fur the end of the classification data file. 
NOMOR=O 
C-MATCH is a counter for the number of records output ooto whicn 
C classification d~ta has been added. 
MATCH=O 
C-NUl/AL is a. counter for the number of records of classification 
C data read in from unit 11. 
NUVAL=O 
C-NREAD is a counter for the number of records read from tne 
C excavation data file. 
NREAD=O 
C-NWRIT is a counter for the number of records written on the output file 
NWRIT=O 
c 
2~9 rDRMAT(AlO) 
WRITE(ITER~l,5000) OAT 
5000 FORMAT ( lHO/' ~XCAVATION DATA PROCESSING' I 
1 1X,26(1H•),//,' Ian Johnson, Prehistory, ANU, July 19B'/ 
2 'Version 10/9/79',//(/,' •••• ADOOOS **''',19X,A10,//, 
3 'This prograc adds up to 28 variables to any specifioj•, 
4 1 record type 1 /' on the excavation d.:ita file 1 / 
5 ' ror documentation see top of prograCJ listing' ,II) 
...... 
w 
300 
301 
3n 
c 
c 
5 
WRITE (!TERM, 300) 
FORMAT(1HO, 'Name of excavation data file? '$) 
READ(LEC,2~9) INEXC 
CALL IFILE(10,INEXC) 
WRITE ( ITEHM, 301 ) 
FOR:1AT ( 1 HO, 1 Name of supplementary variables data file? 
REAO(LEC,299) INRM 
CALL !FILE( 11 1 1'1RM) 
WRITE(lTt:HM I 302) 
FOHMAT(ll!O, 'What do you want to call your output file? 
R~AD(LEC,299) OUTPT 
CALL OFILB(12,0UTPT) 
WRITE (ITERM I 280) 
'$) 
'$) 
280 
1 
2 
f'OR:·lo\T(1HO, 'Which record type do you want to add data to?',/ 
' :lpeci fy in teg~r nuC1ber 4, 7, 8 or 9. Record type 4 should' , I 
' be used inithlly fa~ supplement3ry values') 
c 
10 
303 
330 
c 
25 
331 
c 
REAO(Lt:C, 33'0) NREC 
WRITE(I'rERM, 303) 
FORMAT(1HO, ''dhat supplementary variables do you have?'/ 
'Type in code numbe~s of variables in order of data'/' on a', 
1 single line separated by spaces'/) 
READ(LEC,330) (KLAS3(L),L=1,28) 
FOH)IAT ( 50G) 
WHITE (ITERM, 331) 
FOR:1AT ( 1110, 'Program running' , I) 
NOCLS=O 
DO 40 L= 1, 33 
IF(KLASS(L).EQ.O) GO TO 40 
NCJcU=llOCLS+ 1 
KLA'.;S(NOCLS )=KLASS(L) 
40 CO!ITWUE 
c 
C- ....... *ii •••••••• I •• 1-• '*' •••• ••••• I •• I •••• ff;f I ••••• tUI I* fllU I 
C-First of new square, read in data for this square from 
C file of size classification data, unit 11. 
135 R£AD(11,305) SQUAR 1 CH8CK 
305 FORMAT(A3,A10) 
IF(CH~CK.tlt:.BLANK) GO TO 751 
c 
140 DO 150 K:l ,MAXU 
!IUDAT(K):O 
DO 150 L=1, 30 
150 IDATA(K,L)=O 
c 
150 READ(11,330,END:170,ERR:165) KUNIT,INTER 
NUVAL:NUVAL+l 
C-Maximu:n number of excavation units per square for this version =HAXU 
IF(KUllIT .GT .MAXU) Gtl TO 700 
C-Unpdck size classification data read into IDATA in the standard order 
C for the excavation data file. 
130 lF(llUDAT(KUllIT).EQ.1) GO TO 590 
DO 1yo L:1,NuCLS 
190 lDATA(KUllIT, KLASS(L) ):INTER (L) 
NUDAT(KUIHT):1 
GO TO 160 
C-Chcck to see if square header is merely a repetition 
165 READ(11,305) NUSQ 
IF(NUSQ.EQ.SQUAR) GO TO 160 
BACKSPACE 11 
c 
C-End 
170 
c 
c 
GO TO 200 
of classification data file, set flag 
NOMOR=1 
C-lllllllilltlVllllllll****l'MllllllltlllltllllJllllllltllll~I 
c 
C-Read first record of new square from excavation data file, checK to 
C see whether the square now being read corresponds with the classification 
C data held in IOI.TA, whose square identifier is held in SQUAR. 
C If squares don 1 t correspond, copy over records until correct 
C square is reached 
200 READ( 10, 306, Et1D=600) INTEG, SITE ,SQ, TEXT 
NREAD=NR£AD+1 
IF(SQ.EQ.SQUAR.AND.INTBG.EQ.NRC:C) GO TO 210 
DO 201 L= 1 , 30 
NOTBL=31-L 
201 IF(TEXT(llO'fBL) .!IE.BLANK) GO TO 202 
202 WRITE ( 12, 306) INTEG, SITE ,SQ, (TEXT(L) ,L=1, NOTBL) 
NWRIT=NWRif+l 
GO TO 200 
c 
C-This record is a supplementary variables record (record type NREC). 
C ·rransfer variables held in !DATA to INTilR ready for output. 
210 BACKSPACE 10 
READ( 10, 307, EllD=600) INTEG, SITE, SQ, KUtlIT, PRT, LEVEL, DIVN, IN fER 
IF(KUNIT.GT.100) GO 'fO 700 
307 FORMAT(I1,A4,A3,I3,A1,I3,A1,2X,30I4) 
IF(NUDAT(KUNIT) .EQ.O) GO TO 221 
DO 220 L= 1, !IOCLS 
220 INfER(KLASS(L))=IDATA(KUNIT,KLASS(L)) 
MArCH:MATCH+1 
UUDAT (KUtlir) =0 
DO 222 L=1, 30 
NJTBL=31-L 
222 IF(INTEH(NOTBL) .NE.O) GO TO 221 
221 WRITE ( 12, 307) INTEG, SIT£, SQ, KUN IT, PRT 1 LEVEL, DIVN, (INTJ::R(L) ,L:1,NOTBL) 
NWRIT:NWRIT + 1 
c 
C-Rcad in and write records from excavation data file, unit 10. 
205 READ(10,306,END:600) INTEG,SITJ::,SQ,TEXT 
306 FORMAT(I1,A4,A3,30A4) 
NREAD:NHEAD+1 
IF(SQUAR.Nil.SQ) GO TO 208 
IF(IN'fEG.EQ.HREC) GO Tu 210 
DO 223 L:1,30 
NOTBL=31-L 
223 IF(TEXT(NOTBL) .NE.BLANK) GO TO 224 
224 WHITE( 12, 305) INTEG "HTE ,SQ, (TEXT(L), L:1, NOTBL) 
NWRIT:NWRIT + 1 
GO TO 205 
C-New square just read on excavation data file, check to see whether 
C classification data file nas been exhausted. 
208 IF(INTEG.NE.1) GO TO sao 
DO 225 L=l, 100 
225 IF(NUDAT(L) .EQ. 1) GO TO 226 
BACKSPACE 10 
227 IF(NUMOR. C:Q. 1) GO Tu 200 
GO TO 135 
c 
C-1 VI I ff If llVI I I I I I I 111• I I It I lfllllf I lftlf l'*ltll ftl ltllllti I 111111 I If 
C ERROR M~SSAGES 
C- I I I 11 ll I IU I I I I It Ii- I If I I I I I I I I I WI* If I I I I I I 1111lJ11IIItI11iiI1111 I I I 
c 
750 WRITE(ITERM,315) KLASS(L) 
315 FORMAT( HIO, '•••• W,\RtHNG •••• Variable code: ', I4/ 
1 • This version cannot accommodate more than 28 variables' 
1 2 •(codes 1 - 23)',///) 
GO TJ 10 
c 
751 Wl!ITE(ITERM, 363) NUVAL 
363 i'OR~IAT(lHO, ••••• WA.'l~ING "''"! 
c 
l ' Square identifier extends into column 4 on supplementary', 
2 ' variables data file' I 1 encountered after reading 1 , 15, 
3 ' records'/' RUN ASCRTED' ,II) 
GO TO 800 
C-Not all the classification data read in for this square has been 
C matched. Type out error message. 
226 WRITE(ITER.-1,343) SQUAR,L 
34 3 FORMAf ( 1 HO, '• •" EHR JR •" • supplementary variables have' , 
l ' been p.rovided 1 / 1 for excavation units which do not. exist•, 
2 1 on the ex~o.vation data file.'/' encountered', 
3 1 wnilst reading ::mpplementary variable3 dat:J for' 1 J~ ' square: ',A.3 1 ' unit: 1 ,Ij/ 
3 1 You should cneck your data' 1 
3 ' - RUN ABORTED', 111) 
GO TO 800 
c 
C-Type 
7JO 
s'Jd 
out \;arning that program version capacity exceeded. 
WHiTE(IT6HM, 308) SQ, KUN IT, NREAD, NU VAL 
F::lR:4AT( lHO, . •••• w,;r.iaNG •••• Square: I ,A3/ 
580 
341 
1 1 This version c::inn.Jt accommodate more than 1 , 
2 ' 100 excavation unit.s'/' in eacn excavation square.'/ 
3 1 Value of' ,Ili,' encountered after re:idlng' ,15, 1 records'/ 
4 ' from excavation data file a~d' ,IS, 1 records from'/ 
5 ' supplement1ry variables file' I 
6 ' You 1<ill noed to modify the DIMENSION statement at', 
7 ' the top' I' of the program and this error trap' , I I, 
8 ' RUii ABORTE;J' ,///) 
GO TO 800 
•ttITE(ITERM, 341) SQ, :;READ, INTEG 
FORMAT( lHO, ""' £RROR .... '/' New excavation square ( ', 
1 A3, 1) encountered on excavation data file 1/ 
2 1 at record nur.iber: 1 ,IS, 1, but column 1 contains a 1 ,I1, 
3 ' not a I 'I' RUN ABORTED' , II/) 
GO TO 8JO 
590 WRITE(ITERM,332) SQUAR,KUNIT,NUVAL 
332 FORMAT(lHO, •tH• 8RROR .... ,,, More than one set of', 
1 • variable values supplied for•/' square ',A3, 
c 
2 •, unit',I3,'. Encountered after reading',I5,' records 1 / 
3 ' from supplementary variables data file'/ 
4 'RUN ABORTED',///) 
GO TO 800 
600 WRITE(ITERM,309) NWRIT,OUTPT,NUVAL,MATCH 
309 FORMAT( HID, IS,' records written on output file: ', 
1 A10/1X,I5,' Sets of supplementary varhbles read'/ 
2 lx,15,' Sets of supplementary variables added to•,/, 
3 ' excavation data file' ,Ill) 
IF(NUVAL.EQ.MATCll.AND.NDMOR.EQ.1) GO TO 800 
c 
WRITE(ITERM,310) 
310 FORMAT(lHO, ..... WARNING u•••;• Some or tne excavation•, 
' squares in the supplementary variables f'ile'/ 
1 ' have not been matched with' 1 
2 1 exc~vation squares on the excavation d~ta file. 1 / 
3 ' This may be oue to incorrect ordering of exc1vation squaren', 
4 ' on the 1 I' supplementary variables file. 1 /' Unmatched', 
5 ' variable values will be output on a new file.',//, 
6 ' Wnat do you want to call this file? : '$) 
READ(LEC,299) UNMAT 
NWRIT=O 
CALL OFILE(13,UNMAT) 
WIUTE(13,334) 3QUAR 
3311 FOR}IAT(A3) 
NWRIT=NWRIT+l 
DO 605 L:l, 100 
IF(l/UDAT(L) • .OQ.0) GO 1'0 605 
WRITE( 13, 314) L, ((IOATA(L, KLA.l:l(M))) ,11:1, NOC LS) 
314 FOAHAT(50(IS,1X)) 
NWHIT:llilRIT+l 
605 CONTINUE 
608 IF(NOMOR. EQ. 1) GO T" 620 
610 READ( 1 l ,311,E110=620) 30, TEXT 
311 FORMAT(A3,10A5,20A4) 
IF(SQ.EQ.SQU1\R) GO TO 615 
C-Ch:mge of exc3vation square, output square identifier 11eadini; 
SQUAR:SQ 
WRITE(13,312) SQUAR 
312 FORMAT(A3) 
NWRIT:NWRIT+l 
615 WRITE(13,313) TeXT 
313 FORHAT(10A5,20A4) 
NliRIT:NWRIT+ 1 
GO TO 610 
620 WRITE(lTEHM,63J) 11\IRLT,UNMAT 
630 FOR:1AT(1HO,I4,' unmatcned data r~corjs copied ovur', 
r to file: • , A 10, II/) 
800 STOP 
END 
C-Ian Johnson, Prehistory, ANU 
C VERSION 10/9/79 
July 1979 
C For a full explanation of the use of this program, see 
C Johnson 1~79, ''Digging for Data", PhD, ANU. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
This program adds attribute data for individualised finds onto the main 
excavation data file. 'fhe attribute data is read from one file ("the 
attribute data file") and added onto the appropriate records (type 5 and 
6 records) of the cr.c,wation data file. A new updated excavation data 
file is output, leaving the source files unaltered. 
Running the program 
When the program is run (by tning EX ADDAT or RUN ADDAT) it asks for 
the naJtes of the cxca'l:>.tion data file and the attribute data file and 
for the name you wish to .,;1ve to the updated excavation data file which 
is output from the program. It then asks you to list the attributes 
wnich occur on the attribute data file in the order in which they occur. 
If requested a list cf code numbers and tnc corresponding attributes 
will be typed out on the :erminal. The present version of the program 
lists tne attribute sot for lithic finds described in Johnson 1979, but 
tnis list can be easily cn>nged (or ignored) without affecting the rest 
of the program. 
Changing the attributes and output format 
See statement nur:ibers 312 and 314 in program for a list of the 
attributes available ;iith the present version of the program. The 
program can quite easily acco:nmodate different sets of attributes to the 
one cnosen in the present. •1P.rsion, only minor ch:inges being required for 
up to 50 attributes per object. Tilese changes are detailed below. In 
addition the list of attributes in statements 312 and 314 can be 
modified if required. 
Format of the attribute data file 
( 1 )Records for finds from a particular excavation unit must be grouped 
together and headed oy a record specifying the excavation square 
ictentifier in columns 1-3 followed by the excavation unit number. 
(2) Tho excavation units must appear in the sa:ne order on the attribute 
data file as on the e:<eavatlon data file. Excavation units for which 
there is no data can be O<litted from the attributd d:::ita file. 
(.l) Records fDr eacn find should specify the find-number followed by 
values f-:>r one or more ~ttributes. The attribute values can be arranged 
in any (consistent) order. Values are separated by spaces (freefield 
format). Finds can occur in any order within each excavation unit, and 
more finds may be specified than exist on the excavation data file. In 
this case records are output for tho new finds with zero values for all 
attributes not specified. 
If more than one set ot' attritutes is specified for a particular find, 
tne extra sets will oe output on type 6 (supplementary working edge) 
records on the eXC3.Vat.ion data file. 
If no record occurs on the attribute data file for a find on the 
excavation data file, the record for that find will be transferred 
uncnangeJ to tne upd;ited excavation data file output from the program. 
For those finds which do occur on the attribute data file, only the 
attributes appearing on this file are modified, the remaining attributes 
being transferred uncn>nged to tne output file. The program can 
therefore be used to edit a data file because only the attribute values 
supplied on the attribute data file are modified. 
C From 1 to 24 attributes may be specified from tne terminal when tile 
C program is run, but if tnere are less attributes on a pnrticular record 
C than the number you have specified the missing attributes will be output 
C with zero values. If there are more attributes than tt1e number 
C specified·, the extra values will be ignored. To check that you ha vu got 
C the right number of attributes on each record of the attribute data 
C file, you should use the program CUTVArl (sec documentation at top of 
C program listing for CUT VAR). 
c 
c•••••••,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••i••••••••••••••i••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
DOUBLE PRE;CISION INEXC,INATT,DAT,OUTPT,utlMAT 
INTEGER EXUNT 
DIMEHSION KLASS(SO), IllTER(26), I DATA( 110, 26), TEXT(26), 
TXT(3), NUDAT ( 110) ,NUMSR ( 10) ,MREDG (20, 26), INDEX(20) ,F<lRM(30) 
COH.'ION INTER, NATTS, NOTBL 
DATA Y/1HY/ ,SMY/1Hy/ ,BLANK/HI I ,IBLANK/111 I, 
1 NUM£R/1H1, 1H2, 1H3, 1H4, 1H5, 1H6, 1H7, 1H8, 1H9, 1HO/, 
2 FORM/'(I1 1 A', 1 4,A;s, 1 1 'I3,A1 1 , ',13,A', 1 1,2X, 1 , '13, 1 , 
3 12X,2I', '3,2Ilt', ',15,2 1 , '12 1 21 1 , 1 4,15,', '!3,21 1 , 
J.t 111,I2 1 1 1 1 111,91' r 1 3 1 10! 1 1 1 4)'/ 
C-The preceding format is that used for outputting the attribute data 
C The first line of the format refers to the "common field" and 
C should not be changed, the second line is the attributes field 
C which may be chan~ed freely 
c 
c 
c 
C-The number of attributes and format in which they are output can 
C be changed by changing the following records. Up to SJ attributes 
C can be accommoJated without other ~hanges. For more th..in 50 
C attributes some of the format stateru*nts will have to tc changed. 
C NATTS is the number of attributes and MAXOB is the m.ximum permissible 
C number of objects in a sin5le excavation unit. MXSUP is the maximum 
C permissible number of supplementary attribute records (2nd,3rd etc 
C utilised/retouched edges) per excavation unit 
NATT:S:26 
MAXOB= 110 
MX3UP:20 
C-In addition it will be neccessary to change the DIMENSION statement 
C above, >s follows: 
C INTER should have di:nension NATTS 
c NUDAT should have dimension MAXOB 
C INDEX should have di:nension MX3UP 
C IDA TA should have dimensions 1·!AXOB, NHTS 
C MREDG should have dimensions MXSU?,tlATTS 
c 
C-ITERM is the FORTRAN unit nu:nber for terminal output and LEC for 
C terminal input 
ITERM:6 
LEC:5 
CALL iJATE(DAT) 
C-FLEDF is a flag for the end of the excavation data file 
C-NOMJR is a flag for the end of the attrib:.tte data l'ile 
C-MATCH is a counter for the number ot' attribute sets wnich hHe been 
C successfully added onto records on the excwation data file 
counter for number of records output on unit 12 
counter for number of records read from excavation data file 
a counter for number of records read from attribute data file 
a nag for the presence of one or more objects for which 
C more than one set of attributes h3s been supplied 
c 
FLEOF:O 
NOMOR:O 
MATCH:O 
Nl!RIT:O 
NREAD=O 
NUVAL=O 
MLTAT:O 
298 FORMAT(A1) 
299 FORMAT (A 10) 
c 
WRITE(I','ERM,5000) OAT 
5000 FOR:·IAT( 1HO/' EXCAVATION DATA PROCESSING' I 
c 
300 
301 
302 
c 
c 
303 
10 
312 
1 n:,26(1H•),ll,' lan Johnson, P,.-•1istory, Alm, July 1979'/ 
2 'Version 10/9/79',////,' u11 hiJOAT 11 **',19X,A10,//, 
3 ' This program adds attributes for individualised', 
4 ' finds'/' to the excavation dat3 file'/ 
3 'For documentation see top of program listing•,//) 
WRITE ( ITEHM, 300) 
FOR:·IH(lHtl, 'ila:ne of excavation data file? '$) 
R~,\D(LEC, 299) HlEXC 
CALL IFILE( 10, Il;EXC) 
WRITE (ITERM, 301) 
FOR~IAT(1HO, 'lldme of attribute data file? '$) 
1!£,\D(LEC, 2~9) IllATT 
CALL I:ILE(11,INATT) 
WRlTE(ITEHM, 302) 
F0R:1A'£(1HO, 'What do you want to call your output file? '$) 
REAO(LEC,299) OUTPT 
CALL CFIL~(12,0UTPT) 
WRITE(ITEHM,303) FORM 
FOr~:·lAT( \HO, 1 rJutput format of this Vf';!rsion is as follows: 1 ,I, 
' Co::t:non field: ', 6A5, I,' Attributes field: ', 24A5, I I, 1 
2 ' vihat attributes do you nave'/' I• rype RETURN•, 
3 ' only for a list of attributes and code numbers' I 
4 ' (Typo ~9 for list if you are using a video terminal)', I) 
GD TO 31 
WRITE(lTERM, 312) 
FOR:1AT( lH , 'This version uses the attribute list for lithic finds', 
1 I, ' described in Johnson 1979, PhD, ANU' , 11, 
2 1 Code numbers are as fol.!.ows: 1 I 
1 ' 1 X coordinate'/ 
2 ' 2 Y l'.!oordinate 1 I 
3 ' 3 Z coordinate' I 
2 ' 4 Raw material'/ 
3 ' 5 Weight in 1/10 g:n•/ 
4 ' 6 Nature of support piece 
5 ' 7 Amount of cortex 
6 ' 8 Length in m:n 
7 ' 9 Bread th in m:n 
8 ' 10 Thickness in lll"ll. 
(lithic finds)'/ 
-- 'I 
--'I 
-- 'I 
--'/ 
9 ' 11 Artefact type -- 'I 
9 1 12 Edge number (utilised/retouched lithics)'/ 
1 ' 13 Length of working edge --'/ 
2 ' 14 Shape of edge --'/ 
3 ' 15 Edge angle -- •I 
4 ' 16 Disposition of retouch --') 
IF(KLASS{l).EQ.O) GD TO 20 
WRITE(ITERM, 3011) 
304 FOf<MAT(lHO, 'Note codes needed before they disappear off', 
' scree·n. Press RETURN to continue•, I) 
REAO(LEC,298) 
20 \/RIT8(1TERM,314) 
314 FORMAT( 
1 ' 17 Type of retouch, main surface --'/ 
2 ' 18 Extent of secondary retoucn --'/ 
3 ' 19 Extent of tertiary retouch -- 'I 
4 ' 20 Degree of polish -- •I 
5 1 21 Type of retouch, second surface -- 1 / 
6 ' 22 ~xtcnt of secondary retouch --'/ 
7 ' 23 !:x tent of tertiary retouch -- 'I 
8 ' 24 degree of polish -- ' , I) 
30 WRITE(ITERM,315) 
315 FOR;·IAT ( 1 H , 'Type in code numbers in the order in which ' , 
1 ' the attributes'/' appear', 
1 1 on tht! attribute Jata file.'/' Separate codes by spaces', 
2 ' and type on a single line'/) 
31 REAO(LEC,330) KLASS 
IF(KLASS{1).EQ.O.OR.KLASS(1).EQ.99) GO Tu 10 
330 FORMAT(50G) 
\/RITE (ITErlM, 331) 
331 FORMAT( 1HO, 'Progra:n running',/) 
c 
C-Determine number of variables to be input. 
DO 40 L=l ,50 
IF(~Ll1SS(L) .GT .NATTS) GO ro 210 
40 IF(KLASS(L) .EQ.O) GO TO 115 
45 NOCLS=L-1 
c 
c 
c-•••• '**'"» •••••1t•. ••• • ••••••••••ii••••••••••••••••••••••••,,,.,,, 
c 
C-Read 
50 
310 
60 
65 
c 
in first record of attribute data 
R~AD(i1 ,310) 3QUAR,ICHEK,K~NIT 
FOR:·IAT(A3, I I, 50G) 
IP{ICHEK.NE.O) GO TO 751 
DO 60 K= 1, MAXOB 
UUOAT(K):O 
DO 60 L:l ,NATTS 
IDATA(K,L):O 
tlcDGE:O 
DO 65 K: 1 ,MXSUP 
DO 65 L:1 ,NATTS 
MREDG(K,L):O 
for r.axt. excavation unit 
C-Continue reading attribute data until new exco.vation unit ts found 
70 READ( 11, 333, END:BO, ERR=75) NOBJ, lllTER 
333 FORMAT( 100G) 
NUVAL:NUVAL+ 1 
GO TO 90 
C-If square header record is just a repetition, continue reading 
C attribut~ data file 
75 REAO(ll,310) NUSQ,ICHEK,NUUNT 
c 
Il'(NUSQ. EQ.SQUAR. A:ID. NUUNT. EQ. KUNIT) GO TO 70 
BACKSPACE 11 
GO TO 120 
C-End of attribute data file 
80 tlOMDR= 1 
GO TO 120 
c 
C-J\dd 
90 
attribute data onto IDATA, unpacking INTER 
IF(llUOAT(!IOBJ) .GT .0) GO TO 180 
100 
IF(!IUBJ .GT .MAXOB) GO TO 190 
DO 100 L= 1, 1;0CLS 
IDATA(tlOUJ ,KLASS(L) ):INTER(L) 
NU DAT (NOBJ )=:IUOAT (!!OBJ)+ 1 
GO TO 70 
C-Supplementary attributes record just read ,pack data in MREDG 
110 Neo•JE=NEDGE+1 
IFl:IEDGE.GT .MXSUP) GO TO 195 
INDEX(!IEOOE ):NOBJ 
DO 115 L:1,NOCLS 
115 MREDG(NEDGE ,KLAS$(L)):INTER(L) 
NU DAT (!!OBJ) :NUDAT (NOBJ}+ 1 
c 
c 
GO TJ 70 
C- f If 111 :i I* f 'I 'I I I 111111fIIIll11Iif1111IfII111 I I I I I I I I If I• I It I I 111fIIt11 It 
c 
c-Read in first record for next excavation unit from excavation 
C data file (unit 10). 
120 HEAD( 10, 320, E:ID:500) INT, SITE, SQ, NUNT, PT, LEV, DIV, IllTcR 
320 F01MAT(I 1,Aq,A3, 13,A 1,I3,A 1,50A4) 
NH:iAD:NREAD+l 
C-Safeguard otratigraphic level information for output of finds not 
C alreJ.dy on excava':.ion data file if new t?xcavation !lquar~ or 
C exc1v3.tion unit is encountered on excavation dat:i file. 
c 
C-Copy 
160 
161 
162 
IF(I:IT .NE.1) GO TO 150 
PRT:PT 
LEV6L:LEV 
DI'l~=tJIV 
SQR=.:lQ 
EXU!l7:NUNT 
over data till type 4 record for correct square and unit is found 
DO 161 L=l,llATTS 
NOTBL:NATTS+ 1-L 
lF(IllER(llOTBL} .NE.BLA!IK} GO TO 162 
't/RlTE( 12, 320) INT, 3ITJ:: ,SQR, EXUNT, PRT ,LC:VEL, DIVN, 
(IloTER(L) ,L:l ,NOTBL) 
Nllf:IT:llWRIT+l 
IF(SQ.EQ.SQUAR.MIO.NUNT.EQ.KUNIT.AtlO.INT.EQ.4) GO TO 140 
GO TO 120 
C-Read in a type 5 or 6 (individualised find) record, check still in 
C excavation unit, extract attribute data from INTER, and output 
140 READ(10,FORM,END=500) INT,SITE,SQ,NUNT,Pr,LEV,DIV,NLlB,rnTEI! 
NOBJ:NOB 
NREAD=!IHEAD+ 1 
IF(SQ.NE.SQUAR.OR.NUNT.NE.KUNir) GO TO 510 
IF(llOOJ .GT .MAXOB) GO TO 190 
IF(INT.NE.6) GO TO 169 
C-Type 6(supplementary working edge attributes) record 
IFL:O 
192 DO 155 LL= 1, NEDGE 
IF(INDEX(LL) .NE.NOBJ) GO TO 165 
IFL=l 
DO 166 !·1= 1, llOCLS 
K=KLASS(M) 
166 INTEH(K)=MREDO(LL,K) 
C-Avoid outputting trailing blanks 
CALL PACK(INTER,NATTS,llOTBL) 
168 WRITE( 12 ,FORM) INT, SITE, .::lQUAR, KUllIT, PRT, LEVEL, Dil/N, NOBJ, 
(INTER(L) ,L=l ,tlOTBL) 
tlWRIT:NWRIT+ 1 
MATCH=MATCH+l 
ItlDEX(LL):O 
NU DAT (NOBJ }:NUDAT (llOBJ )-1 
GO TO 191 
165 CONTINUJ:: 
IF(IFL.EQ.1) GO TO 1llO 
C-No new data to add onto the type 6 record read, output unchanged 
CALL PACK(INTER,Nl1TrS,NOTBL) 
c 
C-Thb 
C data 
169 
170 
173 
175 
176 
c 
c 
C-Read 
191 
WHITE ( 12, FOkM) INT, SHE, 3QUAR, KUN IT, PRT, LEVEL, Dil/N, tlOB, 
(INTER(L),L:l,NOTBL) 
GO TO 140 
should be a type 5 record for square/unit for which 
is held in IDATA. Check this. 
IF(INT.NE.5) GO TO 221 
IF(tlUDAT(llOoJ) .EQ.0) GO TO 173 
DO 170 K= 1 '~:ocLS 
L:KLASS(K) 
INTER(L):IDATA(NOBJ,L) 
NU DAT (NOBJ )::lUDAT (NOBJ )-1 
MATCH:MATCH+l 
CALL PACK(IIHER,NATfS,NOTBL) 
WRITE( 12 ,FOR,~) INT ,SITE,SQUAR, KU!IIT, PRT ,LEVEL, DlVN, NOBJ, 
(INTER(L),L:1,NOTBL} 
NWRIT:NWRIT+l 
IF(NUDAT(NOBJ) .EQ.0) GO TO 140 
type 6 record if present 
READ( 10, FOR!·I, Ell0:500} INT ,SITE, SQ, NUNT, PT, LEV, DIV, NOB, 
INTeR 
NR£AD=NREAD+1 
IF(SQ.N£ • .::lQ:JAR.OR.NUNT.NE.KUNIT} GO TO 510 
IF(INT .EQ.6} GO TO 192 
C-Type 5 record read 
BACKSPACE 10 
NREAD:NREAD-1 
S~lmC 
.... 
co 
C-Supplemcntary working edges to b~ added 
193 DO 173 LL= 1, NEDGE 
IF(I?IDEX(LL) .NE.NOBJ) GO TO 178 
!UT:[ 
DO 151 L=l,:IATTS 
NOTBL=NATTS+1-L 
151 ff(MHoDG(LL,!IOTBL).NE.O) GO TO 152 
152 WHITE( 12, FORM) INT ,SITE, SQUAR, KUN IT, PHT, LEVEL, DIVN ,NOBJ, 
((MREDG(LL,M)) ,M=1,NOTBL) 
MATCH=MATCH.,.1 
NWHIT=!IWHIT.,.1 
NUDf, T (tlOBJ ):tlUDAT (llOBJ )-1 
178 CO:ITlllUo 
GO TO 1110 
c 
C-End or e:<cavation unit reached on excavation data file (unit 10) 
C-FLEOF is '1 fhg for the end of this file 
500 r'LWF=1 
GO TJ 515 
C-Output objects which were not previously on excavation data file 
510 IF(WT.:IE.1) GO TO 220 
515 DO 520 K:1 ,MAXOB 
Ii''(:IUDAT(K).EQ.O) GO TO 520 
DO 516 L:l,!lATTS 
NOTbL=NAT'rS-!-1-L 
516 Ir(IUATA(K,Nu!BL) .tlE.O) GO TO 517 
517 1Ni'=5 
WRITS( 12,FOHM) lNT, SITE, SQUAR, KUN IT, PRT, LEVEL, DIVN, 
K, (IDATA(K,L) ,L=1 ,tlOTBL) 
NWRIT=NWRir.,. 1 
MATCH=:·IATCH+ 1 
513 NUDAT(Kl=NUDAT(K)-1 
IF(t;uo.rr(K) .EQ.O) GO TO 520 
C-Output s•Jpplemcntary attribute records (type 6) 
INT=6 
DO 51:J LL=1,NEDGE 
IF(I:;DEX(LL).Ne.K) GO TO 519 
DD 521 L=l,NATTS 
NO rs L=NA TTS+ 1-L 
521 IF(MREDG(LL,tlOTBL) .NE.O) GO TO 522 
522 WHIU( 12 ,FORM) INT, SITE ,SQUAR, KUN IT, PRT, LEVEL, DIVN, K, 
(MR~DG(LL, L), L= 1, tiOTBL) 
NWRIT=N'.IRIT+l 
MArCH="1ATCH+1 
NUDAT(KJ=NUDAT (K)-1 
519 CONTINUE 
520 cm;TirlUE 
c 
IF( FLEOF. EQ. 1) GO TO 230 
llACK3PACE 10 
llRt:AU=llREAD-1 
lF(liuMOR.NE.1) GO TO 50 
C-llo more attributes - copy acres" remainder or exc~vation data file 
150 REf,D( 10, 360, EllD=230) TEXT 
360 FORMAT(50A5) 
NREAD=NREAD+ 1 
DO 366 L.:1,26 
NOTBL=27-L 
366 Ir(TEXT(NOTBL) .NE.BLANK) GO TO 367 
367 WHITE(12,360) (TEXT(L),L:l,NOTBL) 
NWRIT=NWHIT+l 
c 
c 
GO TO 150 
c-•••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C ERROR MESSAGSS 
c-••••••••••••*••~•••••••••••••••••••••'••••••••••••••••••»•ij•• 
c 
210 
375 
c 
c 
WRITE(ITERM,375) KLASS(L) 
rDRMAT ( 1HO, 1 tHt WARNING .. t • 
'out of range.') 
GO TO 20 
Code number given (',14,') is 1 , 
751 WRITE(ITERM,383) NUVAL 
383 rORMAT ( 1 HO, '••tt WARNING ••tt' I 
c 
c 
1 ' Square identifier extends into colu:nn 4 on attribute', 
2 'data file'/' encountered after re3ding',I5 1 
3 ' records'/' RUN ABORTED',//) 
GO TO 290 
180 Ir(MLTAT.NE.1) WRITE(ITERM,363) 
363 rDRMAT(lHO, 'warning: More than one set of attributes', 
' supplied for: ') 
ML.TAT= 1 
WHITE(ITERM, 364) SQUAR, KUIHr, NOBJ 
36'1 FORMAT(1H , 'Square ',A3, ', Unit',13,', Object ',14) 
GO TO 110 
c 
c 
190 WRITE(ITERM, 365) NOBJ ,SQUAR, KUIHT, NREAD, :IUVAL,MAXOB 
365 FOHMAT(1HO, ••Ht wARillNG •••• Object number:' ,15, 
c 
c 
l 1 squ:ire 1 1 A3 1 1 unit',14,/ 
1 ' Encoun terej 3fter reading' , 15 1 1 records from 1 1 
2 1 excavation data file 1 / 
3 I and I 1 !5 1 I reO:OrdS frOtn attribute data file 1 / 
1 ' This version canr,ot accommodate more th3.n 1 ,14 1 1 finds in a', 
2 ' single' I' excaV3tion unit. You will need to modify the' , 
3 ' Dn!EN.SICN statement'/' at the top of the program'/ 
4 ' RUN ABORTED' , 11 /) 
GO TO 290 
195 WRITE(ITER~I, 368) MXSUP, SQUAR, KUN IT, NUVAL 
368 FORMA'f(lH0, "* 11 ~ARNING 11 *1 '/' Over' ,I4, 1 sets of', 
1 ' supplementary attributes (2nd,3rd etc. working edges)'/ 
2 1 !iUpplied for square 1 ,A3, 1 unit 1 ,14,', Encounter•1d 1 1 
3 1 after rcadins; 1 / 1 IS 1 1 records from attribute dJ.ta file'/ 
11 ' You will r.eeJ to rn~dify th<> DIMENSION statement at the', 
5 ' top of thi3 program' I' and this error trap HUtl ABORTED' I/) 
GO TO 290 
220 WRITE(ITERM,376) NREAD 
375 FORl~AT(lHO, •••tt ERllOR •n• Record number:' ,IS/ 
c 
c 
1 ' Change of square or' 1 
1 ' excavation unit'/' has occurred on excavation data' 1 
2 ' file 1 but record just read' I 1 is not a t;'pe 1 record.' 1 
3 ' RUii /.BOHTED' , 111) 
GO TO 290 
221 WRITE(ITERM, 379) tlREAD, SQUAR ,KUN IT 
379 FORMAr ( 1 HO, '•• • • W,\R!IING •••• Record number: ',IS/ 
c 
1 • A record \.lhicn io not a type 5 record has been read• J 
2 1 t'rom the ex ca vat ion data file' 1 
2 1 wnilst reading type 5 records'/' for square: ',A3,' unit: i 
13, ' RU!I ABD!\TED ' , II/) 
GIJ TO 290 
23D lFCNOMOR.EQ.1) GU !O 235 
WIUTE(lTEtlM, 377) 
377 FORMAT( 1HO, "*** ERROR *11 * Sor::e of the attribute data', 
1 ' supplied 1 I 1 has not been matchec: with excavation units on 1 , 
2 ' the excavation 1 I 1 data file. This may be due to' , 
3 1 inc"Jrrect order in~ of the 1 I 1 excavation squ.Jres or units 1 , 
4 ' on the at tribute J-=.ta file 1 I' or incorrect square or i , 
5 ' exca·1:ition unit iden~ifiers on either file',/ 
S ' Ur.matched attribute data will be output on a new file.•/ 
6 ' WMt do you 1.nnt ~o call this file? : '$) 
HEAD(LEC,299) UllMAT 
CALL OFILE ( 13, UNMAT) 
WRITE(13,334) SQUAR,KUNIT 
334 FOR:tAT(A3, 1X,15) 
M:l 
316 
DO 605 L= 1, MAXOB 
lF(NUDAT(L) .EQ.O) GO TD 605 
WHITl::(13,315) L,((1DATA(L,KLASS(LL))),LL=1,NOCLS) 
FOU:·:AT( SO (I 5, 1 X)) 
M::·l+l 
605 CJ?lTINUE 
IF(!IO~;OH. EQ. 1) GO TD 204 
201 Hl>AD( 11, 362, END=2011) SQ, NUNT, TEXT 
NUVAL=~UVAL+ 1 
352 FORMAf(A3,G,50AS) 
IF(SQ.EQ.SQUAR.AtlD.NUllT.EQ.KUNlT) GO TO 202 
C-New excav3.ticn unit or !lquare reached 
JQUAR=SQ 
KUNlT=NUNT 
WRHl::(13,334) SQUAR,KUNIT 
M=M+l 
202 WRirE(13,350) TEXT 
M=M+l 
GO TO 201 
204 WRITl::(!TERM,378) M,UNMAT 
373 FOHM.\T(lHO,lS,' unm1tched attribute records written on', 
' file: ',A10) 
23S WRITE(ITERM,380) NWRlT,OUTPT,NUVAL,MATCH 
380 FORMAT(1HO,I5,' Records written on output file: ',A10,/ 
1 1X,1S,' Sets of attribute data read•/ 
2 1x,IS,' Sets of attributes matched with finds on the'/ 
3 • excavation data file',///) 
c 
290 STOP 
c 
c 
c 
END 
C-This subroutine scans INTE~ to find out how much of it is blank 
SUBROUTINE PACK(ItlTER,NATTS,NOTBL) 
DIMENSION INTER (NATTS) 
DD 1 L=l,NATTS 
NOTBL=NATTS+1-L 
1 IF(INTER(NOTBL).NE.O) GO TO 2 
2 RETURN 
END 
N 
0 
ADDLEV '*'' 
C- Ian Johnson, Prehistory, RSPacS, ANU, July 1979 
C Version 19/10/79 
c 
c 
C-This program adds on stratigraphic level/analysis unit attributions 
C to the excavation data fil0. An updated excavation data file is output 
C leving the source file unmodified 
C The attrl but ions are supplied from the terminal in reply to prompts; 
C the program prompts with thi::! excavation square, excavation unit and 
C curr~nt level attribution given on the excavation data file. A blank 
C reply (i.e. pressing RETURN without typing anything) is taken as 
C indlcati~g that the existing attribution is corroct, Correction or 
C adiition of level attributions can be started and ended at chosen points 
C in the file. 
c 
C-~***'***''****•••11111a111111111111111111111111111w1111111111111~111w11 
c 
c 
IllTEGER PART, PT 
DOUBLE PRECISIOll INEXC,OUTPT ,DAT 
DIMENSIOtl <EXT (23), TEXT0(26) 
DATA Y/1HYl,SMY/1Hy/,B~ANK/1H 
NWRIT=O 
CALL DATE (DAT) 
ITERM:6 
LEC=5 
tlORM=O 
WRITE (ITERM, 5000) DAT 
5QOO FCR:-IAT(lHO/' EXCAVATICll DATA PROCESSING'/ 
1 1X,26(1H*),//,' Ian Johnson, Prehistory, ANU, July 1979'/ 
2 'Version 19/10179',////,' H•• ADDLE'/ '***', 18X,A10,ll, 
3 ' This program adds stratigraphic level or analysis unit', 
4 ' attributions'/' to the excavation data file'/ 
5 ' and duplicates existing or new attributions from', 
6 1 the first record'/' for each ox:cav1tion unit, onto', 
7 1 subsequent records'/ 
8 ' For documentation see top of program listing' ,II) 
WRITE (ITERM, 3JO) 
300 FORMAT(lHO, 'Na::ie of excavation d3ta file? : '$) 
READ (LEC, 301 ) ItlEXC 
301 FORM.\T(A10) 
CALL IFILE(10, I!IEXC) 
',/RITE(ITERM, 302) 
302 FORMAT(lHO, 'What do you want to call your output file? ·~) 
READ(LEC,301) OUTPT 
CALL Of'ILE ( 12, OUT PT) 
c 
5 WRITE(ITERM, 303) 
303 FORMAT(lH~, 'At what excavation square do you want to start', 
1 'correoting or'/' adding level/analysis unit attributions?') 
READ (LEC, 304) SQ 
304 FOR:·IAT(A3) 
6 WRITE(IT~RM, 305) 
305 FORMAT(lHO, 'At :.ihat excavation unit number? '$) 
READ(LEC,310) 9UHT 
If (NUNT. EQ. 0) GO TO 
WRITE(ITERM,306) 
306 FORMAT( 1110, 'Scanning for starting point') 
C-Scarch for requested excavation unit or copy over remainder of file 
7 READ( 10, 308, END: 14) Ill"r, SI'rE, SQUAR, KUNlT, lPT, LEV, PT, TEXT 
IF(SQUAR.EQ,SQ.AND.KUNIT.EQ.NUNT) GO TO 8 
IF(INT.EQ, I) LEVEL=LEV 
IF(INT.EQ.1) PART=PT 
DO 70 L:\,23 
NOTBL:24-L 
70 IF(TEXT(NOTBL).NE.BLANK) GO TO 71 
71 WRIT~/ 12, 308) INT, SITE, SQUAR, KUIHT, IPT, LEVEL, PART, 
1 (rEXT(L),L:l,NOTBL) 
NWRIT=tlWRIT+ 1 
GOW 7 
c 
C-Correct excavation unit reached 
8 BACKSPAC~ 10 
WRITE (ITERM, 307) 
307 FOR:·\.H(lllu, 'Program will prompt with square identifier,', 
1 ' excavation U.'li t number,' I 1 and 1 evel at t ri but ion' , 
2 ' (level number and subdivfaion)' I' If level attribution', 
3 ' ls correct, simply pres3 Ri!:TURll. Otherwise, type in' I, 
4 ' new level number follow~d by subdivision, separated by', 
5 ' space(s)'I' If only one number is typed in the', 
6 ' subdivision defaults to zero'/' If you W3nt to terminate', 
c 
c 
7 ' the current inputting session at any time'/' (without', 
8 ' losing level attributions you ha•te input), type', 
9 ' control Z'/' in reply to prompt•// 
1 ' :5qr Unit Lev/Sub New Value') 
10 READ( 10, 303, END= 15) INT, SITE, SQUAR, KUN IT, IPT, LEV, PT, TEXT 
308 FORMAT(I1,A4,A3,I3,I1,I3,I1,30A5) 
IF (Itlr. NE, 1) GO TO 17 
WRITE (ITErlM, 309) SQUAR, KUN IT, LEV, PT 
309 FORMAT(lH ,A3,2I5,I2,' : '$) 
RSAD(LEG,310,END=12) L8VEL,PART 
310 FuR:·lAT(~G) 
If(LEVEL.N8.0) GO TO 11 
LEVEL=LEV 
PART=PT 
17 DO 16 L=l,23 
NOTBL:24-L 
16 IF(TEXT(NiJTBL).NE.BLANK) GO TO 11 
11 WRITE ( 12, 308) INT, SITE, SQUAR, KUN IT, IPT, LEVEL, PART, 
c 
c 
1 (TEXT (L) , L= 1, NOT BL) 
NWRIT:NWRIT+ 1 
GO TO 10 
12 BACKSPACE 10 
WRITE(ITBRM,311) 
311 FCRMAT(lHO, 'Copying over remainder of file'/) 
NORM: 1 
GO TO 7 N ,_. 
c 
14 IF(NORM.EQ. 1) GO TO 15 
WRirE (ITERM, 313) 
313 FORMAT ( 1110, 'Specified square/ei:cavati on unit combination' , 
1 ' does not occur on file'/) 
c 
c 
REW IND 10 
REWIND 12 
GO TO 5 
15 WRITE(ITERM,314) NWRIT,OUTPT 
314 FORMAT(1HO,I5,' Records written on output file: ',AlO,//) 
STOP 
END 
N 
N 
APPENDIX V 
Listing of SPSS instruction $ets for carrying out 
basic analyses of the excavation data file 
a 
This appendix lists SPSS instructions for analysing the exc:w:Jtion 
dat:J. filA created by the mi;thods described in chapter!'.. VII and 1/liI. 
The compll)te SPSS instruction set required to carry out an analysis is 
created by combining one of the excavation data file interface 
instruction sets (which tell SPSS about the names of the Vcriables 
read and tne format in which they are rP.corded on ~.he excavation data 
file) with one of the analysis instruction sets (whkh tell SPSS what 
analyses to carry out). There are two types of interface instructi~ns: 
Type 1: Interhce for gc:neral excavation unit information and data on 
unindividualised finds. This interface t'eads data from th~ 
file output by the pt'Ogt'"m SELUN. 
Type 2: Interf'3.ce for data on the indi;;idualised finds. This interf;ic·., 
re'3.ds dat3 directly from the excarntion data file. 
Three analysis ins~ruction sets ha•tc been listed to demonstrate the 
sorts of analy:ses whi:!h can be underta.lcen: 
1. AllALYS. UN: Basic analysis of general information (sedim.,nt and 
residu~ weights, coordinates of excavation units) and 
unindividu'3.lised find~ data (distribution by squar~s, analysis 
unit ::md raw m:terial or size classcs). Uses lnterface type 1. 
2. AN/\LYS. IND: P.;isic analysis of individualised finds. Generates 
tables of distributian of each raw mnterial type and distributian 
of typ::iloi;L~al c::.t,,:;0ries by excav:1tion square and analysis unit. 
Uses interface type 2. 
ANllLYS • .Cljp: :1ora •Jet:cill"d analysis of indi'tUu:li3cd lit.hie t'ind:s, 
includi~~ basic di~tribution dnta and tables of artefact siz~, 
lengtn/braadth r3tio et~. Uses interfa.co type 2. 
Most of r,ne .O:P33 inst.ructions u:oed "re to br> fo•~nd :.n the b~.~inn·:rs 
guide to .:>PS3 ('SPSS Primer') and modifications or additions should 
prr!:'t:nt. no probl12111 t:J any SPS3 U3Qr. Som:- mi:>difi~"'!3tion~~ will of cour~c 
be na~0s~3ry if the user h3S reDord~d ~ dlffsrcnt set of Jttributes t~ 
those listed in ap~endix II. 
EXCAVATION DATA FILE INTERFACE • 
• 
Version 1: Gene1•al excavation unit information and data • 
24/10179 for unindividualised finds • 
·····~•i••*··················································· 
VARIABLE LIST REC'fYPE, SITE, SECTION, SQUARE, EXCVUllIT, FEATURE, AllALUNIT, ANLUDIVN, 
SiJBSQ, SEDlMWT ,MeDRES,SMALLRES, LGERES , LGERES\IT 1 
VAR L\BEL3 
COORDl ·ro COORD20,I ITH<4MM,ORG<4MM,RM1NO,RM1WT, 
RM21i0, RM2i'IT, RM3NO, RM3WT, RM4NO, RH4WT, RM5NO, RM5WT, 
RMoNO, 11M6'!1T, RM7tlJ, RM7WT, RHBNO, RM8~T, 
RM9!10, RM9i!T, RM 10~0, RM 10WT, RN 11NO, Rr11 HIT, 
RM 12NO, RM 12WT, NOLT1GM,WTLT1GM, NO 1T02GM, WT1T02GM, 
N02T03GM, WT2T03Gt:, ~OGE3GM,WTG83GM, 
rlOLT 1SQ, WILT 1SQ, NO 1T02SQ,WT1T02SQ, N02T04SQ, WT2TOQSQ, 
NJ3E4SQ, WT:m43Q, NOLT ICM, WTLT 1CM, NO 1T02Cl1, WT1T02CM, 
N02T03CM ,WT2T03CM, ~OilE3CM, WTGE3CM, 11AR 1 TO VAR28 
REGTYPE RECORD TYPE Of" FIRST RECORD I 
SITE SITE MNE:-IONIC NAME/ 
SQUARE SQUARE IDENTIFICR/ 
EX~'IUNIT ~XCAVATIOtl UNIT ~!UMBER/ 
FE!,TURE FEATURE !!UMBER IF APPLICABLE/ 
AllALUNIT STRATIGRAPHIC LEVEL OR ANALYSIS UNIT/ 
A11LUDIVN SUBDIVISIOU OF ANALYSIS UNIT/ 
SUB3Q SUBDI VISIOll OF EXCAVATION SQUARE/ 
SEDIMWT NE'r liEiuHr OF SC:DIMENTS IN KG/ 
MEDilES MEDIU;i SIEVE RESIDUE WEIGHT IN KG/ 
~MALLRE3 FI!iE SIEVE RESIDUE Ill KG/ 
LGERES NU~IBE:l Or' FRAGMENTS RETAINEU IN LARGEST SIEVE/ 
LG~RESWT WEIGHT JF FRAGMC:NTS RETAINED IN LARGEST srnVE/ 
LITH<1l!1i1 LITHIC FlllDS Pr.SSING THROUGH 'IMM SIEVE, IN GM./ 
ORG<4:·1M CRGAIHC f'I:ID3 XCPT CHARCOl1L PASSING THROUGH 4MM SIEVE/ 
RMHIO NU!18l\R OF RAW Mi\TERIAL TYPE 1 = CHARCOAL/ 
H:1 ~.IT WEI<;HT er RAW !·lATol:lIAL TXP8 1 = CHARCOAL/ 
RM2NO NUMBER OF RAW MATERIAL TYPE 21 
RM2"1T ',./El'JHT OF RAW :-!ATERIAL TYPE 2 Ill GM,/ 
R;13:l0 NU:·IBER OF RAW !·:ATC:RIAL TYP8 3/ 
R:-l:lWT W~LGHT OF RAW M,\TERIAL TYPE 3 IN GM./ 
R:111::0 m;1taER UF RAW MATERIAL TYPE ll/ 
Rl·r:•r tlC:I'JHT OF RAW MATERIAL TYPE 4 IN GM./ 
HM5110 NU:1sr:R OF RAW l'u\TER IA L TYPE 5/ 
RW'/.ir i/EVillf Jr RAW MATERIAL TYPe 5 IN G~I./ 
HM6NO llU:·!BER tir' RAW !1.\TE~IAL TYPE 6/ 
RMO.rlT liElGHf OF RAil MATERIAL TYPi: 6 IN GM./ 
RM7:iO llU!'.BER CF RA'l'I MATERIAL TYPE 7 I 
R:17i!T r/81GHT OF RAW MATERIAL TYPE 7 IN GM,/ 
RM8tl0 NU:·IBER c,- RAW MATC:RIAL TYPE 8/ 
RM3'1T W~IGHT OF RAW MA'i'ERIAL TYPE 8 IN GM.I 
R:·HNO Nu:,inER c~ Ro\W ~1.ATCRIAL TYPE 91 
FM.f../T \.ii:::IGll'f Of" RAW l'.ATERHL TYPE 9 IN GM./ 
RM 1o:u NIJ'1BER G<' RAW 11ATEriIAL TYPE 10/ 
R:11°.-11r WEIGllT OF RA:{ !·lATt:riIAL TYPE 10 IN GM./ 
R'.·ll 1N 1J tlU:·lliER OF RAW MATERIAL TYPE 11/ 
HM11\IT WEil]llT OF Rl1W MATERIAL TYPE 11 IN GM./ 
HMl.?;W NU~!Bt:R OF RAW !1ATERIAL TYPE 12/ 
R:11<iiT 'dEIGllT OF RAW MATERIAL TYPE 12 rn GM./ 
CONMENT 
COMPUTE 
IF 
IF 
VALUE LABELS 
INPUT ~IEDIU;.t 
INPUT FORMA r 
N OF CASES 
MISSING VoiLUES 
TASK NAME 
COMMENT 
COUNT 
IF 
COUNT 
IF 
N02TOiJH NU"B~R ~ F~!li>. ii! - 2, 9GHI 
WT2TOJJH WEIGHT OF FINDS 2 - 2.9GH IN TENTHS/ 
NOGE3GH NUMBER OF FINDS ~M OR OVER/ 
WTGE3GM WEIGHT OF FINDS 3GM OR OVER IN GM.! 
NOLTlSQ NUMBER OF FiilDS UNDER 1 SQUARE CM/ 
WTl.T1SQ WEIGHT OF FINDS UNDER 1 SQUARE CM/ 
N01T02SQ NUMBER OF FitlDS 1 - 2 SQUARE CM/ 
WT1T02SQ WEIGHT OF n:rns 1 - 2 SQUARE CM/ 
N02T04SQ NUMBER OF FINDS 2 - 4 SQUARE CM/ 
WT2T04SQ WEIGHT OF Fr:IDS 2 - 4 SQUARE CM/ 
tl0GE4SQ NUMBER OF FINDS OVER 4 SQUARE CM/ 
WTGE4SQ WEIGHT OF FINDS OVER 4 SQUARE CM/ 
NOLT1CM NUMBER OF FINDS UNDER lCM IN LENGTH/ 
WTLT1CM WEIGHT OF Fr:lDS UNDER 1CM IN LENGTH/ 
N01T02CM NUMBER OF FWDS 1 - 2 CM IN Li::NGTH/ 
WT1T02CM WEIGHT OF Fr:IDS 1 - 2 CM IN LENGTH/ 
N02T03CM NUMBER OF FI:lDS 2 - 3 CM IN LENGTH/ 
WT2T03CM WEIGHT OF FINDS 2 - 3 CM IN LENGTH/ 
NOGE3CM NUMBER OF FitlDS OVER 3CM IN LENGTH/ 
WTGE3CM WEIGHT OF FINDS OVER 3CM IN LENGTH/ 
IN DUST def! nes a group of analysis uni ts, e.g. analysis 
units belongin~ to a particular lithic industry. The 
statements which follow define INDUST according to the 
analysis unit number for each excavation unit, and will 
neeo to be changed for each different situation 
INDUST = 0 
(A:;ALUNIT LE 5 AND ANALUNIT GE d) INDUS'f = 1 
( A!IALUNIT GT 6) IN DUST = 2 
INilUST ( 1) BONDA IAN 
(2) CAPERTIAN/ 
SELU:l. OUT 
FIXED(I 1,A3,A 1,A3,F3.0, 2F2.0, A 1,A2,F3. 1, 2F4, 2,F3.0,F4, 1, 
5 (3X, 2F3, O, 2F4. 0 ),/1BX,2F4. 1, 12 (F4. O, F4. 1 ),/ 
18X, i2(F4.0,F4. i),/,18X,2dF4.0) 
UNK.~OWN 
SEDIMWT, MEDRES, SMALLRES, COORD3, COORD4, COORD7, CUOIW8, 
COORD11,COORD12,COORDi5,COORD16,COORD19,COORD20(0) 
Calculate mean start and end levels 
... , ............................... . 
NZ=~OORD3,COORD7,COORD11,CCuRD15,COORD19(1 THRU HIGHEST) 
(NZ NE 0) STRTZ = (COORD3+COORD7+COORD11+COORD 15+COORD 19 )/NZ 
NNZ:COORD4,COORD8,COORD12,COORD16,COORD20(1 THRU HIGHEST) 
(NNZ NE 0) ENDZ = (COORD4+COORD8+COORD12+COthlD16+COORD20 )/NNZ 
TASK NAME 
COMME.tlT 
COMPUTB 
COMPUTE 
CO:·IPUTB 
CG:1PUTE 
VAR LABELS 
READ INPUT DATA 
COMMENT 
Calculate weight and number of unindividualised lithic finds 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
It Is assumed that lit hie raw materj als are coded as raw 
materials 4 - 9 for the unindividualised finds. The following 
group of st">tements will require modification if this Is not 
the case. 
The total nu:nber and weight of unindividualised lithic finds is 
calculated in two different ways, based on the raw material 
cla3slfication of the unindivldualised finds and the size 
classification of the unindividualised lithic finds. The 
totals should be the same within the limits of experimental 
error, and if this is not the cnse an error has occurred. 
Note: Lithia finds are assumed to be coded as raw material 
types 4 - 9 ; modify the following statements if neccessary 
LIT HllO R;t =RI'. 11:ID+RM5llO+RM 6tl0 +RM 7NO+HM8NO+RM 9N Cl 
LITfl'.ITRM:RMli'11T+RM5WT+Hi-16'1T+RM7WT+RMSWT+RM9WT 
LITHNOSZ =NOLT 1GM+NO 1T02GM+tl0 2 ro 3GM+NOGE 3GM 
LlTHWTSZ:WTLT 1GH+WT1T02GM+''1T2T03GM+WTG83GM 
LITHIWRM Nu:r.ber of tmindivid' lithic finds, RM classif'/ 
LITHWTRM Weight of tmindi v id' lithic finds, RM class if' I 
LITHllOSZ Number of tmindivid' lithic finds, size classif' I 
LITHWTSZ Weight of tmindivld' lithic finds, size classif'/ 
Add on SPSS instructions to perform analyses required 
Ifft• I tiff II I If I It 1 t l It I* It I if it I II I 1111111IIIIfftIft1111111 I 
VARIABLE LIST 
INPUT FORMAT 
N OF CASES 
COMMENT 
INPUT MEDIUM 
COMMENT 
VAR LABELS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
• EXCAVATION DATA FILE INTERFACE 
• Version 2: Data for individualised finds. This version 
• 24/10/79 uses the attribute coding described in JohnBon • 
1979, PhD thesis, AtlU 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
RECTYPE, SITE, SECTION ,SQUAllE, EXCVUllI'r, FEATURE, AllALUNIT, AllLUDIVN, 
SUBSQ,OBJECT ,XCOORD,YCOORD,ZCOORD, 
RAWMATER, MASS, SUPPORT, CORTEX, LENGTHMM,WIDTHMM, TllICKMM, 
TOOLTYPE,EDGEUO,EDGELEN,COllTOUH,EDGEANGL,RETPOSN, 
RETYPE1,HTA1,HTB1,POL1,RETYPE2,HTA2,HTB2,POL2 
FIXEV.II 1,A3, A 1, A3, 13; 2I2, A 1, A2, 
I3,2X,2I3,2I4,F5.1,2I2,2I4,I5,13,2I4,I2,I4,10I3) 
UNKNOilN 
This instruction should be modi fled by speci fylng 
the name of the excavation data file to ba analysed. 
UPDT16.CP3 
•••••••••• 
The variable labels will require modification If a different 
attribute system hls been used (as also will the format 
statement abova) 
RE:TYPE RECORD TYPe/ 
SITE SITE NAMB/ 
SQUARE SQUARB ID~NTIFIER/ 
SECTION SUBDIVISIOll OF SITU 
EX:\'UtllT EXCAVATIUN UNIT llUM5~R/ 
FE.<TURE FEATURE llUMBER, IF APPLICABLE/ 
ANALUNIT ANALY3IS UNIT OR STRATIIJRAPHIG LEVEL/ 
ANLUDIV~ SUBDIVISION OF ANALY.:lI3 lJllIT/ 
SUBSQ SUBDIVISION vF EXCA 'IATIJ~I 31.1UAR::t 
OBJcCT OBJECT NUMHER/ 
XGJOrlD X COORDINATE/ 
YCOORD Y COJRDINATE/ 
ZCOORD Z COORDINATE/ 
RAWMATER RAW MATERIAL/ 
NA.SS OBJECT WEIGHT IN GM./ 
SUPPORT SUPPORT PIECB TYPE/ 
CORTEX CORTEX RATI:JG/ 
LENGTHMM OBJECT LENGTH r:l l·L'I/ 
WIDTH:1:1 OBJECT WID1'H W ~L'I/ 
THICK:-!!·! THICKNESS OF \lBJilCT IN Mii/ 
TOJLTYPE TYPOLOGICAL CLA.SSIFICATIOll FOR TOOLS AND CORES/ 
EDGE:IO RETOUCHeD OR UTILISED EDGE NUMBER/ 
EDGELEN LENGTH OF WORKillu EDGE IN 1~1/ 
COllTOUR SHAPc OF :IORKING EDuc/ 
EDGEANGL EDG£-AtlGLE A'i' MIDPOI:-;T rn DcGREES/ 
RETPOSN DISPOSJTIOtl OF us~ OR RETOUCH/ 
RETYPE 1 RETOUCH TYPE FOR H!:A VIER USE-RETOUCH ON EDGE/ -1>-
HTA 1 EXTENT OF SECONDARY RETOUCH/ 
HTBI EXTENT OF TERTIARY RETOUCH/ 
HETYPE2 RETOUCH TYPS FOR LIGHTER USE-RETOUCH ON EDGE/ 
HTA2 EXTENT OF SECOllDARY RETOUCH/ 
HTB2 EXTENT OF TERTIARY RETOUCH/ 
COMMENT 
VALUE LABELS 
The valuP. labels will require modification for each specific 
project, dcp~ndjng on the raw materials present etc. 
RECTYPE (5) SUPPORT PIECE AND FIRST RETOUCHED EDGE 
(6) SUPPLEMENTARY WORKED EDGES/ 
RAWMATER ( l) CHt::RT:l AND JASPEROID 
(2) COARSE GRAINED CHERTS AND MUDSTONE 
(3) QUARTZ 
(~) QUARTZITE SILCRETE AND VOLCANIC 
(9) E'EHRUGINOUS SANDSTONE 
( 11) CHARCOAL 
(12) BONE 
( 13) SHELL 
(9,) OBJECT MISSING/ 
SUPPOR'£ ( 1 ) WHOLE FLAKE (2) FLAKE FRAGMENT 
(3) CORE (4) CHUNK OR SHATTER FRAGMENT 
(S) TABULAR FRAGMENT OR LAMINA 
( 1 J) PEBBLE FRAGMENTS AND WHOLE PEBBLES/ 
CORTEX (0) :rn CORTEX (1) LT 10~ DORSAL SURFACE 
(2) 10-501 DORSAL (3) 50-90% DORSAL 
(t) OVER 9oi DORSAL SURFACE CORTEX 
(5, NON-FLAKES LT 10~ SURFACE AREA 
( 6) NON-FLAKE:l 10-30% SURFACE AREA 
(7 l NON-FLAKES 30-70% SURFACE AREA 
(D) NOtl-FLAKES GT 701 ~URFACE AREA 
(9) UNRETOUCHED 
( 10) INDETERMINABLE CORTEX/ .... 
CONTOUR ( 1) VERY CONVEX OR NOSED 
(2) CotlVE:X - DEFI!IITION:l AFTER JONES PHO 
(3) STRAIGHT 
(4) WAVY 
(5) CONCA VS 
(6) VERY CONCAVE OR NOTCH 
(7) DENTICULATE 
CC) IHDETEilMINATE - TOO SHORT TO ASSESS/ 
RETPOSN (1 l UNIFACI1\L - CANNOT DETERMINE DORSAL OR VENTRAL 
(2) BIFACIAL - RETOUCH ON BOTH FACES ~lMILAR DEGREE 
( 3) DORSAL 
(4) VEll'fRAL/ 
RETYPE 1 , RETY?E 2 
('. l SLIGHT UTILISATION TRACES 
(2) REGULAR NIBBLING OR UTILISATION TRACES 
(3) INVASIVI:: SCALED UTILISATION SCARS 
(4) rnVASIVE SCALED RC:TOUCH - 'Fl.SH SCALES' 
( 5) STEC:P CRUSHED SCRAPER RETOLiCH 
(6) SCRAPER Rl::TOUCH WITH CONTIGUOUS NOTCHES 
(7) STEEP STE~rED RC:TOUCH 
(8) P.EAVILY UllDERCUT STEP RETOUCH 
(g) ADZE SLUG TYPE RETOUCH AS ON TULAS 
(10) DENTATED OR '3AW' EDGE/ 
POL 1, POL2 (<)) 110 VISlBLE POLISH OR ROUNDING 
( ·, ) EDGF POLISHW BUT NOT ROUNDED 
(2) FLAKE SCAR3 Oii EDGE HA'/E SMOOTHED OUT RIDGES/ 
COMME~T 
COMPUTE 
IF 
IF 
VALUE LABELS 
COMPUTE 
RECODE 
COMPUTE 
COMPUTE 
COMPUTE 
COMPUTE 
COMPUTE 
RECODE 
VAR LABELS 
VALUE LABELS 
MISSING VALUES 
COMMENT 
SELECT IF 
READ INPUT DATA 
COMMENT 
INDUST defines a group of analysis unlts, e.g. analysls 
units belonging to a partlcular lithlc industry. The 
statements which follow define IllDU3T according to the 
analysis unit number for each excavation unit, and wlll 
need to be changed for each different situation 
INDUST = 0 
(ANALUNIT LB 5 AND AllALUNIT GI:: 2) ItlDUST = 1 
(MIALUllIT GT 6) ItlDUST = 2 
IN DUST ( 1 ) BONDA IAN 
(2) CAPERTIAN/ 
MASSGM=TRUNC(MASS) 
~~SSGM (41 THRU HIGHEST= 41) 
LENGTHCM:TRUllC (LENGTllMM/ 10) 
WIDTHCM=TRU!lC ( WIDTHMM/ 10) 
AREASQMM = (LENGTHNM*WIDTHMM) 
AREASQCM = TRUNC ( AREASQ:·l:1/ 100) 
ANGLE 10 = TRUNC(EDGEAN3L/10) 
AREASQCM (26 THRU HIGHEST = 26 l 
l·~SSGM Weight in gms - truncated 
LE~IGTHCM Length Jn cm - truncati;d 
WIDTHCM Width in cm - truncated 
value/ 
value/ 
V3.l u~/ 
AR;:ASCMM Length x llidth in squ:i.re rn.'ll/ 
AREASQCM Length x width truncated to sq .cm. I 
ANGLE ;o Working edge angle trunc3ted in units 
IN DUST Lj thic industry/ 
~~SSG.1 (41) 41 G~IS OR OVER/ 
AREAS QC:.! (26) 26 SQ. CHS. OR OVER/ 
of 10deg .I 
OBJ~CT TO SUPPOR'i', LENllTHM:-1, wIDTH:1M' nAWMATER' IN DUST' 
AReASQMM,THICl0U1 TO HTB2(0) 
Note: Ir you only wish to ano.ly3e l!thio artef>cts or some 
otner subsat of the total r:rnge of individualised finds, 
you will have to modify the fol101.1 ng .SELECT IF statement 
appropriately. Equally, if seconJ, third etc. worked eJgPs 
are to be included in tne analysis, the .SEL~G'I' IF :nust be 
!!!edified to (RECTYPE EQ 5 OR RECTYPE EQ 5) 
(RECTYPE EQ 5) 
Add on SPSS instructions to perform 1nalyses r~quired 
111111* I 111 fl I I II II ftl I I If I I I 111 l f •I I I I I I I IV it 11 VI I II I I 
RUN NAME 
CO!'IMENT 
TASK NAME 
co:·li~ENT 
1 WEIGiiT 
CROSSTABS 
OPl'IOUS 
1CC!~PUTE 
1 iiEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
ANALYS.UN : Analysis of unindividualised finds and gen' info' 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
VERSION 24/10/79 
Insert excavation data file interface instruction set here 
(Version 1 for general excavation unit information and 
data on unlndividualised finds), 
··········•*••············································· 
• ANALYSIS 
ANALYS. Utl : Analysis instruction set to generate basic • 
statistics for general excavation unit 
information and unindividualised finds. 
lfl I I I I Ill lit fl IV ltl I If* I I ff I I •It 11 lf•• It li-1111111111111 •1•11 tit 
These SPSS instructions serve to output statistics for 
each analysis unit and excavation square. Statistics 
out.put i ncluJe sediment and residue weights, unindivid-
uall sed finds (number and weight by t•aw material and 
siz~ classes), mean weight of unindividual!sed finds 
below lgm, lsq.cm, or lcm, Weight of charcoal and 
start, end and mean z (depth) coordinates for each 
excavation unit. 
As SPSS works on a case-by-cas9 b;isi s 1 ratios cannot be worked 
out for each analysis unit - any ratios for analys< s units 
will have to be c3.lculated by hand from the sum of the two 
vari:ibles for ~ach analysis unit. More advanced users can make 
use of the AGGREGArE subprogro.m to get round this difficulty. 
All lithic finds exceeding 4rrun 
lfl I• f 1111 tt lit I• I I I I• ;If•** If I I I If If 
LITHl:~RM 
CROSSTABS procedure outputs number of li thic finds 
estimated fro11 the raw material classification, 
by ex~avation square in each analy3is unit 
TABLES = ANALUtlIT BY SQUAR~ 
3,~,5 
PLOT = LITHWTRM 1 10 
PLOT 
CROSSTABS procedure outputs weight of lithic finds 
esti!Ilatod from the raw material classification, in each 
excavation square by an:llyJis unit 
(in 1/10ths gm), 
TABLES = ANALUtlIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
"WEIGHT 
CROSS TABS 
OPTIONS 
*COMPUTE 
*WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
TASK NAME 
COMMENT 
*COMPUTE 
"WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
*COMPUTE 
•WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
*COMPUTE 
*WEIGHT 
CROSS TABS 
OPTIONS 
*COMPUTE 
'WEIGHT 
COMMENT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
*WEIGHT 
COMMENT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
LITHNOSZ 
CROSSTABS procedure outputs number of lithic finds 
estimlted from the .lrtef.:ict size cJ3ssifil::!ation, 
by excavation square in each analysis unit 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3, 4, 5 
PLOT = LITHWTSz•10 
PLOT 
CROSSTABS procedure outputs weight of lithic finds 
estimated from the artefdct size classification, in each 
excavation square by analysis unit 
(in 1/10ths ;,;:n) • 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
Sediment and residu~ weights 
lflftllllllfllllllllltttllltlt 
PLOT = SEDIMWT 1 10 
PLOT 
CROSSTABS procedure outputs sediment weights by excavation 
square for each analysis unit (Jn 1/10kg), 
Note that sediment \.'eight excludes Wf3ight of large 
sie•1e residue (jf :my). 
TABLES = ANALUtlIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
PLOT = MEDRES 1 100 
PLO'i' 
CROSSTABS procedure gen~rates di stri but ion of med. i um sieve 
residue weights by exc3vation square for each analysis 
unit, (Jn 1/10utha k3l. 
TABLES = ANALU!JIT BY .:>QUARE 
3,4,5 
PLOT = SMALLR ES' 100 
PLOT 
CROS3TABS procedure ~enerates diotributions of fine sieve 
resi':iu~ weights by excavation square fvr each analysis 
unlt(in 1/10Jths kg), 
TABLES = MIALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
PLOT = LGERESWT 1 10 
PLOT 
CROSSTABS procedure senerates distribution of large 
sieve residu~ by squJ.re for each analysis unit 
Cin l/!Oths k'!). 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SCUARE 
3,4,5 
LGERES 
CROSSTABS procedure generates distribution of numoers 
of fr~gments in the large sieve residue by square 
for e~ch analysis unit, 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3, 4, 5 
TASK NAME 
COMMENT 
'WEIGHT 
COMMENT 
CROSS TABS 
OPTIO!lS 
'WEIGHT 
COMMENT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
'COMPUTE 
'WEIGHT 
CG:·!MENT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
TASK UAME 
CCM:1ENT 
*SELECT IF 
'COMPUTE 
'wEIGHT 
CROSS TABS 
OPTIONS 
*SELECT IF 
*COMPUTE 
1 WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
*SELECT IF 
*COMPUTE 
1 WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
TASK NA:1E 
CO:·IME:lT 
•co:1PUTE 
*riEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
'SELECT IF 
•co:·IPUTE 
1 <1EIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIOtlS 
TASK NAME 
COMMENT 
1 COMPUTE 
1 WEIGHT 
COMMt:NT 
CROSS TABS 
Start and end levels of excavation units 
·······••*l•••·························· STRTZ 
Mean startl ng z values for excavation uni ts 
TABLES = EXGVUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
ENDZ 
HeJ.n end z values for excavation uni ts 
TABLES = 'EX:VUNIT BY SQUARE 
3, 11, 5 
MEAUZ = (STRTZ+BNDZ) 12 
MEANZ 
Me~n z value for excavation units 
TABLES = EXCVUNIT BY SQUARE 
3, 4' 5 
Mean weight of finds below lgm, 1sq.cm. or 1cm 
lltt 11ItIlllf11 If If II l*I I I IU If I ti II lltt If I It I lltflt 
(NOLT1GM 
MEAtlWT 
MEANllT 
TABLES 
3,4,5 
NE O) 
(liTLT lCM/NOLT 1GM) 1 10 
EXC VlJNIT BY SQUARE 
(NOLT1SQ NE: 0) 
MEAN•IT (WTLT1SQ/NOLT 1SQ)'10 
MEA:l;tt 
TABLES EXCVU!lIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
(NOLT lCM NE 0) 
Mi::AtlWT (WTL71CM/NOLT1CM) 1 10 
l-IEAll'n 
TABLES EXC\'UNIT BY SQUARE 
3, 4, 5 
Finds less than 4mm 
······••:tlfffllitllll 
PLOT = LITH<4MM 1 10 
PLOT 
CROSSTABS procedure outputs weight of li thic finds under 4mm 
(in 1/10ths ~). 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
(ORG<41·U1 GT 0) 
PLOT = ORG <4!1!·1 1 10 
PLOT 
CROSSTABS p~ocedure outputs weight or organic finds under 4nun 
(in 1/10ths g::i). 
TABLES = Al:ALU!lIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
Distribution of Charcoal 
··········••11t1111111111t 
PLOT = RM 1WT*10 
PLOT 
CROSSTABS p~ocedure outputs distribution or charcoal 
(wei;>ht in 1/1Jths g::i) by square for each analysis unit, 
TABLi:S = ANALU:HT BY SQUARE 
TASK NAME 
COMMENT 
'SELECT ff 
'WEIGHT 
CRO!:!STABS 
OPTIONS 
*SELECT IF 
*COMPUTE 
'WEIGllT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIOUS 
'SELECT IF 
'WEIGHT 
CROSS TABS 
OPTIONS 
*SELECT IF 
'COMPUTE 
*WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIOtlS 
*SELECT IF 
*ilEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
*SELECT IF 
1 C0:1PUTB 
'WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
*SELECT IF 
*WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
*SELECT IF 
*COMPUTE 
1 i/EIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OI>rIONS 
*SELECT IF 
1 \\'EIGHT 
CRDSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
'SELECT IF 
*COl-!PUTE 
'WEIGHT 
CROSS TABS 
OPTIONS 
Distribution of raw materials, unindlviduallsed finds 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (RM2llO NE 0) 
RM2NO 
TABLcS 
3,4,5 
= ANALUIHT BY SQUARE 
(RM2WT lle oJ 
PLOT = RM2wr•10 
PLOT 
TABLES = ANALUtlIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
(RM3NO NE O) 
RMJNO 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
(RM3WT NE 0) 
PLOr = RM3WT"10 
PLOT 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3, 4, 5 
(RM'lllO NE 0) 
RM4NO 
TABLES 
3,4,5 
= ANALUllIT BY SQUARE 
(RM4\IT NE O) 
PLOT = RM4WT 1 10 
PLOr 
TABLES = ANALUIHT BY SQUAR!l 
3' 4' 5 
(RM5NO NE 0) 
RH5NO 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
(R!15WT NE 0) 
PLOT = RM5'0T 1 10 
PLOT 
TABLES 
3,4,5 
= ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
(R}:5NO NE O) 
RM6NO 
TABLES 
3,4,5 
= ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
(R:·i6'.-IT NE o· 
PLOT = HM6WT 1 10 
'-J 
PLOT 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
1SELECT IF 
'WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIOtlS 
*SELECT IF 
'COMPUTE 
'WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
'SELECT IF 
'WEIGHT 
CROSS TABS 
OPTION.3 
1SELEC'f IF 
1 CCMPUTE 
*WEIGHT 
CROSS'f ABS 
OPTIONS 
'SELECT IF 
1WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
1SELECT IF 
'COMPUTE 
'WEIGHT 
CROSS TABS 
OPTIONS 
COMMENT 
(RM7NO NE 0) 
RM7110 
TABLES ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,11, 5 
(RM7WT NE 0) 
PLOT = RM7:1T1 10 
PLOT 
TABLES ANALUNIT 
),4,5 
(RM8NO NE 0) 
RH8NO 
TABLES = ANALUNIT 
3, 4. 5 
(RM8:<T NE C) 
PLOT = RM8WT 1 10 
PLOT 
BY SQUARE 
BY SQUARE 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3, 4' 5 
(RM9NO NE 0) 
RM9NO 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
(RM9WT NE 0) 
PLOT = RM9ilT•10 
PLOT 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4, 5 
This version allows for up to 9 different raw material 
classes in the unindivldu>liscd finds. The coding forms 
illu5trated in Johnson 1979, PhD thesis, ANU allow for 
up t<:> 12 classes. extra analyses should be added here if 
more than 9 ra,; material classes have been defined 
TASK NAME Size classe3 for unindividualised finds. 
C0MMENT ••• II. I !Ht I lri 211 •••••• I ii I !ti. llU •••• *I I* •• 
MISSING VALUES NOLTlGM TO llTGE3CM(O) 
'WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTION.:l 
'COMPUTE 
'WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIOUS 
'WEIGHT 
CRO.SSTABS 
OPTIONS 
NOLT lGM 
TABLES ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3, 4, 5 
PLOT : WTLTlGM•;~ 
PLOT 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3, 4, 5 
NOlTOaJM 
TABLES ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3, 4' 5 
1CO~!PUTE 
1 WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
*WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTION:> 
*COMPUTE 
*WEIGHT 
CROSS'f ABS 
OPTIONS 
'WEIGHT 
CROSS TABS 
OPTIO:IS 
*COMPUTE 
1 11EIGHT 
CROSS TABS 
OPTIONS 
*WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
*COMPUTE 
*WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
*WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
*COMPUTE 
*WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIOtlS 
*WEIGHT 
CROSS TABS 
OPTIONS 
*COMPUTE 
'WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
1 WEIGllT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
'COMPUTE 
*WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
PLOT = WT lTO?JM' 10 
PLOT 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
N02T03GM 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUAR~ 
3,4,5 
PLOT = WT2TOjJM'lO 
PLOT 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3, 4, 5 
NOGE3JM 
TABLES = ANALIJNIT BY SQUARE 
3,11,5 
PLOT = WTGE3GM1 10 
PLOT 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
NOLTlSQ 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SC:JARE 
3, 4, 5 
PLOT = WTLT1SQ'10 
PLOT 
TABLES = ANALUtlIT BY SQUARE 
3,q,5 
NO 1T02SQ 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3, 11, 5 
PLOT = WT1T02SQ 1 10 
PLOT 
T.\BLES = AtlALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
N02T04SQ 
TABLE3 = ANALUtlIT BY SQUARE 
3. 4. 5 
PLOT = WT2T04SQ 1 10 
PLOT 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
NOGE4.SQ 
TABLES ANALUNIT BY SQUAR~ 
3, 4, 5 CXl 
PLOT = WTGE4SQ 1 10 
PLOT 
TABLES = ANALUllIT BY SQUARE 
3,11,s 
'WEIGHT 
CROSS TABS 
OPTIOtlS 
1 COMPUTE 
*WEIGHT 
CROSS TABS 
OPfIONS 
'WEIGHT 
CR03SHBS 
OPTIONS 
1 tJMPUTE 
1 WEIOHT 
CROSSrABS 
OPl'IONS 
'WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
*COMPUTE 
*WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
1 flEIOHT 
CROS3TAB3 
OPi'IONS 
'COMPUTE 
'WEIGHT 
CRJSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
FINISH 
NOLT lCM 
TABLES ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
PLOT = WTLT1CM*10 
PLOT 
TABLES = At:ALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3, 4. 5 
N01T02CM 
TABLES ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
PLOT = WT1T02CM1 10 
PLOT 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
N02T03CM 
TABLES ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
PLOT = WT2T03CM 1 10 
PLOT 
TABLES = AtlALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3, 4, 5 
tlOGE3CM 
TABLES ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
PLOT = WTGE 3Cl11 10 
PLOT 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3, 4. 5 
RUN NAME 
COMMENI' 
TASK NAME 
COMMENT 
'RECODE 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
TASK NAME 
COMMENT 
1 RECODE 
'CCMPUTE 
*WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
TASK NAME 
COMMENT 
1 RECODE 
CROSS TABS 
OPTIONS 
COMMENT 
ANALYS.IND : Basic anal;sis of individuJlisod finds 
•tlllllllllltlllflllllffllifllflfllllltltVfftlllllttl 
Version 211/10/79 
Innert exc~vation data fj le jnterface instruction set ht~re 
(Version 2 for fodividuJlisct! finds dat1) 
II lfllttllffl It tlllitltl lff If lllU 11llllVI141111ItI111 lffll It• ti 
llllllftllltt•*•••••••••••••••111111111111••··············· 
I 
ANALYSIS 
ANALYS. IND: Analysis instruction set to gonerate basic • 
24/10179 statistics for individu>lise1 finds 
**" lllifitllllflllllft It t•ftt lflfl :11Illlll::tff1'111 llfltl fllftlttt•t 
Distribution by raw materials (nu~bers) 
llitlfitllllt••••••••••••·············· 
RAWMATER ( 1 THRU 10 = 1) 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE BY RAWMATER 
3,4,5 
Distribution by raw materials (weights) 
••••••••••••••••• ,,ff1'111tf•t••········· 
RAWMATER ( 1 THRU 10 = 1) 
PLOT = MASS*10 
PLOT 
TABLES = ANALUIHT BY SQUARE BY ~AWMATER 
3,4,5 
Size (weight) distribution for each raw :i»terial 
VI t lffV •It •1ttt lf If If IU If I I I I I I• l I I I I I I* If •!I If I** I• I )I I I It I 
RAW!~ATER ( 1 THRU 10 = 1) 
TABLES = MASSGM BY ANALU:Hr BY RAW:.IATER 
3,4,5 
Size distribution by weight in lgm internls 
TASK NAME 
COM!·IENT 
*SELECT IF 
CROSSTABS 
OPfIDllS 
COMMENT 
*SELECT IF 
*CGMPUTE 
1 11EIGHT 
CRU3STA83 
OPTIGNS 
COM:1EN'f 
'SELECT IF 
CR03STABS 
OPTIOllS 
COMMENT 
TASK NAME 
COMl-IENT 
'SELECT IF 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
'SELECT IF 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIOtlS 
FINISH 
Distribution of all individualised lithic finds 
................................................ 
(RAWliATER LE 10) 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
Distribution of lithic finds by square for each 
analysis unit. 
(RAilMATER LE 10) 
PLOT = MASS*lO 
PLOT 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
Distribution of total weight of lithic finds for each 
excavation squ~re by analysis unit (in 1/10ths gm) 
(RA'1MATER LT 10) 
TABLES = MASSGM BY SQUARE BY INDUST _ 
3,4,5 
Distribution of lithic artefact sizes (weights) by 
excav'ltion square and industry 
Distribution of typological categories illl 111111. !fl· ·················••••11 tfl 
(RAWMATER LE 10 AND TOOLTYPE NE 0) 
TABLES = TOOLTYPE BY SQUARE BY INDUST 
3,4,5 
(RAWMATER LE 10 AND TOOLTYPE NE 0) 
TABLES = TOOLTYPE BY ANALUNIT 
3,4,5 
RUN NAME 
COMMENT 
TASK NAME 
COMMENT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
COMMENT 
*WEIGHT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
COMMENT 
TASK NAME 
COMMENT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
ANALYS.SUP : Analysis of individuallsed finds 
Ill lllltlllllffllll Ill flll fl lft•ltfllllll II 1111.tl I 
VERSION ?3/10/79 
Insert excavation data file interface here 
(Version 2 for dat~ on individualised finds) 
...................... 1••••••1111••·········· 
I Ill 11111»1f 111 II• I I I I I I I I I I II IHI If fjfl 111 lfl I I I I II I I I I I I II I I I I 
ANALYSIS 
ANALYS.SUP: Analysis instruction set to generate basic * 
statistics for the support piece attributes* 
of the individualised JJthic fJnds • 
I'll Ill I 1111111lttllI111ItIIIII111111.tIll'>f1111llI11Iii1111111 f II I 
The SPSS instructions which follow serve to output basic 
statistics for the support-pieces of individualised lithic 
finds. These include distributions by length, areJ and 
we1g:it classes for each excav.ltion square and analysis unit, 
len-5th/bre.1d th ratios and si:::attergrams for whole flakes, 
cros$tabulations for nominal level attributes ~nd class 
interv3ls for continuous attributes. 
lff.t I I I I lit If f If i IHllll I I I It• lf 11tt•1ll1 I If I I I I I I I I I It I I I I I I I I I I I If I I 
Distribution of all individualisej litnic finds 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••• lllfllllllfVll 
TAB!..ES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE/EXCVUIHT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
Distribution of llthic finds by square for each 
analysis and excavation unit. 
MASS 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQU,\RE/EXGVUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
Distribution of total weight of lithic finds for each 
exca•1ation square by analysis and excavntion unit 
(in 1/10ths gm) 
Distribution of typlogioal oategorias 
••••••»•••••••·••••11111111111111111111 
TA2~ES = TOOLTYP8 llY SQUARE BY INDU3T/ 
TOO~TYPE SY ANALUNIT 
3, ~, 5 
...... 
0 
TASK NAME 
COMMENT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
CG:·IME~IT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIOllS 
CD1·!HENT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIO?IS 
com:E:H 
CROSSTABS 
UPTI:JUS 
Cm·l:1ENT 
TASK NAME 
COIU1ENT 
15EL!::CT IF 
CROSS TABS 
OPTIONS 
COMMENT 
'SELECT IF 
•co:·IPUTE 
1 RECODB 
CROSSTABS 
OPTION3 
COMMEllT 
'SELECT If 
CROSSTABS 
:JPTIOllS 
COMMENT 
'SELECT If 
CROSS TABS 
OPTIOllS 
COMMBNT 
1SELECT IF 
CROSSTABS 
OPfIO~S 
COMMENT 
TASK NAME 
CO~IMENT 
'SELECT If 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIOllS 
COMMENT 
All individualised lithic finds, distribution and characteristics 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TABLES = AllALUNIT BY LENuTHCM BY INDUST 
4,5 
Length classification of all individ' lithic finds (class size lam 
TABLES = ANALU~IIT BY WIDTHCM BY INDUST 
4,5 
Breadth classification of all individ' lithic finds (class size le 
TABLES = MASSG:1 BY ANALUNIT BY INDUST 
3,5 
w~ight clas.'lification of all indlvid' lithic finds (chss size lgm 
TABLES = AREASQCM BY ANALUNIT BY INDIJST 
3,5 
Distribution of are1s of ~nclosing rectangle for all 
individualis~d finds, by analysis unit 
Whole flakes, distribution and characteristics 
II I I I I 11l11Ilfll111111 lllllll lttlll 1111IUI111111 I I 
(SUPPORT EQ 1) 
TABLSS = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
Distribution of whole flakes by analysis unit and square 
(SUPPORT EQ 1) 
LBRATIO = TRUNC((LENGTHMM/WIDTHMM)•lO) 
LBRATIO (41 THRU HIGHEST= 41) 
TABL~S = LBRATIO BY At:ALUUIT BY INDUST 
3, 5 
Length/breadth ratios of whole flakes (to one decimal place) 
(SUPPORT EQ 1) 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY LENGTHOI BY INDUST 
4,5 
Len~th clasoification of whole flakes (class size lcm) 
(SUPPORT E~ 1) 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY WIDTHCM BY INDUST 
4, 5 
Breadth classification of whole flakes (class size lam) 
(SUPPORT EQ 1) 
TABLES = MASSGM BY ANALUNIT BY INDUST 
3,5 
Weight classification of whole flakes (class size lgm) 
Distribution ~nd characteristics of individualised sieve finds 
lfl It I I 1111»tt111 ltl If II I 111111* I I I II tiff 1111.Jil Ill 11111IIIIIll1111 
(ZCOORD EQ O) 
TABLES = ANALUNIT BY SQUARE 
3,4,5 
Distribution of individualised sieve finds by analysis 
unit and exc:i.va ti on square 
'SELECT IF 
CROSS TABS 
OPTIONS 
COM:-IENT 
TASK NAME 
COMMENT 
'SELECT If 
CROSS TABS 
OPTIONS 
TASK NAME 
COMMENT 
'SELECT If 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIONS 
TASK NAME 
COMMENT 
1SELECT IF 
CROSST/.BS 
OPTIONS 
COMMENT 
CROSSTABS 
OPTIO!IS 
COMMENT 
TASK NAME 
COMM El IT 
*SELECT IF 
SCATTERGRAM 
OPTIOllS 
STATISTICS 
CONMEN'f 
'SELECT IF 
SCATTERGRAM 
OPTIONS 
STATISTICS 
COMMENT 
fINISH 
(ZCOORD EQ 0) 
TABLES = ANALUllIT BY M•\SSGM 
3, 4, 5 
Distribution of individualised sieve finds, 
by :tndlysis unit and w.,i~ht class 
Crosst.:ibulation of nominal level ·t.tributes 
1111 f I I II I ,f I If I I I I I llf I If It• I I If 111ItIII1.1111 I 
(~J1SS GE 2.0) 
TABLES = RAW:1ATER BY SUPPORT BY INDUST/ 
CORTEX BY SUPPOR"f BY INDUST/ 
RAWMATER BY CORTEX BY INDUST 
5 
Distribution of nomin1l level attributes by an~lysls unit 
liftfl 11IfIIIlllll11 I I I fl I I* 11 I I I I•• ti I I It* I I I If I I I It I If I If I l*I I 
(MASS GE 2.0) 
TABLES = ANALUIHT BY SUPPORT/ ANALUllIT BY CORTEX/ 
ANALUNIT BY RAWMATEfl/ 
4,5 
Cr'os~tabulation of mass by sup~ort piece and cortex 
tiff t iU •t lfttll I tit I I I ti I I If I I II I I 11111 It I Ill I• fill I I I 
(MASS GE 2.0) 
TABLES = MASSGM BY SUPPORT BY INDUST 
5 
Crosst~bulation of mass in gms by support piece 
type, for each industry 
TABLES = MASSGM BY CORTEX BY INDUST 
5 
Crosstabulation of mass Jn g:n by cortex rating, 
for each industry 
Le~gth/breadth scattergram for whole flakes over 2g:n 
llltfliitlflltilltlflfll!flllflllllfltlllll•••··········· 
(SUPPORT EQ 1 AND IN DUST EQ 1 AND MASS GE 2. 0) 
WICTH;•!M(O, 50) ;UTH LENGrHHM(0', 100) 
4 
ALL 
Scatt~rgram for Bondalan industry 
(SUPPORT EQ 1 AtlD INDUST EQ 2 AND MASS GE 2.0) 
WIDTHHM(0,50) WITH LEl:JTHMtl(J, 100) 
4 
ALL 
Sc1ttergram for Capertian industry 
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